




Presenting The Most Highly Prized 

"WAR TROPHY" OF WORLD WAR II 
Known to Americans as the "Luger," the P-08 is one of the most famous military pistols in history

and one of the most cherished symbols of victory among World War II Gls. 

" ... the Luger 
is arguably the 
most famous pis
tol of all time. This 
reputation alone 

has greatly increased its value as a collector's 
piece in recent times." 

John Walter, Ibg ~ l!!!2k 

For World War II Gis returning from the Euro
pean Theaternearly 50 years ago, it was the most 

desirable war trophy they could bring back. 
For the German "Luger," as Americans called the 

Model P-08, was-and is, today-one of the most 
recognizable and respected firearms in world history. 

And, for anyone who served in World War II or a 
family member, there's something special and myste
rious about a Luger-undoubtedly its strong associa
tion with military history and the powerful Third 
Reich we defeated. 

Now, in this, the 50th Anniversary of World War 
II, The American Historical Foundation is proud to 
bring you a special, firing, limited edition of "war 
trophy" pistols, specially finished to museum-grade, 
as a symbol of our victory. 

The Lugers brought back by American veterans 
in 1945 are in family collections, not for sale at any 
price. For the first time since the war, this is a special 
opportunity for World War II veterans and their 
families to own "the Luger you left behind.'' 

24-Karat Gold 
Each Commemorative is finished to presentation 

grade, with a combination of mirror polishing and 
contrasting matte gloss plating and bluing. 

Commemorative tributes are etched and gold-gilt 
infilled on the presentation side of the frame, includ
ing the symbol of SHAEF, the overall command of the 
European Theater of Operations (ETO). 

In dramatic contrast to the black, 24-Karat Gold 

plating gleams across six components. The grips are 
beautiful select American Walnut, finished to mu
seum grade. Each grip is fitted with a miniaturized 
version of the U.S.-awarded ETO campaign medal, 
finished. with two-tone 24-Karat Gold plating. 

Only 750 will be made-your assurance of imme
diate collector value. The special limited edition se
rial number is engraved on the frame of each pistol 
and inscribed on the accompanying Certificate of 
Authenticity. 

Fires9mm 
In addition to being beautiful, each fires 

readily-available 9mm ammunition. With each pistol 
comes a seven-round magazine and an authentic 
loading tool. 

To safely display your World War II Commemo
rative, you may reserve the optional American Wal
nut Case. The !ocking glass lid protects your pistol 
from dust and unauthorized handling. 

Satisfaction Guaranteed 
This is available exclusively through The Ameri

can Historical Foundation. To reserve, call, write or 
visit. Satisfaction is guaranteed or return within 30 
days for a full refund. 

If you don't have a Federal Firearms License, we 
will coordinate delivery through your local firearms 
dealer, after your reservation is received here. If you 
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have an FFL, send a signed copy and your pistol can 
be delivered directly to you. 

Arms collectors know that, traditionally, fire
arms have become good long-term investments. And 
historical pieces provide pride of ownership that is 
even more satisfying than any investment. 

tifyi~9 

r--------------------------------------· 
RESERVATION 

To: The American Historical Foundation 
1142 West Grace Street, Dept. T157 •• 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 ____ ,' 
Telephone: (804) 353-1812 
TOLL FREE: (800) 368-8080 
Yes I wish to reserve the World War II Commemora

tive issued in a limited edition of only 750. I understand that 
after payment is completed, my Commemorative will be 
delivered within 60-90 days. My satisfaction is guaranteed 
or I may return within 30 days for a full refund. 
D My deposit• (or credit card authorization) of $270 is 

enclosed. Please charge or invoice the balance due prior 
to delivery. 
D in six monthly payments of $270. Din full. 

D My payment in full (or credit card authorization) of 
$1,890 is enclosed. 

D Please also send the optional American Walnut Display 
case at $169 each. 

'If I cancel my reservation prior to delivery, I will be refunded all 
monies paid less a processing fee of $270. 

Name 

Address 

Daytime Telephone ( ..................... ) ..................................... .. 
For Visa, MasterCard or American Express, please send account num• 
ber, expiration date and signature. Virginia residents add 45% sales tax. 

T157 
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P.A.C. T. CLUB TIMER, Cameron Hopkins 
The newest timer for combat matches at gun clubs is affordable and versatile. 

HANDGUNNING HINTS, Bennett Viken and Robin Sutton 
Kent Miller's outstanding conversion of 
a Ruger Redhawk .44 Magnum to his 
Miller MercComp system. 
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Iron sights and what to do when you need them if your scope foils. 

DILLON 450 JUNIOR, Tony Lesce 
Selling for only $119, the Junior is the perfect beginner's reloading press. 

Photo by lchiro Nagata. 
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PIN SHOOTING SIXGUNS, Mike Cormoney 
Wheelguns are making a comeback in bowling pin matches. 

TO BLUE OR NOT TO BLUE, John Toffin 
We tested some of the more popular gun finishes in a rugged one-year field trial. 

RIMFIRE WONDER, John Toffin 
The amazing new .252 Freedom Arms revolver is one tack-driving phenomenon. 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY IPSC! Dove Anderson 
A reunion of the founding members of IPSC hold a nostalgic combat shoot. 

STEEL GUNS! Dove Anderson 
A look at the wild and wonderful new guns from the 199 l Steel Challenge. 

SMOKIN' STEEL! Cameron Hopkins 
Jerry Barnhart puts it all together and wins the 1991 Steel Challenge. 

LADIES OF THE STEEL CHALLENGE, Dove Anderson 
Judy Woolley of Team S&W totally dominates the ladies division. 

RUGER REDHAWK MERCCOMP, Cameron Hopkins 
Kent Miller transforms the Redhowk into his incredible MercComp. 

MEET KENT MILLER, Camwon Hopkins 
Get to know the man behind the MercComp. 

THE AYOOB FILES, Massod Ayoob 
The chilling true story of a real-life Terminator. 

CUSTOM GUN GIVEAWAY 
You can win a custom .45 Tactical Special from Wilson Combat™. 

TAFFIN TESTS, John Toffin 
High performance favorite loads for the powerful .445 SuperMqg. 

PISTOLSMITHING 
John Lawson 

HANDLOADING 
Frank W. Jomes 

COP TALK 
Mossad Ayoob 

HANDGUN HUNTING 
J D. Jones 
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INSIGHTS INTO IPSC 
Dove Anderson 

SILUETAS 
John Taffin 

CHAMPION'S FORUM 
J Michael Plaxco 

INDUSTRY INSIDER 
FBI RECALL 
"Extraordinary but necessary" 

By Cameron Hopkins 
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TRAIN WITH THE BEST 
Train like the champions 

What do shooters like Rob Leatham, 
Jerry Barnhart, Brian Enos, Mike Plaxco, 
John Pride, Chip McCormick and a host of 
other champions have in common, besides 
winning a pistol match or two? They all train 
with PACT Championship Timers. Now let's 
face it, these guys can have any timer they 
want. So maybe there's a reason why they 
choose PACT, over all others, for their vital 
practice sessions. 

Why train with a PACT timer? 
You spent a small fortune buying the best 

gun you can afford, and you've got all the trick 
goodies. From your magic holster to your 
Shooting Star mags you are READY! There's 
only one thing that stands between you and 
the local hot shot; skill at arms. And as you 
know, you can't buy it (not that we don't try) 
you've got to work for it, you are going to have 
to practice. 

Before you start burning the ammo you 
just cranked off of your Dillon stop and ask 
yourself, "What am I trying to do?" If you are 
going to improve you've got to keep track of 
the two elements of marksmanship that you 
are striving to master: accuracy and speed. 
Would you consider practicing without a 
target? Of course not, because without a 
target you have no measure of your accuracy. 
By the same token, without a PACT Timer, 
you have no accurate measurement of your 
speed and no way to tell if a given technique 
is helping or hindering your progress. 

#07 1.03 
FIND SHOT: 

Advanced display 

3.48 
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The PACT MKIII features an advanced 
32 character display instead of the four digit 
display commonly found on other timers and 
cheap alarm clocks (sorry guys, but facts are 

facts). This display allows the MKIII to display 
all of the information about a given shot (shot 
number, split time, total time) at a glance and 
eliminates the hassle of having to "toggle" 
back and forth between functions in order to 
review your shot string. 

A few of our features 
* A buzzer that's loud enough to hear with 
your earphones on • 
*999.99 second time limit 
* Automatic Comstock function 
*Lap function 
* Advanced training functions allow simulation 
of complex courses of fire. 
*Two stop plate inputs. Man vs Man mode 
gives both shooters total times, who won and 
margin of victory. 
* Auxillary output drives relay for horns, 
lights, moving targets, etc. 

$69.95 CHRONOGRAPH 
Have us install the $69.95 CHRONO

MOD (New MS skyscreens included) in your 
MKIII, to enable it to double as the best por
table chronograph on the market. When 
operated as a chronograph, the MKIII per
forms all of the functions of the PACT Preci
sion Chronograph. In addition the MKIII will 
automatically calculate the power factor of 
each round fired. 

Printer 
Every MKIII is equipped with a Print 

Driver which (when combined with the 
optional Hewlett Packard printer) allows it to 
provide you with a permanent record of each 
string you fire. This is a great way to keep 
track of your progress. 

30 DAY MONEY BACK Guarantee 
We designed the MKIII, we build it and 

we sell it factory direct to you. We take full 
responsibility for your satisfaction. If you are 
not 100% satisfied with any PACT Product, 
return it to us undamaged (no fair driving over 
it) within 30 days, and we'll refund your 
money. That's our promise and you can de
pend on it. 

Lifetime Warranty 
The MKIII features a real simple repair 
policy. If it breaks due to a defective part or 
faulty workmanship we'll fix it free. If you 
break if (people really have driven over them, 
ask Mickey Fowler) we'll fix it for cost. No 
hassles and no questions asked. 

Order today 

TOLL FREE ... 800 722-8462 
(in Texas 214-641-0049) 

FAX 214-641-2641 

By Phone: We are happy to answer your 
questions and take your order. We accept 
VISA, MC and COD orders.* 

PACT MKIII .................. $299.95 
CH AONO-MOD 

w/M5 Skyscreens ......... $ 69.95 
Carrying Case for Timer ....... $ 16.95 
Skyscreen Bracket 

(optional but nice) ......... $ 24.95 
Battery Powered Printer ........ $125.00 
Extra Printer Paper (6 rolls) ..... $ 12.00 
Extra MS Skyscreen ............ $45 pr 
Skyscreen Housings ..... $5 ea 4/$17.50 

*Shipping & Insurance $5.50 UPS 
Ground/$10 UPS 2nd Air. Extra shipping 
for bracket (separate package) $3 ground/ 
$6 2nd day air. Bank service charge 
VISA/MC. COD fee $2.75. Texas 
residents add appropriate sales tax. 

Brochure Available 

~~~ 
= -----. = -=-= -====---

P.O. Box 535025 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053 

PACT, Model 1 and MKS Professional Skyscreens are Trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc. 
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SPEAK OUI' 

Frigid Luger 
I have just received the July/ August 

issue of American handgunner which fea
tures what you describe as the "sexy" 
Luger. 

Stop it. Guns are appealing in many 
ways, to all the human senses, but they 
are not sexy. They do not arouse sexual 
desire, except in conjunction with some 
unfortunate psychological malfunction. 

Yes, I read the article and, no, I don't 
care who else mis-uses the word "sexy" 
or in what context. We do not need other
wise respectable firearms publications 
telling the world that we are sexually 
aroused by firearms. 

That is sick, and whether or not you 
mean "sexy" to be taken literally, you 
owe it to America's responsible, law
abiding and sane gun owners to choose a 
different adjective. 

Eugene Goon 
W. Hyattsville, Md. 

To Tell The Truth 
American Handgunner is a good mag

azine. I especially like your critical view-

Change. 

points in your gun tests that sets Ameri
can Handgunner apart from the rubber
stamp editorial policies of other publica
tions. 

Keep a hard line in the magazine and 
increase it if possible! Tell it like it is! 

Never be afraid to tell the truth- peo
ple want this attitude. If you are aware of 
faults or defects in market products, let us 
know! We demand it! We've got to have 
someone out there we can count on. 

Do you have back issues .available? 
I'd appreciate a complete list of all back 
issues, annuals, etc. published by Ameri
can Handgunner so I can bring my col
lection up to date. 

Again, keep telling it like it is. Don't 
shy away from controversy and the truth; 
this is how the industry improves. You 
provide a valuable service to us and it is 
appreciated. 

Raymond Skrika 
Perth Amboy, NJ 

Unfortunately, we do not have the space 
to inventory a collection of back-issues. 
We have a few recent back-issues on 
hand, but if you need some older issues 

to complete your collection, try the 
local gun shows or scan the ads in 
Shotgun News (Box 669, Hastings, NE 
68902; three issues a month, $20 per 
year). Contrary to what the name would 
suggest, Shotgun News carries want
ads for all sorts of firearms and acces
sories, including books and magazines. 

Editor. 

Un-American Beretta? 
We noted the new Beretta ad with the 

Italian Beretta 92F lying on what appears 
to be the flag of the United States of 
America. If this photo upsets us, it is 
equally nauseating to read the b.s. (both 
outright and implied) in the text of the ad. 

Italy had been bµying more military 
goods from the U.S. than the U.S. had 
bought from Italy. The "test" was set up 
so that only the Beretta could win. It was 
a simple matter of politics and eco
nomics, and quality had nothing to do 
with it. 

The durability of the 92F might be 
compared to the combat durability of 
Mussolini's Finest during World War II. 

Putting "U.S.A." after the name 
"Beretta" in no way justifies posing the 
Beretta on top of the U.S. flag. But then it 
is said that spitting on the flag is also 
allowed by the First Amendment. 

Eugene L. Harshbarger 
Guatemala City, Guatemala 

For The Better. 

Even the package is improved -just 
look for the rei:I, white and blue. 

Improved quality 
control makes our 

new ammo better 
by a long shot. 

American Eal{le's 
accuracy anil 
superior, reliable 
functioning look 
good on paper-and 
in practice. 

Law eftorcement agencies 
use it or training-so you 

-~ now it's good. ...., 

American Eagle introduces a lot of change ... for a little change. Our new line of pistol and rifle arnrno-14 cartridges in 
all ranging from 25 Auto Pistol to 30-06 Springfield-offers foads of improvement for just a few pennies more. Improved 
product. New packaging. And the same superior, reliable performance American AMERICAN ( ,\

1
{iL(® 

Eagle has always defivered. So go with the line that offers the best recreational ammo r, 
for the money. American Eagle. It's from Federal, so you know it's good. svFEDERAL® 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 1991 7 
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~JETC'OH,. 
THE MOST POWERFUL 

COMPENSATOR IN 
THE WORLD! 

OVER 75,; 
LESS CLIMB 

IN THE .45 ACPI 

• U.S. PATENT #4,545,285 

D.R. MIDDLEBROOKS - PISTOLSMITH 
RT 1 BOX 112-C, SURRY, VA. 23883 

TEL (8041357-0881 

THIS Is ONE HANDGUN 
THAT REMINGTON® DOESN'T 

MAKE AMMo FOR. 
If it shoots anything but water, chances are 

Remington• makes ammunition for it. In fact, 
Remington is a leader in providing 9mm am
munition choices for the handgun shooter. 

Remington's 115-grain Jacketed Hollow 
Point is the standard by which all other 9mm 
ammunition is measured. It' provides the opti
mum balance of on-target energy and bullet 
performance. We also offer the 
Jacketed Hollow Point in 
88-grain. 

Our 124-grain Metal Case 
has long been the stalwart of 
our "Hardball" line. It's a 
proven performer with a high 
velocity and flat trajectory for 
exceptional accuracy. You can also choose the 
Metal Case bullet in a 115-grain. 

If you're looking for a high-velocity load 
with improved bullet expansion and maximum 

• AMERICAN QUALITY 

.. RELIABILITY & 
\1-"'"""..,_.~::::..:...~<3 EXCELLENCE 

energy transfer, choose the 115-grain ( + P) 
Jacketed Hollow Point*. 

Our 140-grain Semi-Jacketed Hollow Point 
is a reduced-velocity ~ractice load with a non
expanding hollow pomt bullet to reduce dam
age to steel targets and backstops on ranges. 

The heaviest Remington bullet for the 9mm 
is the 147-grain Jacketed Hollow Point sub

sonic. Its design optimizes 
bullet expansion, and the low 
velocity limits potential over
penetration. 

Ask your dealer today to 
show you Remington's wide 
range of 9mm choices, 
and our complete line of 

ammunition in the most popular handgun 
and rifle calibers. 
• Ammunition with the ( +P) on the: a.schead stamp is loackd to higher 
pressure. Use only the: firearms designated for this amridgc and so 
recommended by the: gun manufacrurcr. 

~mington. ~ 
FIREARMS• AMMUNITION• APPAREL• ACCESSORIES 

Rcmingtoo isa tradcnurk registered in the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office by Remington AnnsCompany, Inc., Wilmington, DE 19898. 

Extinct Sport 

What do dinosaurs, the Dodo, and 
organized combat pistol shooting have in 
common? The correct answer is, 
"They're all extinct." 

My participation in IPSC began in the 
mjd 1970's whjle a deputy sheriff in Ari
zona. Over the years, the game has obvi
ously changed. "Transformed" would be 
a better word to describe the evolution of 
IPSC. 

Change is good, and can result in 
tremendous improvement. Today's cars 
are much more fuel efficient than those of 
20 years ago, but the purpose of the car 
remains the same- to get you from one 
place to another. 

IPSC has not changed, it has trans
formed. Originally, IPSC provided orga
nized competition for those interested in 
combat pistolcraft. Today, it is neither 
combat oriented nor practical in nature. It 
is a legitimate sport, but shares little with 
the real world in terms of combat pistol 
marksmanship. 

Capt. Steve Osborn 
United States Marine Corps 

Barstow, Calif. 

Scumbag Lawyer 
I've been reading American Hand

gunner almost as long as I've been prac
ticing law. In terms of providing good 
technical information on handgun perfor
mance and ballistics, your magazine is 
top of the line. (Hell, I even like Massad 
Ayoob's articles.) But, your sense of 
humor is another story. 

Geez, guys: "Scumbag lawyer? Isn't 
that redundant?" (American Handgunner, 
May/June 1991). Come on, is that the 
best you can do? As my old Uncle Homer 
used to say, if you can't say something 
good about someone, at least be funny. 

For example, did you hear what the 
masochist said when they asked her why 
she'd married a cop? "Beats me." 

Oh well, maybe I'd better stick to law 
and maybe you should stick to providing 
us- even us scumbag lawyers- with 
great gun articles. 

James R. Chamberlain 
Las Vegas, Nev. 

I'm No Money-Grubbing 
Lawyer! 

Alright, that's enough! I can't take it 
anymore. I've just completed reading 
your May/June 1991 edition of Ameri
can Handgunner, which contained in the 
Speak Out column (1) game regulations 
on hunting and harvesting of lawyers, and 
(2) your comment that the phrase "scum
bag lawyers" is a redundancy. 

I'm a corporate/tax attorney in 
Atlanta, Georgia. I do not handle person
al injury, malpractice or product liability 
cases. Most of my clients are hard-work
ing small businessmen and women trying 
to get by in the regulatory mess the 
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r------------------------------------· COMMISSION AUTHORIZATION 
The Franklin Mint Please mail by October 31, 1991. 
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 
Please enter my commission for The Iwo Jima 50th Annivmary 
Memorial, to be individually hand-cast for me in cold-cast bronze, 
a sculptor's blend of powdered bronze and resins, and finished 
with a rich patina like that which characterizes the finest bronze 
sculptures. 

I need send no payment now. I will be billed for my sculpture in 
5 equal monthly installments of $59.* each, beginning prior to ship
ment. A handsome hardwood display base, and a Certificate of Au
thenticity bearing the signature of Felix de Weldon, will be sent at 
no additional charge. 'Ph" my""" sales we and 

a ooe-timc charge of$3. lorshipping and handling. 

SIGNATVRc._ ___________ _ 
ALLCOMMISSIOSS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCE.PTA.\CE. 

MR/MRS/MISS ____________ _ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ADDR=. ______________ _ 

CITY/STATFJZIP ___________ ~ 

~1991 FM 14036•22 

THIR'JY-DAY RETURN ASSURANCE POLICY 
If you wish to return any Franklin Mint purchase, 
you may do so within 30 days of your receipt of 
that purchase for replacement, credit or refund. 



Take this crash course in Leupold ruggedness: mount an EER 
(Extended Eye Relief) on an earth-shaking llandgun like the Ruger 

All four Oregon-made EERs feature the famous Duplex® reticle. 
And, they're waterproof. For details, get the new Leupold handbook 

Redhawk .44 Magnum, ttien pulI the trigger. .. 
What happens? 

by writing to: A Prac.---------'~,_ ____ _ 
tical Guicfe to Scopes, 
Leupold & Stevens, 
Inc., PO Box 688, 
Beaverton, OR 
97075. 

zx EER From the scope's perspective, nothing. Because 
-----..i Leupold EERs are built to withstand the kind of 

ZXSilverEER hanagun recoil that makes your body ache. 
Backed by the Leupold Full Lifetime 

4
xEER Guarantee, these scopes are impact-tested in an 

t;;:::::::;A:::._ :::I attempt to destroy seals, dislodge reticles, and 
4x Silver EER make chaos of mechanical systems. But Leupold 

EERs survive with style. With an eagle-eye picture that's bright, 
clear and crisp. So getting on target 1s fast and easy. 

See the EERs. That is, if you've an eye for 
ruggedness. 

LEUPOW. 
Made in USA 

Leupold, the gold ring design, and Duplex are registered trademarks of Leupold & Stevens, Inc. C 1991 Leupold & Stevens, Inc. 

(Democratic) Congress has created. 
I'm also an avid handgunner, having 

attended Massad Ayoob's Lethal Force 
Institute (revolver class, July 1990) and 
am slated to attend his LFI I in July, 
1991. 

I vehemently resent being lumped in 
with the bad apples out there. That 
would be like condemning all police 
officers for the actions of the sadists in 
Los Angeles who recently brutalized a 
defenseless person. 

If you want to knock lawyers, that's 
your constitutional right. But please limit 
your criticism to the dishonest, money
grubbing lawyers. 

I hope you give this letter your thought
ful consideration. I also hope you publish 
this letter to express the fact to your read
ers that not all attorneys are detestable, 
dishonest scumbags who should be 
scorned and avoided like pariahs. 

Lawrence M. Merlin 
Atlanta, Ga. 

Actually, readers are cautioned to treat 
pariahs with more courtesy. They didn't 
choose to be pariahs, they were born 
that way. Editor. 

Best In The Business 
You have, quite simply, the best maga

zine in the business. The Ayoob Files and 
Nagata photos, on their merits alone, put 
you well ahead of the competition. 
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Ayoob's report on the Miami shootout 
was a marvelous bit of journalism whose 
worth transcends the small closed world 
of your industry. I have given (lent) that 
issue of AH to literally dozens of friends 
and relatives, some of whom would 
"recoil" at the idea of even owning a 
handgun, and all have been "blown 
away" by Massad's piece: not one of 
them read the story less than twice. 

Nagata's work is always first rate. His 
work on the Ed Brown guns (some time 
ago) is absolutely the best that I've seen 
in your business. 

In addition to these two fust-raters any 
good story you include between the cov
ers is just icing on the cake. 

Will Ryan 
Neversink, NY 

Guns Don't Win 
I am totally confused. I have been 

reading American Handgunner since I 
was a boy. Everything I have read in so 
many words tells me that if you are going 
to shoot any combat you must have a 
Wilson, Springfield, or Brown or you just 
will not do any good. 

Yet, the Bianchi Cup was won with a 
gun built by Frank Glenn. How is it pos
sible to win with a pistol made by some
one else? 

I went to a local range in Marianna, 
Fla., last month to get some information 
on shooting IPSC and I asked the men 

there if I should get a Wilson or Spring
field and should I get a .38 Super or .45 
and they laughed at me and told me if I 
wanted a good gun that works all the time 
to see the man in the blue shirt that was 
over on the side of the range. 

One man told me the people that shoot 
those guns you read about are being paid 
to shoot them and the rest are just using 
them because they read in the magazines 
about them and figure that is what you 
have to have. 

If you took all the guns away from 
them and gave them all the same guns to 
shoot and with a few days to practice they 
would stay just the same in the standings. 

One man said, "Shoot a gun that you 
know who it was built by- and not 
someone that works for him." 

They almost all said that Wilson prob
ably hasn't built a gun personally in 
years. 

Then I said, "But, they are shooting 
champions and the big matches are won 
with their guns!" 

I was told that the man in the blue 
shirt shot on the U.S. Olympic Team. 
He has won all kinds of championships 
in Bullseye and Combat and his guns 
have won or have been in the top five in 
all the big matches and that just a few 
years ago the Masters was won with one 
of his guns. 

Is the magazine misleading the people 
Continued on page 14 
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WhyWinchester®Engineers 
Spend Countless Days And 

Nights Making SomethingThat 
Will Only Last A Millisecond. 

Consistency. That's what 

it all boils down to. There 

Primers . , yth. 
wi~h s_uperior 1sn t an 1ng more 

ignition. 

• know if you're going to spend 

countless hours in the base-

~ ment reloading shells, 

important when it comes to de- • -=.--, they should make sure 

signing high-quality components. Shot 11'!-ade the~ our components work 
old-fashioned way. 

Our engineers know when absolutely perfect. But you won't 

a bullet comes rifling through the know just how good they are un

til you sit down at your work-

two and three Rifie, shotshell bench and start loading them. 
and pistol powders. 

times the speed of sound, 

everything's got to perform 

just right. The brass, the 

Wads that re- d th . h bul duce shot povVi er, e primer, t e -
deformation. 

let, everything. Our engineers also 

You' 11 be putting 125 years of 

Winchester know-how into a The 
broadest 

load that' 11 be gone in a flash. rC::df:S~f 

... ....... Wiiii..W.iiiiliAi~® 

Components Division. 



OULD 
E PART 

EVERY 
SHOOTERS 

• • 
Imagine a rifle without a barrel, or 

a holster without a handgun. 

Inside every issue is information for 
today's shooter. 

Whether it's uncovering the "buyer 
beware" facts on a new gun or finding 
self-defense tips that could save your 
life - you'll get uncompromised news in 
every issue of Guns. 

✓ HANDGUNS 
✓ RIFLES 

Functional, maybe. But as a real 
shooter, you want more. 

That's why you need Guns 
Magazine. 

✓ CUSTOM GUNS 
✓ HANDLOADING 
✓ NEW PRODUCTS 
✓ AND MORE! 

The best way to make sure you get Guns all year, is 
to subscribe. You'll discover that each issue is loaded 
with news that will help you enjoy your guns more. 

And you'll save money too! A one year subscription 
to Guns costs about $15 less than buying it at the 

newsstand every month. 

If you're a serious shooter, you 
seriously need Guns. Make it a regular 
part of your shooting gear. Start your 
subscription today. 

Complete and return the card attached or write to 
Guns, P.O. Box 85201, San Diego, CA 92138 



NOW AVAILABLE 

CP 
MATCH AMMO 

• CP 9 x 21 
• 38 Super 
• 40 S&W 
• 10 mm 

• 45 Ultra ACP 
• Match 223 

(.52 gr HP) 
(.68 gr HP) 

fit\l=t\1~11-t\l\ll:J 

)t HOLSTERS 
BELTS • POUCHES 
SPEED LOADER 

BLACK BASKET • PLAIN BROWN 
008 Final Option 
023 Competition Belt 
076 Double Mag Pouch 
077 Mag Pouch (Adjustable 180°) 
700-2 Double Adjustable Clip 
700-3 Triple Adjustable Clip 
002 Cup Challenge 
021 Combat Competition 
333 Triple Speed Loader Pouch 
Safariland Comp Ill (S&W/K or L) 
Safariland Shooters Box 
Safariland Loading Blocks (S&W) 

U.S. P.S.A./1. P.S.C. 
APPROVED TARGETS 

Matching Tape & Posters 
SUPPLIER FOR THE 

1990 US NATIONALS 

Target Pins™ 

~~-t\ HEINIE SPECIALITY PRODUCTS 
• Heinie Premium Compensators 

(Drop In) 
.45 ACP .38 Super 
.40 S/W 10 MM (Long) 

• Tungsten Carbide Guide Rod 
• Extended Mag Button 

'--i'J~ER 
Mag-guide 

(Stainless & Blue/Arched & Flat) 
Ambi-Mag Release 

COMPETITION PROVEN 
ACCESSORIES 

• CP 9 x 21 Supported Barrels 
1911-P9/TZ 

• CP-Kodiak 
P9/TZ Competition Single 
Action Trigger 

• Hammers 
0

9.Gt.O 
• Sears f 
• Extractors (CP 9 x 21) 
• Ejectors (CP 9x21) 

(For Scoped Pistols) 
• Ultra Grip Safety 

(For the highest grip) 
For 1911 and P9/TZ Styles 

SUPER TUFF MAG PADS 
For: • 1911 

• S&W Autos 45110mm, 4019mm 
• Tanfoglio 
• Paraordnance 

Colors: 
Rocket Red Saturn Yellow Horizon Blue 
Signal Green Blaze Orange Magma Red 
Onyx Black Aurora Pink Purple Haze 

SUPER TUFF RECOIL BUFFS 
(will not swell or stop slide) 

MATCH AMMO GAUGE 
• 9mm • 10mm (Long) 
• 38 Super • 45 ACP 
• 40 S&W • CP 9x21 
Checks ... Case Length, Diameter & 

Overall Length 

CP ELITES Competition Proven 
• 135gr FMJ • RN 'ELITES' (.356) 
• 150gr FMJ • 'ELITES' (.356) 
• 125gr CP FMJ (.356) 
• 115gr CP STEEL SPECIAL (.356) 

(Jacketed Base) 

CP COPPER CLADS 
160 gr FN 10 MM (.400\ 
180 gr FN 10 MM (.400 
185 gr FN 45 ACP (.451 
200 gr SWC 45 AcP (.451) 

CP SUPER HARDCAST 
• 130gr RNL (.356) • 175gr SWCL (10 MM) 
• 140gr SWCL (.356) • 200gr SWCL (10 MM) 
• 145gr RNL (.356) • 170gr SWCL (.41 AE) 
• 155gr SWCL (.356) • 178gr SWCL (.452) 
• 160gr RNL (.356) • 200gr SWCL (.452) 
• 160gr RNL (10 MM) 
• 152gr SWCL 'ULTRA' (.45 ACP) 
• 200gr RNFPL (.357) (For I.P.S.C./Bowling Pins) 

NOW IN smcK 

CP+P+9 x 21 Brass 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
CP Super Tuff Mag 
Pads for P9/TZ 
Style Pistols 

BARRELS & COMP KITS 
45 ACP 5" Stainless Match Bbl 38 Spr 6" Stainless Bbl w/Ramp 
45 ACP 6" Stainless Match Bbl Match Barrel Bushings (Blue/SS) 

GUIDE RODS SIGHTS 
1 Piece (Gov't or Commander) High Visibility Combat 
2 Piece Gov't (5" or 6") Deluxe High Visibility Combat 

SAFETIES & SLIDE RELEASES 
Ex Thumb Safety (Blue/Stainless) Standard Slide Release 
Ambl Safety(Blue/Stainless) (Blue/Stainless) 
Ex Slide Release (Blue/Stainless) Beovertoil Grip Safley 

(Blue/Stainless) 

OTHER ITEMS 
Extended Ejectors 
(45 ACP or 38 Spr) 

Extended Magazine Release 
Extractor 38 Spr 70 or 80 Series 

Slide Thumb Guard (Stainless) 
Mag Well (Blue/Stainless) 
Extractor 45 ACP 70 or 80 Series 

A LcHIP McCORMICK 
LJ1.C. PERFORMANCE 

1911 (EDM) HAMMERS 
CAD CAM SEARS 
TITANIUM/CARBON MATCH 

TRIGGER (Long & Short) 

TITANIUM FIRING~IN., 
(Reduces Primer Flow) 
TITANIUM STRUT _ ..._ 

-~ 

1911 Magazines 
• lOrd - 38 Super SS w/CP Mag Pad 
• 9rd - 10mm SS w/CP Mag Pad 
• 8rd - 45 SS w/CP Mag Pad 
Spring Conversion Kits 
• l0rd - 38 Super 
• 9rd - 10mm 
• 8rd - 45 ACP 

Accurate Arms - Powder 

• #2 in 1 & 6 lb containers 
• #5 & #7 in 1 & 8 lb containers 

Call for special prices for USPSA members 
*ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES - *COD• VISA• M/C • WE SHIP ANYWHERE 

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED - QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 



SPEAK OUT 
Continued from page 10 

• into believing that their advertisers are 
the only competent gunsmiths? 

Jim Berkley 
Chipley, Fla. 

Jim, your comments are most interesting 
and I'm sure some other readers have 
similar questions, so I'll answer your 
concerns here. 

Let's start at the top with your asser
tion that only guns from "big name" 
gunsmiths can win matches. You cite a 
winning gun built by Frank Glenn as 
being proof, presumably. 

Actually, longtime readers of this 
magazine won't find Frank to be exactly 
an "unknown." One of Frank's custom 
Bianchi Cup revolvers graced our 
Nov/Dec 1983 cover. He's well-respected 
and well-known among the cognoscente 
of custom handguns. 

But your main point seems to be that 
there is something unseemly, almost 
unethical, about top competitors being 
paid to shoot a certain gun. l take it, 
then, that there is something immoral 
about Nike shoes because Bo Jackson is 
paid to wear them. 

You see, Jim, we handgunners· have 
long criticized the media for refusing to 
put handgun shooting on TV Why 
shouldn't The Masters or the Steel Chal
lenge be shown on ABC Wide World of 
Sports, indignant shooters complain jus
tifiably? 

So the shooting sports made a con
scious decision to professionalize the 
matches in order to demonstrate the 
legitimate sporting value of handguns. 

You began to see official team uni
forms, just like race car teams and bas
ketball teams. 

You began to see rich prize purses, 
just like tennis tournaments and golf 
matches. 

Finally, just recently, you began to 
see shooters- who are in fact highly 
skilled athletes- earn sensible salaries 
for their talents. Just as Johnny Bench is 

paid to endorse barbecue sauce, so too 
is Rob Leatham paid to shoot a Spring
field Armory pistol. 

Does this mean that somehow there is 
something "wrong" with the Springfield 
Armory pistol? Of course not. 

Rather than complaining about how 
"unfair" you seem to think it is for a 
professional shooter to reap the rewards 
of years of training, you should instead 
recognize the benefits of portraying the 
handgunning sports as legitimate disci
plines of professional athletics. 

When Ted Kennedy introduces the 
Brady Bill, Part fl, to ban the ownership 
of all handguns without "legitimate 
sporting value" ( a familiar turn of 
phrase, no?), don't you think it would be 
nice if we could point to the Rob 
Leathams and Jerry Barnharts as proof 
that semi-automatic handguns are tools 
of highly paid professional athletes? 

Or do you think that a few guys at the 
gravel pit chugging beers and shooting 
bottles between burps is a better image? 

Moving to your next point, you sug
gest that Bill Wilson has not built a gun 
in several years and it is wrong to buy a 
gun from someone who doesn't actually 
build it himself. 

Jim, ever since the first caveman 
taught his CroMagnon buddy how to 
sharpen a flint axe, there has been a sys
tem of master-apprentice. The great gun
makers of Europe, even today, operate a 
very regimented system of master teach
ing journeyman, journeyman teaching 
apprentice, the time-honored skills of the 
master himself. 

l have toured the famous gunmaker 
James Purdey & Sons in London, and. I 
can assure you that the gentleman who 
orders a $40,000 sidelock shotgun from 
Purdey does not get a gun built by Mr. 
James Purdey, who of course has been 
dead for a 100 years. 

Nor yet do they get a gun from one of 
the master gunmakers employed by 
Purdey's. The master will perform a final 
inspection and personally execute the 
more detailed handfitting, but it is 
apprentices and journeymen who do a 
good part of the work. 

OGLESBY & OGLESBY 
GUNMAKERS, INC. 

Gun Shown -
Witch Doctor Prototype 

Featuring (IRS) Internal Recoil Suppression And 
The Self Adjusting Port The Witch Doctor Is "Bad Medicine 
In The Hands Of The Right Man"-For Inquiries On 
Availability And Specifications, Call Or Write: 

Oglesby & Oglesby _9unmakers, Inc. 
R.R. #5, Springfield, IL. 62707 (217) 487-7100 Fax: (217) 48_7_-7_9_80 __ ___, 

l don't have a problem with knowing 
that Bill Wilson has passed on the legacy 
of his maste,ful skills to his trusted and 
loyal apprentices. l have examined guns 
of circa-1980 built by Bill Wilson per
sonally and l have seen 1990 guns built 
by his shop. 

Guess what? l will honestly tell you 
that the guns from Wilson's Gun Shop 
today- whether built by Bill or another 
craftsmen there- are indistinguishable. 
The quality is that consistent. 

Lastly, your rather tacky comment 
that we only write about guns built by 
advertisers is absurd. l direct your atten
tion to Paul Liebenberg (two cover sto
ries, 1986 and 1988) who has never 
bought an ad. Steve Nastoff, recipient of a 
1988 cover story, has never bought an ad and 
never plans to. He :S too busy already! 

Ditto for Jim Boland, Leonard Baity, 
John Linebaugh, John French, J.M. Cus
tom, Bruce Gray, Bob Grieder, John 
Martz, John Lawson ... shall! go on? 

The simple truth is that our editorial 
decisions are based on the merits of a 
story for the readers. 

Cameron Hopkins 
Editor-in-Chief 

Loves BearHug 
About three years ago I purchased a 

set of grips for my S&W Model 686 from 
BearHug Grips. They fit my hand like a 
glove and are made out of a beautiful 
piece of presentation grade walnut. 

I took them off the gun to clean it 
about a month ago and the left panel 
broke in two pieces right at the point 
where the screw goes through. I called 
Deacon at BearHug and explained what 
happened and he said I had probably over 
tightened the screw and cracked the grip. 

I returned them to him for repair. I just 
received them back, and they look just 
like new. The crack is almost unnotice
able and they have been refinished with a 
nice buff wax. All of this was done at no 
charge to me even though the damage 
was my fault. 

Please print this letter in your Speak 
Out column. I think this kind of service 
and high quality product deserves to be 
brought to the attention of the shooting 
public, and I would like to thank 
BearHug for a great job. 

Steve A. Miller 
West Palm Beach, Fla. 

Readers will want to note that Deacon 
Deason of BearHug has recently relocat
ed to 17230 County Road 338, Dept. AH, 
Buena Vista, CO 81211, phone: 1-800-
BEAR-710. 
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PERFORM LASER SURGERY 
FROM ONE HUNDRED YARDS. 

Ughtweight, waterproof aircraft 5/8" universal mounting ring. 
aluminum. Only 3/4 oz. 7 --1 _ 

Adjustable windage and elevation 
system for repeatable linear tracking 

action. 

Compact. 518" in diameter. 2" long. ---

Custom low-pressure click switch. -

Now theres a laser sight 
that lets you operate 
with both the 
speed and 
accuracy 
you've 

been wait
ing for. Its the 

Tasco l.aserPoint™. The 
smallest, most powerful 
laser sight available. It can 
make you a better shooter, 

faster than you ever imagined. 
With its multi-element optical glass lenses, 

the Tasco LaserPoint delivers 
a bright, focused 1.5" spot at 
a distance of 100 yards ( 3/4" 
at30 yards). It's the first AtJOyds.TascoLnserPoint 

delivers a bright and focused dot. 

laser sight in the industry to (Actual size shown) 

feature a multi-mode beam ( one second con
tinuous/ one second pulsating), which pro
duces a dot so highly visible that you can 

_J 

locate your 
target in
stantly, with 

unmatched precision, even 
at great distances. Precision
crafted from aircraft alu

minum, Tasco LaserPoint is water-
proof and extremely light-weight 

(it weighs only 3/4 ounce), yet it's 
rugged enough to withstand the G-force of 

recoiling, and 
it always stays 
perfectly aligned. 
Plus, the Tasco 
LaserPoint will 
d f · LnserPoint adapts to fit any firearm. 

a apt tO lt any This is just one of 22 available custom mounting options. 

firearm, with twenty-two custom optional 
under barrel mounts. 

So find out how precise a laser sight can be. 
Pick up the Tasco LaserPoint. For more infor
mation call (305) 591-3670, Ext.373. Or write 
Tasc_o, Department AH, PO. Box 523735, 
Miami, Florida tasco~ • 
331s2-ooso. l.t\SE~JQ!:' 



PIS1'0LSMl1'HING 
JOHN LAWSON 

NOSTALGIC JOURNEY BEGINS Wll'H 
BUILDING A CLASSIC PPC REVOLVER 

T
he first time I fired on a police 
range I had just turned 21. My 
dad, a reserve officer on the Taco
ma Police Department, had 

obtained permission for me to use the 
range during the lunch hour. I entered the 
deserted basement facility right at 12 and 
put my brand new Colt Official Police on 
the shooting bench next to a box of store
bought cartridges. 

Nervously, I reeled my target out to 50 
feet, loaded the cylinder, cocked the ham
mer and began to put slow pressure on 
the trigger. 

A head popped around the barricade to 
my left and a middle aged detective asked 

Building this PPC revolver 
was a nostalgic ;ourney for 
John, who mainly builds 
combat automatics. 

in a loud annoyed voice: "Boy, what in 
the hell are you doing?" 

"I have permission to shoot down 
here," I managed to stammer. 

"That's not what I mean," was the 
reply. "Why did you cock the hammer?" 

"I was just going to fire a string." 
"Well," the older man grinned, 

"you're here to learn, and this is your first 
lesson: If you have time to cock that ham
mer you have time to dive for cover, and I 
strongly recommend that you do just 
that." 

Forty years later, that's still sound 
advice. 

Double-Action Skills 
Three years later, when Chief Gilmore 

appointed me Rangemaster for TAP, I 
taught double-action shooting out to our 

maximum range of 50 yards. This inno
vation was met by static and loud, rude 
comments. 

Heck, everybody knew you couldn't 
hit anything at 50 yards double-action 
with a 4" barrel, let alone with the 2" bar
rel off-duty guns. 

The wall of flak only made me more 
determined than ever to demonstrate the 
potential of DA-only fire. I walked 
down to the hardware store in the rain, 
oblivious to the typical Washington 
weather. 

I bought a brand new Model 15 Smith 
(then called a Combat Masterpiece) and 
one of the new Centennial .38 special 

lemon squeezers. This battery was state
of-the-art in 1954. 

I didn't have a bit of trouble shooting 
a qualifying score with service issue 
ammunition in the Model 15. 

"Well," I told my partner, "that was 
the easy half!" 

Snubby Qualification 
I had never fired a qualifying score 

over the FBI course with a Detective Spe
cial, but I found that the smaller J-frame 
Smith allowed me to use my thumb as a 
trigger stop, making a uniform two stage 
pull that was very comfortable. 

Even in this era before spe_ed loaders 
and modern concealment holsters I man
aged to make a qualification with the two 
incher. 

"How' d you do that?" a chorus of 

officers queried. 
"Just pointed it at the target and pulled 

the trigger," was my sardonic reply. 

Wheelgun Progress 
Double-action wheelguns have come 

a long way since those last days of 
thumb cocking. I recently bought 
myself a Model 10 Smith as the basis 
for a PPC wheel gun. I wanted a finely 
tuned and highly modified revolver 
with which to demonstrate the speed 
and accuracy possible in double action 
only mode to my classes of Security 
Officers. 

I chose a bull barrel configuration to 
give adequate muzzle weight without an 
underlug. I mounted the Douglas match 
grade blank to the frame with my new 
MOW barrel wrench, recently purchased 
from Brownells. The fitted Delrin wrench 
inserts fit the frame closely, preventing 
any possibility of springing. 

In that the front extractor rod support 
is done away with, it was necessary to 
install a crane lock ball, using my MOW 
crane lock ball fixture. 

The usual action smoothing and an 
overtravel screw for the smooth, narrow 
trigger transformed the Model 10 into a 
sweet DA job. A careful checking of the 
timing finished the action work. 

The barrel needed a recessed crown; I 
did the job in the lathe. The forcing cone, 
or lead, was cut to gage with the proper 
pilot and reamer, through the bore, from 
the muzzle. 

Sights And Grips 
For sights, I chose a Power Custom 

Double Master rib. Besides having a four 
position rapid adjustment rear sight that 
can be sighted in at every position with a 
vernier screw, then returned to the four 
different zeroes by merely turning the 
elevator knob to the desired numbered 
position, the base mounts a pair of 
Weaver see-through rings. 

I can use an Aimpoint or a pistol 
scope when I want one of these options, 
or use the iron sights without dismount
ing the optical sighting system. This 
combination makes a versatile revolver 
system for our local action shooting 
events. 

I finished the project with a pair of 
Hogue Monogrip™ rubber grips. I also 
have a Hogue wood grip with a smooth 
surface that I use for certain events and 
one of Brown's oversize cylinder latches. 
I've found this large latch very fast and 
quite impressive when I demonstrate 
speed reloading. 

Fixed Sight Challenge 
On a recent trip to the range I ran 

afoul of a shooter with definite opinions 
on DA shooting. "You can maybe shoot a 
group with that trick gun," he said, "but 
my Model 10 has fixed sights and all I 
can do is group high left. 

Continued on page 108 
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por1nyll ol 
recaplUttd. 

Completely autheodc 
with the look and feel 
of the original. 

of the gunsmith's art. 
ring and fitting 

working order. 

The bigger-guard, guardplate and backstrap 
are embellished with 22 karat gold. 

To commemorate the 200th Anniversary 
of the U.S. Marshals 

The Wtld Bill Hickok Revolver 
He was the most famous Marshal and Gunfighter of 
the Old West and he upheld the law with his legendary 
marksmanship ... and his legendary gun. 

Now, for the first time, that same revolver-a .36 
caliber 1851 Navy Colt-has been re-created. Issued by 
the U.S. Marshals Foundation in cooperation with the 

Gene Autry Western Heritage Museum. A fully authentic revolver 
recapturing every detail, down to the original 138813 serial num· 
ber. With intricate scrollwork, gleaming nickel and 22 karat gold 
electroplate. The powerfully sculptured Liberty Eagle on the grip, 
faithfully reproducing the original. Even the backstrap has been 
inscribed with "J.B. Hickok, 1869:' The price for your non-firing 
re-creation, just S425, includes a handsome hardwood-framed wall 
display. Exclusively from The Franklin Mint. 

THIRTI' DAY REWRN ASSURANCE POLICY 
If you wish co return any Franklin Mint purchaS<". you may do so within 30 days of your receipt 

of chat purchase for replacement. credit or refund. 

r---------------------------------------------
Please mail by October 31, 1991. 

The United States Marshals Foundation 
C/o The Franklin Mint, Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 

Please enter my order for The Wild Bill Hickok Revolver. 
1 need send no money now. I will be billed S85* when my imported 

re-creation is ready for shipment, and the balance in four monthly in
stallments of S85~ each, after shipment. *Plus my state sales ta.>:. 

SIGNATURE _________ _ 
All ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE. 

MR/MRS/MISS ______________ _ 
PLEASE PAINT CLEARLY. 

ADDRESS _____________ _ 

CITY/STATE/ZIP ___ _ 
@1991 FM 1245 2-12 

Th~~6r~tBt,£~~~~PQ!.~lt~gendary Revolver 
authoril.ed or endo""1 by the Coh Firearms lli>ision ol Colt Industries Operating Corporation, nor will it be produced in a manufacturing f2cilicy operated by thru company. 



HANDLOADING 
FRANK JAMES 

HOW l'O GEi' Sl'ARl'ED IN RELOADING 
BY LOOKING OVER l'HE BASIC GEAR 

W en I started reloading 
ver 20 years ago there 

wasn't much variety to 
chose from in terms of 

reloading equipment. The presses were 
all more or less single stage presses and 
the reloader didn't have the advantage of 
any packaged "kit" containing all the 
essential items. 

Today, the situation is completely dif
ferent for the beginning reloader and it is 
easy for many beginners to become con
fused by the wide range of products 
available. 

Any shooter venturing into the world 
1 of reloading has to analyze just exactly 

what calibers he will be shooting and 
determine how much money he has to 
spend on equipment. 

Economics is a primary reason why 
most of us reload, despite the advantages 
gained through careful assembly of hand
loaded ammunition for improved accura
cy or increased downrange performance .. 

The savings gained by reloading that 

Dillon Square Deal 

once-fired case ejected from the favorite 
blaster has been incentive enough for all 
of us to start reloading. 

Yeah, I know reloaded ammo can be 
more accurate than comparable factory 
ammo. And it can be also be made more 
powerful. And it can provide a wider vari
ety of projectiles in any given caliber, but 

RCBS RockChucker 

the fact remains, most of us reload because 
it saves us money. Or, at best, allows us to 
shoot more on a limited budget. 

So with a view toward the economics 
of the situation and not the possible per
formance-enhancing aspects, let's exam
ine what the beginning reloader has to 
work with today. 

Single Stage Press 
The first question should be, how 

many different handgun cartridges and 
calibers does the shooter want to reload? 
If the shooter enjoys a wide range of 
handguns, and or rifles, including every
thing from the .32 H&R Magnum to the 
.454 Casull, then any number of excellent 
single stage presses should suffice. 

In fact, several companies have kits 
available for the beginning reloader that 
provide most of the items needed. 

Lyman has the Orange Crusher Starter 
Kit that includes the Orange Crusher 
Press, the reloading dies, the Model 500 
Reloading Scale, a case lube kit, a load
ing block, a powder funnel, a primer tray, 
and their latest edition reloading manual. 

RCBS probably has more individual 
items to assist the reloader than anyone, 
including a number of starter kits for the 
beginning reloader. 

The RCBS RockChucker press has 
earned the reputation of being the "old 
reliable" of single stage reloading press
es. There may be bigger single stage 
presses and there are several that are just 
as good, but there are none better in terms 
of design or quality. 

The RockChucker was among the first 

heavy duty single stage reloading presses 
to be offered and it has remained among 
the best for reloading heavy rifle car
tridges for several decades. 

Progressive Press 
But the trend in reloading today is 

away from single stage presses and 
toward the progressive reloading press. 

That's because many of you no longer 
have the free time available to spend all 
night reloading only 300 empty cases for 
the next shooting session. Or if you do 
you will be shooting not 300 rounds at 
the next practice session, but 1,000 or 
more! 

Your time is valuable and you would 
rather spend it on the range instead of at 
the reloading bench, so the interest in 
progressive reloading presses for reload
ing pistol cartridges has grown exponen
tially in the last few years and the leading 
name in progressive presses is none other 
than Dillon Precision. 

Dillon has a wide range of progressive 
presses that are truly state-of-the-art. 
Their 450 Jr. is aimed primarily at the 
beginning reloader and it could be best be 
described as a semi-progressive press. It 
can be operated as a single stage press or 
after the reloader has mastered the basic 
principles it can be operated in the semi
progressive mode. 

For those who are a little more aggres
sive in their outlook and can master the 
principles of reloading quickly, the Dillon 
Square-Deal is probably one of the best 
bargains available in progressive reload
ers. I have been using one in 9mm Para
bellum for some time and I have reloaded 
as many 1,200 rounds in approximately 
three hours, and that includes the various 
interruptions one normally associates 

Dillon 450-C Junior 
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The new 
XTP™ 

outperf onned six reputed stopper pistol bullets. 

Recent tests pitted 
six of our competitor's bullets 
head-to-head with our new XTP™ 
pistol bullet. The results were 
astonishing. 

All seven brands were shot, at 
numerous velocities, into both wax 
and water. Some performed ade
quately in one medium, but failed 
miserably in the other. Several 
brands failed to expand at all at 
low velocities; and others, which did 

expand well at low velocities, invari
ably over-expanded and broke apart 
at the higher velocities. 

Just one bullet, the new Hornady 
XTP, consistently expanded with 
control and held together in both the 

country. Perhaps its time you put the 
XTP to your test. Get a box from your 
local Hornady dealer today. 

~--

wax and water tests. i;l':1f"'X 
XTP bullets are .. --~---·----.. = 

currently being put 
to the ultimate test -
by law enforcement 
officers across the 

Return the coupon below to get the 
Pistol Bullet Research and Testing 
Results. Include two dollars and 
we 'II also send you a new Hornady 
Catalog and Bullet Chart. 

Send for your free copy of the bullet testing results. -------------------------, 
I 
I 

Name 

Address 

City State 

I use my handgun for: 

D self-defense D hunting 

D competitive shooting D recreational/ 
plinking 

(check all that apply) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~ I 
I 

OUR REPUTATION RIDES ON EVERY SHOT , or:n.a.dy i 
Hornady Mfg. Co., Dept. AG2091 Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802-1848 ' I L __________________________________________________________________________________________________ _j 

Mail this coupon to: Hornady Manufacturing Co., Dept. AG2091 Box 1848, Grand Island, NE 68802-1848, or call toll-free 1-800-338-3220 



RCBS Piggy Back 

with a young family. 
If there is a complaint with either of 

Put a pair of "Uncle Mike's" Custom Grade 
Molded Grips on your handgun, and don't 

give up anything you'd expect from grips 
carved by a custom stockmaker: 
• THE LOOK, THE FEEL, THE COMFORT 

of custom grips ... masters carved by 
Craig Spegel, long-time combat shooter 
and leading stockmaker. 

• NATURAL AIMING AND CONTROL 
found only on grips designed for 
precision shooting. 

• HAND CHECKERING of the finest quality 
• FINGER GROOVES for double action 

revolvers and Colt autos. 
• THE NON-SLIP FEEL of molded grips, 

for a good grasp, but not the mushy feel 
of ordinary rubber grips. 

20 

these machines it is the use of Dillon's 
own dies, which are not the standard 
7/sxl4 dies, and therefore are not compati
ble with standard reloading presses. 

(Dillon does use standard 1/sxl4 
reloading dies in their Model 550 and 
Model 1050 progressive presses, both of 
which are built for the more discriminat
ing customer.) 

In fact, it is my opinion the Dillon 
Model 1050 is the finest, fastest and best 
progressive press available today at any 
price, bar none. It is not inexpensive, but 
then quality never is. 

RCBS has kind of snuck in the back 
door with progressive reloading presses 
through introduction of its Piggyback 
system. The Piggyback II can be mounted 
on top of the single stage RCBS 
RockChucker to create a fully automatic 
progressive press. 

It allows those who want the 
RockChucker for reloading heavy rifle 
cartridges to have their cake and eat it too 
for high volume pistol shooting. 

I have been using a Piggyback on my 
RockChucker for some time now and 
have found the system worthwhile, even 
if the reloader must pay attention to keep
ing the priming system clean for good 
functioning. 

Carbide Dies 
When I started reloading carbide siz

ing dies were considered a luxury by 

• PLUS THE ECONOMY of large scale 
injection molding. 

• NEW MODELS to fit Taurus revolvers, 
Browning Hi-Power and CZ-75/CZ-85 
autos. 

Available at gun and sporting goods stores 
everywhere. For a 36-page full color catalog, 
send $2.00 to Michaels of Oregon, Dept. 
AHG-21, P.O. Box 13010, Portland, OR 97213. 

UNCLE 
MIKES 

byMK:l>MliolO,.,,, 

Dillon 1050 

many experienced reloaders, but today 
anyone who reloads a straight walled pis
tol case without a carbide die is someone 
who has too much time on his hands. 

Carbide dies eliminate the need for 
case lubrication and thereby speed the 
process of reloading. 

Hornady has an extremely good die 
in their series of New Dimension Reload
ing Dies using titanium nitride instead of 
carbide. The titanium nitride sizing die 
has a super-hard coating that lasts and is 
not harmful to the reloading cases. I have 
been using these dies in a couple of dif
ferent calibers and have been well 
pleased with the results. 

For the money Lee also has a very 
good product in its line of carbide sizing 
dies, but the Lee Carbide Speed Die will 
work only with Lee presses and not with 
any of his competitor's designs. So keep 
that in mind before deciding on this one 
die that is supposed to replace the con
ventional three die set. It will in a Lee 
press, but it won't on an RCBS 
Rockchucker or even an old Lyman Spar
tan-T press. 

Other Essentials 
Among the essential items that any 

beginner should get early on would be 
any number of reloading manuals, and I 
can't stress this point too heavily. Quite 
honestly, in the business of reloading 
there is no such thing as too much infor
mation. 

Please, purchase every reloading man
ual your budget will allow and read them 
from cover to cover. 

The next most important item would 
have to be a good quality dial caliper, so 
you can measure both your empty cases 
and the reloaded round to guarantee the 
correct overall length. Several firms have 
good quality calipers available including 

Continued on page 91 
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COP l'ALK 
MASSAD AYOOB 

NEW VIDEO TAPE RECREATES REAL 
LIFE GUNFIGHT FROM I AYOOB FILES1 

D
ennis Anderson 
and Chuck 
Remsberg and 
their staff at Cal

ibre Press don't work on 
deadline. It takes longer 
for them to produce a 
training manual or video 
than it does for an ele
phant to gestate. It was 
with this painstaking care 
that they produced the 
outstanding modern clas
sics Street Survival and 
Tactical Edge, and the 
vital video Surviving 
Edged Weapons. 

Marshal's Service knew that his ability 
with his service revolver was dangerously 
mediocre. 

When he rotated through the Federal 
Law Enforcement Training Center in 
Glynco, for routine in-service training, he 
made a commitment to work extra on his 
own time to improve his survival shoot
ing skills with the issue Smith & Wesson 
Model 66 21/z'' revolver. 

Two years later, that commitment 
would save his 
life. 

Thompson 
and a partner 
were escorting 
a career crimi
nal and Federal 
prisoner who 
specialized in 
armed robbery, 
to a hospital. 
He had faked 
chest pains to 
set up an 
escape attempt. 

When they sent me a 
copy of their new video
tape Ultimate Survivors to 
review for the Police 
Bookshelf catalog, I was 
at first skeptical. Subtitled 
Winning Against Ultimate 
Odds, it seemed more like 
an inspirational film for 

Sgt. Steve Chaney (left) is the subiect of this issue's "Ayoob Files." Here he is 
with director Dennis Anderson (center) filming the recreation of his shootout. 

As they 
emerged from 
the car, the 
team was hit 
by two of the 
prisoner's 
gang, a man 
and a woman, 
both armed 
with hand
guns. The 

Sunday morning cable than a guide for 
intact emergence from violent encounters. 

Eighty-five minutes later, I knew J 
was wrong. In its way, Ultimate Sur
vivors may just be the most useful com
pendium of advice on making the com
mitment to stay alive that Calibre has 
produced yet, and that's saying a lot. 

Graphic Violence 
The flick focuses on two current and 

two ex-cops. One was familiar: Steve 
Chaney, whose chilling video recreation 
of the incident in which he was clubbed 
and stabbed and his partner Linda 
Lawrence was shot and killed, had often 
been shown at Lethal Force Institute. 

The psycho copkiller took lO bullets, 
most of them solid hits, before he went 
down for the count. (See this issue's The 
Ayoob Files). 

Tormented with "survivor guilt" over 
the death of his young rookie, Chaney's 
life went into a tailspin of divorce and 
self-doubt. It took a second gunfight, in 
which he had to shoot the gunman four 
times, to make him realize that he could 
cope and control. 

He is today a well-adjusted career 
sergeant with the same department, Baton 
Rouge PD. 

Car Chase 
Washington State Trooper Mike Buck-

22 

ingham was in pursuit of a drunk driver at 
over 100 mph when the quarry lost it, 
ramming a third car and sending that 
vehicle into Buckingham's cruiser. The 
police car spun some 70 yards, out of 
control, before it exploded into an inferno 
that nearly cremated the trooper alive. 

He had been unconscious after the 
moment of impact. By the time rescuers 
dragged him from the car, Mike's hair 
and ears had been burned off, his face 
badly charred, his fingers burned to 
claws, and his arms and legs so badly 
torched the muscles contracted and stiff
ened permanently. 

Photos from the hospital hown on the 
video depict arms and legs that look like 
overcooked hot dogs, blackened and split. 

The agony of major burn survivors
Buckingham was third degree over half 
his body- is legendary. But hope,_ 
courage, and religious conviction kept 
this strong man fighting. 

Buckingham is today a traffic safety 
instructor, a living example of the horri
fying dangers those who abuse their priv
ileges with any instrument of power pre
sent to themselves and others. 

Buckingham refused plastic surgery. 
Part of his adaptation was demanding that 
others accept him as he was. 

Marshal's Shootout 
Deputy Mike Thompson of the US 

male covered 
them with a .357 Magnum while the 
woman searched for Thompson's gun. 
She tried to tug it from his shoulder hol
ster, but it wouldn't come free. 

As the gunman glanced at Thomp
son's partner, the marshal saw hjs chance. 

He drew, firing once as he came up 
and again when his revolver extended to 
arm's length. The bullets struck the ban
dit in the chest and face, killing him. 

Thompson then snapped a shot behind 
him, spun, and bought the gun up to eye 
level, firing his fourth shot. He kept accu
rate count, one of the few people in that 
situation who have. This was the shot that 
killed the gun moll. 

Smoking POT 
Those who dismiss post-shooting trau

ma contemptuously as "POT" will learn 
much from this courageous survivor's life 
after the shooting. 

Thompson beat the post-shooting 
stress with positive mental attitude and a 
focus on training, as Chaney had coped 
with the help of Vietnam vet buddies. 

Thompson's story is an inspirational 
tour de force that instills the value of 
training and confidence as they relate to 
close-range shootout survival. 

God Said To Kill A Cop 
The film begins and ends with what 

may be the most compelling story, that of 
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Ken Tuthill. Ken had been on the street 
for 11 years with the Nassau County PD 
when a man he issued minor traffic tick
ets to, snapped. 

The subject hunted down Tuthill, say
ing later that God had told him to kill a 
cop, and when he came across the officer 
doing paperwork in a mall parking lot, he 
shot him in the head at close range. 

The Remington rifled slug from the 
single-shot weapon literally tore Kenyon 
Tuthill's face away. The eyes were 
destroyed, both jaws disintegrated, the 
nose and features all blown away. The 
force of the shot drove teeth and bone 
fragments into Tuthill's arm along with 
the lead. 

He never lost consciousness. Anger 
kept him going that night, trying to radio 
for help and hearing only animal sounds 
coming from his throat. 

Seventy hours of reconstructive 
surgery over 20 operations gave him sort 
of a face back, and today he speaks with 
only a hint of a nasal twang. 

Testifying against his would-be killer 
kept him going, and after the conviction 

he lost his pur
pose, drifting 
through depres
sion and suici
dal tendencies 
until he was 
committed. 

What brought 
him through the 
ordeal was the 
love of life, the 
love of a good 
woman, the car
ing of a surgeon 
who himself had 
lost both legs 

and did the operation on Ken from a 
hydraulic chair. 

Sunday Lesson 
Does that sound trite, like a movie 

script? Too many important values do. 
Maybe this flick would play well on 

Sunday morning TV, though the hospital 
pictures might make some of the television 
congregation lose their bacon and eggs. 

But, more significantly, it reaffirms 
the values of life, the values that fuel 
the fight for survival when things go 
Condition Red, lessons to others for 
staying alive and overcoming adversi
ty. Today, his face reconstructed amaz
ingly well, Ken Tuthill is a newspaper 
columnist of surpassing skill. There a 
lesson lies. 

The film is available at your local 
police equipment dealer, or for $59.95 
plus $2.00 postage from Police Book
shelf, P.O. Box 122, Dept. AH, Concord, 
NH 03301. 

I hope you learn from it as much as I 
did. These four profiles in courage made 
me proud to wear a badge ... and proud to 
be a member of their 
same human race. 

Waller Bags and Cases, created for shooters, 
are made in the USA and considered the 
finest available. They have an Adjustable 
Removable Interior Partition System. If 
displeased with any Waller product, it will be 
replaced or your purchase price refunded. 

WALLER 
NOAWALK•CONNECTICUT•USA 

Waller Field Bag 
Colors: Black, Grey, 

Navy, Red 
Siu:: 9"H x 6"W 

X 15" L 

'98. 00 

Amex, Visa & MC 
accepted 

Call Toll Free 
1-800-874-BAGS 

or (203) 838-4083 
Send $2.00 for 

catalogue. 

~~~~~ 
W ·WALLER· & ·SON· INC 
142 New Canaan Ave • Norwalk, Connecticut 06850 
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Plain Brown or Black Basket 
New Fas-trac Holster .............................. 99.00 
Stock Revolver 

K-L-N Frame ........................................ 99.00 
PPC 6" S & W K-L-N Frame (Adjustable cant. 

Open Front for Ribs & Scopes) ...................... 90.QO 
Double Mall Pouch - Available Straight Up. 

Angle Bacl, or Angle Forward ..................... 36.00 
Fender Single Mag Pouch ....................... 32.00 
Fender Double Mag Pouch ...................... 42.00 
Fender Triple Mag Pouch ....................... 48.00 
Competition Belt (Spring Steel Lined) ........ 50.00 

f C Competition Electronics, Inc. 
Pro Timer III ........................................ 249.95 
Pro Tach Chronograph ......................... 149.95 
Pro TNT ............................................... 325.00 

VIDEKI TRIGGERS 
Speed Trigger, Long w/3 Holes .............. 14.00 
Long Match Trigger ................................ 13.00 
Gold Cup w/3 Holes ............................... 15.00 
Extended Ejector ................................... 15.50 

SHOOTING VIDEO 
Pistol Masters ........................................ 49.95 
How to Shoot Fast & Accurate ............... 49.95 
The Steel Challenge 1988, 1989, 1990 ....... 49.95 
NRA Bianchi Cup 1986 THRU 1990 ............ 49.95 
USPSA Nationals 1988, 1989. 1990 ............ 49.95 
Pin Points, w/Carver & Tapp .................. 39.90 
Bob Munden "Fast Draw'' ........................ 49.95 
Women's Guide to IPSC .......................... 49.95 
How to Win at PPC w/John Pride ........... 49.95 
45 Acp Disassembly/Reassembly ........... 29.95 
PachmaY! "Handgun Huntinll'' ................ 49.95 
"At the Beep" w/J. Michael Plaxco, 

2 1/2 hours of classroom and on the range 
shooting instruction (2 tapes) ................... 69.95 

SMITH & ALEXANDER 
Magwell Gov't Flat/Arched (BL/SS) .......... 69.95 
MajfWell Officers Flat (BL/SS) .................. 69.95 
Aml>i Mag Release .................................. 69.95 

Ho.-5~: .!!1/t!''ftt.PJ~h·~;;i;;~t·s··&._-A·M~p~ii~48
•
95 

S & A Grip Safety (Specify Blue or SS) ........ 34.95 

--------KINGS---___. 
Ambi Safety (Blue/SS) .......................... $64.95 
Speed Safety (Blue/SS) ........................... 24.95 
Extended Slide Stop (Blue/SS) ............... 29.95 
King-Tappan Combat Sights ................... 31.95 
Officers model Recoil Spring Guide System ...... 56.95 
Colt 10mm Auto Recoil Spring Guide System ... 38.95 
Drop In Wide Grip Safety (Blue/SS) ........ 31.95 
Drop In Notched Wide Grip Safety (Blue/SS) ..... 34.95 
Colored Front Sight Insert Kit 
... (Specify Red, Orange, White or Yellow) ................... 13.50 
National Match Link & Pin Set ...................... 23.95 
Arsenal Type Front Sight Staking Tool .......... 18.95 
Combo Disassembly Tool ............................... 16.95 
Triggers (Colored: Black, Blue, Red or Gold) ....... 18.95 

Kim Ahrends Custom Grips 
Cocobolo, Cordia, Ebony, Tulipwood, Kingwood.Rosewood 

Combat Grips ......................................... 36.00 
Diamond Grips ....................................... 50.00 
Smooth Grips ......................................... 36.00 

Metalform 1911 Mll$.~zin!! ... 
9mm Srd ........................................ $11.00 ....... $15.50 
38 Super 9rd .................................... 10.50 ......... 16.00 
45 acp 7rd. rounded follower ........... 10.00 ......... 16.00 
45 acp 8rd ....................................... 11.50 ......... l 7.00 

Blue Stainless 
8rd 45 Acp Magazine ............. $19.50 .... $22.50 
9rd 10mm Magazine ................ 21.95 ..... 27.95 
lOrd 38 Super Magazine .......... 21.95 ..... 27.95 
8rd 45 Acp Conversion Kit ..................... 10.50 
9rd 10mm Conversion Kit ...................... 10.50 
lOrd 38 Super Conversion Kit ................ 12.50 
J & S Base Pad (installed on above Mags) ........... 2.00 

CHIP McCORMICK: 
Standard Sear ....................................... $14.25 
Fully PrepJ>ed Sear ................................. 22.95 
Titanium/Carbon Fiber Match Trigger .... 29.95 
Nastoff or McCormick Titanium Hammer ....... 76.95 
Nastoff or McCormick Tool Steel Hammer ...... 59.95 
Standard Commander Hammer ............... 24.95 
Semi Prepped Standard Commander Hammer ... 49.95 
Titanium Firing Pin (38 Spr or 45 Acp) ........ 24.95 
Titanium Hammer Strut ......................... l.2.95 

cv:::I MEPROLIGHT 9 

SIGHTS 
MEPROLIGHT NIGHT SIGHTS (Tritium) 

ML1150 Open Rear for AR15, Ml6 ........ $64.95 
ML115P Peep Rear for AR15, Ml6 ........... 64.95 
ML1160 Open Rear for AR15 A2 .............. 64.95 
ML200A S&W Revolver (adj. sights) ......... 64.95 
ML210 Sill Sauer P220 ............................ 64.95 
ML230 S&--W 459, 659 (adj. sights) ............ 64.95 
ML250 S&W 645 (fh:ed slghts) .................... 64.95 
ML280 Browning Hi-Power (fuced slghts) ....... 64.95 
ML710 Sig Sauer P225, P226, P228 ......... 64.95 
ML735 s&W 5900 Series (fh:ed sights) ..... 64.95 
ML736 S&W 5900 Series (adj. sights) ...... 64.95 
ML740 S&W 459, 659 (fh:ed slghts) ........... 64.95 
ML745 S&W 6900 Series (fh:ed sights) .. ; ... 64.95 
ML755 S&W 4506 (fh:ed slghts) ................. 64.95 
ML756 S&W 4506 (adj. sights) ................ 64.95 
ML760 Beretta 92 ................................... 64.95 
ML770 Colt Gov't with .055 stem ............ 64.95 
ML775 Colt Gov't with .125 stem ............ 64.95 
ML790 Ruger P85 ................................... 64.95 

CJ 50 50¢ each 
100 45¢ each 

·--::::;:.~_-::_-'-:;_:-"l 500 40¢ each 

r i :•: l Of 1cial _10_0_0 __ 3_6_¢_e_ac_h 
· · , IPSC Targets do not include 
\ \ ___ .:_, freight, please call. 

\ ___ . __ TARGETS Matching Target Pasters 
Box of 1,000-$3.00 

AIMTECH SCOPE MOUNTING SYSTEMS 
(No Gunsmlthlng) 

Glock 17, 17L, 18, 19, 22, 23 (Black) ...... $49.95 
S&W 645/745 (Black) ............................... 45.95 
S&W 59/459/659 (Black or Silver) ............. 45.95 
Colt Government (Black) .......................... 45.95 
Browning Hi Power ................................. 45.95 
S&W K Frame (Black or Sliver) ................... 49.95 
S&W L Frame (Black or Sliver) .................... 49.95 
S&W N Frame (Black or Sllver) .................... 49.95 

Introducing the new AIMPOINT 5000, with the widest 
field of view available. The AP 5000 Is a 30mm 
electronic red dot optical sight deaigned specifically 
for all types of pistols and revolvers. The tube 
measures 5.5". The AP 5000 comes complete with 
30mm rings, polarizing filter, lithium batteries and 
lens caps ............................................... $245.95 
Extra batteries ............................................ 6.95 

f ----~-. -"" , -

t ) 
I _,___ -

- MAGAZINES -
7rd 45 Acp w/Base Pad .................... $22.95 
7rd 45 Acp w/Extended Base Pad ...... 23.95 
8rd 45 Acp w/Base Pad ...................... 25.95 
8rd 45 Acp w /Extended Base Pad ...... 26.95 
lOrd 38 Spr. w/Base Pad ................... 27.95 
lOrd 38 Spr. w/Extended Base Pad .... 28.95 
8rd 10mm w/Base Pad ...................... 26.95 
8rd 10mm w/Extended Base Pad ....... 27.95 

- COMMANDER -
-HAMMERS-

Deluxe Slotted, Available in 
Blue or Stainless Steel. $32.95 

Narrowed (Blue/Stainless) ................... $25.00 
Deluxe Slotted (Blue/Stainless) ............. 32.95 
"EDM" Ultralight, A-2 ........................ 39.95 
Deluxe A-2 Sear ................................. 17.95 

- BARRELS & COMP KITS -
45 Acp 5" Stainless Match Bbl.. ..... $135.00 
45 Acp 6" Stainless Match Bb .......... 145.00 
38 Spr 6" Stainless Match Bbl ......... 155.00 
38 Spr 6" Stainless Bbl w/ Ramp ..... 165.00 
40 S&W 6" Stainless Match Bbl ........ 155.00 
10 MM 6" Stainless Match Bbl ......... 155.00 
Match Barrel Bushings (Blue/SS) ......... 15.00 
DP-K 45 Acp Dual Port Kit ............... 299.95 
DP-K 45 Acp Dual Port Drop in Kit .. 250.00 
DP-K 38 Spr Dual Port Kit ............... 324.95 
DP-K 40 S&W or 10mm Dual Port Kit. ... 309.00 
DP-K Comp only, 38, 45, or 10mm .. 129.95 
Accu- Comp II Dual Port Kit 45 Acp ...... 419.95 
Accu-Comp II Dual Port Comp Only .... 199.95 

ti -
Full Length Guide Rod/Group Gripper $33.25 

- GUIDE RODS & SPRINGS -
1 Piece (Gov't or Commander) .............. $24.00 
2 Piece Gov't (5" or 6") ........................ 32.00 , 
1 Piece Kit w/Sprlngs & Shok Buffs ........ 33.00 
Group Gripper - (Gov't/Commander) ...... 26.00 
Full Length Guide Rod/Group Gripper ........ 33.25 
Recoil Springs 12 or 20 lb. (Commander) ........ .4.50 
Gov't Springs 

8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 17, 18 1/2, 22 -each ..... 4.50 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED IN 



The choice of Champions. 

-SIGHTS-
HIJ!h Visibility Combat ................... $26.00 
Deluxe High Visibility Combat .......... 33.00 
3-Dot Sights ..................................... 33.00 
Bo-Mar. Front.. .. 9.50 Wichita, Front .10.00 
Bo-Mar, Back ... 62.50 Wichita, Back ... 62.50 

-SAFETIES & SLIDE RELEASES -

1 • !i'-\l='-\1~ 11-'-\1\I l:J 
D■DICATWD TO l!XC■UIINC■ 

Plain Black 
Brown Basket 

008 Final Option ..................... $84.00 $84.00 
002 Cup Challenge .................... 71.95 .. 75.50 
Competition Belt (Add $10.95 for Buckle) .... 38.50 .. 38.50 
076 Double Mag Pouch .............. 22.95 .. 26.50 
073 Triple Mag Pouch ............... 31.95 .. 36.50 
077 Idaho Reloader (AngteAdjustable) ... 16.65 .. 17.50 
333 Triple Speed Loader Pouch .1 7 .50 .. 17 .50 
700·2 Double Adjust A Bar ........ 15.00 
700-3 Triple Adjust A Bar .......... 20.00 
702 Double Adjust A Bar (Complete w/2 07Ts) ...... 39.50 
703 Triple Adjust A Bar (Complete w/ 3 077's) ..... 55.50 

.,____ SPEEDLOADERS 
Comp I & Comp II (Specify Caliber & Model of guo) ....... $ 7.50 
Safariland Comp m cs & w K or LJ .............. 11.50 
Safariland Loading Blocks (S & WK or L) ........ 13.50 
Safariland Shooters Box .......................... 19.95 
HKS (all sizes) ............................................. 7.25 

CLARK CUSTOM 
Barrels and Comp Kits are available In 9mm, 

10mm, 38 Super, and 45 Acp. Please specify Cat. 
6" 45 Acp Match Barrel ....................... $130.00 
6" Ramped Match Barrel ....................... 130.00 
6" Threaded Barrel (.575 x 40) .............. 140.00 
Pin Master Comp Kit ............................. 270.00 
Heavy Pin Master Comp Kit ................. 335.00 
Pin Master Comp Only .......................... 125.00 
Barrel Bushings (Blue or Stainless) .............. 12.50 
2 Piece Guide Rods (4 1/4", 5" or 6") .......... 15.00 

Ex Thumb Safety (Blue/Stainless) ......... $24.00 Barrett Mag Guide (Blue or Stainless) .......... 25.00 
Ambl Safety (Blue/Stainless) ................ 50.00 Almpoint Grip Mount (Fits Colt Gov't) ......... 45.00 
Ex Slide Release .45 (Blue/Stainless) ......... 27.00 45 Auto Adjustable Scope Mount ............ 37.00 
Standard Slide Release 38 or 45 (Blue/SS) ...... 21.50 Ruger MKil Adjustable Trigger ................ 15.00 
Beavertall Grip Safety (Blue/Stainless) ............ 22.50 Ruger MKil Target Grips ......................... 19.95 
High Grip Beavertail (Blue/Stainless) ...... 35.00 I 4 Finger Sear Spring ................................. 6.00 
Drop In Beavertall Grip Safety (Blue/SS) ....... 29.95 .,_ ____ ED BROWN ------i 

.& I 

llagwell Blue/SS $30.00 Ultralight Match Trigger $29.95 

- OTHER WILSON ITEMS -
Practical Shooters Bag, Black .............. $89.95 
Shootlst Bag, Black .......................... 99.95 
Heavyweight Grips, Sllver .................. 50.00 
6 Shok Buffs ........ 5.95 5 Red Buffs....... 6.95 
Extended Ejectors (45 Acp or 38 Spr) ........ 21.00 
Extended Magazine Release (Blue/SS) .... 23.00 
Checkered Mainspring Housing (Flat/Arched) .. 35.00 
Checked Front Strap (Blue/Stainless) ... 14.95 
Barrel Link Kit (Includes 5 links) .......... 22.00 
Replacement Bbl Links (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) eacb ......... 5.00 
Slide Thumb Guard (Stainless) ............ 14.95 

Four Star 
Comp with 
5.5" barrel 

'-I mue Stalnleu 

:Ci~WeC~~~~~.~.~~.~.~~~.~~.::·:::~~ti~ ::~~~:i~ 
Slotted Commander Hammer ..... 35.95 .... 38.95 
Extended Thumb Safety ............. 29.95 .... 31.95 
Ambidextrous Safety .................. 49.95 .... 54.95 
Hex Head Grip Screws .................. 7.95 ...... 8.95 
Four Star Comp with 5.5" barrel (bushing. link & pin 
Included) 45 Acp or 10mm ............... 328.50 .. 338.50 
Oversized Thwnbfatch (For S & w Revolver) .... 23.95 .... 24.95 
S & W Ext. Slide Release (For 645. 745, 4516, 1006) ........ 41.95 

(For 3903, 3904, 3906, 3913, 3914) ............................... 41.95 
(For 5903, 5904. 5906, 6904, 6906, 4006) ......................... 41.95 

Beavertail Installation Jllf ....................... 17.95 
1 Pc. Heavy Duty Guide lfod & Plug ........ 25.95 
Reverse Recoil Spring Plug (Blue) ............. 15.00 

HANDGUN RELOADING COMPONENTS 
Handgun Bullets per 500 per 1000 

Winchester 9mm U5gr FMJ ..... $27.75 ... $51.00 
Winchester 9mm 124gr FMJ ....... 28.75 ..... 52.00 
Remington 9mm 147gr JHP ....... 33.00 ..... 60.95 
Remington 38 Auto 130gr FMJ ....... 29.00 ..... 52.00 
Remington 38 148gr HBWC Lead .... 21.00 ..... 35.00 
Remington 38 158gr SWC Lead ....... 21.50 ..... 35.95 
Winchester 40/lOmm 180gr JHP .... 44. 75 ..... 80.50 
Winchester 38 125gr JHP .......... 29.00 ..... 51.25 
Winchester 38 158gr JHP .......... 32.00 ..... 60.25 
Remington 44 180gr JHP ........... 43.00 ..... 77.50 
Remington 44 240gr JHP ........... 48.95 ..... 87.00 
Remington 45 Acp 185gr JHP ........ 47.50 ..... 83.95 
Winchester 45 Acp 230gr FMJ ........ 46.50 ..... 84.00 
Handgun Brass per 500 per 1000 

Winchester 40 S & W UNprlmed ..... $56.00.$104.95 
Winchester 9mm UNprlmed .......... 40.25 .... 71.00 
Winchester 357 Mag. UNprlmed .... 42.00 .... 72.95 
Rem. 38 Super+P UNprlmed (Yellow) .... 39.00 .... 75.00 
Rem. 38 Super+P UNprlmed (Nickel) .. .43.00 .... 80.00 
Winchester 10mm UNprlmed ..... 56.95 .. 105.95 
Winchester 44 Mag. UNprlmed ... 56.00 .... 99.50 
Winchester 45 Acp UNprlmed ..... 51.95 .... 93.00 
Many more handgun reloading components available 

at discount prices. Send for 1991 price list. 

B 0 SQUARE 
Laser Sights and Scope Mounts 

Blue Stainle11 

Dan Wesson (Vent Rib Clamp) ...... $44.95 .. $54.95 
Colt Python (barrel clamp) 4, 6, or 8" ... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Colt King Cobra (Barrel Clamp) ...... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Colt 45 wltb Pachmayr slide release ......... 59.95 .... 69.95 
Browning Buckmark ............... 44.95 
Browning HI-Power ................. 59.95 
Beretta/Taurus 92/99 ........... 59.95 .... 69.95 
Taurus 66 (Barrel Clamp) ........... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Desert Eagle ........................... 59.95 
Glock 9mm ........................... 59.95 
FIE TZ 75 9mm Auto .............. 59.95 
Ruger GP 100 (Barrel Clamp) ...... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Ruger Redhawk ....................... 54.95 .... 64.95 
Ruger Blackhawk/Super Blackhawk ... 54.95 .... 64.95 
Ruger Single Six ..................... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Ruger P8lf ............................... 59.95 .... 69.95 
Ruger MK I, MK II (Dovetail Mount) ..... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Ruger MK I, r,iK II (Mono Mount) ......... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Sig 226 9mm Auto .................. 59.95 .... 69.95 
Smith & Wesson K, L, N .......... 44.95 .... 54.95 
S&W 41 (Heavy or Standard Barrel) .... 54.95 
Smith & Wesson 422/622 ....... 44.95 .... 54.95 
Smith & Wesson 5906 ............. 59.95 .... 69.95 
T /C Contender ....................... 45.95 
B-Square 1 inch Rings........... 16.95 .... 16.95 
B-Square Laser Slght ............. 299.95 .. 299.95 
Laser Sight Mounts (Starting at) ... 34.95 .... 44.95 

Mag Well (Blue/Stainless) ..................... 30.00 
Brass Belt Buckle w/Wllson Logo ....... 11.00 Accessories 

for .45 acp 
Revolvers 

10 Full Moon Clips for the .45 .......... $ 4.50 Chapman 8900 
Screwdriver Kit Extractor 45 Acp 70 or 80 Series ....... 16.00 100 Full Moon Clips for the .45 ......... 30.00 

Extractor 38 Spr 70 or 80 Series ....... 16.00 Full Moon Clip Extractor ..................... 1.00 
S & W L Frame Underlug (Blue/Stainless) ....... 45.00 
mtrallght Match Trigger .................... 29.95 
Long Match Trigger ........................... 16.50 --~.., 

10mm Full Moon Clips ........... 10 for 12.00 
.. Shoot the Moon .. Loader Holder ......... 8.95 

12 slotted, 2 philllps, 
10 allens ............................... $26.95 

1911 Scope Mount (Blue/Stainless) ....... 99.95 
Polycarbon Shooting Glasses 

(Amber, Grey, Clear) ............................ 26.95 
Flnt Grip Magazine Release .............. 89.95 
The Combat Auto Book, By Bill Wllson .. 14.95 
Titanium Firing Pin (38/45) ................ 24.95 
Extended Base Pads (for Wilson Mags) 

Black, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow ................ 2.20 

mayr. 
...:::i-~----GRIPS-------
Presentation ...... $20.00 Grippers ....... $24.00 
Compac ............... 23.00 Slgnature ........ 25.00 
Pro Grippers ........ 24.00 Pro Compacs .. 23.00 

Grip Safety, Gov·t or Comm ........................ 31.45 
Mainspring Housing, Flat or Arched .......... $15.25 
Slide Thumb Guard (Blue or Stainless) ....... 17.95 
Snap Caps 9mm, 38 Special, 45 Acp .......... 11.95 
Mag Bumper Kits, Colt Mags (set of 5) .......... 14.35 
Magazine Bumper Kit, Hi-Power (set of 5) ...... 14.95 
Mag Bumper Kit, Hi-Power (set of 5) ............. 14.95 
Colt Officers Magazine, Stainless ............... 25.15 

24 HOURS OR LESS. 
------ACCESSORIES 
Auto Pistol Sights ................................... $53.45 
Nylon Trigger ............................................ 12.55 
Custom Wide Barrel Link, Stainless ............ 19.75 
Widget Tool ................................................ 2.95 

Colt Gov·t Magazine, Stainless .................. 23.35 
Browning HI-Power Magazine, Stainless ...... 29.65 
Beretta Magazine, Stainless ....................... 31.45 
Sig P226 Magazine, Stainless ..................... 35.95 
PT-92/99 Magazine, Stainless .................... 31.45 



HANDGUN HUNl'ING cops, irate wives, high speed chases, armed 
robbers, murderers, being daily cursed, spit 
on and otherwise insulted- even on spe
cial occasion harassed by attorneys- being 
too wimpy to handle the lOnllil. 

J. D. JONES 

Gimme a break will'ya! 

SPECIALl'Y AMMO FIRMS CAl'ER l'O 
NON-HANDLOADING HANDGUNNERS 

The 10 in its full-power version with a 
good bullet is a significant ballistic step 
ahead of the 9mm in its finest hour as a 
mankiller. It arguably may be better than 
the .45 ACP when comparing existing 
factory loads (with the exception of Peter 
Pi's Cor Bon load for the .45 and his!0 
load isn't bad either). J 

ust for chuckles for most of you and 
to keep the blood pressure elevated 
on a few of you: I wouldn't take the 
FBI Director's job- it doesn't pay 

enough to pay for my an1ITI0. (For those 
who came in late, J.D. is referring to a let
ter from a reader in the May/June issue in 
which the writer facetiously suggests J.D. 
should run the FBI if he knows so damn 
much about the IOmm. Editor) 

However, had the FBI appealed to my 
sense of patriotism and asked my opinion 
regarding the move they were contem
plating regarding the 10mm Auto and a 
gun for it, they would now not be con
fronted with what is known to some as 
The IOmm Problem which is having a 
masterful cover-up being done on it. 

Surely, with all the cop writers out 
there, there must be some of them with 
proof of the problem and enough guts to 
tell the public what's happening. We have 
plenty of reporters who delight in expos
ing various subjects embarrassing to the 
government- why not expose the 
"10mm Affair"? ( Sorry to butt in again, 
but please see the Industry Insider col
umn on page 126 for details on the 
10mm Affair. Editor.) 

I'd publicly like to thank those name
less individuals in the employ of name
less firms and agencies who try to keep 
me informed of many things in the 
firearms field as they develop. I'd like to 
publicly assure them they will forever 
remain nameless. 

.40 S& W Bounce Test 
While we're at it, let's go back to my 

bouncing off the ground a .40 Wimp bul
let. Many of you were astute enough to 
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recognize that powder location in the case 
can in some instances be critical. 

Ballisticians from two companies 
were kind enough to point this out to me. 
One admonished me for pointing the gun 
downward and said I really wasn't 
expected to test like that. One estimated a 
300, the other a 400 fps drop in velocity 
under some conditions. 

One stated the small pistol primer in 
the case was a serious problem with some 
powders and predicted cold temperature 
problems with others. 

Neither will match the .451 Cor-Bon 
which is about to make its appearance. 

Hot .45 Loads 
Over 20 years ago when I carried a .45 

I developed a load that propelled the 200 
grain Speer HP at 1,200+ fps depending 
on barrel and length. Frankly, at the time 
I couldn't have cared less if the gun was 
junk after the last shot in it was fired, but 
I did fire several thousand of that particu-

There are quite a number of individuals more 
accurate with a bow than many of the current 

crop of over-the-counter auto pistols. 

(Here we go again- J.D. is referring 
to the March/April issue in which he 
reported that he fired a .40 S& W round 
into a gravel path only to find the bullet 
on the swface. Editor.) 

FBI Ain't Wimps! 
I have pressure data in my possession 

from one relatively new cartridge loudly 
proclaimed by some as the "last word" 
that shows one of the recommended loads 
to vary up to about 15,000 CUP depend
ing on whether the round was pointed up 
or down prior to chambering and firing it 
in the pressure gun. 

Seriously, I do like the I 0mm caitridge 
and simply can't fathom our FBI and 
policeman who are able to cope with armed 
drunks, drugged bodybuilders who hate 

~1IGJarl· 
INTERNATIONAL 

41302 Executive Drive 
Mt. Clemens, Ml 48045 

Jar load without harming the guns. 
I tried it on deer-sized animals and fig

ured it was a 50 yard gun at best. I see noth
ing in the 10mm that exceeds this by enough 
to make it worthwhile, although my Delta 
Elite with Heinie drop-in barrel and comp is 
a better gun at longish ranges than the .45. 

It wasn't before the barrel change. The 
Heinie Comp does hold it down well. 

This new 10 is ballistically about the 
same as the old .41 Avenger or realistical
ly a l0nllil Avenger only operating with a 
straight case instead of bottlenecked and 
at higher pressure. 

Just fired the same gun two days ago 
with a Heinie .40 Wimp barrel and maga
zine. Needs a little work to get it to feed 
reliably but that's just a few minutes job. 
Seems accurate and I think it will be a 
real neat tin can gun for my wife. 

Pachmayr .38 Super 
Since the .38 Super is in the gun news, 

a lot some of you old timers may remem
ber the gun Pachmayr built for me about 
'74 or '75. A full-blown job for its time, 
it still incorporates a feature not matched 
by today's hotshot pistolsrniths such as a 
slide tensioner that allows you to tailor 
the slide velocity to the load. 

My most frequently used load pushed 
the 115 grain Sierra at 1,575 fps and 
never gave any trouble except at matches 
where I punched holes in many of the 
steel targets and many accused me of 
cheating 'cause the Super essentially shot 
flat to 100 yards and I wasn't using a 45. 

Sometimes ya can't win. 
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RIGHT GN 
--TARGET! 

HOW TO SHOOT FAST VIDEO 

WE, VE GOT THE HOTTEST VIDEOS 
ON SALE FOR $39.95 EACH! 

* STEEL CHALLENGE * ROCK 'N ROLL #3 * IPSC NATIONALS * DEADLY WEAPONS * HAND GUNS & HOME SURVIVAL * WOMEN'S GUIDE TO IPSC 

·-··--------,..._,......, ____ _ 
-----·---- -·-

PISTOL MASTERS VIDEO 

* WILSON COMBAT Call & Save $$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 

Extended Safeties Blue or Stainless 
Exnended Slide Release Blue or Stainless 
Extended Combat Ejector 

* B.A.T. PRODUCTS 
B.A. T. Ultra-Mag Brass Pads 2Pk 
B.A. T. Ultra-Comp Bushing Compensator 
B.A. T. Ultra-Comp Kit I 

$ 9.95 
$ 69.95 
$189.95 
$299.95 
$ 28.95 
$425.00 
$250.00 
$895.00 
$ 32.95 
$ _69.95 
$ 99.95 
$ 9.95 
$299.95 

* ED BROWN PRODUCTS 
New 1911 Ambi Safety Sta in less 
New 1911 Ambl Safety Blue 
H~Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety Blue 
H~Swep Beavertail Gfll Safety Stainless 
Match Grade Commander Hammer Blue 
Match Grade Commander Hammer Stainless 
Hex Head 1911 Gfll Screw Blue 

Match Stainless Barrels 
Extended Magazine Button 
Match Trigger w/3 Holes 
Commander Hammer Blue or Stainless 
Beavertail Grip Safety Blue or Stainless 
Shok-Buffers (6 Pk.) 
Combat 3 Dot Sights 
Full Lenght Recoil Guide Gov.ICC 
Magazine Well Funnel Blue or Stainless 
Checkered Mainspring Housing 
Recoil Springs, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 17, 18 Lbs. 
Safariarms Ext. Safeties Blue or Stainless 
Safariarms Ext. Ambi Safety 

* MAGAZINES&SPEEDLOADERS 
MetaWorm Magazines with Pads 
Shooting Star 38 Super 1 0rds Magazine 
Shooting Star 45 ACP SIS Magazine 
Safari Comp II Speedloader 
Safari Comp Ill Speedloader * ACTION TUNE-UP KITS 
S & W K/l./N Spring Kit 
Colt 1911 Spring Kit 
S & W J. Frame Spring Kit 
Serena/Taurus 92 Spring Kit 
Sig-Sauer P226 Spring Kit 

* MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES 
Chapman #9600 Screwdriver Set 
Chapman #8900 Scredriver & Allen Set 
Pro-Optics Shades Glasses 
Phelps Dillon 450/550 case Feeder 
IPSC U.S. Nationals Video 
Steel Challenge Video 
Bianchi Cup Video 

*SIGHTS 
Bo-Mar BMCS Competition Rear Sight 
Bo-Mar Undercut Competition Front Sight 
Wichita Combat Rear Sight 
Meprolight Sights For Most Firearms 
Laser Devices Laser Sights 

Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 
Save$$$ 

$19.95 
$29.95 

$19.95 
$27.95 
$22-50 
$ 7.95 
$11.95 

$15.00 
$16.95 
$ 9.95 
$14.75 
$14.75 

$ 24.95 
$ 27.95 
$ 27.95 
$159.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 49.95 
$ 49.95 

$65.95 
$ 9.50 
$59.95 

$ 59.95 
$320.l>O 

B.A. T. Ultra-Comp Full Profile Kit 111 
B.A. T. Ultra-Match Deluxe Hammer 
B.A. T. Pro-Series V Comp Kit 
NEW! B.A. T. Dually Comp II Comp Kit 
B.A. T. Pro-Series V Slide Conversion 
B.A. T. Pro Competition Magazine with Pad 
B.A. T. Compact Pro-Shooters Bag-Black 
NEW! Pro-Series 1911 Scope Mount 
NEW! Alum-Ute Para-Ordnance Mag Pad 
NEW! Turbo-Triport Comp Kit * RED BUFF PRODUCTS 
Mag Buff Pads (All Colors) 5-Pk 
Red Buff-1911-5-Pk 
Red Buff Nine-5-Pk 

* CHIP McCORMICK PRODUCTS 

$9.95 
$6.95 
$6.95 

NEW! Titanium Super Light Trigger $31.95 
McCormick Square Commander Hammer $79.95 
Nastolf McCormick Commander Hammer $79.95 
McCormick Prepped Sear $22.95 
Titanium 45 ACP-1911 Firing Pin $26.50 
Titanium 38 Super-1911 Firing Pin $26.50 
Titanium Hammer Strut $13.95 

* ERNIE HILL LEATHER 
New Fas-Trac Holsters Brown or Black Basketweave $99.00 
Speed Competition Belts Save $$$ 
Single Magazine Pouches Save $$$ 
Double Magazine Pouches Save $$$ 
Triple Magazine Pouches Save $$$ * SAFARILAND COMPETITION LEATHER 
008 Final Cl)tion Holster Save $$$ 
002 Cup Challenge Holster Save $$$ 
Gunfighter Belt Black Basketweave $42-30 
Adjustable Single Mag Pouch BBW $18-25 
Double Mag Pouch BBW $27.35 
Triple Mag Pouch BBW $37.75 
Competition Triple Speedloader Pouch $17.95 

* TIMERS & CHRONOGRAPHS 
Pro-nmer Ill 
Pro-Tach Chronograph 
TNT nmer Chronograph 

$249.95 
$149.95 
$325.00 

Hex Head 1911 Gfll Screw Stainless 
Heavy Duty Guide Rod Assembly 
S&W K/VN Oversize Thumb Latch Blue 
S&W K/VN Oversize Thumb Latch Stainless 
S&W 4500 Extended Slide Stop Stainless * RAM-LINE PRODUCTS 
Increased capacity Magazines 
Serena 92F-18 rds. Blue or Stainless 
Taurus PT92/99-18 rds. Blue or Stainless 
Sig-Saver P226-18 rds. Blue or Stainless 
Ruger PBS-18 rds. Blue or Stainless 
Browning Hi Power-15 rds. Blue or Stainless 
S&W 6900-15 rds. Blue or Stainless 
S&W 5900-17 rds. Blue or Stainless 

*AIMPOINT 
Aimpoint 5000 Magdot * J.A.F.GUNSMITHING PRODUCTS 
Stainless Steel Guide Rod-Glock 17 
Stainless Steel Guide Rod-Glock 17L 
Stainless Steel Guide Rod-Glock 19 
Stainless Steel Guide Rod-Glock 23 
Stainless Steel Guide Rod-Glock 22 

*BOOKS 
"You can1 Miss" by John Shaw 
"Shoot to Win" by John Shaw 
"Combat 45 Auto" by Bill Wilson 
"Hallock's 45 Hardlook" 
"Combat Handgunnef'.' New Edition" 
"Mastertips" by John Winokur 
"Stressfire· by Massad Ayoob 
Life Without Feal" by Dalton & Fowler 
"In The Gravest Extreme" by Massad Ayoob 

* MAG FUNNELS 
S & A MAG-Guide 
Clark/Barret Funnel 
Shaw Type Funnel 

s~~~!~~:~A~~?!~' =re 
FOR INFORMATION CALL 305-221:.S381 FREE SHIPPING IN CONTINENTAL U.S.A. 

$54.95 
$49.95 
$31.95 
$33.95 
$35.95 
$38.95 
$ 7.9_5 
$ 8-95 
$27.50 
$23.95 
$24.95 
$42.95 

$24.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 
$24.95 

$269.95 

$29.95 
$39.95 
$29.95 
$29.95 
$29.95 

$ 9.95 
$11.95 
$11.95 
$11.95 
$11.95 
$11.95 
$ 9.95 
$10.95 
$ 9.95 

$69.95 
$25.00 
$28.95 

SEND $3.00 FOR TH_E MOST COMPLETE PRACTICAL PISTOL CATALOG OF THE 1990'S. ORDER BY FAX1 305-551-6445 

1-800-553-0844 
1 

FOR ORDERS ONLY 



~Q,l>~o~~ Wichita Slab-Comp 
,'-~!~-->~-->Q, Customize Your Revolved 

'\~<' ~ ~C) \.'=> The Slab Comp or Revolver Comp is designed not only for the competitive but also for 
\,0, the non-competitive shooter. 

EASY lNSTALlATlON. The Slab-Comp or Revolver-Comp slides over the barrel and 
underlug lt is secured by a single screw requiring the underlug be drilled and tapped 

The slab comp is available for Smith Wesson 6" or shorter full underluged barrels in Models 
586, 625, 686, 617, 629, 627 and the Ruger GP-100 6" or shorter heavy barrels. 

\ The Revolver-Comp is 2 5/16" long and 

WSC Slab-Comp Blued 
Stainless Steel 

Y WRC Revolver-Comp blued 
Plus Stainless Steel 

Shipping Installation Charge 

can be installed on all lengths of barrels. 
Either Comp is designed to redirect the gas 

upward and will along with the added 
weigh~ reduce significantly the muzzle jump. 

Wichita Arms, Inc. _ ~ 
444 Ellis. PO Box 11371. W1ch11a. Kansas6721 l 
(316) 265-0661 

Dealer prices available SASE, signed FFL & taxn 

PACT 
CfulJ Timer 
By Cameron Hopkins 

T
he new PACT Club Timer offers 
the sort of quality you've come 
to expect from PACT at a very 
affordable price. 

The palm-sized Club Timer is 
designed for small clubs that run a few 

shooters in a combat course once a month or big clubs that run scores of shooters 
through a five-stage monthly match. Now wait, you say, how can one timer be per
fectly suited to a big. sophisticated club and also a small, beginning club? 

It's easy because both clubs need the same thing- a reliable, affordable timer with 
all the functions necessary to run their matches. The bigger club needs five timers for 
its five stage match and at the right price of PACT Club Timer. buying five is cheaper 
than buying two of the ''big brother" PACT Mk Ill Championship Timers. 

The small club only needs one timer, but couldn't justify buying one before·. 
Now it can! 

Both clubs need the proven features that only PACT delivers. Features like a 
choice of instant or delayed Co! and an easy-to-read display that shows the number 
of shots fired. 

Both clubs agree that it's not fair for a shooter to have an RO show him an obvi
ously false time with no way to verify how many shots the timer picked up. PACT 
solves that with a display of the number of rounds recorded. Lesser timers don't give 
the shooter that break. they just declare a time and that's that. 

One feature both clubs need is a stop plate hook-up that tells if the connection is 
right. The Club Timer displays "error" if the stop plate isn't reset properly. 

The big club will like the ability of the Club Timer to run a remote printer. Yes, 
you just push the review button and tell the Club Timer yes when it asks if you want 
to print. It's that simple! 

Like all PACT timers and chronographs, the advanced software in the Club Timer 
is upgradeable. PACT is already planning their first upgrade to include some Champi
onship Timer features like Par Time and increasing the time limit for PPC shooters. 

We tested the PACT Club Timer at a combat match held at the Lake Elsinore 
Sportsmans Association range in southern California. Range Officer T.J. Johnson and I 
alternated running the 20-odd shooters through our stage. I intentionally gave T.J. only 
the most basic instruction on how to work the Club Timer: "Here, push this button." 

Even though he was unfamiliar with the unit, T.J. had no problems running the 
shooters through. The timer picked all the shots, even muffled shots fired under two 
55 gallon drums. We found the Club Timer easy to use and dependable. The compact 
size was real handy as we clipped the timer onto our clipboard. 

When a competitor gives a stage his best shot, he deserves to be scored with the 
best timer, the new PACT Club Timer. 

For more information on the new PACT Club Timer, call the innovative company 
toll-free at J-800-722-8462. 

I've used the gun very seldom since 
the late Seventies and it will still stay in 
five inches at 100 yards if I'm having a 
good day. 

Good as these calibers are for compe
tition or defensive work, none of them 
can really be called adequate for hunting 
any sort of big game under general condi
tions. Sure, if they are used like a bow 
and arrow you can take some game with 
them - but they must be used with the 
same care as an arrow. 

As a matter of fact I think there are 
quite a number of individuals more accu
rate with a bow under optimum conditions 
than many of the current crop of over-the
counter auto pistols in anyone's hands. 

Specialty Ammo 
Having spent a good deal of time this 

spring with 9mm and .45 ACP in a fairly 
wide variety of guns, I'm not so sure 
ammo isn't another part of the problem. 

I am convinced in 9mm if you want an 
accurate pistol you had better get a decent 
Luger or Lahti and go from there. Even 
with the crummy "V" rear and inverted 
"V" found on Lugers, one of my four
inch guns with the stock trigger will 
shoot half-inch groups at 25 yards with 
some military surplus Egyptian ammo. 

Black Hills 9mm shot into three-quar
ters of an inch from the same Luger. 

Seems like we are reaching the point 
again where small specialty manufacturers 
like Black Hills, Garrett and Cor-Bon are 
doing quite well giving the shooter high 
quality, high performance ammo. The 
shooter gets what he wants which isn't in 
many cases being produced by the biggies. 

Probably not enough serious interest 
in handgun ammunition for the big boys 
to spend a lot of time on it. 

It's very reminiscent of 1960s era 
when a small company called Super Ve! 
revolutionized the handgun ammunition 
industry by introducing high performance 
handgun ammo which forced every major 
manufacturer in the world to change what 
they were doing. 

Frankly, if you don't reload but do 
hunt with a revolver I'd strongly suggest 
Garrett or Cor-Bon ammo. The Black 
Hills is not loaded to the velocities and 
pressures of the other two. 

Anyone interested in a 200 high-power 
rounds per day varmint hunt for varmints 
in the 200 to 2,000 pound class in the 
summer of '92 contact me at SSK. This 
will be a class-A operation ...... 
and wives are okay. " 

Readers interested in the products men
tioned in J.D. 's column can reach the 
companies at Car-Bon, P.O. Box 10126, 
Detroit, Ml (313) 894-2373; Black Hills 
Ammunition, 3401 S. Hwy. 79, Rapid 
City, SD, 57701, (605) 348-5150; Gar
rett Cartridges, P.O. Box 178, Chehalis, 
WA, 98532, (206) 736-0702; SSK, 721-
AH Woodvue Lane, Wintersville, OH 
43952, (614) 264-0176. 
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-:/'~lt:,~ ¥ 0 U H A V E 
THE BEST VALUE FOR 

YOUR $$$$$$$ 

EUROPEAN: 22T 

WITNESS: 
CALIBERS; 9MM, 41AE, 40 S&W, 45ACP 
THE WITNESS IS A SOLID STEEL, DOUBLE OR SINGLE ACTION, 3RD 
GENERATION CZ-75CLONE PISTOL WITH HIGH CAPACITY AND FINE 
QUALITY, AVAILABLE IN FULL SIZE OR COMPACT IN BLUE, CHROME, 
BLUE/CHROME FINISH. ALSO AVAILABLE IS A FULL LINE OF 
COMPETITION ACCESSORIES. 

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY 

EUROPEAN 22T: 
THE EUROPEAN 22T IS A SOLID STEEL TARGET 22LR PISTOL WITH 
ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT, EXPOSED HAMMER, SINGLE .ACTION, 12 SHOT 
MAGAZINE, TARGET WALNUT GRIP,, INCH BARREL, AND .ADJUST.ABLE 
COUNTER WEIGHT SYSTEM. 

LIMITED LD'ETIME WARRANTY 

' ' ' • • • 

EUROPEAN: 
CALIBERS: 380ACP, 
32ACP, 22LR. THE 
EUROPEAN IS A SOLID 
STEEL, SINGLE ACTION, 
LOW PROFILE, SIMPLE 
AND SAFE PISTOL. 
AVAILABLE IN BLUE, 
CHROME, 
BLUE/CHROME 

LIMITED LIFETIME 
WARRANTY 

SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF EUROPEAN AMERICAN ARMORY CORP. PRODUCTS AT YOUR LOCAL GUN DEALER OR 
SEND $1.00 FOR OUR COLOR CATALOG OF FINE FIREARMS. IF YOU ARE A DEALER SEND YOUR SIGNED FFL AND TAX 
INFORMATION WITH YOtlll PRONR NJIMRII TO OBTAIN CATALOG AND DEALER PRICE LIST. EUROPEAN AMERICAN 
ARMORY PRODUCTS ARE SOLD DIRECI' TO THE DBALD. 

P. O. BOX 3498 BRIGHT STATION, HIALEAH, FL 33013 
305 - 688 - 4442 



INSIGHl'S INl'O IPSC 
DAVE ANDERSON 

WORLD PRESIDENT FAVORS KEEPING 
GUNS, SCOPES FREE FROM ANY BAN 

J
ean-Pierre Denis is the current 
president of the International Prac
tical Shooting Confederation. His 
interest in firearms goes back to 

1944, when as a 14-year-old boy he saw 
German forces leave his native country of 
Belgium as the Allies advanced. 

Starting a gun collection at that time 
was very easy, he recalls. It was quite lit
erally a matter of going out into the streets 
and picking up the guns you wanted. 

J.P., as he's known to his friends, 
retired from the Belgian army reserve with 
the rank of major and serves on the board 
of directors of several companies. At the 
15 year reunion of the IPSC founders at 
Columbia, Mo., I had a chance to chat 
with J.P. about the Confederation. 

DA: Jean-Pierre, how many coun
tries are now members of IPSC? 

JPD: At present there are 40 member 
countries. With the reunification of Ger
many we are getting many new members 
from what used to be East Germany, and 
we have been getting inquiries from 
Yugoslavia. 

DA: Do you anticipate seeing former 
eastern-bloc countries joining the Con
federation? 

JPD: It depends to a large extent on 
their firearms laws. We have one abso-
1 utely strict rule- no country which 
denies its citizens the freedom to own 
firearms and keep them in their home can 
be a member ofIPSC. 

Hong Kong, for example, very recent
ly changed its laws because of IPSC and 
for the first time in many years residents 
can keep their firearms at home rather 
than at an armory. 

DA: ls IPSC becoming recognized as 

a legitimate international shooting 
sport? 

JPD: That goal has already been 
achieved. IPSC certainly is a respected 
and recognized shooting discipline, 
though there are still those who don't real
ize how big this sport has become interna
tionally, or how influential it can be. 

I already mentioned the example of 
Hong Kong. Another example is Ger
many, where the law specifically prohib
ited citizens from practicing drawing a 

J.P. Denis of Belgium was first elected 
IPSC president in 1983 and he has 
been re-elected every two years 
since. Nyle Leatham photo 

firearm from a holster. This has been 
rescinded due to pressure from IPSC 
members. We are seeing a very fast 
growth rate in Europe, particularly in 

Unbeatable Range Practice! Save Money on Ammo! 
• Custom Magazine Release Button 

Installed on Your Ruger or Your 
Hi_gh Standard 22 Auto Pistol 

• Left/Right Side Release 
• Internal Mag Guide For 

Easy Mag Change 

• 100%Guaranteed. 
... only$7995. • ' 

+ sh,ppmg 
FREE! Act now & get up to 3 mags modified at no extra charge! 

CALL OR WRITE TODAY! 813-785-1403 
I Carl Mustra's Custom Guns • Dept. AH81 • 1002 Penn Ave. • Palm Harbor, FL 34683 
'--

Germany, Italy, and Spain. 
DA: To what do you attribute this 

acceptance? 
JPD: Undoubtedly, it is due in large 

part to our splendid safety record. At one 
time or another I've participated in just 
about every shooting sport, so I know 
what I'm talking about when I say that no 
other shooting discipline approaches our 
safety standards. 

In fact, I don't feel comfortable on a 
range with shooters who have not been 
trained to IPSC standards of safety. 

At our European matches, we make a 
point of inviting police and other officials 
in the firearms bureaucracy to attend. 
Always they are highly impressed with 
our rigid enforcement of safety. Many 
times I have been told that IPSC has by 
far the strictest standards for safe, compe
tent gun handling. 

DA: With the move towards a com
mon European economic community it 
appears there will be more uniformity in 
gun laws. Do you think this will adverse
ly affect IPSC? 

JPD: There are both bad and good 
developments in this area. There is no 
doubt that permits will be needed to own 
and use firearms, even in countries which 
formerly did not require them. 

On the other hand, the issuing authori
ties will not be able to arbitrarily deny per
mits. That is, if a citizen has no criminal 
record, no history of violence or mental ill
ness, then the permit must be issued. So 
this is an improvement for some countries. 

DA: Many IPSC members aren't 
aware that for years you have been sub
sidizing the travel and communications 
expenses of your office from your own 
pocket. Does revenue from memberships 
now cover operating costs? 

JPD: It's coming closer, though there 
is still a shortfall. If revenues from the 
royalty programs were included then all 
costs would be covered, but it's my view 
that the royalties should not be used for 
operating expenses. Rather, they should 
be used to improve the quality of compe
titions around the world. 

DA: What royalty programs are in 
effect at present? 

JPD: An agreement has just been 
completed with Tanfoglio and Springfield 
Armory. Tanfoglio will produce a series 
of pistols in .40 S& W which will carry 
the IPSC logo and will be marked "Ultra
IPSC Approved." 

These pistols will be exclusively dis
tributed in North America by Springfield 
Armory, who as you know have always 
been strong supporters of IPSC. Half the 
royalties from each pistol sold will go to 
the IPSC governing body of the country 
in which the sale occurred, the other half 
to the international office . 

The funds received by our office will 
be used to improve the quality of interna
tional matches, for example, by purchas
ing range equipment or by helping offset 
the travel costs of trained range officers. 
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DA: The International Range Officers 
Association (!ROA) was formed in 1988 
to develop and train range officers and 
ensure that IPSC rules were applied con
sistently around the world. Has JROA 
been successful in meeting its objectives? 

zones of the world- North America, 
South/Central America, Africa, Europe, 
and Australia/Asia. 

Ideally there would be a Level IV 
match held in one of these areas every six 
months, with every sixth match designat-

Barnhart and Doug Koenig with optical 
sights, many shooters, especially in the 
U.S., are rushing to adopt these sights. 
There are some in IPSC who feel these 
sights have no practical value and 
should be banned. What is your position 

JPD: IROA has been tremendously suc
cessful. With so many countries and new 
members joining IPSC, it's essential that 
we have trained, capable range officers. 

Any region that wants to put on a 
major international match can call on 
IROA for assistance in course and match 
design, and to supply a core of trained 
range officers. This means that even 
regions with a small membership base 
can hold international class matches with 
IROA's help. 

If this sport is to contribute to our knowledge of 
the practical use of firearms, shooters must be 
free to innovate. Who is to say what will be 

considered practical 10 years from now? 

Ecuador, for example, is hosting a 
Level IV match on November 24, 1991, 
in which IROA will design the course of 
fire and provide the range officials. 

DA: What are the requirements for a 
level IV match? 

JPD: IROA has developed guidelines 
for four levels of sanctioned matches
Club, Sectional, National, and International. 

For a Level IV match the guidelines 
are minimum 300 rounds, 25 stages, and 
the capability to host from 300 to 600 
shooters. The biggest obstacle to interna
tional competition is the burdensome cost 
of travel. 

We hope to develop a system in which 
international matches can be held in five 

ed as a World Championship. 
DA: You've always been a strong pro

ponent of good course design. How do 
you feel about current trends in this area? 

JPD: In the last two years or so there 
has been a great improvement in course 
design. In past years many courses could 
not be sanctioned, at least not without 
major changes. 

Now I get many courses that can be 
sanctioned with only minor changes, and I 
recently received two matches from the 
U.S., designed by Lloyd Harper I believe, 
that were approved with no changes at all. 

There are getting to be so many 
matches that you must have a good 
course of fire to attract competitors. 

DA: Following the victories by Jerry 

on this? 
JPD: As president of IPSC I have a 

real problem with the idea of banning any
thing. If this sport is to contribute to our 
knowledge of the practical use of firearms, 
shooters must be free to innovate. 

Who is to say what will be considered 
practical 10 years from now? I can 
remember when telescopic sights on 
rifles were thought to be too fragile for 
any serious use, yet today we see them 
on infantry weapons such as the Steyr 
AUG. 

It is true that having a shooter switch 
his sights on just before a stage does not 
strike me as practical, but there can be 
many solutions to that problem, perhaps a 

Continued on page 89 

Accuracy ... Reliability ... Quality 
You customize your firearm to gain the edge in shooting confidence. That's why you need to know Stewart Arms. 

Our highly skilled and innovative professionals are your ultimate partners when it comes to insuring your performance. 

Whether one of our innovative parts or a complete match pistol, our customers have come to expect only the best. 

Count on us for quality that guarantees your shooting confidence. 

Double Tap'" Compensator 
Easily cleaned dual ports are 
tilted 15° forward for minimal ' • } 

muzzle nse, located off-center to ,-:--.:, 
reduce torque Large expansion chamber ~ 
and gas seals assure oplimum recoil I 
reduction. Machined to computer controlled • 
tolerances with front sight and threads of your choice 
Full Pro/1/e-Blue $219 Hard Chrome $239 

Stewart Dropped Safety Parent PendmR 

Thumb rides on lowered pad to improve recoil 
management. Positions thumb nearer bore axis for better 
accuracy without slide interference. Permits comfortable 
engagement of grip safety. Designed for minimal fitting 
time. Standard (left side only) $29 95 Ambidextrous $49 95 

Stewart Arms 
Company 

P.O. Box 60178, 

Midland, TX 79711-0178 

Works with most gn'ps; assorted wood _qrips available with special thumb relief. P. 0. R. 

Drop-In Kit with the Double-Tap"'Comp threaded to a Briley barrel. 
Complete with our heavy duty two-piece recoil guide, spring tunnel, 13 lb. 
Wolff spring and barrel link. (Available in a variety of calibers, with standard 
barrel bushing or integral cone bushing.) Gunsmith instructions included. 
Un ramped barrel $349 Ramped barrel $379 
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To order call (915)563-GUNS 
Send $2.00 or FFL for product info and pricing. 

Major credit cards accepted, or send certified check or 
money order. Add $3.00 for shipping and handling, 

Texas residents add 8 ¼ % sales tax. 
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You could shoot the whole day like this. 
When you're out shooting, you only care about one 

thing. A tight group. Every time. 
You demand accuracy. And if you're a reloader, 

demand IMR r• smokeless powder. Our extensive 
quality control procedures ensure uniform perfor
mance from lot to lot. Which means you can count 
on IMR for consistency and clean-burning efficien
cy every time you squeeze the trigger. 

No other company offers more choices of 

powder. And no other powder supplier offers a free 
Handloader's Guide as comprehensive as ours. 
Accuracy. Consistency. Efficiency. Ii you're not 
reloading with IMR, you're probably missing 
something. 
For a free copy of our Handloader' s Guide, ask 
your dealer or write: IMR, cJMR)M R 
RD #5, Box 247E-AH, 
Plattsburgh, NY 12901. ™ 

If you use /MR and shoot a whole day like this, and you'd like to let us know, please send your results to the address above. Keg shown contains12 lbs. of powder. 

If you are looking for the competitive edge, this awesome product will 
amaze you! Through the use of the revolutionary surface conversion 
system, the following results will be achieved: 

• Reduced coefficient of friction to .095 • Faster heat dispersal 
• Increase muzzle velocity by 12% • Less recoil 
• Increase barrel life by four times • Less leading 
• Rockwell hardness unchanged • Improved accuracy 
• Practical application for pistol barrels, • Rust-proof finish-Non-

slides, frames, rifle barrels & shotguns. glare, blued, or polished. 
To inquire or for technical assistance, please call: 

,, UASI SC STM 1 (409) 596-1564 I - P.O. Box 309, Somerville, Texas 77879 



HAND GUNNING HINTS 
Bennett Viken & Robin Sutton 

Iron Sights 

1. Your scope may become disabl & o. . 

, 

"" - ~J:'• f//4 -r' • , .. ..,.,_.r ~ .~ AioPit' 

2. So remember to practice 
with your iron sights. 
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f1 
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3. Some mounts let you use 
your iron without removing 
your scope. 

.... 

© 1990 Bennett Viken & Robin Sutton 
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SILUEJ'AS 
JOHN TAFFIN 

HANDGUN PROGRESS MARCHES ON 
WITH GRIZZLY, BUCKMARK, M.O.A. 

N 
o activity in the handgun world 
has ever been as directly 
responsible for handgun devel
opment as silhouetting. It is 

obvious that if the long-range game had 
not come about 15 years ago, we would 
not have many of the excellent long
range pistols that we now have. 

The Dan Wesson SuperMag series, 
.357, .375, and .445, are all a direct result 
of silhouette shooters clamoring for better 
and better sixguns. The Ruger .357 Maxi
mum should still be in production- in 
my humble opinion, it is one of the finest 

......... ~ 

ta. -

long range revolvers ever built. 
With the repeal of the infamous Price 

Ceiling Rule that has choked IHMSA for 
the past several years, we are starting to 
once again see progress in the revolver 
field and hopefully will see more in the 
near future. 

Revolvers for silhouettes have been at 
the status quo under the Price Rule but 
not so semi-automatics and single-shots. I 
have had the good fortune to test three 
such silhouette pistols the past year and 
am happy to report the results of such 
tests here. 

tOlilH'l'Tf\.C 
____ TAIU.,ff 

The M.O.A. single-shot pistol is capable of sub-MOA (hence the name) at 100 
yards. John's test gun is chambered in .250 Savage, a good hunting round. 

PISTOLSMITH 
I have 40 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting 
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required. 

Combat • Pin shooting • Target • Silhouette 
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER 

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST- ALL MODELS 
SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER IMPROVEMENTS 

A one man shop that cares. and a shooter who knows what the serious 
shooter wants. Satisfaction Assured. Price List $1.00. 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH 
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland, Conn. Tue.-Sat 9am-5pm (E.T.) 

Tel. (203) 653-3901 Zip 06027 Sun. & mon. closed 

All three of these have applications for 
silhouetting and for hunting and at least 
two of them would be excellent for the 
Precision and Long Range phases of The 
Masters. 

Browning BuckMark 
Browning has been involved with .22 

serni-automatic production for many years. 
The fom1er series of .22 pistols were beau
tiful guns, but held no fascination for me as 
the grip angle did not fit my hand. 

When I heard of the BuckMark series 
with a newly designed grip, my interest 
perked right now! 

At least until I saw the first one. The 
rear sight was poorly executed and 
looked liked it had been stamped out of a 
Campbell's soup can. 

Then Browning woke up and saw the 
potential sales for a real quality .22 and 
started offering the 10-inch barrelled Sil
houette Model and Varmint Model .22's. 

Accuracy was superb with these guns, 
the grips were right, and the price was rea
sonable. Now Browning has gone a step 
further and offers what is basically a 
Vamlint/Silhouette Model with a more eas
ily handled five and one-half inch barrel. 
Perfect for shooting Standing .22 Class. 

This Browning is called the Target 
Model and that it surely is. The heavy 
bull barrel of the I 0-inch model is still 
present as well as the full length rib with 
six transversal slots for ease of scope 
mounting using Weaver rings. 

Sights are Millett adjustable rear and a 
front post that really is a post, making the 
target Model impossible for holster use. I 
would like to see Browning offer an 
optional interchangeable front sight so 
this .22 could also be used as an easily 
carried field pistol. 

Using Weaver see-through rings, I 
have mounted a Bausch & Lomb 2X LER 
scope on the top rib of the Target Model 
and still am able to have instantaneous use 
of the iron sights should the situation 
demand it. Loosen two screws in the rings 
and the scope can be removed for use of 
the Target Model for .22 silhouetting. 

Both the grip frame and the walnut 
grips are the finest ever offered on a 
semi-automatic .22. Or maybe I should 
just say they are the best feeling to my 
hand of any .22 semi-automatic I have 
ever encountered. 

The gold (?) trigger has a built-in 
adjustable stop. All three Browning .22's
Varmint, Silhouette, and Target- have 
been sent to my diggings over the past two 
years for testing. They have all been invit
ed to stay and checks for their purchase 
have been sent back to Browning. 

Grizzly .357 /.45 
The first time I witnessed the Long 

Range Event at The Masters Tournament, 
I surmised that the perfect gun for such 
an event would be a high-velocity, bottle
necked semi-automatic cartridge. This 
thought was shared with the reps from 
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Desert Eagle at the 
match with my sug
gestion that a .44 
Magnum be necked 
to .30 caliber in a 10-
inch barrel and fitted 
with a scope. 

That would be just 
the ticket for han
dling the varying dis
tances, target sizes 
and minimum time 
allowed for shooting 
the course of fire. 

The same semi
automatic would be 
welcomed in long 
range silhouetting, a 
game that has been 
thus far dominated by 
sixguns and single
shots. 

The Utah-based 
firm of L.A.R. is now 

Browning BuckMark 
with a B&L scope, a 
good Field Pistol rig. 

intimidated me. Not 
because of recoil, 
which is stiff in the 
unported .45 Win. 
Mag. with full
house loads, but 
because of my stub
by fingers mated up 
with the massive 
grip frame. At first, 
I just did not feel I 
was in complete 
control. 

Others hand
guns, like the .454 
Casull or .475 and 
.500 Linebaughs 
kick worse, but in 
spite of the recoil, I 
always have control 
of the grip frame. I 
did not have this 
feeling with the 
Grizzly. 

offering a bottle-necked cartridge cham
bering in their Grizzly semi-automatic. 
The Grizzly is a large pistol to the say the 
least and was originally chambered in .45 
Winchester Magnum and is now available 
in both the relatively new 10mm and the 
wildcat .357/.45 Win. Mag. The latter is 
simply a .308 Winchester cut to length 
and necked down to .357 caliber. 

able. Looking much like a Colt Govern
ment Model, the Grizzly weighs in at a 
recoil reducing 58 ozs. fully loaded and 
the recoil can be reduced even more by 
replacing the barrel bushing with a add

With familiarity comes confidence and 
the Grizzly no longer feels overly large in 
my hand and I have used it extensively 
with the 10mm, .45 Win. Mag. and the 
wildcat .357/.45 Win. Mag. 

on compensator. 
Everything about the Grizzly is big. The 

slide has a massive look, and the grip frame 
measures 2.5 inches from front to back. 

The ejection port of the Grizzly is also 
huge to allow the positive extraction/ejec
tion of the longer .45 Win. Mag. and 
.357/.45 Win. Mag. brass. Sights are Mil
lett fully adjustable white outline rear 
mated with a ramp front sight with an 

The L.A.R. Grizzly is aptly named as 
it is the largest of the semi-auto's avail-

Originally tested in .45 Win. Mag., this 
is one of the few handguns that has ever 

-----------------

Now; the most popular 
power range among rifle shooters is available 
to handgunners. The optical system is 
designed to produce a shorter, more compact 
scope without sacrificing either field-of-view or 
eye relief. Our 3X-9X LER features a one piece, 
super hard anodized outer body tube; 
Fogproof, nitrogen filled, "O" ring sealed; Steel
on-steel click adjustments; Solid brass zoom 
system; Magnum proof construction; A written 
lifetime warranty; and a 100% made in the 
U.S.A. product. Whether you are hunting 
game or testing loads, the new 3X-9X has the 
perfect power selection. Three models to 
choose from, including one with parallax 
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adjustment 
that covers ranges 
from 25 yards to infinity. 

The new 3X-9X 
Variable Handgun Scope 
is available today at an 
authorized Burris dealer near 
you. For a copy of our catalog and a Burris 
embroidered patch send $1.00 to: PO. Box 
17 4 7, Dept. C3 , Greeley, CO 80632 (303) 
356-1670. 
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Grizzly .45 Win. Mag. 
has potential as a 
silhouette pistol. 

orange "T' on the ramp. Both can easily be 
painted black for silhouette competition. 

Grips are Pachmayrs made especially 
to fit the Grizzly. They wrap around the 
front strap and the back strap is also 
checkered rubber. 

The safety is pure Government Model 
utilizing a grip safety mated with an 
ambidextrous thumb safety. Trigger pull 
is smooth and good. No mush, no creep. 

The six-inch barrel protrudes one-inch 
in front of the slide when used without 
the compensator. A 10-inch barrel would 
be more desirable for competition. Finish 
of the Grizzly is a dull, non-reflecting 
black except for the ambidextrous safety 
which is nickel. 

The front of the trigger guard is 
squared off and serves no purpose what
soever for me as I cannot reach it with 
my left hand and still maintain a proper 
two-handed grip. 

Slide to frame fit is very tight rivaling 
custom Colt Government Model competi
tion guns. Information plus brass and dies 
for the .357/.45 are available from L.A.R. 
Manufacturing Inc. (4133 West Farm Rd., 
Dept AH, West Jordan, UT 84084 ). 

M.O.A. Maximum 
This single-shot pistol is available in all 

of the standard silhouette cartridges as well 
as the .250 Savage, .358 Winchester, and 
.45- 70. to name a few. The test gun 

CHRONV CHRONOGRAPH, Model F-1 
It's all part of the American Dream: 
"A CHRONY on every target shooting 
scene." 
How good is the CHRONY? Here are the facts, just the 
facts: In the last three years we sold more chronographs 
than all our competitors put together in the past six years. 
What shall I tell you? In October 1990 our CHRONYS 
were tested and calibrated by the H.P. White Ballistic 
Laboratories according to methods traceable to the 
Bureau of Standards in Washington D.C. and found to be 
accurate well within 0.5%. 
More than 54,000 CHRONYS sold. 
Hav'nt you done without a CHRONY long enough? 
Really ... 

CARRYING CASE 
In black imitation leather with 
genuine leather carrying handle. 
Made just for your CHRONY. 
$18.95 

Weighs less than 2.5 lbs. 
Suggested Retail Price $99.95 
(You could pay more for other 
Chronographs. But why should you?) 

CHRONY BALLISTICS 
PROGRAM 

PROTECTIVE SHIELDS made from 
1/8" Lexan. Withstands direct hits from 
paintballs, air rifle pellets, wads, sabots 
and black powder debris, etc. Slip over 
sensors and front windows. 

for IBM, Apple, MacIntosh, 
and Commodore 64 
$34.95. Demo disc $5.00 
but refundable with purchase. 

-.J. . 

NEW 

. Only a handful but, 
what a handful! 

SPECIAL $6.95 

Buy Chrony from dealer, order accessories from 
us direct via Money Order, Visa, MC or Amex. 
Give number and exp. date. 
(416) 276-6292 EST. 
Add $3.50 for S & H. 

For more information ask your Dealer or write to: 
SHOOTIHG CHRONY INC. 
P.O. Box 101 LPO Niagara Falls, NY 14207 

received from M.O.A. Corporation (P.O. 
Box 185, Dept. AH, Dayton Ohio 45404) 
came with four barrels, .30-20, .357 Super
Mag, .250 Savage, and .308 Winchester. 

Winter settled in on me before I was 
able to really work with the .30-20 and 
.357 SuperMag, so they will be used 
later, but I have managed to put in quite a 
bit of time with both rifle cartridges. 

The M.O.A is a falling block pistol. A 
lever rides in front of the grip and is 
pushed forward to drop the block. The 
hammer is then cocked exposing the 
chamber. A new round is inserted, the 
lever returned to its position and a button 
on the right side of the chrome moly steel 
receiver pushed down to bring the firing 
pin into position. This makes for a simple 
but rugged pistol. 

All barrels are Douglas and are free
floating in the walnut foreann. The rear 
sight is a Millett mated with a .088" wide 
front blade. 

For test firing the M.O.A, the rear 
sight was removed and using an M.O.A. 
scope mount, I replaced it with a Redfield 
2X-6X LER scope for testing of the .250 
Savage and .308 Winchester. The former 
is a pleasant shooting cartridge and the 
latter barrel came with an integral com
pensator for which I am quite thankful. 

The M.0.A. requires a special wrench 
to remove barrels and although the use of 
a vise is recommended I was able to 
change barrels in the field. The .308 was 
tested first as it is fascinating to shoot 
such a rifle cartridge in a pistol. I then 
removed the .308 barrel without the aid 
of a vise and successfully replaced it with 
a .250 Savage barrel. The scope is frame 
mounted and was used with both barrels. 

The M.O.A. is capable of excellent 
accuracy for silhouetting and also makes 
an excellent hunting pistol for non-dan
gerous game. Like many single-shots 
other than the Contender, the M.O.A. 
would be very slow for this shooter to 
operate in a stress situation. 

The potential of all three of these sil
houette pistols once again points up to me 
the desirability of allowing scopes in 
IHMSA silhouette competition. Quality 
handguns are available for silhouetting 
more than ever and veteran silhouetters 
continue to find themselves locked out of 
meaningful ...... 
competition. ~ 

OLT 45 AUTO 
& All copies 

$ Grip Screw 

HING DRIVER 
// unsm1ths 

//. ners F, 
bus 

~ and pr 
~ centers bit 1 

Removes tightest 
bushing without tearing 1t up. 

$15. 95 + $3.00 postage & handling 
Mich. residents + 4% sales tax 

BOB KRIEGER, INC. 
Master Gunsmith 

2271 Star Court, Rochester Hills, Ml 48309 
313 853-6171 
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MAGAZINES 
9RD 10mm Blue ................ $24. 95 
9RD 10mm Stainless Steel .... 27. 95 
1 ORD 38 Super Blue ............ 24. 95 
10RD 38 Super S/S ............ 27.95 
BRO 45 ACP Blue ................ 19.95 
BRO 45 ACP Stainless Steel .. 22.95 

CONVERSION KITS 
1 ORD 38 Super Kit .............. 12.95 
BRO 45 ACP Kit.. ................. 10.95 
9RD 10mm Kit .................... 12.95 

L 
CHIP McCORMICK CO. 

Bullseye (A-6) Hammer .......... 62.95 
Bullseye Titanium Hammer ..... 79.95 
CMC-CAD Semi-Prepped Hammer .... 
···········································52.50 
CMC-CAD Standard Hammer. 26.50 
McCormick (A-6) Hammer ..... 62.95 
Nastoff (A-6) Hammer ........... 62.95 
McCormick Titanium Hammer 79.95 
Nastoff Titanium Hammer ...... 79.95 
Titanium Hammer Strut ......... 1 3. 95 
Sear [Semi-Prepped) ............. 20. 95 
Sear (Ground only) ................ 14.95 
Titanium Trigger Long ........... 31.50 
Titanium Trigger Short .......... 31.50 
Titanium Firing Pin 45 ........... 26.50 
Titanium Firing Pin 38 Sup ..... 26.50 

IC Competition Electronics, Inc. 

Pro Timer Ill .......................... $225.00 
*No Discounts Apply To This Item! 

45 ACP Extractor 70 or 80 .$17.95 
38/9mm Extractor 70 or 80 18.95 
45 ACP Checkered Slide Stop 23.95 
38 Sup Checkered Slide Stop. 23.95 
Recoil Springs 8-22 LBS ........ .4.95 
Group Gripper Kit Com. or Govt ....... . 
........................................... 26.95 
Replacement Links #1-#5 ........ 5.00 
Replacement Link Kit ............ 23.95 
2 pc Guide Rod & Plug 5" or 6" ........ 
........................................... 35.00 
Magazine Well Blue .............. 30. 95 
Ultralight Match Trigger ........ 29.95 
AMBI Thumb Safety Blue ....... 54.95 
FL Guide Rod & Group Gripper36.95 
1 pc FL Guide Rod & Plug ...... 26.50 
Reduced Power Mainspring 19 LB ... 
. ............................................ 2.25 
High Grip Beavertail Safety ..... 34.95 
Target BBL Bushing Blue ....... 15.95 
Target BBL Bushing S/S ....... 16.95 
Accu-Comp DP-K Kit 38sup . 324.95 
Accu-Comp DP-K Kit 45acp . 299.95 
Accu-Comp DP-K Kit 10mm .. 309.95 
Accu-Comp DP-K Kit 40s&w. 309.95 
Drop-In Beavertail Grip Safety .. 29. 95 
Custom Tune Spring Kits. 4.70-7.85 
5" 45 ACP Match BBL ........ 135.00 
6" Match BBL 9mm, 10mm, 

38 Sup,40 S&W, 45 ....... 155.00 
6" Ramped 38 Super BBL ... 165.00 
45 ACP Combat Ejector ........ 21 . 95 
38/9mm Combat Ejector ...... 22.95 
45 11 RD Combat Mag ......... 24.95 
Bo-Mar BMCS Rear Sight ...... 63.00 
Beavertail Grip Safety ............ 28.95 
Extended Thumb Safety ......... 27 .95 
Extended Slide Release .......... 29.95 

Checkered Main Spring 
Housing Blue .................... 35.00 

Checkered Main Spring 
Housing S/S ..................... 36.95 

Extended Mag Release 
Button BL ......................... 24.95 

Extended Mag Release 
Button S/S ...................... 26.95 

Thumb Guard Stainless Steel .. 14. 95 

Ed Brown 
Products 

Hex Head Grip Screws Blue ..... 7. 95 
Hi-Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety 

Ser 70 Blue ...................... 31.95 
Ser 80 Blue ...................... 33.95 

Commander Hammer Blue .... 35.95 
Heavy Duty Guide Rod Head only ..... . 
. .......................................... 15.00 
Heavy Duty Guide Rod & Head ........ . 
........................................... 19.55 
Reverse Plug ....................... 15.00 
Heavy Duty Guide Rod Assy .... 27.50 
Beavertail Install Jig .............. 1 7. 95 
Extended Thumb Safety Blue .. 29.95 
AMBI Thumb Safety Blue ....... 49.95 
Oversized Thumb Latch S&W .. 23.95 
Four Star Comp only Blue .... 150.00 
Four Star Comp only S/S .... 160.00 
Four Star Comp Kit 45 or 10mm 

Blue ............... : ................ 328.50 
Stainless Steel ................ 338.50 

Oversized Mag Button ............. 8.95 
Dovetail Front Sight .............. 1 0. 95 
Extended Slide Stop S&W ...... 42.95 

SHOOT THE MOON 
Full Moon Clip Holders 
(.45 ACP) ............................ $8.95 

Just Call-It-In [6~ 5) 483-4024 • 
24HR F----- Line [6~ 5) 482-6879 
Monday, Thusday, Friday 1 Dam - 9pm/Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 1 Dam - 6pm 



50¢ each, 50 target min. 
This price includes 

AAA shipping in boxes, 
not taped bundles. 

I PSC Discounts ..._ ___ .. do not 

APPROVED apply to 

TARGETS targets! 

AAA Pesters, 
Buff, Black, White ........................ 3.00 

r.:::::77] SMITH & 
~ ALEXANDER 

Magwell Govt Flat/ Arched BL or 
S/S ...................................... 69.95 

Magwell Officers Flat BL or S/S ... 69.95 
AMBI-Mag Release ..................... 69.95 
Grip Safety BLISS ...................... 34. 95 

PROTECTIVE OPTICS 
Grey, Clear, Amber, Yellow .......... 25.95 

FP-10 
Firepower IS 

"Lubricant Elite" 
shields, protects, 

leans & lubricates. 
4 oz. bottle ... 5.99 
Case -1 2 bottles 

............ 66.00 

Cl TEC/-t 

0
v~P- "'o<~ Brass Mag Pads 

IN'4
~ 2 pk .............. 9.95 

[ • n Ultra Comp Blue CT U~a C~O,p Ch~H: 

Pro Series V Twin-Port 
Comp Kit .... 425.00 

All holsters & accessories . 
in stock and ready L 
for deliv= ~•£ ffll frll£II® 
~s£:..d'oiEA 
~ ~--= 

Holsters for any handgun ....... 99.00 
Belts (all sizes) ..................... 52.00 
Fender Single Mag Pouch ...... 32.00 
Fender Double Mag Pouch ..... 42.00 
Fender Triple Mag Pouch ....... 48.00 

* All Leather available 
in Plain Brown or 

Black Basketweave * 
In Stock: Left Hand Holsters, Mag 
Pouches for: Glock, Para-Ord, High 
Capacity 9mm and Standard 45/ 
1 Omm/38 Super 

C.P. PRODUCTS 
Bullets, Bumpers, Buffs, and more! 
. 38 Super Elite Jacketed Match 
Grade Bullets (135 or 150 Gr.) 
P.O.R. *Other Calibers Available. 

"Super Tuff Buffs" Recoil Buffers 
Package of 5 ....................... $4.98 

TCH "ICBM" 
Scope Mount 
* For PROpoint & 
AIMpoint Scopes . 
*Mounts /owto slide. 
*Eliminates rings use. 
* Designed to Retro-Fit 
frames drilled & tapped 
for Weigand/Wilson's. 

Guide Rod 
* Available for 5" or 6". 

*Made of Lightweight DELRIN. 
*Call Us For More Details On The ICBM! 

"The Best Carry Leather Money Can Buy" 
We stock the full line of GALCO. Call for pricing. 

"When you take off your speed rig, 
put on your GALCO." 

Precision load-rated variable recoil 
springs for 1911 's ............ $7. 25 

From 8 LBS to 22 LBS. Includes 
matching firing pin spring 

WINCHESTER® 

Unprimed 38 Super+P Brass 
with 20% Thicker Wall 

"The Good Stuff" 500/bag ..... 45.00 
*Shipping on brass & bullets is 5.00 per K 

C-= MAG-BRU~H® 
Combat Clean J Q 
Mag Well & Magazine 
Great Between Stages .......... $4. 99 

ACCURATE ARMS 
POWDER 

#2, #5, #7, #9, #2230.$14.00 LB 
Call for pricing on 6 & 8 LB kegs. 



WIN 
a Dillon 

reloading 
machine! 

Call now for your FREE 
subscription to 

THE BLUE PRESS, 
Dillon Precision's newspaper 

for serious shooters. 
Everyone on our mailing 

list is eligible to win 
a Square Deal "B" 

reloading machine in our 
monthly drawing. 

(One subscription per 
household, please.) 
Dillon Precision is 

now your one-stop source 
for the world's finest 

COMPONENTS 
from companies like 

Hercules, Remington, Sierra, 
PMC and Winchester. 

Whether you're a veteran 
reloader or just getting started, 
Dillon has everything you need 

to load match-quality ammo. 

40 

• • rec1s1on 
Products, Inc. 

7442 E. Butherus Dr. 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
(602) 948-8009 
(800) 421-7632 
Fax (602) 998-2786 

l'ESI' REPORT' 

DILLON 

Ju..1ttO~ 
How about a 
progressive reloading 
press all ready to go 
for a bit over a C
note? With Dillon 
quality too! 
By Tony Lesce 

T 
he beginning reloader faces a real 
dilemma today in terms of cl,'.'os
ing his equipment. Many experi
enced reloaders, myself included, 

have in the past advised the beginner to 
purchase a single stage reloader when 
first discovering and exploring the art and 
science of reloading metallic cartridges, 
but there are built in problems with this 
approach. 

The first is the beginner's reluctance 
to start with an admittedly slow means of 
reloading and one that is blatantly labeled 
"Beginner". When you were a kid no one 
wanted the training wheels left on the 
bicycle while riding with their friends, 
even if you hadn't mastered all the funda
mentals of pedaling two wheelers. That 
attitude back then usually resulted in 
more than a few scraps and bruises, but 
that was the price of childhood pride. 

That same attitude today when com
bined with a shallow background in 
reloading fundamentals and a complex 
progressive machine can result in more 
than injured pride. If you're lucky, you 
will only suffer the humiliation of carry
ing around a cleaning rod and hammer 
handle in your hip pocket as you drive the 
bullet back into the case from non
charged loads during your rang_e session, 
but the result will be much worse if your 
charge is too great or even doubled 
through negligence and ignorance. 

Therefore it was easy for many to say 

a beginning reloader should always start 
with a single stage reloading tool, 
because it was simple and by the time the 
student had reloaded several thousand 
rounds he had the basics down pat. This 
approach has some validity, but it doesn't 
take an Albert Einstein to realize you are 
going to be spending a lot of time in the 
reloading room just to shoot a couple of 
hundred rounds the following Sunday 
despite the substantial financial gain 
achieved through use of reloaded ammo 
versus factory ammunition. 

Several thousand rounds of any caliber 
on a single stage reloading press takes time, 
too much time for many of us, and that's 
why progressive reloaders are so popular. 

Add to this situation, the question of 
what the student reloader is supposed to 
do with his single stage learning tool after 
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he has mastered it and moved onto a 
more advanced machine, and you have a 
true dilemma. 

That is until now, because Dillon Pre
cision has a viable al tern a ti ve to this 
problem and it has applications for even 
the most advanced reloader. It is the Dil
lon 450 Jr. 

The Dillon 450 Jr. is an O-frame press 
with a patented revolving shell plate and 
is de_livered with the dies already installed 
in the tool head. It comes with a powder 
measure, cartridge ejection mechanism, 
collection box and it is available in the 
following calibers: .380 ACP, 9mm Para
bellum, .38 Special/.357 Magnum, .38 
Super, 10mm Auto, .41 Magnum, .44 
Magnum, .45 ACP and .45 Colt. 

This press is designed expressly for 
the beginning reloader, but comes with 
the added advantage of being a manually 
indexed, rotary shell plate, semi-progres
si ve reloader. Here is a unit designed 
expressly for those with limited reloading 
experience while at the same time provid
ing the capability offered by a semi-pro
gressive machine. Which means experi
enced reloaders will value its addition to 
their workroom benches as well. 

It is worth mentioning that the 450 Jr. 
comes out of the box already adjusted for 
the cartridge length, bullet depth, and 
crimp. Only minor adjustments are needed, 
if any for the start up operation of this press. 

The Dillon 450 Jr. can also be used in 
the limited reloading of some rifle car
tridges, but the mode of operation is dif
ferent allowing only use of the first two 
stations and you are limited to rifle car
tridges using the same shell plate as the 
available pistol cartridges. 

To further simplify matters Dillon has 
a comprehensive manual for the 450 Jr. 
that covers every aspect of its use, includ
ing any combination of non-Dillon pistol 
or rifle dies. Add to this, the assistance 
provided by their toll free 800 number 
(800-421-7632) and there is absolutely no 
reason anyone should experience trouble 
with any Dillon product. 

The most notable feature of the Dillon 
450 Jr. is the price of $119.00 and for this 
amount you get a top flight reloader. That 
is one hell of a bargain when you consider 
this unit will reload at the rate of 250 pistol 
rounds per hour with very little practice. 

The Dillon 450 Jr. has made me 
change my previously held opinion about 
the beginning reloader's need for a single 
stage machine. That is no longer a valid 
viewpoint, in my opinion, because of the 
450 Jr. The 450 Jr. better serves the 
beginning reloader than any single stage 
reloader in existence while at the same 
time -providing a low cost semi-progres
sive press for the advanced reloader. 

It is designed to provide more service 
than any other entry level reloader on the 
market today, but that isn't surprising 
really, because Dillon Precision Products 
have always worked and ...... 
been ahead of their time. "' 

WEIGAND 
RINGLESS PRO SCOPE MOUNT 

This could be the lightest, lowest, & strongest scope mount on the market today. 

Scope Mount and hardware $99.95 
Drill Fixture $59.95 
"New" magazine relea_se $35.00 
Polymer one piece guide rod $28.00 

~ • Uses no scope rings 

G,' 2.8 oz. including hardware 

G!7' Lightweight two piece construction 

~ Will mount on pistols drilled for all Weigand scope mounts 

WEIGAND 
COMBAT 

HANDGUNS 

341 South Main Road 
Mountaintop, PA 18707 

(717) 474-9804 

Send $3.00 for catalog. Refundable with first purchase. Dealer inquiries invited. 

NEW for '91: 
AMT Auto Mag II 
Signature® Grip 

Be True to Your II! 
Your AMT Auto Mag II is one 
sweet-shooting .. 22 rimfire. 

And if you want to be true to 
your II-and true to your point of 
aim-install a set of Pachmayr 
grips. Their non-slip hold, comfort
able feel, outstanding recoil 
absorption, and the way they help 
a gun "point right," keep your II on 
target without squirming around. 

Pachmayr uses steel inserts to 
add strength and genuine, 
gunstock-checkered Neoprene®
not some substitute compound that 

shrinks or swells. 

Only Pachmayr Signature® 
grips offer you a patented wrap
around design with checkered 
front and back straps. 

You own one fine auto-pistol; 
it just makes sense to give it the 
finest grips available. See your 
authorized Pachmayr retailer or call 
1-800-423-9704. 

-~~ 1875 S. Mountain Ave. • Monrovia, CA 91016 
(818) 357-7771 
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By Mike Carmoney 

S
hooters to the line!" Without looking at the shooter who 
will be in the position next to you, you check to be sure 
you have on your protective earmuffs, and that you have 
a couple of spare full-moon clips loaded with 230 grain 

lead roundnose cartridges. 
If your trigger finger spasms and jerks more than one shot off 

target, you may need to dump the 
empty clip in the cylinder and quickly 
reload. You make your way to your fir
ing position, standing behind a table 
covered with dirty carpeting. The 
shooter in position next to you was 
your friend a minute ago, and he will 
be again a minute from now. But at the 
moment you know that he is the best 
shooter in the match- the one you 
must beat to win. 

You don't look over at him. 
"Load and make ready." 

The wheelgun is making a 
comeback in bowling pin shoots! 

Assured that your 
revolver is ready, you 
settle yourself into your 
stance. You've experi
mented with a variety of 
positions, but find your
self most comfortable 
with a Chapman Stance, 
your gun arm locked at 
the elbow, with your 
support hand pulling 
back strongly into your 
shoulder as if mounting 
a rifle. 

Wiping your sweaty hands on your 
pants, you grab the neoprene-gripped 
handle of your Smith & Wesson Model 
25-2 and remove it from the nylon hol
ster on your belt. The cylinder opens 
and you fill the six big holes with six 
255 grain semi-wadcutter loaded .45 

The author competing with a snubnose at the Second 
Chance bowling pin shoot, the premiere match for pin 
busters. 

You keep your finger 
out of the trigger guard 
as you try a few "dry 
runs," bringing the gun 
up from a 45° angle to 

ACP rounds, all held together with a full-moon clip. The cylin
der snaps closed again. 

With your right thumb, you pull back just slightly on the 
hammer and tum the cylinder, to be sure that the full-moon clip 
isn't bent just enough to cause the cylinder to bind up, giving 
you a 25-pound trigger pull when the money is on the line. 

42 

bear on the bowling pin which is your first target. 
"Shooters ready!" 
You lean forward, putting most of your body weight on your 

front leg, knowing that this will immensely help you control the 
moderate recoil of the big revolver as your point of aim moves 
from one bowling pin to the next. The 61h inch barrel of the big 
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An unusual conversion of a S&W Model 27 to .38 Super. 
Since full-moon clips are fast to load, pin shooters prefer 
them to speed loaders, thus the impetus for this conversion. 

Smith is now lightly touching the table in front of you. 
"Stand by!" 
A sudden rush of adrenaline hits you, as it always does the 

moment before the buzzer sounds. You welcome it, knowing 
that it will make you stronger, tighter, faster. 

Your eyes momentarily 
focus on the first bowling 
pin, but you quickly remind 
yourself to refocus on the 
black patridge front sight as 
soon as the gun comes up. 

Bzzzzzzzzzz! 

the gun. You re-holster the big revolver and reach over to grasp the 
extended hand of your opponent, who is smiling broadly. He is once 
again your buddy. 

You grin at him as you point to the expensive, big-name cus
tom compensated autopistol in his speed holster. You just can't 
resist saying mischievously, "That's what you get for bringing 
that gamey-looking thing out here!" You both laugh. 

Revolver Comeback 
No question about it, revolvers are making a comeback in the 

burgeoning sport of bowling pin shooting. When Richard Davis, 
presi.dent of the Second Chance body armor company, invented 
pin shooting and set up the first national pin match back in the 
Seventies, no one really knew for sure what gun to use. 

For the first few years, the championship flip-flopped 
between revolver and semi-auto shooters. Soon the automatic, 
specifically the 1911-style .45 from Colt or "clone," completely 
took over the sport. 

By about 1980 it was nearly impossible to even place high 
enough with a revolver to win a gun at Second Chance. It was 
just about a waste of time to shoot pins with a wheelgun. 

Or was it? A few diehards never were willing to give up the 
comfort and reliability of their "19th-century technology" hand
guns, and kept right on stubbornly shooting pins with them. As 
the sport grew, more shooters entered local pin competitions, 
bringing with them whatever gun they owned, auto or revolver. 

Meanwhile, pin shooting was rapidly becoming as much a 
science as an art. The five-second five-pin table times that won 
some of the Second Chance matches in the mid-Seventies were 
barely enough to be in the prize money a decade later. 

The great advantage of the Colt .45 had been firepower
you had eight big slugs to launch rather than six. Shooters dis
covered what had been obvious all along: no matter how many 
rounds your gun held, you had to clear your tables with five or 
six shots to have a decent time! 

Savvy pin shooters also noticed that the wheelgun gave them 
another advantage- the rolling trigger action of a good double
action revolver gave them a more natural rhythm as they moved 
across the tables. 

The revolver action, with its better "surprise break," forced 
the shooter to keep the 
gun on target without 
jerking it away under 
the adrenaline-pumped 
stress of the match. 

Your arms half swing, 
half punch the revolver out 
toward the bowling pins. 
Your finger is already start
ing to roll back the smooth 
double-action trigger as the 
gun comes up. Your eyes 
find the front sight and you 
put it somewhere near the 
middle of the first bowling 
pin as the gun fires. 

Your peripheral vision 
registers the movement of 

A John Nowlin custom .45 ACP pingun features a slab sided Shi/en 
match barrel, Metaloy finish and an incredibly smooth DA trigger. 

The same phe
nomenon was occur
ring at the Bianchi Cup. 
As we. all know, the 
heavy-barreled, optical
sighted .38 or .357 
revolver totally domi
nates the match these 
days. All the top Cup 
shooters from Mickey 
Fowler to Rob Leatham 
now leave their autos at 
home when they trek to 
the Chapman Academy 
each spring. 

the first pin as the heavy .45 slug drives it back and off the table, 
but you continue to focus on the front sight. Your finger rhythmi
cally rolls the trigger, as you put that sight on one pin after another. 

When there are no more pins left to shoot, you look back to see 
if you have any deadwood to clear. All the pins are gone. 

Your last bowling pin bounces with that distinctive hollow 
clonk, just as you look over at your opponent's table and see his 
last pin roll off the back. 

You did it! You got them clean! Five pins for five shots. 
"Unload and show clear." 
Your body relaxes as you open the cylinder and punch out the 

mostly-depleted full-moon clip so that the range officer can inspect 
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Sixgun Attack 
At Second Chance, the sixgun men were making their move. 

Leading the charge was Jerry Miculek, currently the hottest 
revolver man on the circuit. Jerry had set the single-run five-pin 
record back in 1981, but really came into his own in the latter 
part of the decade, winning the Master Blaster Pin Gun event in 
'88, and the MB Stock Gun event the following year. 

Jerry promises to be a formidable competitor in the Nineties as 
well, having won the first Master Blaster shoot-off and the accom
panying $5,000 cash award sponsored by Winchester at Second 

Continued on page 120 
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CHAMPION'S FORUM 
J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 

MINIMIZING -~1 DWELL TIME 11 KEEPS 
A MASTER CLASS SHOOTER AHEAD 

A
ommon misconception is that 
n order to shoot fast, you sac
ifice some of your ability to 
hoot accurately. This is 

untrue. In order to shoot fast, accurate 
shots, the shooter must simply learn to 
do less. 

Speed is economy of motion. Speed is 
also economy of time. All excessive 
motions and time lags must be eliminated 
to increase speed. 

When you first started practical shoot
ing, your main concerns were safety and 
hitting the target on demand. As your 
skill increased, you worked on techniques 
that made you a better shooter and 
increased your gun handling ability. 

Now it's time to work on your ability 
to shoot fast and still maintain an accept
able level of accuracy. 

Dwell Time 
Your main concern now is trying to 

eliminate the down time, the time when 
you're off the air, dead in the water, rid
ing the clock. This is what I refer to as 
dwell time. Masters have learned to keep 
dwell time to a minimum. 

This is the biggest difference in ability 
between the A-class and the Master class 
shooter. Reducing one moment of dwell 
time may not make as visible an improve
ment in your shooting as, say, learning 
proper trigger control, but after you've 
reduced dwell time in enough different 
areas, the overall improvement can be 
dramatic. 

Dwell time is present in the entire 
shooting process. It's fractions of seconds 
here and there, but add a few hundredths 
per shot over 10 shots and that can make 

J.A.F. GUNSMITHING, INC. 
6425 S.W. 50th Street 
Miami. Florida 33155 
Tel. (305) 662-9407 

Mike Plaxco is a veteran competitor. 
Here he's in action at the '91 Steel 
Challenge shooting for Team S&W. 

Nyle Leatham photo 

a half-second, and the winner. 
You can watch Rob Leatham or Jerry 

Barnhart shoot, and at the end they're 
faster, but you won't see where they're 
getting it. But they are getting it, bits and 
pieces at a time. This is where matches 
are won and lost. 

Analyze Your Technique 
Dwell time can be an extremely diffi-

Very Low Recoil 
"BIG MOUTH" MAGWELL 

3/4" Peak muzzle rise at the 
front sight with major 

power factor loads 
42 oz. Unloaded Weight 

2 lb. trigger pull 

Match grade accuracy 

Modified beaver tail allows highest 
possible grip 

Price list only 

ACTION-VIDEO PRODUCT-CATALOGUE .... $10.00 

........ $1.00 

Accessory available 
for gunsmith installation 

cult thing to diagnose. It exists in different 
areas and in different amounts for each 
shooter. I can teach a shooter 90% of the 
abilities he needs to develop; however, 
dwell time exists within that last 10%. 

Just like learning any shooting skill, 
it's important that you are able to analyze 
your technique and realize your need for 
improvement. I've found that when I can 
get my students to just think about it, they 
start to improve. 

I can show you the path, give you a 
few directions, and talk about a few areas 
that are classic time wasters, but you will 
need to analyze every aspect of your 
shooting, and then you'll need to experi
ment to work through them on your own. 

The timer is how you prove to your
self whether something is faster or slow
er. When you're trying to reduce dwell 
time, you may not be able to rely entirely 
on feel; the solutions to eliminating wast
ed time are found externally. 

You may have an awareness that 
you're not operating as efficiently as you 
might, but the proof will always be read 
from the timer display. 

Use your timer to help you see where 
you may be wasting time, and to see when 
you're reducing your dwell time. Analyze 
your split times from target to target, 
reload times, course movement times. 

These will give you very important 
information you can use to isolate differ
ent areas you need to work on. 

Timer Exercises 
I suggest running a given series of 

exercises using the timer. Which exercis
es you'll perform will be determined by 
what you're trying to find out. 

One-shot draws are a good place to 
start to let you analyze your reaction 
times to the gun, to the target, to the 
sight, and to the trigger. Set up two or 
three targets to monitor your target acqui
sition times. Set up targets at short and 
long range to discover how quickly you 
can be aware of an acceptable sight read 
that insures a consistent hit. 

Set up an exercise that tests your 
movement from box to box. Again, 
excessive dwell time is present in the 
entire shooting process, so you'll have to 
take steps to discover it wherever it 
exists. 

A fast shot is one that breaks as soon 
as the gun stops moving; therefore, 
another lag is in the time the shooter can 
be aware of an acceptable sight read on 
the target. 

The gun should go directly on the tar
get, stop, and the shot should break 
instantly. Many shooters, especially when 
they're trying to "speed up," will move 
the gun quickly to a shooting position, 
but won't see the sights immediately set
tle on the target because they slam the 
gun to a stop. 

The shooter must learn to feather the 
gun onto the target in that last bit of 
extension into his final shooting position 
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so that the shot can break the instant the 
gun stops moving forward. It is a sense of 
shooting to the target. 

Economy Of Motion 
Economizing motion can also be from 

combining motions. Some natural motions 
can be incorporated, such as moving the 
gun to the next target in recoil. 

When you're developing the skill of 
recoil control, you want to see the sight 
rise in recoil and come back down to 
exactly the same spot on the target where 
it was previously. 

But when your technique is developed 
to that point, the recoil time should then 
be used as travel time to the next target. 
As the sight rises on the first target, it 
tracks through the air and comes down on 
the next target. 

If you read the sights when you fire 
the shot, you don't need to see the sight 
return to where it was previously unless 
you' re going to shoot that same target 
again. And in that situation- the double 

Reducing the amount 
of dwell time is iust as 
important to winning 

D-class as it is to 
winning the Nationals. 
Reducing dwell time is 
learning to make your 

current skills more 
efficient. 

tap- the sight will rise, return, and rise 
again, at which point the gun should then 
be on the way to the next target. 

Again, recoil should be used as travel 
time, not lag time. 

Reloading is a classic example of 
combined motions. Most shooters will 
see the sight rise and return on the target 
before they bring the gun back for the 
reload, but it's possible to use the recoil 
time to bring the gun back to reloading 
position. Try this for yourself with the 
timer and see the difference. 

Target Acquisition 
A major area for most people is target 

acquisition. This is something that Rob 
Leatham beat us on for years. 

In the mid l 980's, Rob's target acqui
sition was far superior to everyone else's. 
We were all shooting the shots at the 
same cadence, but Rob was getting to the 
target and shooting faster. We were let
ting the gun stop and verifying the sights 
and breaking the shot, whereas Rob was 
shooting as he was acquiring the targets. 

To reduce the lag time from target to 

trigger, you must learn for yourself what 
constitutes an acceptable sight picture, 
because "acceptable" is a relative term. 

An acceptable sight picture to Rob 
Leatham may be completely different 
than what a B-class shooter needs to see. 
Driving the gun around the targets is like 
driving a car along the road: you read the 
sights and you read the road, and you can 
only drive as fast as conditions and your 
skill level allow. 

Relative Speed· 
Speed is always relative. It depends in 

part on your reaction time, reflexes, mus
cle tone, state of mind, and skills. But 
reducing the amount of dwell time is just 
as important to winning D-class as it is to 
winning the Nationals. Reducing dwell 
time is learning to make your current 
skills more efficient. 

You learn techniques that allow you to 
shoot faster in your practice routines. The 
key word _is "allow." The techniques that 
allow you to shoot faster don't cause you 
to shoot faster. 

Anytime you go to a match and con
sciously try to alter the flow - you try to 
speed up or slow down- you're out of 
sync and out of rhythm, and you're losing. 

That's what the training is for. You win 
or lose a match long before you step up to 
the line at a match and load your gun. 

I'll borrow a quote from Brian Enos' 
new book that summarizes a strong belief 
I have on the subject of speed: Speed is a 
byproduct of attention. That's never more 
true than when applied to the subject of 
dwell time. Pay attention- close atten
tion- and you'll begin to see where 
you're wasting time. Keep paying atten
tion and you'll see the dwell time begin 
to shorten. 

If you'll review this article, you'll see 
that nothing in here that improves speed 
hurts accuracy in any way. When you're 
concerned with shortening dwell time, 
you're not really increasing speed, you're 
decreasing time. 

The effect may be the same, but the 
difference in attitude is important. To 
shoot faster, ..... 
learn to do less. ~ 

J. Michael Plaxco has been a top practi
cal shooting competitor for over 10 
years. He's won the US Nationals, Steel 
Challenge, Second Chance, SOF, and 3-
Gun championships, and is a premier 
member of Smith & Wesson's profession
al shooting team. In addition, Michael 
teaches all levels of practical shooting, 
from beginning to advanced, through the 
Plaxco Academy. He's also produced a 
two-tape video instruction package, "At 
The Beep," and is the author of a forth
coming book on practical shooting, enti
tled "Practical Pistolcraft: Shooting 
From Within." For more information, 
contact J. Michael Plaxco at P.O. Box 
54-AH, Roland, AR 72135, or call (501) 
868-9787. 
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FIREARMS TRAINING 
WITH ARNTZEN'S HIGH 
STRENGTH STEEL TARGETS 
STEEL IPSC PRACTICE TARGET 
WITH POST, BASE & HARDWARE. 
RINGS LIKE A BELL WHEN HIT! 
READY TO USE. DISASSEMBLES 
WITHOUT TOOLS FOR EASY 
TRANSPORT. POST & BASE WILL 
WORK WITH ANY SHAPES BELOW. 
(MUST DRILL MOUNTING HOLE). 

A. IPSC TARGET (WITH HOLE) $59 
K. POST, BASE & HOW 11) 

$99 

~~~p~~, 
~o~P~-11 

y,.\G't-1 STRENG;>-,, 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A 
COMPLETE PEPPER POPPER, 
READY FOR USE, MADE OF 
ARNTZEN'S HIGH STRENGTH 
STEEL, REGULATION IPSC SIZE 

COMPLETE 
WITH BASE $110 

PRECISION CUT STEEL PLATES 
INDIVIDUAL SHOOTERS, GUN CLUBS AND LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES CAN NOW BUILD THEIR 
OWN STEEL TARGET SYSTEMS WITH ARNTZEN'S 
HIGH STRENGTH CUT STEEL SHAPES. ALL TARGET 
STEEL IS TESTED TO MEET 200 MINIMUM BRINELL 
HARDNESS, OUTLASTS A-36 OR MILD STEEL. 

MAKE YOUR CHOICE OF HIGH 
STRENGTH STEEL SHAPES. ! 

I 

A. IPSC 3/8" STEEL PLATE 17-3/4" X 
29-1/2" (INCL. MOUNTING HOLE) $59 

A-1 IPSC HALF SIZE 3/8" X 8-7/8" X 14-3/4" $15 
B. POPPER 3/8" STEEL PLATE 12" X 42" $39 
C PIN 1/2" STEEL PLATE 4-7/8" X 15" $11 
D. 2" X 4" WELD ON BASE $1.50 
E. CIRCLE 3/8" STEEL PLAT~ 

3· - $9 10· - $12 12· - $15 
F. 'B' ZONE 3/8" STEEL 6" X 6" $8.50 

• G. 'A' ZONE 3/8" STEEL 6" X 11" $11 
H. RECTANGLE 3/8" STEEL PLATE 

18" X 24" $48 
K. POST, BASE & HARDWARE $40 
N. NRA ACTION PLATE 3/8" X 12" X 28" $29 

(NOT FOR USE WITH CENTER FIRE RIFLES) 

NOTE: 30 DAY TERMS FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 
AGENCIES WITH P.O. 

$5 HANDLING CHARGE ON ORDERS UNDER $99. 
15% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS OVER $1000. (CASH) 
UPS OR FAT CHGS., FOB ROCKFORD, IL. 

CHARGE YOUR ORDER 
~~ 

14K491 

CALL: 800/821-3475 
FAX: 815/964-0045 

llEN 
ORPORATION 

1025 SCHOOL STREET 
ROCKFORD, IL 61105-0898 
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Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free! 
vou CAN CHARGE IT. Too, (SEE COUPON) [ilJ I,n,1 I V/S.4 I 

1992 GUN DIGEST, 46th Edition 

"~~\ 

#GD92 $1995 

Edited by Ken Warner 
The World's Greatest Gun Book and the num
ber one book on USA TODA Y's® list of the top 
ten best-selling outdoor books. The front half 
of the book consists of the best writing avail
able on a broad range of firearms subjects: 
historical, technical and informational. The 
back half consists of a huge catalog of all 
firearms manufactured in or imported to the 
U.S. with full specifications and retail prices; 
nearly 3000 firearms are included with 
thousands of factory photos. Comprehensive 
charts of all currently manufactured ammuni
tion with average ballistics and prices and a 
complete catalog of metallic sights, scopes 
and mounts. There's an extensive bibliog
raphy of arms books, a listing of firearms peri
odicals and a directory of arms associations in 
America and abroad. Topping off the package 
and new this year is an exhaustive alphabeti
cal directory of every U.S. manufacturer in the 
business with addresses, phone and fax num
bers, all cross-referenced by product type or 
speciality. 512 pages. 

HANDGUNS 92, 4th Edition 

"~~' Edited by Jack Lewis 

#H92 $16 95 

Test reports on new handguns such as the 
Smith & Wesson Model 4006, their new DA 
auto in 40 S& W designed for law enforcement, 
the Model 631 revolver and the Model 3953 
9mm DA only, the SIG-Sauer P230SL, the 
Beretta Model 92D and the Freedom Arms 
Model 252. Updates on the Browning Buck 
Mark 5.5, the Lorcin 25 Auto and the Smith & 
Wesson MagnaClassic. What's new with 
Glock. The FBl's selection of the 10mm and 
the debate that the 40 S&W has already sig
nalled its demise. The Automag in 22 rimfire 
and the old single-action as self defense 
weapons. In this year's torture test our experts 
fired 6,000 rounds through the Star Model 30M 
in an effort to melt it down. Handloading for 
combat, 22 rimfire accuracy, kit guns, the Steel 
Challenge, custom guns and gunsmiths. Lots 
more. New to this greatly expanded edition 
is a complete catalog of all handguns 
manufactured in or imported to the U.S. 
with all specifications and current retail 
prices. 320 pages. 

MODERN LAW ENFORCEMENT 
WEAPONS & TACTICS, 2nd Edition 

\ By Tom Ferguson 
~i • This all-new edition concentrates on the 
~ ~ firearms and equipment used by conventional 
\' law enforcement agencies, with emphasis on 

what is in service and why it came to the 
forefront ahead of the competition. There's a 
comprehensive and critical look at the basic 
guns and ammunition as well as special equip
ment such as gas, sights, batons, anti-person
nel gear, flashlights, vests and protective gear. 
Proper training in handgun, rifle and shotgun 
use. Street survival techniques that are not 
part of the regular police training curriculum. 
Special details such as the K-9 Corps' bomb, 
dope and patrol dogs; bomb squads, including 
personnel required, special equipment, stand
ard operating procedures and real life solu
tions; vehicles for law enforcement including 

• cars, airplanes, helicopters and boats; an over
view of restraining devices. Some of the 

$1695 
author's opinions may explode doctrinal think
ing but they're opinions that are the direct 

#MLE2 result of action in the street. 256 pages. 

1992 GUNS ILLUSTRATED, 
, 24th Edition 

~_, . ,Iii- Edited by Harold A. Murtz 
Mike Thomas examines the good qualities of 
the nearly-forgotten 219 Zipper cartridge. Dick 
Eades tests the American Arms P98 Pistol. J.B. 
Wood takes a look at the revolutionary new 
Ram-Line Exacter pistol and the Jerico 941 
dual-caliber autoloader. Nick Steadman 
presents an in-depth study of the history, 
mechanics and foibles of the Ruger P-85. Brad 
Townsend reports on the performance of the 
latest production of Auger's Standard Auto, on 
the market since 1949. Wilt E. Pyle tells how 
the purely American, old-time lever-action just 
keeps plugging along. Jim Gosnell compares 
the numerous computer ballistic programs 
which give the savvy handloader more tools 
and tricks for brewing up high performance 
hunting ammunition. All of this and more in
formed opinion and healthy controversy plus a 
complete catalog of all firearms manufactured 

$1695 in or imported to the U.S. with full specifications 
#Gl92 and retail prices. 320 pages. 

MILITARY SMALL ARMS OF THE 
20TH CENTURY by?a!~og~~!!!~~ks 

~•a.I\ Revised, expanded, updated and completely 
~ ~ ~ redesigned for ease of use. Provides a com-
" plete, accurate and authoritative single volume 

#MSA6 
$1895 

directory to the military weaponry in use 
throughout this century and those designs des
tined to take us into the next. The book is 
divided into seven sections: Pistols, Sub
machine-guns, Machine-guns, Bolt-action 
rifles, Automatic rifles, Anti-tank rifles and Am
munition. Two new trends have emerged in this 
edition. One is a tendency towards compact 
"personal weapons", falling somewhere be
tween pistols and submachine guns, which pos
sess fearsome firepower. The second is the 
development of very heavy, long-range sniping 
rifles used to attack enemy equipment. In be
tween these two extremes there have been a 
number of significant innovations in the stand
ard small arms divisions, many the result of 
designs entered for the U.S. Army's Advanced 
Combat Rifle contest. Over 500 illustrations. 
352 pages. 

KNIVES '92, 12th Edition 

"~~\ 

#K92 $1595 

Edited by Ken Warner 
The world of knives, past and present, factory. 
custom and home-made. The legend of early 
maker John Nelson Cooper, a direct inspiration 
to makers like Jody Samson and Alex Collins 
and a strong influence on the knives we see 
today. The USN Mk. 2 or Kabar, what makes it 
work and what makes it break. Ken Warner 
presents a basic approach to the use of knives 
as tools. The 1990's equivalents of the cheap 
and stout butcher knives of the 1840's Moun
tain Men. The dean of military knife collectors, 
M.H. Cole, documents the WWII OSS knives 
made from Patton sabers, designed to be 
dropped into occupied territory. A pair of 
Bowies from 19th Century India, sculptured in 
silver and lavishly carved. All this and more 
plus the regular departments and visual 
presentation of current designs in straight and 
folding standard patterns, in swords, minia
tures and commercial cutlery. A detailed photo 
index of all 11 previous editions is included 
along with a state-by-state directory of sources 
for fine knives and accessories. 288 a es. 

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER • 



Buy One IDBI! Book, Get One Free! 
vou CAN CHARGE IT. mo, (SEE COUPON) [ii] 1,u,1 IZI 

FLA YDERMAN'S GUIDE TO 
ANTIQUE AMERICAN 
FIREARMS ... And Their Values 
5th Edition 
By Norm Ffayderman 
This completely updated edition, wtth its 
many addrons and revisions, reflects the 
ever changing collecting and buying patterns 
in the antique firearms marl<et. It also reflects 
some dramatic price changes as well as 
some revised attttudes relative to the im r-
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ 

-llfr!I!- DISASSEMBLY 
ByJ.B. Wood 

Field stripping and complete takedown 
and reassembly of hundreds of popular 
firearms with photos and text describing 
each step. Parts I & II have been greatly 
revised and expanded to include 
hundreds of variants. 

lance of certain firearms due to information CARTRIDGES 
that has only recently come to light. There OF THE WORLD 
are models not previously listed or ii- 6th Edition 
lustrated and the author has included By Frank C. Barnes 
about 250 additional significant facts to Completely revised and expanded 
assist in determining rarity, demand and edition covers the dimensions, 
value. A wealth "of knowledge and keen performance parameters and 
insight compiled by the leading scholar physical characteristics of over 
and authority on American antique 1,000 different cartridges in one 
firearms. 624 pages. well-organized book. 448 pages. 

F #COW6 . . . . . . . 18.95 
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This offer valid in the U.S. & Canada only. 
All sales final. Check, money order or credit card data 
must accompany order. Please do not send cash. 
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MASSAD AYOOB- Shoot to Live! 
( Gunfight Survival) 

Massari Ayooh is recogn11ed worldwide as an expert in 
the use of firearms for self-defense and law enforce 
ment. He i, the author of several hooks and hundred, 
of maga1ine articles dealing with lethal force. In thi, 
video, Ayooh share, his unique per,pective on gunfight 

TOLL 
FREE! 

ORDER 
NOW! 

survival inc lurling; 4S < alihPr v,. 9mm, the threP mo,t ~ 
_import?nt a,pPc(s o! ~ gunfight. ·/>i,tol v,. shotgun, -QA~ 800-942-TAPE 
,topping J;JOWer. training v,. real 11 P. anrl much more. - BUY 3 GET 1 FREE' 

over fill rrnr1t1te, .... $49.9'j • 
VISA 

HOW TO SHOOT FAST 
And Accurately 

The faste<t ,hooter< ill thP 
world ,how you how to <hoot 
(a<t and au uratel1. C omplete 
how-to information on eiquip
mellt. dra\\. grip. <ight pie ture. 
trigger pull.. It"< all herP plu< 
lot'- morf'. Profp~c;;ionally pro
rfuc flrf with c;Jow-rnot,on. 
graphic,. mu,;,;ic and c omplPtP 
narratic ir,. 
f>fl rni1111tp,;; $49.95 

BIANCHI CUP 
h•aluff><: thP \\orld'.; hP'-1 ac 
tin11 pi,;,;tol c;hrni!PP' a.; thPy 
c PmpPtP i11 thP 11HJ"t pre'-ll 
ginu, pi,I11I ( rn11pPtili1111 rall 
111g platP, llHJ\ i11g tarf Pl har 
ric~adP pr etc th al a11c c;;pPPd 
e, Pill< are highlight Pr! and 
dPmon<tratpcl Pia, hv • pla, 
narration i11tPn iP

0
\\ '-. <do\\. 

rnotin11 rPplav'- and nv>rP 
t qon $4q_q; 

DEADLY WEAPONS 
Learn the truth about modern 
firearms. What they will and 
will not do. Compares different 
calibers shooting through glass, 
into car door<. at bulletproof 
vest. even into auto fuel tanks' 
Thousands sold worldwide. 
See !or yoursel( why the KGB, 
FBI, CIA and hundreds o! 
police agencies have this tape. 
OvPr 100 mint1IP< $49.95 

DEADLY EFFECTS 
Wound Ballistics 

Shows what bullets do to 
bodies. How to choose effec
tive handgun ammunition. 
The effects of bullet weight 
and bullet configuration. Stop
ping power, energy transfer, 
penetration and incapacita
tion. From the producers o( 

Deadly Weapons. 
\II=..:.. ____ _. Over BO minutes. $95.00 

DEADLY 
FORCE 

USPSA NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 

IPSC Combat Pistol Competition 
TruP combat pistol action fea
turing the best shooters in 
the world. Watch and learn 
as they go through the paces 
of the most reaITstic combat 
courses ever designed. If Y,OU 
want to be a bet1er combat 
shooter this tape is a must. 
Pro!essionally woduced, full 
~g~r(u~I~~,~~ ion, inte,views 

7() mint1IP< $49.95 

HOW TO WIN AT PPC 
with Grand Master John Pride 
The fillest complete how to 
,hoot PP( video. ( ovPr< e 
quip1nent, stance. dra\\. gri\' 
sight pie t11re. trigger pu I 
ho\\ to practice. mPntal prP 
paration and lot< morP A 
< omprehpnc:;ivP look at win 
11illg PPC tee hniques ta11ght 
hy cmP o( thP hPst PP< <hoot 
er< ever .. Johll Pride a two 
timP NRA/ Riane hi ( 11p "ill 
ner 
f,(I ,nirllllP< $49.95 

DEADLY FORCE 
firt•rJrm~ (jplf-nf'fPn~f> , hf' I"" 
rrnm thP prodrn Pr'- uf lJec,dh 
\'Vpapoll< ollcl ()padh rffpc I<, 
thi, \idf'(1 Pxplorf''- thP lr,gal 
a<pPll' "' cleaclh f,," P If a,, 
intnidP1 hrPak,i11h1v11111 h111110 

what ,a11 ""' IPgalh cl,~ I) 
Pnlitf'h a<k hirn ln 1Pa, f' J\ 
~hnnt 'thP ~OR ll Hnld hiP> 
~1 gunpoint u111il 1hP pnlit fl 
~11i\p lhi, \idPn gi\f'' 1P~I 
a11'-\\P1' 
11111 Plilllllf''- $49.95 

WINNING NRA ACTION 
SHOOTING with John Pride 
John PridP ha<" 011 the NRA/ 
Rian< hi Cup two< onsPc uth e 
year< and ha< placed sec onrl 
twic P. Thi< complete hem -to 
virlPo < ovPr'- all you nePci to 
kncm aho11t willning. Pi<tuls. 
shouting techlliques. prac ti< e 
methocf,. mPntal prP(laration. 
mate h prP'ic;urP and more ... 

i,..;;.;,,,;,..._...;;;;;._..~ thi< tape ,over< it all. 
~ 6() minute<. $4g_95 

JllDI,, 

~ 
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FAST & FANCY 
SHOOTERS 

ThP g( ddPn Pr;:i, ,f pr, ,fP,.::i, ir1r1I 
f''l(hihiti,,n ;;flf111li11g i:: l1111g 
µ~,, ht 11 111 '" if , .::lfl hP rPli, Pd 
"f'P C:ftfllP 1,f ti1P 11111:;;f i111 rP 

dihlP fpafc P\PI pPrf11nnPd 
\\ ilh .:11fPP rd tliP higgP,f 
11an,p, Hill j,,,,1;:i,, Id 1'.1, 
( rhP"1, I lpd, l';,rc;;,111 kP11 HPP 

~IP ~n,I, ,th Pre;; rHP highlight Pd 
111 thi.::, r.llp, ti,11111f ~11tl11·•11ti• 

p~rl\ f, •fll;:tgP 

PISTOL MASTERS 
Sight picture, grip, trigger pull, 
stance, twe of gun and ammo, 
practice methods, mental con
centration ... it', all covered 
in the he<t, pure "how-to" 
<hoot combat pi<tol video 
available. Feature< Leatham. 
Fno<. Barnhart. Mc ( onni, k, 
Plaxco. JoallllP Hall, Spagnoli. 
Wil,on and ( hapn1an. 
(,fl 111i11utP< $4g_95 

GUNPLAY 
Trkk & Fanq C.un Handling 
lhP ,u 1tld', ~IP.:::t~f",t tri( k illHf 
f~1H\ gun~11,,1,1111111p,,f1lu., 
11H1'1 a1nnzi11g , id Pt'' P\ P• 
( ,1111 ,pi1111ir1g gII11 j11ggli11g, 
tli, k ,h,1111i11g f~q d,a,, ;::ind 
lllclll\ llltllf' r!ll1~7illg fp;it<: pf 

,kill ~!ld 1ctlf'lll ~If' i11 thi~ 
prnfpc;;c;;j, •n~II, pn wh11 Pd ,i1 lf'f 1 

t\111hP g1P~I lli\lllfl' th~1 hcl\fl 

PIP\a1Pd fan,\ g1111 h~11dli11g 
tn \\ h~1 it j, !Pd~\ 
(,I' 1nin11IP< $4'!.'1<; 

AT THE BEEP 
with J \,Ii, hitPI P/it" o 

< lnp pfthP\\ntld <. hPt1 ,11,itt 

c nnc.i,ten1 prch 1i1 ~I ,l,n1\1ing 
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ORDER TOLL FREE NOW!! 

BUY 3 GET 1 FREE!! 
1'800-942-TAPE 

FAX: (619) 569-0505 Phone: (619) 569-4000 

Plpaq, ~Pnd mp thP following vidPo~: 
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By John Taffin 

' 

he sixgun was the pride of my young 
life. Nearly 20 years earlier, Colt 
had stopped the manufacture of the 
grand old Single Action Army 

because of lagging sales and also to make 
room for wartime production. 

It looked like the old Colt would never 
be seen again but after the war, thanks 
mainly to the proliferation of westerns on 
TV in the 1950's, the Single Action- the 
beloved Model P- was resurrected and I 
was fortunate enough to be able to buy, 
with my limited funds on credit of course, 
the first .45 Colt Single Action to hit my 
part of the country. 

That sixgun sold for $125, an awful 
lot of money for a teenager who was 
making all of ninety cents an hour. 

About the same time, GUNS Magazine 
featured movie fast-draw consultant Arvo 
Ojala on the cover and I ordered an Arvo 
Ojala fast draw rig, black basket weave, to 
fit the· 7 .5" barreled Colt and got deeply 
involved in the shooting sport of the time. 

Action shooting had yet to be discov-

Some of John's personal guns that have been 
refinished include (left to right) blue, nickel, 

stainless, electroless nickel and Mag-Na-Life. 

We took the duty guns of a sheriff's department 
and put them to the test with some of the more 
popular gun finishes on the market. For one 
whole year these tough-bitten lawmen wore 
their guns on patrol. Used 'em, abused 'em. 
Now, one year later, we'll see how these 
finishes held up. 

ered, silhouetting was a long ways off, 
and only the hardy soul ventured forth 
with handgun to hunt big game. The top 
handgun sport of the time was fast draw 
and clubs sprang up all over the country. 

My Colt looked a little drab next to 
the custom black Ojala rig and wanting to 
fancy things up a bit, the .45 was taken 
apart and everything sent off to be nickel 
plated. It came back in a few weeks, and I 

quickly assembled it and fired the first 
cylinder full. 

The result was quite disappointing. 
That was my first experience with re-fin
ishing a sixgun and it was disastrous. Most 
of the nickel plating came off the cylinder 
in long strips the first time the re-finished 
Single Action was fired and I was crushed. 
My beautiful .45 Colt was a mess. 

Needless to say I had to spend quite a 
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Metaloy 
Metaloy is another hard chrome finish and most 
guns are finished in what Jim Kelley of Metaloy 
describes as a Star Burst finish. This is a glass bead
ed finish that wears well and alsa holds oil better 
than smoother finishes. 

Metaloy hard chrome is a super fast finish that 
minimizes the time the gun to be re-finished needs 
to be left in the plating bath and Kelley informs me 
that this avoids brittling of the the gun parts. 

Metaloy plating cuts the coefficient of friction and 
inner parts will work smoother and slide rails of 
semi-automatics will also work with less friction. A 
good trigger on a sixgun of, say, three pounds, will 

go to around two and three-quarter pounds with 
the Metaloy plating. Cost for a typical handgun is 
$100. 

A Smith & Wesson Model 66 .357 Magnum was 
Metaloy' ed for this project and carried daily by a 
Deputy Sheriff in a duty holster. It looks as good as 
it did when it was put into service with no notice
able wear nor scratches. 

The Deputy pointed out that the gun does get 
dirtier easier which is to be expected with the glass 
beaded finish as opposed to the original smoother 
stainless finish. 

Endura9ard 
Accurate Plating & Weaponry offers both brush 
chrome and matte chrome finishes in their Endura
gard. This, again, is an industrial hard chrome fin
ish that is very wear resistant and rust resistant. 

Bob Cogan of Accurate Plating and Weaponry 
does both handguns and long guns and offered to 
do both for our tests. A Deportment Remington 
Model 870 was sent off and received the Matte 
Chrome finish. This weapon is carried in a patrol 
car daily and after one year, the finish is, as 
expected, still perfect. 

The handgun sent off to Cogan was a Smith & 
Wesson Model 686 .357 Magnum that is carried 
daily in a duty holster by a uniformed officer and 
this is the gun that is carried on dirt bike patrol also. 

This test gun received the brush chrome finish 
except for the top strap which is a matte finish. As 
with all of the other industrial hard chrome finishes, 
the Model 686 finish is still the same after one year 
of use. No scratches nor wear is apparent. 

50 

Some of the sheriff's guns that Taffin monitored for a year of hard use include 
(le~ to right) Enduragard M-686, Metalife M-36, Dura Chrome M-59, 
Black Manganese. One and all, the deputies were happy with the gun finishes. 

Dura Chrome 
This is a hard chrome finish that has been available since 1931, but only recently available for handguns. 
The Shooter Shop's Dura Chrome finish is offered in matte, stainless-style, and an Ultra Mirror finish. Prices 
are $100 for the first two and $140 for the lotter. 

Dura Chrome is rated at 72 on the Rockwell scale 
and is advertised as one of the hardest finishes and 
will not gall, chip or peel. Wear is eliminated on 
slide rails of semi-automatics and functioning is 
smoother. 

The Dura Chrome finished duty gun is a Smith & 
Wesson Model 59 that is carried daily by a Deputy 
Sheriff. After one year of constant use, the slide (the 
frame could not be finished as Dura Chrome is not 
used on alloys), shows no wear nor scratches at any 
place. It looks the some one year later as it did when· 
it was original~ returned to me. 

The peace officer is well pleased with the finish on 
his Model 59 Smith & Wesson and recommends it highly. This particular finish is available only from Patrick 
Connors at The Shooter Shop and is guaranteed or it will be re-done at no cost. 
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SIG 9mm with SSK Khrome and a SIG P-220 .45 in Black Manganese. 

SSK Khrome 
This finish, offered by J.D. Jones of SSK Industries, is best known around the game fields of the 
world as that finish applied to SSK HandCannon barrels for T/C Contenders and also to complete 
custom Contenders. 
I have a number of SSK custom T/C bar· 
rels with chamberings in .257 JDJ, .375 
JDJ, and .45-70 seeing the most use and 
all of these are finished in SSK Khrome. 
This is a extremely tough and hard rust· 
resistant industrial chrome that can only be 
applied to steel surfaces, no aluminum 
alloys. SSK offers it on riAes, shotguns, 
and handguns as well as the SSK line of 
custom T /C barrels and guns. For testing 
for this project, a SIG P226 9mm with 
night sights was sent off to SSK. 

--

The 9mm SIG is the duty gun of one of the 
female officer's with the Sheriff's Department. It was carried daily in a duty holster and also often 
carried under the seat of the officer's personal car. 
After one year of continuous use, this duty gun also looks the same as it did when it went into the 
test, no wear, no scratches. The officer was and remains very pleased with the finish on her 9mm. 

Black Gard 

Metalife 
This finish is advertised as "SS Chromim M" which means a 
stainless steel looking chromium finish from Metalife. Metalife 
also has a hardness of 70 to 72 on the Rockwell scale and 
will not crack, chip or peel and its addition cuts down fric· 
lion. Plating build-up will be no more than .0002". 

Metalife can be applied to semi-automatic aluminum 
frames in stages. That is, the part involved must first be plat· 
ed with electroless nickel and then finished off with Metalife. 
Extra charge for this two·stage process is a reasonable $15. 
Alloy framed revolvers are not done. Normal handgun price 
is $78 to $83. 

Metalife also offers a complete custom job on Smith & 
Wesson N·frame sixguns. The grip frame is round-butted, the 
barrel is cut to two and three quarter or three inches, and 
Metalife is applied. The total cost on a customer's gun is 
$295. 

The test gun supplied to Metalife was a Smith & Wesson 
Chief's Special, a two·inch Model 36 .38 Special. This gun, 
depending upon the weather, has been carried in an inside· 
the-pants holster, in an ankle holster, in a boot top, and in the 
pocket of insulated coveralls. 

Once again, the test gun came through the one year testing 
period looking the same as it went in. No scratches nor wear 
on the finish whatsoever. 

During the course of the year, this particular revolver was 
further enhanced by sending it to Teddy Jacobsen ( 16315 
Redwood Forest Court, Dept AH, Sugar Land, TX 77 478. 
Phone 713·277-4008). 

Jacobsen is an ex-cop now in the gunsmithing business 
and he did one of his famous action jobs on the little Chiefs 
Special along with polishing the trigger smooth, de-horning 
the hammer spur, and also jeweling both hammer and trig· 
ger. When combined with the Metalife finish, these modifica· 
lions make the Model 36 into a near-perfect packet pistol. 

John Cook of Shootist Supply offers the black hard chrome finish that is known as Black Gard. This 
is a finish that in appearance is somewhere in between a bright blue finish and the dull black finish 
of block manganese. 

It is advertised as harder than nickel, TeAon or parkerizing, but applied in a much thinner coatin~ than nickel or Teflon. 
Cook s~ys it will not scratch if dropped on concrete. We did not try this to find out, and will simply take him at his word on this feature. 
Cook offers a harder finish, his Chrome Gard, which is applied first and then the re-finished gun is followed with the Black Gard treatment. Black Gard is non·reflec

tive without having a completely dull black finish. 
The Chrome Gard goes over all parts and some gray inner parts will be noticed that do not get completely covered with the Black Gard, but they are still protected 

by the Chrome Gard finish. 
Two handguns were sent off to Shootist Supply for the Black Gard treatment. The first gun was an undercover agent's Smith & Wesson Model 60 stainless .38 Spe· 

cial. Cook called to tell me that they did not want to do a stainless gun. 
"What if I send you another gun, a steel one, and you do it and also the stainless gun so we can see how both react?" 
Sa off went a second gun, a blued Ruger Super Blackhawk. Both guns came back with the Black Gard finish and were put into service for a year. 
The Ruger received the ultimate test. When it was not being fired it was at all times stored in a leather holster. Twenty-four hours a day, each and every day of the 

year of the test. 
Many shooters have seen the finish of their blued guns ruined by storage in a leather holster for much shorter periods of time as the chemicals used in the tanning of 

the leather can attack the finish. After one year of continuous storage, the Ruger .44 shows no effects of the abusive storage. 
The second gun, the Model 60, has been carried daily by an undercover agent in an ankle holster. It-has started to show some wear around the end of the barrel 

particularly just as Cook expected if the finish was applied to a stainless gun. 
Actually the wear is not all that extensive considering the use the little .38 has received. The peace officer who carries this back-up weapon still prefers the Black 

Gard finish to the original stainless finish for his type of work. 
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us a good cross section of handgun use as 
duty guns see much use, but little abu e. 

The following duty guns were refin
ished: SIG P220 .45 ACP, S&W Model 
60 .38 Special, S&W Model 59 9mm, 
S&W Model 686 .357 Magnum, S&W 
Model 66 .357 Magnum , SIG P226 
9mm, and a S&W Model 36 .38 Special. 

One of the re-finishers offered to do a 
long gun also and a department 870 Rem
ington was provided. In addition to these 
guns, I sent along my personal Ruger .44 
Super Blackhawk and will also comment 
on other sporting handguns that I have 
had re-finished in the pa t. 

The accompanying chart shows the com
panies which participated in the project. 
After each name is the finish that is involved, 
the gun(s) that was sent to them and the turn 
around time, including shipping both ways. 

Ruger .44 Super Blackhawk with black chrome finish, and S& W Model 36 with 
Metalife finish. 

All re-finished guns were pho
tographed before they were returned to 
duty and again one year later after contin
uous use. This turned out to be double 
work in all cases (except one) as all re-fin
ished guns came through the year looking 
exactly the same at the end as they did at 
the beginning even though they were car
ried daily in uniform holsters, in patrol 

bit to have it done right after that fiasco. 
Things have changed enormously 

since those 1950's days. At the time the 
choice was blue or nickel and that was it. 
Today we have numerous finishes avail
able and it gets quite confusing as to just 
what is the best finish for the situation. A 
search through the advertisements in 
American Handgunner reveals just how 
many various finishes are available. 

Never let it be said that American 
Handgunner does not respond to its read
ers. In June of 1989, we received a letter 
from Bruce Rogers stating: "I thoroughly 
enjoy your magazine, as it covers all 
aspects of handgunning: guns, ammo, 
leathergear, competition, techniques, etc. 
All aspects, that is, but one, and that's the 
outside of the gun. That's right, the finish. 

"Time was, the choice was easy
blued or nickel. Now there's those, plus 
satin nickel, 'Coltguard,' Armaloy, hard 
chrome, black chrome, electroless nickel, 
parkerizing, etc., etc. Even plating for 
stainless steel guns. 

" ot being trained in metallurgy or elec
troplating, and having a few pistols which 
could use a facelift, I would like to know 
what are the differences in these options. 
Which hold up the longest, are the most 
resistant to holster wear, don't adversely 
affect the underlying metal, etc. Could you 
get someone with the expertise necessary to 
write a full article on the subject?" 

Well, Bruce, You Asked For It and 
here it is. 

However, what you asked for would 
take a book rather than an article to really 
cover completely and I am certainly no 
expert, but we did set up a controlled situ
ation to test as many finishes as we could 
find re-finishers who were willing to take 
part. So call this a basic course in handgun 
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Gun Finishers 
Company Name Finish Nome Test Gun Turn-Around Time 

The Shooter Shop 
514 N. Main 

Dura Chrome S&WM-59 

Butte, MT 59701 
Metaloy Industries 
Rt. 5, Box 595-H 
Berryville, AR 72616 
Metalife Industries 
Box 53, Mong Ave. 
Reno, PA 16343 

Metoloy 

Metalife 

S&WM-66 26 days 

S&WM-36 33 days 

SSK Industries SSKKhrome SIGP-226 38 days 
721 Woodvue Lane 
Wintersville, OH 43952 
Shootist Supply 
622 5th Ave. 

Black Gard S&WM-60 43 days 

Belle Fouche, SD 57717 
Accurate Plating & Weaponry 
1937 Calumet St. 

Enduragard S&WM-686 66days 

Clearwater, FL 34625 

finishes rather than a complete treati e. 
The pages of American Handgunner 

were searched to find those who advertise 
that they re-finish handguns. All were 
contacted and those who were willing to 
take part were informed that for the most 
part they would receive duty guns of 
peace officers to re-finish. • 

These guns would be carried for one 
year and then examined to see how the fin
ishes really held up. I felt this would give 

cars, under seats, in ankle holsters, on 
motorcycle duty, including the "county 
dirt bike," that is, carried by an officer 
who patrolled the dirt roads of the county. 

This speaks extremely well of the fin
ishes that are offered. 

Basic Blue 
Those who have been around sixgunning 

long enough will remember when Smith & 
Continued on page 90 
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By John Taffin 

D ntil June of 1986, Freedom Arms 
had pretty much ignored silhouet
ting as no one in the operation 
knew much about the game. 

Besides, the .454 Casull was always tout
ed as the world's most powerful pistol 
which made it perfect for hunting but 
scared off most silhouetters. 

Accuracy backed up by reasonable 
power was needed in the silhouetting 
game and it took quite a while for the 
Powers That Be at Freedom Arms, as 
well as most writers, to give equal billing 
to the inherent accuracy of the Freedom 
Arms revolvers. 

But then something happened that 
brought silhouetting to the attention of 
the folks at Freedom Arms. The first 
Shootists Holiday was held about 15 
miles outside of Freedom, Wyo., in J 986 
and hosted by Freedom Arms. 

This was nothing more than a bunch 
of handgunners invited to get together for 
a week of shooting and sharing ideas 

much like an old time mountain man ren
dezvous. 

Silhouette targets were requested 
along with a silhouette range before we 
met. Freedom Arms complied with our 
wishes and a silhouette range was set up 
at the ranch of the public relations direc
tor. It was probably the first time that 
most, if not all, of the Freedom Arms 
people had ever seen a silhouette target. 

By the next day we were discussing 
the use of the Freedom Arms single
action revolver in silhouetting and I sat 
with Jim Morey, who was the sales man
ager at the time, and we designed a sil
houette package which would be not a 
.454 but a .44 Magnum with the same 
excellent Bo-Mar sights that were on my 
personal l0-inch .454 Casull. 

I suggested that one of the first -silhou
ette .44's be sent to top revolver silhou
ette competitor David Bradshaw, which 
was done. As luck or fate would have it, I 
wound up shooting beside Bradshaw two 
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months later in the 1986 Internationals. 
He used a Freedom Arms.44 Magnum, 
while I used a Freedom Arms .454 with 
260 grain bullets at 1650 fps. I shot a 
70x80 with the .454 and Bradshaw, who 
is a better shot than me and also was 
using the easier shooting .44, did better 
with, I believe, a 76x80. 

The Freedom Arms single-action was 
certified as a Production gun for both of 
us. At those same International Matches, 
Elgin Gates talked with me about the pos
sibility of a price ceiling. The figure men
tioned was well above the selling price of 
the Freedom Arms revolver. 

And then the curtain fell in the form of 
the "price ceiling rule" using a figure 
much lower than that earlier mentioned. 
The Freedom Arms single-action was 
ruled out as a production gun. 

You may talk all you want to about the 
"protection of the game" and trying to 
prevent an "equipment race" but you will 
never convince anyone at Freedom Arms 
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that this rule was not directly aimed at 
them. 

Thanks to a lot of pressure from mem
bers, the new officers of IHMSA put the 
price rule up for a vote of the member
ship again during the summer of 1990. 

Even before the official tally was in, I 
was contacted by Freedom Arms. "Do 
you think the rule will be thrown out?" 
was the question. I was confident that it 
would be. 

Then they asked, "What do we have to 
do to get the Freedom Arms revolver cer
tified for production competition?" And 
then I realized that both Bradshaw and I 
had our guns certified in the 1986 Inter
nationals! The guns were already legal 
once the price ceiling was gone! 

I received a second call from Freedom 
Arms again before the rule was finally 
voted on. This one informed me that they 
were working on a new silhouette 
revolver- not a big bore but a .22! 

They needed all the particulars as to 
weight, barrel length, sight radius, etc. 
Shortly thereafter a most welcome call 
came through. 

"John, this is Randy Smith at Freedom 
Arms. A prototype .22 silhouette revolver 
went out Second Day Air today. You will 
have it by day after tomorrow." 

It is no simple matter for a .22 to 
make silhouette weight when cham
bered in the large framed Freedom 
Arms Single Action. The cylinder was 
shortened and the barrel extended back 

ACCURACY TESTING OF THE 
FREEDOM ARMS .252 CASULL 

Ammunition Velocity 50 Yards 100 Yards 
Federal High Velocity 1,158 fps l " 
Federal High Velocity HP 1,108 fps 1.125" 
Federal Champion 1,048 fps 1.125" 
Federal Spitfire 1,201 fps 1.250" 
Federal Spitfire HP 1,228 fps 1.375" 
CCI Green Tag 1,007 fps .875" 
CCI SGB* 1,083 fps 1.375" 
CCI MiniMag 1,045 fps 1.250" 
CCI MiniMag +V 1,290 fps .875" 
CCI Pistol Match* 1,123 fps 1.0" 
CCI Stinger 1,356 fps .875" 
PMC Zapper 1,126 fps .750" 
PMC Match RiAe• 974 fps .875" 
Winchester High Velocity 1,009 fps 1.0" 
Winchester T-22 1,073 fps .625" 
Remington Target 1,078 fps 1.250" 
Remington Yellow Jackets 1,286 fps .875" 

Barrel Length: 10" 
Chronograph: Oehler #35 
Groups: 5 shots measured center-to-center 
*indicates forcefully fit into chambers. 

through the frame. 

1.750" 
2.0" 

1.875" 

1.875" 
1.0" 
1.125" 
2.0" 
1.50" 
1.250" 
1.750" 
1.0" 

Who could imagine one-inch groups 
at 100 yards from a revolver? 
Freedom Arms, that's who! 

If you have a copy of Keith's Sixguns, 
you will recall a .45 ACP revolver pic
tured with a shortened cylinder. I had 
expected the .252 Casull, as the .22 
Model is being called, to look strange 
with its short cylinder. It does not. 

The hammer also has four holes 
drilled completely through the side to 
help cut weight and improve lock time. 
The JO-inch barrel is tapered from 
approximately .780" at the frame to .750" 
at the muzzle end. All of this adds up to a 
silhouette pistol that is one ounce under 
four pounds. 

Author Taffin thinks the .252 Freedom Arms revolver will rewrite the record 
book for .22 silhouetting. It's every bit as accurate as a single-shot "hand-rifle" 
yet features the nice balance and feel of a single-action revolver. John is 
shooting the longer 10" version here. 

Grips are black micarta that to me are 
much more attractive than the standard 
reddish colored grips. The .252, as 
expected, comes with the famous smooth 
Freedom Arms action and trigger job 
resulting in an easy cockin' hammer and 
a crisp trigger release. The trigger has 
also been fitted with an adjustable stop. 

The excellent competition sights are 
from Iron Sight Gun Works and consist of 
a finely adjustable rear sight and a very 
sharply undercut front post. 

As all Freedom Arms revolvers fitted 
with adjustable sights, the front sight is 
easily removed, by loosening one Allen 
screw in the front of the ramp base, and 
replaced with higher or lower blades. 

The rear sight is also removable by 
loosening two screws and can be replaced 
with a scope mount base. Freedom Arms 
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The .252 Casull trigger is skeletonized for a faster lock-time. The hammer 
drives two firing pins forward for positive ignition of the rimfire case. 

can supply either Leupold bases and rings 
or an SSK T'SOB set up. 

The latter is mandatory on the hard
kickin' .454 revolvers but the Leupold 
outfit is perfectly adequate for the .252 
Casull. 

Hunting Model 
This .22 looks so good that I immedi

ately called Freedom Arms and suggested 
that the silhouette competition .22 would 
not be enough and they should offer a 
hunting model. I should have known that 
they would be well ahead of me. 

A few weeks later I rendezvoused 
with Bob Baker of Freedom Arms in the 
San Antonio airport as we both arrived to 
take part in a handgun hunt. Our good 
friend Hal Swiggett met us at the airport 
to make plans with Bob to meet after the 
hunt and test the first .252 Casull fitted 
with both a .22 LR and .22 Magnum 
cylinder. This one has a seven and one
half inch barrel and will be their hunting 
model. 

.252 Test Firing 
The weather had been so bad with 

high winds that my first testing of the 
.252 Casull was done at 25 yards by tack
ing a target to a cardboard box and firing 
by resting my hands on the swing out 
spare tire of my Bronco. 

Freedom Arms had reported one-hole 
groups at 30 yards on their indoor range 
and using their excellent-machine rest 
with some brands of ammunition, so I 

cylinders on the .252 Casull are very tight 
and Freedom Arms found so much varia
tion in the size of .22 bullets that they 
decided to make the cylinders tight realiz
ing that all .22's will not fit. 

Results at 25 yards were so good that l 
could not wait to see what could be done 
at 50 and 100 yards. The Iron Sight Gun 
Works rear sight was removed, the 

Leupold base was inserted into the frame 
slot on the top of the frame of the .252 
Casull, and tightened down and I went to 
my gun room to select a proper scope. 

The task fell to the TIC Contender RP 
3x20 as it has a very tiny dot that I felt 
would aid accurate shooting. 

100 Yard Accuracy 
I waited and prayed for a day without 

wind and we got one, the only one in a 
three week period, and l was immediately 
out with the Outer's Pistol Perch posi
tioned and targets set up at 50 and I 00 
yards. Seventeen loads were test-fired at 
50 yards and 11 of these were then fired 
at l 00 yards. 

There are a very few big game rifles 
that will shoot into one inch with three 
shots at JOO yards. Here we have a 
revolver that will do it with a full cylinder 
of five shots. 

Both Winchester T22's and CCf Min
iMag +Y's put five shots into one-inch at 
I 00 yards, closely followed by the CCI 
Pistol Match load at 1.125" and the PMC 
Match Rifle load at 1.250". Actually, as 
the chart indicates, there are no bad loads 
for the .252 Casull and any .22 load 
would deliver silhouette accuracy. 

The next step is to try this .22 in actual 
silhouette competition. Unfortunately, sil
houette competition has shut down for the 
winter as this is written so that phase of 
testing will have to wait. 

This .22 definitely has "40x40" capa
bility. For more information contact Free
dom Arms at I Freedom Lane, Dept. AH, 
Freedom, WY 83120. ..... 
Phone 307-883-2468. '"°' 

expected pretty good results. The trigger includes an over-travel stop, a nice custom touch on a factory gun. 
I got excited right now when I saw 

what this .22 was capable of with iron 
sights and a less than desirable rest. The 
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By Dave Anderson 

Photos by Nyle Leatham 

C olumbia, Mo., is an attractive city set amidst 
farmland and rolling green hills, rated in a 
national survey as one of the five best places to 
live in the U.S. For action and practical shoot

ing enthusiasts Columbia is a special place. Here the 
NRA Action Shooting Championships, better known as 
the Bianchi Cup, are held each year at the Chapman 
Academy. 

And it was here, during the week of May 24-29, 
1976, that the International Practical Shooting Confed
eration (IPSC) was founded. 

Fifteen years later, the Confederation has become 
one of the most active and influential shooting organi
zations in the world, with 40 affiliated countries. 

The man who arranged the original Columbia con
ference. Richard Thomas, decided to host a reunion of 
the founders, with invitations going out also to a few 
other interested parties. Thus it was that some 75 shoot
ing enthusiasts, mainly from the U.S. but also from 
countries as far away as Norway and Thailand, con-

Continued on page 84 
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The Columbia Conference of 197 6 
resulted in the founding of the 
International Practical Shooting 

Confederation. This year marked 
the 15th anniversary of IPSC and a 
great occasion to bring the original 

founders back for a nostalgic 
combat match. 

-
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Bob Arganbright (above) 
gives a demonstration of the 
old leathers/op lechnique of 
hip shooting. IPSC founder 
Col. Jeff Cooper (below) 
gave a moving speech at 
the banquet. Ed Brown (on 
right, boffom photo) 
presents malch winner Bill 
Wilson with his prize gun. 
Ray Chapman (on right, 
below left) shows Nick 
Alexakos the 1976 legal 
hand position for the draw. 
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A close-up look at the 
peculiar breed of 

custom guns specially 
modified for the rigors 

of speed shooting at 
the Steel Challenge. 

By Dave Anderson 
Photos by Nyle Leatham 

The switch to optical sights is the biggest technological 
change in action shooting guns since the development of the 
expansion chamber compensator. At the 1991 Steel Chal
lenge dot sights were everywhere- many of those who 

stayed with iron sights did so only because they hadn't had enough 
practice time to feel confident about changing. 

Jethro Dionisio shot brilliantly with iron sights, winning four of 
seven stages, but when I asked him if he would still be using iron 
sights next year he smiled and replied, "I don't think so." 

But building an optically sighted steel gun is not easy. The 
problem is that shooters want light guns for fast handling on the 
draw and from target to target. At the same time they want 
optics with 30mm tubes for a bright picture and fast acquisi
tion of the dot, heavy duty construction, and strong sight 
bases that will endure many thousands of practice rounds. 

Trying to meet these opposing needs is enough to drive a 
gunsmith batty. The popular Tasco PDP2 Pro-Point with 
rings weighs just under eight ounce.s, with the sight ba!>e 

adding from one to four ounces. 
Leaving the iron sights off saves an ounce or two, but the rest of the 

weight reduction has to come from the gun. So all over the country milling machines 
were whirring and metal shavings falling to the floor as pistol.smiths skeletonized 
slides, fluted barrels, and manufactured parts from lightweight materials. 

Continued on page 95 
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Jerry "The Burner-Barnhart 
scorches past everyone at the 

Steel Challenge with his 
blistering speed shooting! 

8y Cameron Hopkins 
Photos by Nyle Leatham 

T here is a razor--thin dividing line 
between winning and lo&ing in 
any sport. The thrill of victory, 
the agony of defeat as Frank 

Giffurd exubenntly exclaims every Sun
da aftemooo. 

e see this edge in the wide receiver 
who leap be ond hi normal ability, 
puttino his eu:ry fiber: of energy into one 
desperate lunge to haul in a Hail Mary 
pass. e see this edge in the downhill 
racer who ~ tbro himself into 
a blinding tum to gain that extra split-sec
ond that is the difference between win
nino and losing. We see this edge in a 
sprinter, a holler. a pitcher. a shooter. 

Yes a sboola-. In the rarified abnOSfilere 
of~ Jdil competition where liter-

ally thousands of dollars 
ride on the next shot, the 
need to run on the ragged 
edge is vital to winning. 

The last two IPSC 
national championships 
have been settled by less 
than one percent difference 
in scores between two longtime rivals, 
Rob Leatham and Jerry Barnhart. The 
Bianchi Cup is routinely awarded based 
on tie-breaking X-counL And in the 1991 
Steel Challenge, Jerry beat his arch 
adversary Rob by six-tenths of a second! 

This is what sport is all about- an 
exciting photo finish after a really close 
race. An athlete pushes himself to the 
very limit of his endurance and potential, 

Team Colt ancJ-man Jeny Barnhart 
shot a flawless matdt, selling a new 
-W record for ffae *high disaster 
lador"' Outer Limits stage on his way 
,o winning his second Kwld Speed 
Shooliw19 championship. 
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reaching, stretching. And sometimes he 
wins and sometimes he loses, but always 
it's thrilling to see a champion exert him
self to the limit. 

Jerry Barnhart, the anchor of Team 
Colt and one of the most respected and 
well-liked pros on the circuit, danced on 
the edge at the Steel Challenge and came 
away $15,000 ahead and immeasurably 
richer in experience. 

Pace Setter 
Jerry set the pace from the beginning 

in this three-day event that is billed as the 
Speed Shooting World Championship. He 
had camped out on Wes Thompson's 
Lake Piru Range for three weeks prior to 
the match, practicing 500 rounds a day on 

In the man-against-man shoot-off (left) Doug 
Koenig (near) and Jerry Barnhart become a 
blaze of speed as they dual head-to-head for 
the $5,000 cash prize. Jerry won the shoot-off, 
the only man to ever win both the main match 

and the shoot-off. The shoot-off began with the 
shooters sprinting to knock a can off a post 
(below) reminiscent of the old Flying M stage. 
Here 1990 champ Jethro Dionisio (right) gets the 

jump on 1989 champ Angelo Spagnoli. 

the actual targets and ranges where he 
would soon capture his second Steel 
Challenge title. 

The practice paid off. Jerry dominated 
the match from the very beginning, but 
his pace was sporadic. Some stages he 
incinerated, living up to his moniker of 
The Burner for his blistering speed. 
Other stages he throttled back, coasting 
around the plates like a driver· taking a 
victory lap. 

But it was those thrilling five stages 
when The Burner hammered down the 
accelerator that everyone will remember 

as the day that Jerry Barnhart put it all 
together. 

Record Setting Run 
Jerry nearly set a new world record for 

the treacherously difficult Five To Go 
stage witl1 a smoking time of 11.31. Ironi
cally, the defending Steel Challenge 
champion, Jethro "The Jet" Dionisio from 
the Philippines, tied that record-setting 
time to the hundredth of a second! 

Jerry continued to turn up the wick on 
Outer Limits, the stage so appropriately 
named for its uncanny ability to do weird 
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Debby James (above) reloads her Colt 
.38 Super customized by Bill Wilson 
as an Accu·Comp Super Grade. Rob 
Leatham (right) shot a Springfield P-9 
in 9x21 caliber with a Tosco Pro-Point 
sight. 

things to normal shooters. The 25 and 40 
yard targets that make this the most diffi
cult stage of the match are daunting as 
their shiny white paint gleams down
range, way downrange. 

Jerry sizzled Outer limits with a 
world record setting time of J l .85 for the 
best four out of five runs. (In the Steel 
Challenge, every stage has five targets, 
one being the designated "stop plate," 
and the shooter makes five runs, scoring 
only the best four. Total time for the 
seven stages is added together to 
determine the winner. A five second 
penalty is imposed for a missed plate.) 

Burning Outer Limits 
Now if you've never seen Outer Lim-
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its before, try to visualize this- two din
ner plates sitting on wooden posts 25 
yards away, maybe 15 yards between 
them. Behind the china plates, 40 yards 
further downrange, are two IPSC-shaped 
targets, 18"x24" rectangles. In the center 
of the range is a salad plate at 20 yards. 
The idea is to draw your pistol on a start 
signal and hit each plate once with the 
salad plate being shot last. The others can 
be shot in any order at your discretion. 

The Burner fried those plates on his 
best run in an unbelievable 2.67 seconds! 
Outer limits in two-point-sixcseven ! 
That's called running on the edge. 

It was literally and not just figurative
ly running on the edge. When the smoke 
cleared on that phenomenal run, Chief 

--

Range Officer Mike Higashi wasn't sure 
that the fourth plate, the right-hand 25 
yarder, was hit. If it was a miss, Jerry 
would suffer the mandatory five second 
penalty for a missed target. Needless to 
say, in a game that is measured in hun
dredths of a second, eating a penalty of 
five Big Ones is disastrous. 

Running On The Edge 
The Range Officer marched solemn-

1 y downrange and carefully inspected 
the steel disk. The crowd let out a cheer 
when he smiled back at the audience 
and gave thumbs up signal. Jerry's 115 
grain Hornady XTP bullet had quite lit
erally hit the edge of the plate, splitting 
the bullet in two and leaving only half a 
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bullet strike. 
But a hit is a hit in the Steel Challenge 

and an edger counts just the same as a 
savage hit. 

Talk about concentration, Jerry said 
that he saw the bullet ricochet off the 
edge of the plate. "I saw the red dot 
was splitting the top edge of the plate, 
but I was confident of the gun's accura
cy so I went ahead and broke the shot. 
As I was moving off the plate, I actual
ly saw a piece of bullet jacket go 
straight up off the edge of the plate. I 
knew I had the hit," said the 31-year
old shooter who revolutionized practi
cal shooting a year ago when he intro
duced the electronic sight. 

Continued on page 110 

Does anyone remember 
the early days of action and practical 
shooting competition, when there might 
be two or three women competitors in a 
match and the Top Ladies' score would 
be 30 or 40% of the winning score? 
Judy Woolley's brilliant shooting perfor
mance at the 1991 Steel Challenge 
served as a reminder, if any were need-
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Range officer Jeff Nelson bends 
down to verify Jerry Barnhart's clutch 
hit at 7 o'clock. The plates are freshly 
painted for each shooter for just this 
very purpose of insuring the shooter 
gets credit for even edger hits. 

ed, that those days are gone forever. 
Judy won the ladies' championship 

with a time of 87.05 seconds, and in the 
process she became ( 1) the first woman 
to shoot a Master class score at the 
Challenge, (2) the first woman to repeat 
as champion, and (3) the first person, 
male or female, to win consecutive 
chamf)ionships. 

In a field of some 250 shooters only 
30 shot a better score than the Team 
Smith & Wesson lady from Montana. 

Desf)ite facing strong competition 
{including 1989 champion Shirley 
Hamilton and IPSC U.S. and World 
champion Debby James) Judy took com
mand right from day one and kept 
building her lead through the seven 

Continued on page 83 
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W
hen Kent Miller's exotic 
conversion of a Ruger Red
hawk .44 Magnum moved 
into my house, there was a 

lot of grumbling from the neighbors. The 
beautifully reworked Redhawk took up a 
scenic spot on the fourth shelf of my gun
safe with a breathtaking view overlook
ing the rifle rack. 

The first to grouse was an old Winch
ester Model 70. "Look, this Ruger kid has 
got a lot of nerve. Moves into the neigh
borhood and starts shooting better groups 
than me! I'm a darn rifle, for goshsakes, 
and I don't take kindly to any upstart 
wheelgun out-shooting me!" 

Then one of the ritzy neighbors in the 
high-rent district, an expensive Freedom 
Arms .454 Casull named Thurston, start-
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ed griping: "We are charmed to make the 
acquaintance of our distinguished new 
neighbor, Mr. Ruger, however we do wish 
he wouldn't be so ... so ... ostentatious! 
Those 100 yards groups really should be 
reserved for guns of my refined upbring
ing, not some ... some ... nouveau riche 
revolver!" 

Being a conscientious landlord, I did 
my best to settle the dispute over Kent 
Miller's custom Ruger as calmly and as 
quickly as possible. I called a town meet
ing to discuss the situation with all the 
neighbors in the gunsafe. This is what I 
said: 

"Thank you for sharing your feelings 
about Mr. Ruger on the fourth shelf. I 
know we want to live in harmony togeth
er, so in the interest of preserving the 

peace, let me explain 
that some things have 
changed since many of 
you were first cut and 
rifled. 

"Mr. Winchester has 
indignantly complained 
that some upstart wheel
gun is shooting better 
groups at 100 yards than 
he is capable. This is 
true. 

"The Kent Miller 
custom Redhawk, living 
at .44 Magnum Avenue, 
is turning in some phe
nomenal performances 
at the range. Just last 
weekend he produced 
an incredible 1.42" 
three-shot group at 100 
yards- not 50- while 
I regretfully recall that 
the best Mr. Winchester 
could manage, in his 
7x57 Mauser attire, was 
a modest 1.75". 

"Ladies and gentle
men, you need to banish 
these stereotypes you 

Note the immaculate fit of the Bo-Mar 
sight (top right) into the frame and 
the handmade cylinder release 
button. The 50 /pi checkering on the 
backstrap (below left) is flawless. 

have about handguns- especially 
revolvers- as being basically inaccurate. 
Fifty yard guns, you scoff. Paint-can 
accuracy, you jeer. Well, I'm afraid not. 

"It wasn't so very long· ago that many 
of you long guns begrudgingly admitted 
that the Freedom Arms .454 Casull was 
an exceptional breed of revolver that 
could, under certain conditions, shoot as 
well as an average rifle. You put this 
down to some fluke, some peculiarity of 
the Freedom Arms gun. 

"What with line boring the cylinder, 
hand-fitting the barrel and precision
machining the frame, you dismissed the 
Freedom Arms gun as an exception to the 
rule. 

"Now, ladies and gentlemen, I submit 
that you have now seen that such out
standing accuracy and performance is 
possible even in a Ruger Redhawk ... pro
viding of course that Mr. Kent Miller of 
Illinois works his magic." 

The Miller Miracle 
Kent Miller, 38, resides in the sleepy 

hamlet of Clinton, Ill., population 7,500, 
in the same house he bought in 1972 after 
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The Miller MercComp incorporates a 
mercury filled underlug and a dual 
port compensator. The system is 
astonishingly effective at dampening 
felt recoil. Note the tasteful 
installation of the handmade front 
sight in a precise dovetail cut. We test 
fired the Miller Redhawk (right) at a 
southern California range with AH 
reader Scott Sturm. 

he married his high school sweetheart, 
Linda. There in the heartland of America, 
Kent lives according to the very essence 
of the American work ethic- always 
strive to produce the very best. 

Kent's deep pride in his work is evi
dent in the exceptional conversion he per
formed on the .44 Magnum Ruger Red
hawk you see here. From the precisely 
handfitted action to the intricately 
machined barrel, the Miller custom Red
hawk is a stunning example of the gun
smith's art. 

It is also a phenomenally accurate 
revolver, as a near-riot in the gunsafe 
showed. 

In a solitary one-man shop, Kent 
works with his hands and a few rudimen
tary machines. "Most of the big name 
gunsmiths would laugh at my equip
ment," Kent gaily admits, "I have pretty 
basic stuff, none of those fancy mills and 
lathes. But I tell you what, you sure learn 
how to machine with this little one-third
horse mill!" 

Primitive tools or not, the Miller Mere
Comp conversion of a Ruger Redhawk 
shoots. A dinky lathe with a cheesy 
milling attachment may be from Metal 
Shop 101, but Kent nevertheless produces 
a gun that features very sophisticated and 
detailed fitting. 

The workmanship is only half the 
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story, however. Let's talk about the amaz
ing accuracy first. 

Secret To Accuracy 
There is really no secret to an accurate 

revolver- start with premium compo
nents and fit them right. This is the for
mula that Freedom Arms has so success
fully bartered into its enviable reputation 
of making the "world's finest single
action." 

If that's true- and it is- then Kent 
may be making the world's finest double
action revolver because the methods are 
virtually identical. Kent begins his Mere
Comp conversion of a Redhawk with a 
.41 Magnum straight from a black and 
gold Ruger box. 

That's right, forty-one not forty-four. 
By starting with the next smallest size, 
Kent is able to line-bore the cylinder's six 
chambers in precise alignment with the 

barrel, just like Freedom Arms. 
"I make up a sleeve that screws into 

the frame with a four-jaw chuck," Kent 
explained, "and then I bore a hole 
through the center of that with the same 
reamer I'll use on the cylinder, .4295". 
Then I set it up in a vise, cock the gun 
and brace the cylinder so it won't move. 

"This lines the cylinder up so it would 
be in the same position it would be when 
you pull the trigger. Then I simply 
reamed the chamber throats by hand. 

"The chambers are already bigger than 
a .44 Magnum throat, so then I come in 
from the back. The pilot for the chamber
ing reamer comes into the throat hole I 
just reamed, so if the original chamber 
was out of line, I would still be reaming a 
new hole in line with the throats." 

This is line boring- the procedure of 
exactly aligning the cylinder's chambers 
with the bore. It is one of the secrets to 
accuracy in a revolver. Kent line bores by 
hand, turning the throat reamer and cham
ber reamer slowly, meticulously, one rev
olution at a time. A few thousandths of 
metal whisks away with each methodical 

turn of the reamer. Slow but very sure. 
By way of comparison, the throats in 

Kent's custom cylinder measure .4295" 
while the throats in a stock Ruger Super 
Blackhawk that I measured are .433". 

Another trick of the accuracy trade is 
setting the timing of the cylinder's lock
up. The cylinder needs to snap into posi
tion with the finality and sureness of a 
bank vault door slamming shut. Not too 
soon, not too late, but just at the right 
time to align the chamber with the bore 
just as the hammer clicks back. This is 
also a hand-fitting job of finesse that 
Kent performs with a practiced eye. 

In conjunction with setting the timing, 
Kent also performs a beautiful action job . 
He hones the double-action stroke down 
to a crisp, smooth JO pounds and coaxes 
the single-action trigger to break at a sen
sible 31/z pounds. 

A cleverly installed over-travel screw 
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Kent Mile.- ltolding 
up t1te 2.s· Krieger 
banel blank lhat 
&ecanae dte slal, 
sided &eauly ;, is 
now after Kent 
-,,vWIN'fc 
making sfeel dups. 
The pile is 
evwrythinglhat 
didn't look like a 
banell 

Kent Miller wrote a five page type
written letter that arrived with the 

Redhawk MercComp which, when you 
g«:!t right down lo it, basically explained 
all the goofs on the gun. 

That says a lot aoout Kent- unpre
lentious, humble, honest. He is the first to 
admit his mistokes, insignificantly trivial 
though they may be, and the last to brag 
about his accomplishments. He was more 
concerned with letting me know what 
was wrong with the gun than what was 
right with it. 

You can say what you will about the 
shift in our society that has blurred tradi
tional American values, but the fact 
remains that a man with a high sense of 

prevents the trigger from snapping past 
the point where the hammer falls. This 
aids in a good follow-through, a key to 
accuracy. 

The over-travel screw incorporates a 
tiny piece of plastic tubing so that a 
"staged puJJ'' can be achieved by substi
tuting a longer piece of tubing. You just 
compress the plastic for the last millime
ters of travel to get the "staged pull" that 
double-action PPC shooters prefer. Our 
test sample did not include this feature. 

Krieger Barrel 
Kent was unfamiliar with Krieger bar

rels when I suggested he use one for the 
Ruger MercComp, but he's a believer 
now! John Krieger of Germantown, Wis., 
makes his record-setting premium barrels 
in the most time consuming, old fash
ioned method possible. But, mercy, those 

personal ethics and morals is a man you 
can trust and respect. Kent Miller is such 
a man. 

Kent grew up in the heartland of 
America where he learned at his father's 
knee lo toke pride in working hard and 
doing your best. When askecl how he 
learned lo create such exceptional cus
tom guns, Kent was quick lo credit his . 
father's influence: "I inherited it from my 
dad. He was an engineer on the rail
road, but he also makes really beautiful 
furniture. He has an eye for detail in 
working with his hands." 

Kent's father introduced him lo guns at 
an early age. "When I was a kid I was 
real interested in guns,* the soft-spoken 

"out dated" Krieger barrels do shoot! 
John cut-rifles his specially selected 

416R stainless steel barrel blanks with a 
single-point cutter, which is the oldest 
and slowest method of rifling. John's cus
tom-ground cutter removes one-tenth of a 
groove per pass through the gun-drilled 
barrel, so if the blank is a six-groove bar
rel like this .44 Magnum used by Kent 
Miller, then the cutter makes 60 passes. 

Contrast this to a button-rifled barrel 
that makes one pass. 

The machinery in Krieger's shop was 
originally designed to manufacture barrels 
for the military, but with John's retrofitting 
of custom tooling and fixtures, the 
machinery has gone from holdif)g a sloppy 
Mil-Spec tolerance of .002" to adhering to 
the Krieger standard of .000 l ". That's 
one-ten thousandth~ of an inch! 

After laboriously cut-rifling the barrel, 
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MEET KENT 
MILLER 
By Cameron Hopkins 

gunsmith reminisced, "My dad let me 
reload when I was 10. By the time I was 
12, I had all the ballistic charts from 
Remington and Winchester memorized. I 
could tell you the velocity and muzzle 
energy ot just about anything out there!" 

His first "gun" was a Sheridan air 
rifle, but Kent quickly graduated lo the 
real thing when an uncle took him rabbit 
shooting with a .22 rifle. From there he 
graduated lo plinking at the city dump 
and before you know it young Kent had 
his first gun of his vel)' own. Then as 
now, he got it the old fashioned way
he earned it. 

"My first gun was purchased with 
Continued on page 92 

the Krieger blank is then hand-lapped to 
align the finish with the direction of the 
bullet's travel. 

"Lapping does not remove any materi
al- well, it's non-measurable- but what 
it does is to get the lay of the finish. All 
finishes have a direction to them. If you 
look at a finish from a milling machine, 
you'll have circles; if you use a surface 
grinder, you'll have straight lines. With 
our barrels, we line the finish up with the 
direction of the bullet travel. That's all 
the lapping is for- to make sure the 
lands and grooves are laid in the right 
direction," John explained. 

"You look at the reaming marks in a 
button-rifled barrel. You won't see any in 
a cut-rifled barrel that's been lapped," 
John concluded. 

Kent took one look at the polished 
Continued on page 99 
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The AYOOB FILES 
DAY OF THE TERMINATOR: 

THE CHANEY /LAWRENCE INCIDENT 
Situation: Supercharged by 
drugs, the unstoppable 
copkiller takes bullet after 
bullet and keeps coming. 

Lesson: Never surrender! 
Keep shooting ... even after a 
point-blank head shot fails to 
drop a nightmare attacker . 

August 1, 1977. The pretty young rookie cop and her field training officer leave the 
Broad.moor District Station of the Baton Rouge, La., police department to begin their day of 
patrol. Things look routine. But the tour will end abruptly- savagely, for one, and for the 
other, life itself will end the same way. 

The pair's first call of the day was a suspected burglary in one of the townhouse apart
ments at the Broad.moor Plantation complex. They had to park five buildings down and 
walk to the one where the complainant, a white female, waited for them. 

Officer Steve Chaney unsnapped his holster as he entered. He had seen only a couple of 
scratches on the door by the lock, but the lock was still secure. Checking out houses for 
nervous citizens was something they did all the time. The downstairs was empty. So was 
the upstairs, except ... 

One bedroom door was closed. None of the others were. Ready to draw, Chaney snapped 
it open. It was shoved back in his face. Chaney kicked it inward. 

All he could tell was that he was facing a male Caucasian. What he couldn't know was that 
John James Mullery, 42, had a long criminal history that ranged from assault to kidnap
ping, with emphasis on the physical abuse of women. Chaney assumed he was a burglar. 

He was wrong. Mullery was the boyfriend of the woman who owned the apartment. He 
had come to lie in wait and murder her today. He had prepared for that "big moment." 
Investigators would conclude later that he was heavily under the influence of PCP and 
cocaine, and that this would play a significant role in the nightmare that was to follow. 

Mullery jumped at Chaney. The average-size cop stiff-armed him backward, and the 
assault he braced for didn't happen. Instead, Mullery began screaming hysterically. "Shoot 
me," he screeched. "Get it over with! Shoot me!" 

"We're not here to shoot anybody," Chaney replied, explaining that they were there to 
just get things sorted out. 

Suddenly, Mullery's rage passed as quickly as it had come, and it seemed to the lead 
officer that the man had mellowed out, and it was going to be okay now. Chaney reached 
down and fastened the snap on his holster. 

And it happened then, with lightning suddenness. 
Gun Grab! Gun Grab! 
Mullery lunged for the gun on Chaney's right hip. The officer had made a point of wear

ing a holster with top reputation, but the attackers left hand grabbed the stocks and 
wrenched so violently that the weapon came free. 

Chaney instinctively dropped his own right hand to protect the Smith & Wesson Model 
64, but the gun was already coming out of the holster. Steve closed his right hand on the 
cylinder. 

The struggle was on. Mullery had control of the grips and the trigger, and with superhuman 

Continued on page 72 
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1-800-248-3845 
(for Orders Only) 

95% Of All Orders Shipped 
Next Day BULL·■® 

I V/S4 I INCORPORATED Ma,le,Ca,
d 

INQUIRIES (309) 928-2574 
P.O. BOX 182 

FARMER CITY, IL 61842 

I January 15, 1991 I (No FFL Needed) 
Gharles K. Bane HARD CAST MATCH GRADE BULLETS• SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

ALL BULLETS ARE FREIGHT PAID TO THE ORIGINAL 48 STATES 
Carter S. Jones 

500 1000 500 1000 

30 CAL Carbine~ $18.00 
9MM, ~ $34.50 38 Super $20.25 $39.00 

115GR RN Sized .309 38 Spec. 147GR FP Sized .356, .357, .358 

32 CAL UitJ $18.00 $34.50 38 CAL m $20.25 $39.00 
100GR SWC Sized .314 148GR DEWC Sized .358 

9MM 
g 

$27.00 $51.00 38 CAL - $20.25 $39.00 
115GR FMJ Sized .355 148G R BN Sized .358 

38 CAL fx) $27 .00 $51.00 38 CAL ~$20.25 $39.00 
125GR JHP Sized .357 150GR SWC Sized .356 .357 

9MM ~ - $18.50 $36.50 38 CAL §C-i8J $21.00 $40.25 
122GR FP Sized .356 155GR SWC Sized .356 .357 

9MM ~ ,, $18.50 $36.50 38 CAL ~$21.00 $40.25 
125GR RN Sized .356 158GR RN Sized .358 

38 CAL 8IB3 $19.00 $35.50 38 CAL ~$21.00 $40.25 
148GR HBWC Sized .358 158G R SWC Sized .358 

There are no hidden charges. We use nothing but the finest virgin alloy in the manufacture 
of our hard cast bullets. We have our lead professionally alloyed for us several tons ala time 
to insure you the most consistent bullets, box after box. Scrap lead is never used. We use 
a high content of tin and antimony to allow you to obtain maximum velocities with little or 
no leading. 

All bullets are then sized to the exact diameter required and lubed with our distinctive 
blue lube. This bullet lube is clean, hard and pleasant to work with. It will not gum up your 
reloading dies, stick to your fingers or goo up the other bullets in the box. It stays in the lube 
groove like it's supposed to. 

500 1000 500 1000 

40S&W ~ $22.25 • 10MM $42.75 44 CAL $24.25 $47.25 
175GR SWC Sized .401 205G R SWC Sized .430 

41 CAL ~ $25.00 $48.50 44 CAL - $26.50 $52.00 
215GR SWC Sized .411 240GR SWC Sized .430 

45 CAL ~ $23.00 $44.25 
40S&W~: •~ 
10MM = ,,_ 

185GR SWC Sized .452 140GR FP Sized .401 $20.25 $39.00 

~ BULL-X HATS $7.00 DELIVERED 
45 CAL $23.75 $46.50 Assorted Colors Available. 
200G R SWC Sized .452 

ID $26.00 
BULL-X GDLF SHIRTS 

45 CAL $50.75 $19.00 DELIVERED 
230GR RN Sized .452 Assorted Colors & Sizes Available. 

~ PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
45 CAL $26.00 $50.75 WITHOUT NOTICE 
230GR FP Sized .452 

45 CAL • $28.00 $54.50 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
255GR SWC Sized .452 

After being hand inspected, each box of 500 (usually 502) receives an attractive label 
making them excellent for resale. 

EASY TO ORDER-CALL in your order anytime; we accept VISA or MasterCard. There 
is no extra charge for using your card. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS for 1 O & 25M, OK to mix, 
huge freight discount & UPS Hundred Weight available, please call for details or with any 
questions you may have that we could help with.- OR - MAIL in your order along with 
certified funds. Please allow one week for personal checks to clear. Describe your order as 
clearly as possible and include your phone number. 

----- BRASS FREIGHT PAID-----
PROCESSED 
ONCE FIRED 

9mm.Mil. 

m 
Inspected, 
Deprimed, 

Crimp Removed 
Polished 

COMMERCIAL PROCESSED 
ONCE FIRED ONCE FIRED 

rn 
38 Spec. w 45 A.C.P. Mil. 
Polished Inspected, 
Inspected Deprimed, 

Win. & Fed. Crimp Removed 
Polished 

MILITARY 
I ONCE FIRED 

308 Mil. 
Polished 

& 
Inspected 

POLISHING 
MEDIA 

Untreated Treated 
5 lbs., del. $7.00 $10.00 
10 lbs., del. $12.00 $17.00 

Qty. Price Qty. Price Qty. Price Qty. Price 
500 $26.50 500 $16.00 500 $30.00 500 $25.00 
1000 $51.00 1000 $30.00 1000 $59.00 1000 $45.00 

HANDGUN RELOADING COMPONENTS------
Bullet Weight & Style 
30 Cal. 110gr FMJ 
380 95gr FMJ 
9mm 125gr JSP 
9mm 147gr FMK 
9mm 147gr JHP 
38/357158gr JHP 
40110mm 155gr JTC 
40110mm 180gr JHP 
44 240gr HSP 
44 240gr JHP 
45 230gr FMJ 

100 
Price 
10.00 
8.00 
8.75 
9.00 

11.00 
10.50 
13.00 
13.50 
14.25 
14.25 
11.25 

500 
Price 
29.50 
25.00 
27.00 
29.00 
33.00 
32.00 
45.50 
45.00 
49.00 
49.00 
46.50 

SUPPORT THE NRA-ILA 

1000 
Price 
57.25 
44.00 
51.00 
50.50 
61.00 
60.25 
80.00 
80.50 
87.00 
87.00 
84.00 

CA, OR, WA please add $3.00 to each order. WE 
PAY THE FREIGHT TO YOU - LIFE MEMBER NRA 

- (NO FFL NEEDED) 

100 
Brass New Commercial Price 
32 S&W Long Unprimed (REM) 9.25 
30 Cal. Carbine Unprimed (REM)11.75 
380 Cal. Unprimed (REM) 10.50 
38 Super+P (Brass) Unprimed 10.00 
38 Super +P (Nickel) Unprimed 11.00 
357 Mag. Unprimed (WIN) 10.50 
9mm Unprimed (WIN) 10.00 
10mm Unprimed (WIN) 14.50 
10mm Primed (WIN) 16.75 
40 S&W Primed (WIN) 16.75 
40 S&W Unprimed (WIN) 14.75 
41 Mag. Unprimed (REM) 14.75 
44 Spec. Unprimed (WIN) 13.95 
44 Mag. Unprimed (WIN) 13.50 
45 Auto Rim Unprimed (REM) 15.75 
45 Long Colt Unprimed (REM) 14.25 

500 
Price 
38.75 
45.25 
42.00 
39.00 
43.00 
42.00 
40.25 
59.00 
62.00 
61.00 
56.00 
58.00 
57.50 
56.00 
55.75 
59.50 

1000 
Price 
67.75 
90.00 
75.00 
75.00 
80.00 
73.95 
71.00 

105.95 
115.95 
114.95 
104.95 
105.50 
103.25 
99.50 
96.00 

104.00 



CYLINDER & SLIDE, INC. 
BROWNING HI-POWER 

COMBAT 
ACCESSORIES 

EXTENDED SAFETY 
Positive safety operatlOn 'Mth no more 
"fumbles- Rounded oorners eillnlnale 
snagging on hotsters or clothing Simple 
nstalabon. 

COMBAT MAGAZINE 
RELEASE 
Sculplured magau,e release wil not 
snag or l9l8ase acooeotaly Designed 
lor Browning 1-tt.Powef and Coll autos 
Easy to IOSlall, fUSt dril and tap one -

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE 
Release skte wrthool stwftlng gnp. 
speeds reloadw1g when you -n.wi <Yy" 
Specaalydeslgoecl lor the Hi-Power, 
SlfTIPl', ,eplaces standard release 

s5205 

PLEASE NOTE ... 

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT 
SAFETY 
Now nght or left hand safety opElfabon 
lorlheHt-Power Eioc:k.isNedesignwil 
positively fit and WOf'k Prachcally 
lr'ld8slructabl and guaranteed against -

WIDE TRIGGER 
Reduces fell lrlQg8I" poll lor better 
oonlrol. EKdosrve design IS betlef lhan 
a tngger shoe, wil not snag holstm on 
draw or lf'IS8ft10n. Simple IOStalabon, 
also ellr'nlnates magaz.-.e safety 

COMMANDER STYLE 
HAMMER 

s4005 

Combines the best features of al past 
and present Browning hammers Ill 8 

fuly machioed, heat treated hammer 
ShortspurdesignWllnotbtewebof 
hand and IS less prone lo snag When 
iflstalecl with our spnng kit, wil roouce 
tngger pul. Must be litt9d by a 

competent gunsmith Si499s 

STAINLESS STEEL 
MAGAZINE 
Genuine stalnless Slee! magaz.-.e w,th 
teed llps custom reshaped to feed -

Al pnces are for blued pa,tS. Slainless finish is available at $10 extra per part. 

.... P ---'~,,~·.,.-·· '-e.-:::=1...•, .. t-::--''c1~•.::,1•·~~ ~ ~c:-~ 
- . :::, 1 • $ ,;, '~:::- ;:: ,:-J:::,,:- 'I ·~ •,;,•3. ' 

DUNK-KIT 
THE FAST, EASY WAY TO 

CLEAN YOUR GUN!! 

• Dunk-Kit cleans out malfunction causing c1ud 
and fouling. 

• Dunk-Kit cleans, lubricates and displaces 
moisture all In one easy operation. 

• Dunk-Kit Is reusable and should last for 
years. 

• Dunk-Kit loosens light leading allowing It to 
be brushed out of bores. 

• Dunk-Kit Is also Ideal for cleaning and 
protecttng small parts, reels. cycle chains 
or almost anything. 

• Dunk-Kit Is available In 11/, gal. and 4 gal. 

• ounce for ounce. Dunk-Kit Is the least 
expensive cleaner on the market. 

ONLY s3795 
- """'-·USA. 

11/,gal.slze =~-
For Fully Illustrated and 

Informative Catalog 
Send $3 (Refundable) ($6 Foreign) 

Cylinder & Slide, Inc. 
P.O. Box 937AH 
Fremont, NE 68025 

-FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Phone (402) 721-4277 
9:30 - 11 :30 AM CST 

Ask for Bill 

- Custom Pistolsmithing -

• Custom Handgun Modifications 

• Parts and Competition Accessories 
• Service - Colt/Smith & Wesson Warranty 

• Authorized by S&W for Magnum Barrels 
and Cylinders 

TO ORDER 1-800-448-1713 
CYLINDER & SLIDE , INC. 
P.O. Box 937 

Only Money Order or Cashier's Check for Prepaid 
Orders. MasterCardNisa orders welcome. Supply 
complete card information including expiration 
date. Phone orders accepted for credit cards only. 
Furnish street address for UPS delivery. Add ship
ping and handling as follows for continental US: 

Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: (402) 721-4277 

Prepaid - $4.00; Credit Card - $6.50; COD • $9.00. 

AYOOB FILES 
Continued from page 70 

strength, thrust the gun at the officer and 
tried to fire. But Chaney was deliberately 
clutching the cylinder tight, full force, 
preventing it from rotating and allowing a 
round to fire. 

Rookie Officer Linda Alsobrook 
Lawrence, age 30, had now drawn her 
identical four-inch S&W, and came up in 
an Isosceles firing stance. 

Chaney would say later that in their 
two weeks on the street together, "We had 
talked about that kind of situation. The 
plan was for her to stay back where she 
could see what was happening, and if I 
couldn't gain control of the gun, she 
would fue. I realized I wasn't going to be 
able to control my gun. That's when I 
told her, 'Go ahead and shoot him!"' 

As he gave the command, Chaney 
jerked his arm upward, raising the attack
er's arm also. 

Linda Lawrence fired. 

Feeble .38 Special 
She was behind Chaney and slightly to 

the side, and the concussion of her shot 
slapped into her partner. Chaney saw the 
bullet enter the inside of the gunman's 
forearm near the wrist. The effect of the 
hollowpoint was dynamic. 

Chaney was sprayed with blood and 
hamburger-like fragments of flesh. He 
would be told later that the force of the 
bullet "had torn loose all the muscles in 
(Mullery's) forearm." 

But .38 Special ballistics don't always 
beat the effects of narcotics. The man's grip 
did not lessen. The 6' O", 199 pound attack
er held on as if his hand was a steel band. 

It had gone from bad to worse. The 
same spray of blood and gore that had 
splattered Chaney had spurted between 
the officer's hand and the gun. Slick now 
with blood, he felt the cylinder turn even 
though he held it with all his might. 

Mullery fired two shots. 
Chaney was able to keep the gun away 

from himself and the bullets tore into a 
nearby wall. Instinctively, Chaney 
reached down with his left hand and 
grabbed the muzzle of his revolver, and 
he ripped up and out with all the power 
he could muster. 

He had unknowingly rediscovered a 
classic baton retention technique from the 
Japanese martial art of Kenda. 

Pulling himself away, Chaney turned 
the weapon and fed it into his right hand, 
taking a Weaver stance as best he could. 
He fired two shots. 

Both .38 Special hollowpoints struck 
Mullery square in the chest. 

But he didn't go down. 

The Terminator 
Instead, he turned, and lunged at 

Linda Lawrence. The back of his right 
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hand smashed into the back of hers, 
deflecting the gun, and Chaney- unable 
to shoot without hitting his partner at that 
moment- saw the criminal's hand 
describe a circle, and suddenly Linda's 
service revolver was in Mullery's hand 
instead of hers, and immediately, he fired 
the .38 once into the center of her chest. 

Linda had jumped onto a bed to get a 
better firing angle when she shot Mullery 
in the arm. That was where she was, eight 
to 10 feet away, when he jumped her for 
the gun. And that was where she fell 
instantly, motionless. 

To Chaney, it seemed that the man had 
travelled the three yards distance, dis
armed his partner, and fired "in the time it 
takes you to bat your eye." 

Unstoppable Beast 
Unable to fire without hitting Linda, 

Steve had bravely lunged forward as the 
shot was fired. Then, Linda's gun in his 
right hand, the enraged and bleeding 
Mullery wheeled on Steve. 

The officer's onrushing momentum 
made them collide. Mullery grabbed the 
gun in Steve's hand, and Steve grabbed 
the one in Mullery's. The officer con
sciously wedged his left little finger 
behind the trigger of Lawrence's S&W, 
blocking it against the enormous pressure 
as the attacker struggled to fire. 

Mullery had the superhuman strength, 
but for the first time, Chaney had the 
leverage. He managed to rip both 
revolvers out of the madman's hands, and 
turning away, threw himself to the floor. 

On his hands and knees, Chaney did 
something that later critics would wonder 
at, even call bizarre, but which those of 
us who study real-life struggles for guns 
see with surprising frequency. 

On his hands and knees on the carpet 
of the bedroom, Chaney fired one gun in 
each hand as rapidly as he could, into the 
floor. He emptied Lawrence's gun com
pletely as Mullery beat on his shoulders 
and back of his head. He fired one shot 
from his own, leaving a single live round 
in the cylinder. 

With his left hand, Chaney tried des
perately to throw his partner's empty .38 
out the window with his left hand. Just as 
he began the movement, Mullery hit him, 
and deflected his aim. The revolver 
bounced off the edge of the window 
frame and landed on the floor. 

Mullery was swarming over him now. 
Chaney's left hand came near the attacker's 
face, trying to push him back, and the crazed 
attacker bit down on the cop's finger. 

The endorphins released by the fight 
or flight response killed the pain. To the 
battered lawman, it was almost a respite. 
He remembers thinking, "Go ahead, chew 
on that for a minute." 

Someone had told Chaney that it was 
important for bullets to strike bone if they 
were to have stopping effect. He thought 
that perhaps the reason the man was still 
going with two holes in the kill zone and 
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one in the arm was that no bones had 
been hit yet. 

Deliberately, Steve Chaney probed the 
muzzle of his gun against Mullery's left 
side until he found a rib. He pressed the 
gun against the bone, and fired at muzzle 
contact distance. 

Mullery opened his mouth and 
released Chaney's hand. He said to him, 
in a low growl, "Oooh. You got me a 
good one that time." 

And then he lifted the officer up bodi
ly, and threw him across the room. 

The Golem 
Talmudic scholars speak of the 

demonic Golem, a symbolically mythical 
creature at once subhuman and superhu
man, totally evil, and totally unstoppable 
in its orgy of human destruction. John 
Mullery had become the Golem. 

He had taken four severe gunshot 
wounds now, three potentially fatal, but 
he had thrown the cop eight or 10 feet 
across the room like a child tossing a 
teddy bear. Chaney smashed painfully 
into a bureau. 

Like most people in such encounters, he 
had lost count of his rounds. He brought 
his gun up in a two-hand Weaver stance, 
levelled the sights and stroked the trigger. 

Click, click, click ... 
Some sage described the sound of 

your gun going "click" when you were in 
danger, as the loudest in the world. It was 
distinctly audible to the Baton Rouge 
cop. Unbelieving, he clicked several 
times before he accepted that the only 
gun he had left was empty. 

The gun was empty, but it was still 
blunt and hard. Chaney lunged forward at 
Mullery, pistol whipping him on the head. 
The gun glanced off without creating any 
stunning blunt trauma to the brain. 
Chaney beat him with the gun until his 
arm felt so heavy and tired he couldn't 
raise it any more. It wasn't working. 

Time for plan B. Time for more bullets. 
Mullery was still coming. Chaney man

aged to knock him down as he ran across 
the room. He wedged himself in a comer 
to protect his gun, shielding it by turning 
his back to Mullery, as he reloaded. 

Baton Rouge at that time did not issue 
quickloaders, but Chaney was a serious 
competitive shooter and had seen on the 
range how much faster they were than 
other revolver ammo systems. It was a pri
vately purchased Dade speedJoader that he 
drew from his belt to recharge the weapon. 

But it wasn't like a range reload. 
Mullery was behind him, and he had 
accessed his own weapons now. He ham
mered savagely at the officer's back and 
shoulders with a tire iron, and then amidst 
the impacts Chaney felt and unspeakable, 
piercing pain that almost drove his con
sciousness from his body. 

Shortly after the incident, Chaney 
would remark softly, "That's where we 
found the tire iron and the knife. I guess it 
must have been then that he stabbed me 
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in the back." 
Badly wounded, Chaney closed the 

cylinder as he ducked down and shoved 
the Smith & Wesson almost blindly under 
his left arm. He then fired one of the only 
two shots of the fight he would trigger 
one handed. 

With his head ducked down, he could 
see the bullet tear its way into the area of 
John Mullery's solar plexus. 

The attacker jerked backward. Chaney 
spun to face him and grabbed him by a 
forelock of hair, jerking the psycho's 
head forward and down. 

Chaney brought his gun up and, at 
near contact distance, shot Mullery 
through the top of the head. 

He looked down at the wound as the 
man collapsed. He saw what appeared to 
be a hole through the head. He let 
Mullery fall. 

It was over. It had to be over now. 

God, He's Still Alive! 
He staggered across the room to a 

dresser, and leaned against it to breathe. 
He glanced over at the man who had 
nearly killed him. 

Mullery was getting up again. 
Steve Chaney refused to succumb to 

the horror. As John Mullery rose, drip
ping with blood, still ready to kill, the 
officer grabbed his gun firmly in a two
hand hold, went to Weaver, indexed the 
weapon, and opened fire. 

Two more shots slammed into 
Mullery's chest. Nothing. 

Another shot ripped into his abdomen. 
Nothing. 

Chaney had one bullet left in the gun. 
He fired. The bullet smashed into 
Mullery's pelvis, breaking the hip. 

The Golem went down at last. 

The Bloody Finish 
Chaney reloaded again, with his last 

speedloader, his last six rounds. He cov
ered the downed man. He seemed still 
down. 

With the death battle over, Chaney's 
first thought was his rookie partner. She 
lay still on the bed. Chaney scooped her 
up in his arms, turned to carry her out. 

John Mullery had crawled to the door. 
Chaney set Linda gently on the bed. 

Nearing collapse, he dragged his antago
nist away from the door. "How much 
blood is there in a human body," Chaney 
would muse quietly later, "Five quarts or 
something? He must have lost nearly all 
his blood. The carpet was soggy with it. 
When you walked across the floor, his 
blood would ooze up around your feet." 

He dumped the still-living man away 
from the door, and staggered back to the 
bed. He tried to lift Linda again, and he 
couldn't. His own wounds and his 
exhaustion had finally spent his strength. 

He looked at her helplessly, and in the 
last terrible moment, realized the truth, even 
as the unnatural thing on the floor behind 
him finally ran out of blood and died. 
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The bullet John Mullery had fired had 
struck her in the heart. Linda Lawrence, 
four months on the job, was dead. She 
was the first female police officer to be 
murdered in the line of duty in the state 
of Louisiana. 

Stopping Power Lesson 
There are numerous learning points in 

this tragedy. We'll take them in no partic
ular order. 

Stopping Power. My sources tell me 
the round used in both police weapons 
involved was a popular brand of 125 
grain semijacketed +P .38 Special hol
lowpoint. 

That same round, loaded at .357 Mag-

num velocity of roughly 1,400 fps, is per
haps the most devastating manstopper 
you can feed into a conventional police or 
defense handgun. But weakened to the 
900 fps range in +P .38 Special, its histo
ry as a street stopper has been "Some
times it does, sometimes it doesn't." This 
was largely a case of "Sometimes it 
doesn't." 

There was dynamic tissue damage 
with the first shot, the only one fired by 
Linda Lawrence, but adreAaline and drug 
rage overcame the damage to the extremi
ty and slowed John Mullery little if at all. 

Dynamic hits in the body cavity trig
gered no cessation of hostility. Lawrence, 
however, was killed instantly by a single 
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identical .38 bullet through the heart. 
Firepower. Some say that "firepower" 

is a meaningless term in handgun tech
nology. Bullshit. 

"Firepower" means who can throw the 
most projectiles fastest and most accu
rately, and is a relative term depending 
whether it's used to discuss the street or 
the battlefield. 

Tell Steve Chaney that more firepower 
and more potent guns would not have 
been good things for him to have at his 
fingertips on August 1, 1977. 

As it was, the speedloaders- crude 
technology compared to the semiautomat
ic pistols of today's police establish
ment- almost certainly saved his life. A 
second loaded handgun that could have 
been accessed instantly might also have 
ended the encounter sooner and with less 
innocent bloodshed. 

Tactical Matters. Baton Rouge PD did 
not give out portable radios to patrol offi
cers unti I after the Lawrence tragedy. 
Quickly summoned backup might have 
made a difference. 

As it was, Steve and Linda, and then 
just Steve, were alone to face the horror 
until, after realizing that his partner and 
the copkiller were both dead, Steve was 
able to drag himself to an apartment tele
phone to call headquarters. 

Concealable body armor had been 
available for some six years before this 
incident, but the feeling in that part of the 
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country was that it was too hot and cum
bersome, and neither officer was wearing 
it. The cheapest $100 vest would have 
easily defeated the bullet that killed Linda 
Lawrence. But neither officer was wear
ing armor. 

At the time of this shooting, the first 
truly effective system of weapon reten
tion techniques was just being field tested 
by Jim Lindell in Kansas City. Today, 
Lindell-trained officers would easily use 
leverage techniques to defeat the multiple 
gun-grabs that Mullery was able to per
form against Lawrence and Chaney, nei
ther of whom had yet been trained in the 
discipline. 

Do not take this as a history lesson. In 
the year 1991, as I write this, a very pres
tigious department in the Northeast has 
recently made much of issuing all its cops 
high-capacity semi-automatic 9mm's. 
The same agency issues neither vests nor 
portable radios. 

In 1977, Baton Rouge like the rest of 
the police mainstream was armed with 
the conventional revolver, no manual 
safety, point gun and pull trigger. 

Consider if Linda Lawrence could 
have thumbed her gun "on safe," or 
pressed the mag release and activated the 
disconnector safety that would have kept 
a standard S&W autoloader from firing. 
Or if Steve Chaney could have done the 
same at the opening of the encounter. 

We are continually told that cops are 

too stupid to release their safeties. 
Excuse me? 

Steve Chaney was smart enough to 
lock a cylinder, block a trigger, and rein
vent an arcane martial arts disarm during 
this deadly fight. 

No one has yet shown me a case of a 
cop who got shot because he didn't get 
his or her safety off, and I've challenged 
them publicly to do so (count this as one 
more). 

But cases of cops sav.ed by these fea
tures are legion. As I write this article, a 
fresh one is on my desk: they got the 
guard's gun away, it didn't go off when 
they tried to shoot him, so they beat him 
and left him alive because they couldn't 
find the safety. 

Early Warnings 
The subtleties of the disciplines 

known as "Pre-Assaultive Behavior 
Cues" and "Verbal Crisis Intervention" 
were known only to a handful of police 
psychologists at the time of the incident, 
and even today are not widely taught. 

It is understandable that the two offi
cers missed at least two terrifying red 
flags, when there was still time to shut 
the thing off. 

First, Mullery opened the encounter 
by screaming his wish for the officers to 
kill him. To the untrained, that sounds 
suicidal, and we are all conditioned to 
respond to suicide with help and succor, 
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not preparedness to fight. 
But the man who is suicidal has just 

expressed the intent to cause the taking 
of human life. He is, by definition, 
homicidal! 

The inner directed homicidal impulse 
may quickly outer-direct, and those who 
tried to be his understanding rescuers are 
likely to become his first victims. 

But, because the police establishment 
didn't teach this then (and seldom does 
today), it is understandable that Chaney 
de-escalated at that point by snapping his 
gun into the holster. 

Today, a highly trained officer would 
create more distance at that point, and be 
more rather than less prepared for a sud
den lethal assault that might require him 
or her to shoot in proper defense. 

Second, note that Mullery began the 
encounter with wild hysteria, and sud
denly became unnaturally calm. This 
tricked the officers into thinking, as 
Chaney would say later, that "He was 
mellowing out." 

No! Very often, this sudden mood 
swing from fierce aggression to suspi
ciously sweet compliance is a phe
nomenon you might call "The calm in the 
eye of the storm." 

It is quite likely not to mean that 
everything is copesetic now, but to mean 
instead that what the opponent is really 
saying is, "I have gone beyond words. I 
will quiet down now and lull my antago
nists into deadly complacency. My anger 
will resolve now, not into words, but into 
physical action!" 

Note that the Baton Rouge officers 
were attacked at exactly this point. 

This does not mean that when a man 
calms down, you shoot him. It means, 
like the suicidal behavior cue, that you 
should extend your distance to give your
self a more favorable reactionary gap, 
and be prepared to properly and instantly 
apply countervailing force to restrain 
what may very well now be imminent 
threat. 

This will come as news to many offi
cers today. Scant wonder we cannot 
blame two cops in 1977 for failing to rec
ognize it. 

Self-Training Factor 
If the people who issue your guns and 

give you your training don't give you 
everything, get the rest yourself. Chaney 
had not only bought his own speedload
ers; he became an award-winning shooter 
on his own time. 

Some advisors say competition train
ing will get you killed on the street. My 
research shows the exact opposite: those 
who have fired in the psychogenically
stressed heat of competition tend as a rule 
to do far better when the real gunfight 
comes later. 

Note that Chaney fired nine shots and 
scored nine solid hits, seven of them from 
the two-handed hold he had trained with, 
and under almost unbelievable stress. 
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Don't trust the theories of those who 
often have never shot in a match or in a 
fight. The documentable reality of the 
street is that shooting under match pres
sure off-duty makes you shoot better 
under deadly pressure for real, and 
Chaney is but one more in a long line 
who've proved it. 

Failure to Properly Utilize Partner. 
Partners are equals, and should share bur
dens. The plan that had Linda Lawrence 
set back out of harm's way was not the 
most sound. Today's officer with a highly 
trained department, but in Linda's posi
tion, would choke out the aggressor as 
soon as the assault on Steve began. But 
this is now, and that was then. 

Consider, too, that the relationship of 
the rookie to the field training officer is 
not one of equal partners, but rather, one 
of child to parent, ward to guardian. 

This is irrespective of gender. It was 
natural and understandable that Chaney, 
only two weeks on with a rookie just 
four months on the job at all, would 
want the junior back away, and the 
senior in where the decisions had to be 
made lightning fast. 

If armed citizens learn anything from 
the tragedy, it might be this: The typical 
pattern of an armed couple is trained 
male, inexperienced female. Train your 
partner the way you want to be trained. 

Chaney was in the process of trying to 
do just that when this nightmare took 
place. 

Shot Placement 
I've taught for years with the video

tape Chaney did for the Huntington 
Police Department about this incident. A 
question that always comes up is, "Why 
did Linda shoot for the arm with that 
potentially decisive first round?" 

We don't know. Perhaps she aimed 
somewhere else and missed. We know 
that in gun encounters, people focus their 
eyes on the opponent's gun, and where 
the head goes, the body- and the bul
lets- will follow. That could have been a 
factor here. 

Chaney had jerked the man's arm up 
as he gave the command to fire. Perhaps 
Lawrence interpreted this as a body lan
guage signal to shoot for the arm. Or, 
perhaps, the selection and training pro
cess had left her out there subconscious
ly incapable of taking a human life, and 
she intentionally shot to wound. We 
don't know. 

In the safe clarity of 20/20 hindsight, a 
pelvic hit would have dropped him, a 
torso hit might at least have done better 
than the arm hit. .. and a bullet through 
the ear would have done it all. 

The head is the most distant part of the 
offender's body when he and the good 
guy are struggling for a gun, and when 
the man is tunnelled on your partner, he's 
unlikely to see your gun muzzle in time 
to duck. 

The ear canal is level with the base of 
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carbide die will never scratch your cases. It 
is impossible to buckle your cases with the 
Lee Carbide Factory Crimper. 

For Handgun Ammunition 
That Must Work. 

Lee Carbide Factory Crimper S 98 
For all popular handgun calibers ................... ONLY 14 

9mm 119.98 

Send 5700 for your 20-page 
Lee Catalog 

jammed full of reloading bargains! 

LEE PRECISION, INC. 
4275 HIGHWAY U HARTFORD WISCONSIN 53027 

FACTORY CRIMP IS A TRADEMARK OF LEE PRECISION, INC 
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B.A.T. 
ALL-STAR LINE-UP 
AMERICA'S NUMBER 

ONE CHOICE 
FOR 1911 STYLE 

AUTO RECOIL 
COMPENSATOR$ 

Ultra-Comp Bushing Compen
sator 45 acp/1 O mm/38/9mm 

$6995 

the brain, and is an opening that seems to 
guide the bullet inside the cranial vault 
when fired from the side, helping to guar
antee a destruction of primal brain that 

Half an inch down, with the muzzle in 
an intercostal space between the ribs, 
Chaney's shot would have blown out the 
spleen and hemorrhaged Mullery out 
much faster. 

But the rib actually shielded Mullery's 
body from the muzzle blast, turning what 
could have been an explosive contact 
wound into merely another tunnel 
through tissue, with the muzzle blast 
spent blowing a stellite flesh wound out 
of the skin above the rib. 

•-====~ Ultra-Comp I Compensator Kit 
Gov'! 45 acp (no front sight) 

If shots to center of 
mass and other areas 

have not worked, 
shatter the pelvis and 
immobilize the body 

of the beast. 

If you must dig your revolver muzzle 
into your antagonist to shoot, the autop
sies combined with the after action 
reports teach us to seek a soft vital target, 
not a hard one. 

$189. 95 
Ultra-Comp I Compensator Kit 
Gov'! 45 acp 

$189. 95 
Ultra-Comp Ill Compensator Kit 
Gov't 45 acp, 10 mm 

$299 95 
NEW! 

Autopsy Results 
shuts off the organism like a light switch. 

----,.....- Turbo-Triport Comp. Kit Gov'! 

Chaney had the right idea when he 
shoved his gun into Mullery's side, but 
someone steered him wrong with the 
"shoot the bones" stuff. Unless you' re 
talking about breaking the hip, it's not 
terribly relevant. 

John James Mullery was shot 10 times 
before he finally went down for the 
count. It is useful to note the location, and 
the order, of those 10 direct hits with .38 
Special bullets. .. or Commander 45 acp 

NEW! 
$299 95 

Pro-Series V Compensator Kit 
Gov't 45 acp 

s425.oo 

#1: Forearm near wrist. #2: Chest. #3: 
Chest. #4: Left side of thorax near spleen, 
muzzle contact. #5: Center mass, near 
diaphragm, near contact. #6: Top of head, 
near contact. #7: Chest. #8: Chest. #9: 

Kits available n 10 mm and 38 super Al c:ompensa!Of kits lllClude match grade 
stamle'"..s steel barrel, match barrel bushmg, nylon bush1ng wrench. lochte and 
Instruct100S We recommend that these products be mstatled by a qualified 
gunsmth 

How many of use have had broken 
ribs and not even bothered with the 
beltwrap? Ribs are not immediately vital. 

The muzzle blast of a gun, even a .38, 
tears soft tissue apart. A muzzle contact 
.357 wound looks like a near-contact 12-
gauge slug wound- if it strikes soft tis
sue, where the violently expanding muz
zle gases can tear underlying flesh apart. 

Abdomen. #10: Right hip. 
It seems unbelievable that these hits 

did not neutralize even the most drug
crazed human monster. The top of the 
head? 

SEND $2.00 FOR COMPLETE CATALOG 
See your firearms retailer or call us directly 

Dealers inquiries welcome. 
P.O. BOX 55-8266 BETTER 

80 

ACCURACY MIAMI, FL 33255-8266 
TECHNOLOGIES (305) 688-0262 

Fax: (305) 553-9281 
Investigators determined later that, 

GUN TRADER'S GUIDE, 13TH EDITION-ls revised to give you 
the latest in firearms information. Over 4,200 modern firearms 
described in detail, with 2,200 identifying illustrations and 

photographs. Every price reviewed and updated to current market values, a complete index of all 
featured firearms and manufacturers, easy-to-use tabbed sections for handguns, rifles and shotguns. 
Hundreds of American and foreign firms representing the industry since 1900. $14.95 plus $3.00 

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE! 
ORDER BOTH BOOKS 

AND GET 

HOW TO BUY ANO SELL USED GUNS - This new guide to buying 
and selling used guns tells all: Gun control laws, how to make a 
preliminary inspection, firearms indentification; care and main
tenance; determining current market value; what malfunctions to look 

A DISCOUNT! for; trading shotguns, rifles, handguns, black powder arms; what and what not to restore. 
Fully illustrated. $10.95 plus $3.00 shipping and handling. 

□ YES! I want to save, order both books, GUN TRADER'S 
GUIDE and HOW TO BUY & SELL USED GUNS for only 
$22.00plus $6.00 shipping and handling. 

□ 
Please send just the "GUN 
TRADER'S GU/OE"for $14.95 
plus S3.00 shipping & handling 

□ 
Please send only "HOW TO BUY & 
SELL USED GUNS for $10.95plus 
$3.00 shipping & handling. 

0 Check/MO Enclosed$ __ 0 MCNISA No. __________ _ Exp. Date __ _ Initial ____ _ 
Name ________________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State ___ _ Zip ____ _ 

Address _____________________ _ 

CA residents, please add 7% sales tax. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
TO OROER: Cut out and send with payment to: GUNS BOOKS AD #10 
DEPT. HG91S/0, 591 Camino de la Reina, #200, San Diego, CA 92108 
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because of the angle of the shot (front to 
back, up to down, head tilted forward) the 
buUet had struck on such an angle that it 
smashed an entry in the skull, creating 
what Chaney logically saw as "a hole 
through the head," but deflected the bul
let in a backward skid that brought it high 
over the brain. 

It never struck vital, deep brain tissue, 
and only caused enough concussion to 
very temporarily stun out Mullery. 

Perhaps most significant is that the 
bullet which finished the fight was the 
one to the pelvis. Chaney, the sole sur
vivor of the horror, would flatly state 
later, "I think the bullet in his hipbone 
was the only one that kept him down." 

If the brain is fully oxygenated, you 
can blow the heart out of the body and 
the organism can fight for up to 14 
seconds. 

But the pelvis is the cross-member of 
body support. Shatter this vital axis of 
skeleto-muscular construction, and the 
body will be down within a step. 

Indeed, if this had been the first shot 
of the gunfight instead of the last, it 
might have ended there, and Linda 
Lawrence would perhaps today be a 45-
year-old police veteran who lectured at 
survival classes, and Steve Chaney would 
have been free of the survivor guilt, and 
maybe even John Mullery would have 
seen the error of his ways and limped into 
classes for abusers of women and drugs 

SUPERIOR CAPACITY 

to tell them that they were on the wrong 
path. 

But it wasn't. The lesson is this: if 
shots to center of mass and other areas 
have not worked, shatter the pelvis and 
immobilize the body of the beast, anchor
ing it where it can be better dealt with. 

Firing Into The Floor 
When people see these videos, they 

shake their heads in violent body lan
guage at the point where Chaney, now in 
control of the two loaded service 
revolvers, tries to empty them into the 
floor instead of into Mullery. 

The five bullets might have dwelt bet
ter in the copkiller than in the hardwood. 
One critic called it "bizarre." 

Wrong. It is a dynamic we see again 
and again when people grapple for 
weapons in close and deadly combat, 
akin to the dynamic that causes so many 
victims of accidental discharges to throw 
the guns away from them. 

There is something in the psyche that 
says, "De-fang the snake!" It is a con
scious or subconscious attempt to empty 
the guns and make them not loaded guns 
anymore, but dead and harmless things 
that will no longer threaten the innocent. 

We learn from Chaney. Fight that 
instinct. If you are in control of the trig
ger but not the muzzle, by all means, de
fang the snake. If you are in control of the 
firing mechanism and the muzzle, by all 

The first high-capacity .45 ACP pistol on 
the market, the P14•45's 14-shot firepower 
clearly outdates the standard capacity .45 Autos. 

SUPERIOR CALIBER 
The P14•45 outclasses all competition by providing 
you the unrivaled stopping power of the .45 ACP with 
unmatched capacity in a standard length magazine. 

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE 

We'll Out-Clean 
Any Bore Cleaner 

OR 

YOUR MONEY BACK 
Clean your firearm 
bore with your 
favorite bore 
cleaner, then 
reclean it with 
Shooter's Choice 
and see the 
difference! 

SHOOTER'S® 
CHOICE 

Firearms Bore Cleaner 
We guarantee: better bore cleaning, improved 

accuracy or your money back. 
For a 1 oz. sample send $2.00 (P & H) to: 

VENCO INDUSTRIES INC. 
16770 Hilltop Park Place 

Chagrin Falls, OH 44022 (216)543-8808 

Ask for Shooter's Choice 

The P14•45 is designed with a ramped 5" barrel to 
ensure reliable feeding and a solid barrel bushing 
for enhanced accuracy. Just two of the many 
features normally found only on high priced 
custom handguns. 

Para-l/lrdnance .. 
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U.S. Pat. No. 4,942,801 Price: 
One hundred dollars for rib, 
instructions, and limited permission 
to build one gun using the 
purchased rib. 

Terms: 
Payment via cashier check, 
personal check (must clear), or 
cash C.O.D. (add $3.00). NV. 
residents add 6% 

THE SCHUEMANN HYBRID COMPENSATOR 
Current compensated semi-auto handguns use technology 
patented by Newton in 1865, popularized by Cutts in 1925, 

and made obsolete by the Hybrid in 1990. With 2.5 times mor~ compensation 
power and a simple, reliable, lightweight design, the Hybrid is the comp gun 
of the future. Take the precision investment cast rib to your favorite gunsmith 

and have him build you a gun of the future. Or, build your own. 
The instruction booklet is very complete and includes 60 illustrations. 

WII Schuemann, 705 Wagner Drive, Carson City, NV 89703 (702) 885-7362 

Rated# 1 by Vette Magazine 

1·s the deal of the season! For a limited time 
only, you can buy the performance champion 
of radar detectors for only $249 (a full $50 off 
the regular price). 

ESCORT's superior performance is made 
possible by state-of-the-art DSP technology (the 
same technology used by the military for long
range detection of enemy aircraft). 

But don't take our word for ESCORT DSP's 
superior performance. Vette Magazine, which 
rated ESCORT DSP "the winner" in a recent 
radar detector comparison test stated, "Without 
doubt, the ESCORT is head and shoulders 
above its competition." 

ESCORT DSP comes with everything you 
need for worry-free driving: 

• Longest range available 

• Pulse and instant-on radar detection 

• Anti-falsing circuitry 

• 3-way alert system 

• Rugged die-cast aluminum case 

We believe so strongly that you'll be satisfied 
with ESCORT DSP's performance that each 
purchase comes with a 30-day money back 
guarantee. Use ESCORT DSP where perfor
mance counts the most - in your car, on the 
roads you travel every day. If you' re not abso
lutely delighted with ESCORT DSP, send it 
back within 30 days for a refund. 

This offer ends September 15, 1991, so don't 
delay. Call today for the most advanced radar 
protection system available. 

1-800-433-3487 
( 1-800-543-I 608 for Customer Service) 

Only sold direct from our factory to you 
Major credit cards accepted 

Ask about our 30-day money back guarantee 

ESCORT DSP $249 + shipping 
Ohio residents add 5.5% sales tax. Prices higher in Canada. 

ESCORT 
► Department 039491 

One Microwave Plaza 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45249 

ESCOR7: 
The world's most advanced radar detectors. 

means, direct the barrel where it will do 
the most good, and deposit the steel 
snake's fangs inside the deadlier serpent. 

We can learn, but we cannot judge ... 
because Steve Chaney was there, and we 
were not. 

Hidden Danger 
Some people think that women should 

not do police work because they are 
weak and helpless. My intensive studies 
in that area, real-world, make me dis
agree. But I've seen a more deeply hid
den danger that they don't talk about 
much at the Academy, and Steve Chaney 
put his finger on it. 

He knows now what no one in his 
position could have known then: kidnap
per and assaulter and planner of murder 
John Mullery had a long history of vio
lence against women. 

Chaney believes that seeing a female 
in the position of an authority figure may 
have pushed the woman-hating Mullery 
over the edge. It is something armed 
women need to think about when they 
take command of danger situations. 

Epilogue 
You reading this, and I writing it, owe 

a lot to Linda Lawrence and Steve 
Chaney. The lessons of their nightmare 
are to keep us alive. 

As I type this manuscript, I wonder 
how much that I learned from Steve's 
videos is in me as I patrol with a .45 auto
matic, and study pre-assault cues, and 
certify instructors in weapons retention, 
and preach to cops the doctrine of the 
concealed ballistic vest. 

The death duel with Mullery was not 
Steve Chaney's last lethal force encounter 
in the job he stayed on as he fought the 
terrible effects of post shooting trauma, 
effects that cost him his first marriage 
after the 8/1/77 shooting. 

Sometime later, another woman abus
er pulled a gun on Chaney, and Steve put 
four bullets in the criminal's center mass 
before the gunman could pull the trigger. 

He would say later that as the antag
onist went down, riddled, his first 
thought was, "Oh, God, not me, not 
again." But then he realized that he had 
done what had to be done, and that this 
time, none of the good guys had died 
with the bad guy. 

The lesson he found was simple. 
Sometimes, Steve Chaney said softly, 
"You can learn positive lessons ~ 
in ways that aren't positive." " 

The author wishes to thank Denny 
Anderson at Calibre Press, Lt. Gary Fer
rel of the Huntington Police Department, 
the staff of the Louisiana state law 
enforcement academy, and especially 
now-Sergeant Steve Chaney of the Baton 
Rouge Police Department for making 
this article possible ... and for sharing so 
much in the hope that it would help 
decent people to stay safe and alive. 
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LADIES OF STEEL 
Continued from page 63 

stages of the match. Her winning mar
gin- more than l O seconds- is even 
more dramatic when you consider that 
less than 21 /i seconds separated the next 
four womens' scores. 
As a member of Team Smith & Wes

son Judy shoots a Performance Center 
automatic in 9mm Luger (9x 19) with a 
frame mounted safety and a prototype 
scope mount. It's most unusual feature 
is what's not there- namely, a com
pensator. 

How come? "It was a tradeoff 
between recoil control and weight," 
Judy explained, "With the very light 
loads we use here, recoil isn't much of 
a problem. I was more concerned with 
keeping the gun short and light, for 
more speed on the draw and from tar
get to target." 

What sort of practice routine did she fol
low? ''The gun was only ready to go a 
month or so before the match, so I didn't 
shoot all that much, maybe 6 or 7,000 
rounds. I've found that all the standing 
around you do at matches, talking to peo
ple and waiting to shoot, is really tiring so 
I did a lot of exercising in the last rear, 
walking three or four miles severa days a 
week." 

The esprit de corps shown by Team 
Smith & Wesson at the match impressed 
many of the spectators. Whenever Judy 
shot, teammates Brian Enos, Jerry 
Miculek, and Mike Plaxco were on hand. 
"I really appreciated the support of the 
other team members," Judy commented, 
'We always shot as a group during prac
tice, so having them there during the 
match helped me feel more confident and 
relaxed." 

Judy used the popular Safariland 
Final Option holster, -and ammunition 
loaded for the S&W team by Black Hills 
Shooters Supply with 115 gr. Speer 
hollowpoints. 

Shirley Hamilton finished second in the 
match and went on to win the ladies' 
shootoff. Her Springfield Armory 191 l 
pistol was customized by her husband 
Bill and by Colorado gunsmith Gary 
Kimball, who fitted a triple chamber 
compensator. After experimenting with 
several jacketed bullets Shirley found 
that the l 24 gr. Hornady gave the best 
accuracy. 

Bill Hamilton also made the forged alu
minum scope base for the Tasco Pro-Point. 
Light and compact, this base gets the sight 
as low as possible on the gun. Shirley 
likes the fact that it works with her Ernie 
Hill Fas-Trac holster. 

But why is it such a vivid shade of pur
ple? "To match the base pads on my mag
azines, of course!" Shirley laughed. The 
Hamiltons are marketing this scope base 
(in various colors) at a suggested retail of 

GET A WINNING GRIP ON PROTECTION 
with PAST Professional Shooting Gloves 

Winning accuracy requires hand 
control-the control you get from 

PAST Professional Shooting Gloves. 

Patented PASTfoam protects the palm and sensitive 
thumb-web nerves of your shooting hand; also the back 
and knuckles of your off-hand. The result is control with 

minimum bulk and maximum flexibility. 

Available in pairs or IHMSA competition approved singles. 
From shooting sports retailers. 

PAST CORPORATION, 210 Park Avenue 
Columbia, MO 65203-4143 

PAST recoil protection products (314) 449-7278 • FAX: (314) 875-8547 
are used by the U.S. Shooting Team. 

L, L TITANIUM T!tan!um H.a~me~ Strut .......................... #4009 .... $13.95 
~ _ . _ . . Titanium Fmng Pm - 1911 .45 Cal . ........ #4003 .... $26.50 

Titanium Fmng Pm - 1911 .38 Super/9mm ........................... #4004 .... $26.50 
Titanium Hammer - "Commander" or "Rectangle" Style ................. #4007/4008 .... $79.95 
Titanium/Carbon Fiber Ultralight Trigger - Long or Short ......... #4006/4006S .... $31.50 

Bl 
Brown Ambidextrous Thumb Safety - blue .................. #4045 .... $49.95 
Brown Ambidextrous Thumb Safety - stainless .......... #4046 .... $54.95 
Brown B~avertail Installation_ Jig_. ................................ #4042 .... $17.95 
Brown High Sweep BeavertaII Gnp Safety - blue ........ #4032 .... $31.95 

Brown High Sweep Beavertail Grip Safety - stainless .......................... #4033 .... $33.95 
Brown "Four-Star" Comp Kit - blue (specify .45 or 10mm) .......... #4057/4058 .. $328.50 
Brown "Four-Star" Comp Kit - stainless (.45 or 10mm) ........... #4057S/4058S .. $338.50 
Brown Commander Style Hammer - blue .............................................. #4034 .... $35.95 
Brown Commander Style Hammer - stainless ....................................... #4035 .... $38.95 

King's Extended Slide Stop - blue ............................. #KG202B .... $31.00 
K!ng;s Extended Slide Stop - stainless ...................... #KG202S .... $31.00 
Kmg s Combat Speed Thumb Safety - blue .............. #KG201 B .... $25.95 

Since 1949 King's Combat Speed Thumb Safety - stainless ....... #KG201 S .... $25.95 
K!ng:s Ambi. Thumb Safety - bl'!e or stainl~ss ............. #KG201 AB/KG201 AS .... $65.00 
Kmg s 1911 Hardball Combat Sights - White 3-Dot System .............. #KG104 .... $32.00 
©Iliflrr!k Clark .38 Super 6:: Ramped Barrel - unthreaded ......... #CL197 .. $130.00 

Clark .38 Super 6 Ramped Barrel - threaded ............. #CL 196 .. $140. 00 
©1!!~ 1£®)]]1 Clark 10mm 6" Ramped Barrel - unthreaded ........ #CL199 .. $130.00 

Clark .40 S&W 6" Ramped Barrel - unthreaded .... #CL201 .. $130.00 
@mm,~ Clark .45 ACP 6" National Match Barrel - unthreaded .. #CL 190 .. $130.00 

Clark .45 ACP 6" National Match Barrel - threaded ...... #CL 189 .. $140.00 
Clark Pin Master Regular Comp Kit - blue only (specify caliber) ........ #CL202 .. $280. 00 
Clark Pin Master Heavy Comp Kit - blue only (specify caliber) ........... #CL204 .. $335.00 

-- ' Wilson Ext. Mag. Release - blue body .......... #W031 B ... $24.95 
--- ~"'v') -- Wilson Ext. Mag. Release - all stainless ....... #W031 S ... $26.95 
Wkn) ,¥ ~• Wilson Checkered Slide Stop- blue ............ #W102B ... $23.95 

---'-·- ..,__ ___ Wilson Checkered Slide Stop- stainless ..... #W102S ... $23.95 
Wilson Combat "First Grip" Magazine Release System .................... #W312 ... $89.95 
Wilson Saddle Type 1911 Scope Mount - blue or silver ...... #W320B/W320S ... $99.95 
Full Length Gde Rod w/Dwyer Group Gripper - 5" or 4¼" .. #W203G/W203C ... $36.95 
Wilson ACCU-COMP "DP-K" Comp Kit - .38 Super - ramped ....... #W300-38 . $324.95 
Wilson A CCU-COMP "DP-K" Comp Kit - 10mm - blue .................. #W300-10 . $309.95 
Wilson ACCU-COMP "DP-K" Comp Kit - .40 S&W - blue .............. #W300-40 . $309.95 
Wilson A CCU-COMP "DP-K" Comp Kit - .45 ACP - blue ............... #W300-45 . $299.95 
Austin Behlert's 1911 Pistol Drop-in Hammer and Sear Set ............... #4601 .... $95.00 
Austin Behlert's Browning High-Power Drop-in Hammer & Sear ...... #4604 .... $95.00 
Aust!n Behlert:s Ruger MR I & II Drop-in Hammer and Sear Set ........ #4605 .... $75.00 
Austm Behlert s De~ert Eagle Drop-m Hamme.r Only········:··:·· .. · .. · .. ···· #4606 .... $95.00 
Behlert Style 1911 Pistol Tllumbguard - Left Side, Stiver Fm,sh .......... #4607 .... $39.95 
Behlert Style 1911 Pistol Thumbguard - Right Side, Silver Finish ........ #4608 .... $34.95 
Behlert Style Para-Ordnance Thumbguard - Left Side, Silver Finish ... #4609 .... $34.95 
1911 Pistol "Paddle" Extended Magazine Release w/Mag. Catch ...... #4611 .... $47.95 

We handle a wide variety of accessories for AR-1 S's, 1911 type pistols, Ruger Mini-14 30's. Ruger 
10 22's, HK-91 93 94's, M-1 Carbines, AK's, SKS's, Uzi's, M1A's, Contender's, AR-Ts and Shotguns. 

These are only a few of the thousands of parts and accessories that we handle! 
Send $2.50 for our complete 100+ page catalogue. Dealer inquiries are welcomed. 

:r "" '""'' . . . . VISA DELIVERY @ Authorized r . .... ) 1,,.11 == FED. EXPRESS 

Parts Distributor ..... 0 ® ® ® oNLY JMoREj 

L. L. Baston Co., P.O. Box 1995, Dept. AH, El Dorado, Arkansas 71731 
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$89.95. (For information write CPMI, 352 
Coogan Way, El Cajon, CA 92020 or call 
619-579-9963). 

With four National and two World 
championships to her credit Debby James 
is _undoubtedly the best woman IPSC 
shooter in the world. At the Challenge, 
though, she was clearly not shooting up to 
her ability. 

Part of the problem may have been the 
lack of opportunity to practice on the 
Steel Challenge ranges; another may 
have been lack of time to make the tran
sition to an optically sighted gun, forcing 
her to compete with her iron sighted 
IPSC gun. 

I say "may" because this is purely 
speculation on my part. Debby herself 
refused to make any excuses. Proving 
she can lose as graciously as she wins, 
Debby gave Judy Woolley full credit for 
the win. 

Top amateur was won by Valerie Levan
za, with a fine score that placed her third 
overall among the women competitors. 
Valerie was awarded an S&W revolver 
tuned for Bianchi Cup competition by J.M. 
Custom of San Jose, Calif., and fitted with 
a Tosco Pro-Point. 

The pro-class shooters shot for cash, 
with Judy Woolley collecting $2,500 for 
the overall win and another $250 for sec
ond place in the shootoff, while Shirley 
Hamilton received $500 for ..... 
winning the shootoff. ~ 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
Continued from page 56 

vened at the Chapman Academy ranges 
near Columbia to shoot the old courses of 
fire, reminisce about the old days, and 
talk about both the past and the future of 
the Confederation. 

American Handgunner, which also 
came into being in 1976 and which has 
always been a supporter"of IPSC, was 
well represented. In addition to this writ
er, Law Enforcement editor Massad 
Ayoob, Handloading editor Frank James, 
and Photography editor Nyle Leatham 
were present. 

The past 15 years have seen innova
tions in handgun competition that are 
mind boggling. If, in the early '70s, 
someone had predicted the incredible 
variety of shooting competitions we have 
today he would have been regarded as 
some kind of nut. 

If he had said that a time would come 
when matches would have purses of 
$250,000 and more he'd have been con
sidered a raving lunatic. 

Professional shooters? Factory teams? 
Get serious, folks. 

Cooper's Influence 
The level of interest in handgun shoot

ing sports had been growing throughout the 

i pair of hot new starters breed of 10mm and .40 caliber speed' 
season: Nosler's .357" 150 guns. like all Nosier handgun bullets, the 

IPSC bullet for the popular .38 10mm 150 is precision manufactured for 
, and 10mm 150 grain Hollow Point consistency, accuracy and reliable 

for the .40/10mm cartridge lineup. performance. 
Built for action competition, the .38 Nosler's .38150 IPSC bullets are sold 

IPSC combines a sure-feeding truncated in economical bulk pack boxes of 250, the 
cone design with a unique jacket that 10mm 150's are available In 100 packs. 
exposes only a small amount of lead Find them at your favorite sporting goods 
at the tip. The result is a clean N I ® co or gun shop. 
shooting bullet that flattens on OS er ? For a free catalog, write: 
steel targets. h'.i Nosier Bullets, Inc. 

The new 10mm 150 grain -i Dept. A2-5 
Hollow Point is just the right U> P. 0. Box 671 
weight to factor into the new Handgun Bend, Oregon 97709 

'50s and '60s. Jeff Cooper wrote a number 
of articles about the freestyle competitions 
held by the Bear Valley Gunslingers 
(fonned in 1956) and the Southwest Com
bat Pistol League (fonned in 1963). 

Recalling those days, he wrote, "We 
had a wonderful time. We tried all sorts 
of things. We shot quickly at short dis
tances, and more slowly at long distances. 
We pivoted, ran, and jumped. We crawled 
under logs and we climbed trees. We used 
standard courses like PPC and the Mexi
can Defense Course, but we invented 
more." (Beginner's Guide to Combat 
Shooting, May, 1985) 

To understand the impact Cooper's 
articles had, remember that at that time 
the only formal competition open to civil
ians was one-handed bullseye shooting. 

No drawing from holsters. Oh, there 
was some western fast draw activity, but 
they used blanks or wax bullets and were 
regarded by the gun press as harmless 
nutballs playing at being cowboys. 

The PPC was for police only; the NRA 
refused to sanction matches in which 
civilians fired at humanoid targets. Bulls
eye was and is a rewarding and challeng
ing activity, but exciting and entertaining 
are not words that come to mind. 

Columbia Conference 
The opportunity came in May, 1976. 

Richard Thomas, an attorney, shooter, 
and gun collector from Columbia, Mo., 
arranged for Cooper to teach a shooting 
class on the Midwest Practical Pistol 
League range. 

Thomas writes, "Jeff, Ken (Hack
athorn) and I prepared an invitation list. 
The response was so encouraging that 
Jeff decided, just maybe, we could use 
the gathering to establish a new world 
order in the realm of practical shooting." 

What followed was the Columbia 
International Combat Pistol Conference, 
a series of shooting exercises, competi
tions, and meetings. 

The minutes of the p(oceedings were 
recorded by Jeff Cooper. The introduction 
to the minutes states in part, "There are 
enthusiastic shooters everywhere who wish 
to perfect their skills with the sidearm and 
who wish to compete against each other 
with weapons which make sense to them in 
a manner which seems realistic. 

"Such people cannot find satisfaction 
in competition as it is currently orga
nized, and therefore wish to form their 
own organization." 

And that's what they did. The title 
chosen for the new organization was the 
International Practical Shooting Confed
eration. 

In the conclusion to the minutes Coop
er noted "The Conference stands as a 
landmark in the development of orga
nized competition with the sidearm ... if 
each of us now does his best to insure the 
success of the world organization so that 
it may become a truly operative body, he 
can say that he has done something useful 
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and unique in the history of both shooting 
and shooting sports." 

IPSC Thrives 
The success of the founders and those 

who followed them can be seen in the 
tremendous growth of practical shooting, 
and the influence it has on both tech
niques and equipment. The reunion con
ference was a time to take pride and satis
faction in past achievements and to look 
to the future. 

It was also a time for some shooting. 
Founders and guests shot the classic 
stages from the early days of practical 
shooting; the Advanced Military, designed 
by Jeff Cooper and H.G. Taft in 1946; the 
Mexican Defense, adopted and modified 
by the California shooters in the '50's; the 
FBI duel; the "1976" match by Ray Chap
man, and of course the El Presidente. 

Competitors were required to use guns 
and gear from the 1976 era, meaning 
"walk and draw" rigs, no compensators, 
and (God Forbid!) no optical sights. 

Tom Campbell showed up with his 
legendary S&W "Supergun," though to 
my disappointment he left his chest hol
ster at home. Ken Hackathorn, 1976 
match winner, used a well-worn .45 Auto 
in one of the all-time classic rigs, the 
Andy Anderson "Thunderbolt." 

High overall was won by famed pis
tolsmith Bill Wilson. In addition to mak
ing the winningest guns in IPSC history, 

Wilson is a world class shooter, having 
placed in the top five at virtually every 
major match on the pro circuit and repre
senting the U.S. on teams at world shoots. 

Bill shot the same 5" .45 with which 
he competed at the 1979 World Champi
onshjps. Wilson won two stages, the FBI 
Duel and the Advanced Military, coming 
within two points of a perfect score on 
the latter; he dropped his two points at the 
10-yard line, after cleaning the more dif
ficult 50 and 25 yard sectiQns. 

Ken Hackathorn was overall match 
winner in 1976. The l5 years that have 
passed since then haven't hurt either his 
speed or accuracy; he again placed first 
among the founding members with a 
solid display of shooting, finishing high 
in every stage. 

The scoring system was a real nostal
gia trip, with a shooter's score determjned 
by adding his best three placings. Margins 
of victory and the number of rounds in a 
stage were irrelevant, i.e. if I beat you by 
l % on a 6-shot stage, and you beat me by 
50% on a 30-shot stage, we'd each have a 
score of 3, a first and a second. We've 
learned a few things over the years. 

IPSC Nostalgia 
The history and development of prac

tical shooting has always been of special 
interest to me. So as much as I enjoyed 
the banquet, the courses of fire, and the 
shootoff, the highlight of the gathering 

for me came on Friday evening. 
With the shooting completed, guests 

met at the range shed to get out of the 
rain, where Ken Hackathorn led an infor
mal discussion about the conference 15 
years earlier. 

Hackathorn explained how the 
founders had been divided into a number 
of committees, such as title, power, targets, 
holsters, and rules, with each committee 
meeting in the evening and reporting their 
recommendations the following day. 

Someone asked how the title of the 
organization was picked. "The first rec
ommendation of the title committee was 
to call it the International Combat 
League," Ken explained, "But some of 
the countries were concerned about the 
word 'combat' in the title. So we used the 
term "practical" instead, since it wouldn't 
offend anyone and yet it was clear to us 
that the practical use of a handgun is for 
self-defense.' 1 

Why call it a confederation instead of 
a league or federation? Jim McClary, a 
founder and now a lieutenant in the South 
Carolina Law Enforcement Division 
fielded that one. 

"Some of the European members said 
they had a problem with terms like asso
ciation or federation," he recalled, "while 
us southern boys had no problem at all 
with the term confederation." 

Maybe things worked out for the best. 
Continued on page 88 

Mo~e Reloading. Less Work. 
With Ponsness/Warren reloaders, the shell casing stays 
in its holder throughout the entire reloading process. 
All you do is slide the holder arm to each station for 

L 
... :.::::;:::'.:_fast reloading. Our premium Metallic II design loads 

150rif1aoLplsl 0Y11as1>er hour and comes with an 
jll.ltomatic primer feed to avoid contamination. Our 
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semi-progressive Metal-Matic P-200 for pistol reloading 
averages 200 straight wall cartridges per hour, plus, 
holds two calibers at once. Both reloaders also accept 
all standard powder measures, shell holders and dies 
(not included). Order your choice today. 

Choose from these quality accessories, too: 
•Optional Die Heads-For additional caliber capacity. 
•Powder Measure Extension-Raises powder measure 

above surrounding dies. Fits standard measures. 
•CAL-DIE Bullet Seating Die-Speeds up the bullet 

seating by 25%. 
•Dust Cover-Protects your investment from dirt 

and moisture. 

C8I lor a catalog, price shaat and name ol the dealer IU'IISt yoo. 

~-PONSNESS/WARREN 
P.O. Box 8 • South 763 Hwy 41 • Rathdrum, ID 83858 • (208) 687-2231 
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postcard (no envelopes) and follow 
sample. Send to AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER, Dept. H9, POB 
880409, San Diego, CA 92168-
0009. Mail before Oct. 1, 1991. 
Limit 1 entry per household. 

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. 
Winners must comply with all federal and local 
laws. Contest open to U. S. residents only. 
Employees and agents of Publishers' Develop
ment Corp. not eligible. No purchase neces
sary. Winners will be notified by REGISTERED 
MAIL on official letterhead. 

Bill Wilson custom autos have totally dominated IPSC combat matches of the past decade. From 1981 
to 1991, Wilson Combat™ pistols evolved from the Accu-Comp "C" to the Accu-Comp "LE" and 
finally culminated in today's pace-setting Accu-Comp "Super Grade." Together, these guns won an 

astonishing seven out of 10 national championships and an amazing three out of four world championships. 
Simultaneously, Bill Wilson developed new technology like the single scalloped port of the Accu-Comp 

"LE" that became the standard by which compensators were judged. Then, at the end of the Eighties, Bill 
introduced his radical new "double chamber" compensator that instantly became the most copied design. 
Today you hardly see a compensator that isn't patterned after Bill's remarkable "Super Grade" dual port. 

With the new Tactical Special, Wilson Combat™ is once again on the leading edge of combat pistol 
advancement. Designed for maximum recoil control in a compact, practical package, the Tactical Special 
incorporates a unique heavy tapered cone barrel to quickly bring you back on target for a super-fast double-tap. 

The low recoil of this five-inch .45 makes it well-suited to the discriminating shooter who desires the best 
custom gun for self-defense, but doesn't want the bulk and weight of a fully compensated pistol. 

The Wilson Combat™ Tactical Special includes the fo11owing features: •melted Bo-Mar combat sights 
•serrate rear of slide 40 lpi •checker mainspring housing (20 or 30 lpi) •checker frontst.rap (20 or 30 lpi) •Wil
son ambi safety •Wilson deluxe Commander hammer •trigger job with Wilson ultralight trigger •mag funnel 
•polish and throat barrel •flared ejection port •adjust extractor •Wilson hi-grip beavertail •serrate top of slide 
•Wilson full-length guiderod •Shok-BuffrM system •extra power firing pin spring •Wilson combat ejector 
•Wilson custom mag well •glass bead bluing •Hogue exotic wood grips •complete test firing. 

The Wilson Combat™ Tactical Special on a customer supplied pistol is $1,600 for a .45 and $1,700 for a 
.38 Super. A complete .45 ACP Tactical Special like a lucky reader will win here is $2240.00. For a gorgeous 
color catalog of the custom handguns of Wilson Combat™, send $3 (refundable with order) to: 

Wilson's Gun Shop 
P.O. Box 578-AH, Berryville, AR 72616 

(501) 545-3618 



Continued from page 85 

As my daughter said later, "Dad, it's a good 
thing they didn't call it the International 
Combat Shooting Confederation or we'd 
have to call it 'Icksick' instead of 'Ipsic."' 

Rule Development 
The target committee came up with 

two targets, the Option and the Item, both 
of which have since been replaced. 

Hackathorn commented, "I always 
thought we made a mistake in appointing 
Dr. Herbert Wong to the title committee 
and not the target committee. As a physi
cian Dr. Wong could have given sound 
advice on an anatomically correct target, 
and besides, if someone asked why you 
had a bad match you could just say 'I 
shot the Wong target."' 

Ken also commented on the holster 
rules. "We wanted to get away from the 
walk-and-draw rigs which were good for 
nothing but competition. We thought we 
could define a practical holster- belt 
through the pants loops, maximum dis
tances from the gun butt to the body, gun 
retention during jumps and turns. What 
we ended up with was ... holsters which 
were good for nothing but competition!" 

In talking with the founders it was 
obvious that all of them take pride and 
satisfaction in having helped start a 
shooting sport that has grown so dramati
cally, and that they want the Confedera-

tion to prosper. 
Hackathorn noted the advantages of 

international recognition. "There are 
always some who start agitating to pull 
out of IPSC whenever they don't get their 
own way," Ken noted, "But with all the 
pressure shooters are under to justify their 
sport, which has more credibility- a 
sport that's practiced in 40 countries, or a 
sport that you and your buddies carry on 
in the local gravel pit?" 

Stupid Courses • 
The founders agreed on two major 

areas of concern- courses of fue and the 
equipment race. Ken Hackathorn told how 
police officers often ask about IPSC, how 
they've heard it's ideal training for them. 

"I have to tell them, if they are serious 
about surviving, don't shoot IPSC," he said. 
"It hurts me to say that. I'm very proud of 
being an IPSC founder. I'm glad to see the 
sport grow. But in good conscience I can't 
tell people .to take part because I see so 
many courses of fire that make you do 
things that are stupid or suicidal." 

Jim Cirillo, who as a member of New 
York's famous Stake Out Unit survived 
more gun battles than many competitors 
have shot matches, gave an example. 

"We all know how an El Presidente 
goes; two rounds on each of three targets, 
reload and repeat. If any of you saw me 
shoot that stage, you saw how I did it. 

"I shot once at each target, then went 

back and shot once more at each, then I 
did my reload and repeated. So I shot a 
poor score, and maybe looked silly doing 
it, and people may say I'm making a big 
thing out of nothing. 

"But I will not do something or teach 
something in training that has the potential 
to get me killed. I don't care what people 
think or what my score was. You will do in 
combat what you do in training." 

Equipment Race 
The other criticism is of the equipment 

race. Many of the "realists" could accept 
the modifications that are common on 
current match guns, such as better sights, 
triggers, magazine loading chutes, and 
better controls. 

Many can even accept compensators 
as a practical accessory. But optical sights 
that must be switched on before use ... 
well, that's just too much to accept. 

Hackathorn commented, "I hope no 
one will think I'm being critical of Jerry 
Barnhart. Jerry is a wonderful athlete and a 
prince of a fellow. But when he won the 
Nationals with an electrically powered 
optical sight last fall it really shook people 
up. I heard from many people that IPSC 
has just gotten completely off track, even 
from some I never expected to be critical." 

Yet no one wants to stand in the way 
of innovation. In his address to the group 
Jeff Cooper commented, "We need the 
experimenters and innovators. We need to 
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~ f~OllNEll SEND F~R FREE CATALOG NOW 

PARTS & ACCESSORIES FOR PRACTICAL PISTOL 

ORDER BY FAX! 24 HOUR SERVICE 

Hill #134 Comp. Belt.. ............................ 50.00 Wilson #47 DE 8 RD ... 45ACP Mag ......... 28.95 
Breskovich Adv1g. Grip System ............. 55.00 Wilson Extended Ejectior #34 ................. 20.95 
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety .......... _ .. 55.00 
Swenson Amb. w/Thumbshield ............ 80.00 

Wilson Match Quality Extractor .............. 16.95 
Wilson Ambi. Safety #192 B/S ............... 54.00 

Wilson #298 Beavertail Sfty (B/SS) ........ 35.00 Shooting Star Magazine .45SP ............... 24.00 
King #206 Wide Spur Grip Sfty(B/SS) ... 27.00 Shooting Star Magazine .38SP ............... 29.00 
Wilson Drop-in DP-KComp. Kit .45 ..... 250.00 McCormick Titanium Hammer ................ 79.00 
Clark Pinmaster Compensator .45 ....... 270.00 McCormick Titanium Firing Pin .............. 26.00 
Wichita Combat Rear Adjust. Sight ....... 62.00 McCormick Titanium Strut... ................... 13.50 
Bombar BMCS Rear Sight ... , ................ 63.0C McCormick Sear.. ................................... 20.50 

(716) 672-4218 

Smith & Alexander Mag. Well ............... 67.95 
"I Shoot Hostages" Halpin ...................... 4.25 

Check, Money Order, Mastercard, 
VISA & COD Orders Accepted 
Phone Orders: Mon-Fri 4-10 EST 
Add $1.00 per order 
for shipping 

Wilson SXE 10 RD 38 Super Mag ... 29.95 McCormick Carbon Fiber Trigger ............ 31.00 

NY State Residents 
Add 7% Sales Tax • ' 

Order & Payment To: Combat Corner, R.D. #1, 9518 Rt. 60, Fredonia, NV 14063 
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admire their wondrous skills. We need 
them to show us the way." 

Perhaps the day will come when com
petitors will have different types of 
matches from which to choose. One 
match might specify tactical guns, con
cealable holsters, and ultra-realistic cours
es of fire, while next month's match might 
be completely open, with the multi-shot 
assault stages many shooters love. 

Naturally the World Assembly of 
Regional Directors will decide whether a 
tactical class is developed, but I hope 
they make use of the experience and 
insight of people like Jim Cirillo, Ken 
Hackathorn, Rick Miller, Dick Thomas 
and the other founders who had the fore-
sight and energy to ....._ 
pioneer this sport. ~ 

INSIGHTS 
Continued from page 31 

switch incorporated in the safety or in the 
grip, or perhaps manufacturers can devel
op batteries with a two or three year life. 

These are improvements that could help 
all shooters. But there won't be any devel
opments if we start restricting competitors. 

Now if you want my personal opinion, 
I don't like the way the gun looks and 
handles with optical sights, but I must be 
honest and say I haven't tried them much. 

DA: There seems to be an increasing 
interest in a stock or tactical class for 
IPSC. What are your thoughts on the 
subject? 

JPD: I think it has a great deal of 
promise, and certainly there is consider
able interest in the idea in many regions. 
While we don't want to restrict innovation, 
we have to recognize that there is a wide 
gap between stock guns and the highly 
modified guns used by the factory teams. 

So maybe the time has come to recog
nize a tactical class at the international 
level. The problem, of course, is how to 
define tactical class. 

Some would like it restricted to totally 
stock, unmodified guns while others 
would allow any modification so long as 
the gun fits in a box of a specified size. 
There will have to be considerable dis
cussion before we arrive at an acceptable 
definition. 

DA: Are any changes being consid
ered in the holster regulations? 

JPD: This is all part of the tactical 
class question. For what we might call the 
open class, I don't expect any changes. 

However if a tactical class is devel
oped then holsters might be limited to 
duty rigs or "practical" holsters, though 
as we know from experience it is very 
hard to define what a practical holster is 
or to enforce regulations. 

DA: Do you expect any changes in 
targets? 

JPD: The IPSC paper target has been 
well accepted and there are no changes 

Pistol Shooters Can See Their Sights and Targets Clearly 

The Merit Optical attachment provides an instantly adjustable 
aperture to accommodate changing light conditions. 

• Light weight, under 1/5 ounce • Compact, stores in a r x r x r box 
• Aperture diameter varies from .022 to .156 • Disc pivots up out of line of vision when not 

inches shooting 

FREE Brochure of all Merit Shooting Aids available-send card or call. 

Merit Products are available from your local dealer or you may order factory direct 
Dealers please include copy of FFL or send 
request on letterhead for dealer discount schedule 

Dept. AH Box 9044 
Schenectady, NY. 12309 

(518) 346-1420 

The Affordable Alternative 
No Gunsmithing Required 

$99. 95 without sight 
(Model WIC-1) • 

The Wichita lnsta-Comp has been 
designed for the competitive and 
non-competitive shooter. 

The gas chamber inside the Wichita lnsta-Comp is designed to capture 
the gas and exhaust it through the two vertical ports. With this arrangement, 

combined with the additional weight. the muzzle jump is reduced significantly. 

EASY INSTALLATION No Special Tools. No Fitting. Nothing else to buy. 

Remove your barrel bushing and recoil spring plug. Replace with the Wichita 
Insta-Comp and our recoil spring plug. You are now ready to shoot your comped gun. 

Model WIC-2 has a front sight (target or combat, your choice) ...... $119.95 
Model WIC-1 or WIC-2 and our slide conversion'• ............. . $272.90 
(Bury rear Wichita Sight. permanently mounted. Front sight on slide or comp. Mill flat on top 
of slide. and lower port for easier ejection) 

"Firearm. slide or rear sigh! not included 
• • We need your llide sen1 10 us for this work 

Dealer prices available 

Wichita Arms, Inc. 
444 Ellis, P.O. Box 11371, Wichita, Kansas 67211 
(316) 265-0661 

If you reload for rifle or pistol, or would like to get started, you 
need our free catalog containing one of the largest selections of 
reloading and shooting products in the world. 
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LAROCCA GUN WORKS, INC. 
Building guns for the 21st Century 

Custom Handgun Specialist: 
IPSC conversions in all calibers 
Basic Street• PPC Revolvers 

Custom Competition Shotguns: 
For the finest in speed and reliability. 

All work guaranteed for the highest reliability, quality and craftsmanship. 
Dept YR, 51 Union Place, Worcester, MA 01608 • 508-754-2887 

DEALER INQUIRIES 
INVITED 

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

NO DRILLING OR TAPPING 
Introducing a different BUEHLER M0UNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibecs up 
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish. 
M83 Mounts available for Smith & Wesson, Dan 
Wesson, Colt and Ruger. 

Send for Free Brochure 46H or call 
415-254-3201' 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA 94563 

TANN'S 

M700 REMINGTON -

Building Dependable, Accurate 
Shotguns and Rifles 

for Competition and Special Use 

A) RIFLE 

Send $3 {Refundable) For Illustrated Catalog 
P .0. Box 474 • Fremont, NE 68025 

RIFLE SHOP PH: (402) 727-1317 • 9:30 a - 4:30 p CST M-F 

planned. I think we could use a greater 
variety of metal targets. 

At present the only approved metal 
targets are the Pepper popper, eight-inch 
round plates and six-inch square plates. 
Some regions with only small ranges on 
which to shoot want half-size poppers to 
increase the degree of difficulty. Perhaps 
some metal targets of other shapes and 
sizes could be approved as well. 

DA: Proposed changes to the power 
factor at the last World Assembly have 
caused some concern. What develop
ments are taking place in that area? 

JPD: A proposal for a three-tier power 
factor was made at the Assembly, with five 
regions agreeing to test it on a trial basis. 
The system did not prove very successful 
and as a result of reports from the five 
regions this proposal has been dropped. 

There are some other proposals being 
made and I hope all Regional Directors 
have an opportunity to study these. We 
will be discussing this subject again at the 
next World Assembly in October. 

However, I want IPSC members to 
know that no changes in this important 
area would be made without a great deal 
of study. If the Assembly agrees that a 
different system should be tried, we 
would again ask several regions to test it 
for a year or so and report back to the 
Assembly. 

DA: If you could speak to every IPSC 
member or prospective membe,; what 
would be the most important things you 
would say? 

JPD: I think I would ask them to 
remember that IPSC is truly a unique 
sport. There is no other shooting sport that 
rewards accuracy, power, and speed equal
ly, as we recognize in our motto "DVC." 

And it is a sport in which it is not 
enough just to shoot well, for you must 
also be able to keep your head and think 
clearly under great pressure, to solve 
problems and overcome obstacles. Many 
times I've observed that the men and 
women who excel at this sport are not 
only fine athletes, but highly intelligent 
people as well. 

The greatest reward for me has been 
the opportunity to meet many wonderful 
people and to make friendships ...,._ 
that will last a lifetime. " 

TO BLUE OR ... 
Continued from page 52 

Wesson offered Bright Blue sixguns and 
Colt's parallel finish was Royal Blue. 

Pythons and .44 Magnums from the 
1950's and early I 960's are easy to spot as 
they are prime examples of the best possi
ble blue finish available. One could liter
ally see oneself in both of these finishes. 

Today, Dan Wesson offers a blue fin
ish that rivals both the Colt Royal Blue 
and Smith & Wesson Bright Blue of days 
gone by and it is very difficult to photo-
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graph blued Dan Wessons because of the 
reflection of any available light on the 
metal surface. 

The secret of a beautiful blue job is 
the polishing. This is time conswning and 
costly, and to keep cost down, all Colt, 
Ruger, and Smith & Wesson blue guns 
are no longer polished as carefully as 
they were 30 years ago. 

This has of course, resulted in much 
duller looking blued sixguns. To obtain a 
really fine blue finish on a Colt, Ruger, or 
Smith & Wesson it is necessary to search 
out a custom 'smith who is willing to take 
the necessary polishing time. 

Blue, at least in my opinion, is the 
most beautiful finish available. A sixgun 
with a highly polished blue job matched 
with a fine pair of ivory or exotic wood 
stocks is just about as good as it gets. 

Blue, although aesthetically pleasing, 
offers very little protection. It scratches 
easy, is prone to holster wear with use, 
and will rust if not immediately cared for 
when used in foul weather. 

Shiny Nickel 
While blue is in the metal, nickel is a 

plating on the metal. This finish was 
popular in the 19th Century as it afforded 
greater protection against black powder 
than did blue finishes. 

As earlier recounted, poor nickel will 
strip off and even good nickel jobs will 
flake off in time. It is rare to find an old 
nickel plated sixgun that has seen use that 
does not have some of the finish gone. 

Standard nickel looks unnecessarily 
gaudy to me. 

I have four nickel plated sixguns. A 
matched pair of 7.5" barreled Remington 
1875's with ivory micarta grips for use in 
quick draw demonstrations and wild west 
shows, an old Colt Eisley .44 that had 
enough minor pitting that too much polish
ing would have been required to be re
blued so nickel was chosen, and finally a 
Model 29 four-inch .44 Magnum that came 
in a trade. The latter will eventually be 
stripped and finished in a high polish blue. 

We've come a long way from the sim
ple choice of a few years back of either 
blue or nickel. In this particular case, 
progress is 
wonderful. 

HANDLOADING 
Continued from page 20 

Dillon, Lyman, RCBS and many others. 
Another important item that is used 

heavily by any reloader is an inertia bul
let puller, because all of us make mis
takes. 

When I worked in my youth as a meat 
cutter I could eat my· mistakes, but 
believe me you can't eat your mistakes 
from the reloading bench. Or if you do it 
will be a much more painful experience 
than eating a thick 'n thin T-bone! 

_ _... __ ~.... . 
BR '•L-= YBRILEY, the name highly respected in the shotgunning 

•j ~ industry, now brings that name and reputation to the 
PISTOL DIVISION discerning pistol snooter. 

All manner of pistol/revolver work is available; from minor action tuning to fully 
equipped custom competition pistols.Titanium compensators, matcb-grade barrels 
(9mm, 10mm, 38 super, 40 S&W, & .45ACP) and the exclusive BRILEY Spheri
cal Bushing. 

For complete information and prices call BRILEY Pistol Division at 
1-800-331-5718 (outside of Texas) or (713) 932-6995. 

BRILEY Pistol Division 1085 Gessner, "B" Houston, TX 77055 

HEINIE PREMIUM 
Drop-In Comp 

--- -
200-45 Premium Comp Kit (45 ACP) ....................................................................... $199.50 
201-45 Premium Comp Kit (45 ACP) w/Front Sight ................................................. $229.50 
200-40 Premium Comp Kit 40 S&W ........................................................................ $221.00 
201-40 Premium ComP, Kit 40 S&W w/Sight ........................................................... $250.00 

(40 S&W Kits include (1) Stainless Magazine w/Pad) 
200-10 Premium Comp Kit 1 0mm ........................................................................... $199.50 
201-10 Premium Comp Kit 10mm w/Sight ................................................... , .......... $229.50 

- HEINIE SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 
323 West Franklin, Havana, IL 62644 (309) 543-4535 
SEND $1.00 FOR COMPLETE LIST OF PARTS & ACCESSORIES 

ALEX B. HAMIL TON 
FULL HOUSE RUGER (PICTURED) .............. $ 950.00 
PPC REVOLVER (PICTURED) ........................... 825.00 
IPSC COMPENSATED MODEL 1911 .............. 1,350.00 
COMBAT COMMANDER (BASIC) ...................... 495.00 
BASIC MODEL 1911 ......................... 365.00 TO 395.00 
14 SHOT MODEL 1911 (PARA ORD. FRAME) 

ALLOY 550.00 - STEEL 675.00 
COMPLETE CUSTOM WORK• COLT PARTS DEALER 

• LITERATURE $1.00 

~@• ~~mi~ ,~~~-~ner;ri\J l~~-
1449 Blue Crest Lane • San Antonio, Texas 78232 

1-512-494-3063 • 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tues.-Fri. 
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Professional 
Handgun Accessories 

MADE IN U.S. A. 

Hi-Sweep Beavertail Beavertail 

Grip Safety Installation 
... The #1 grip safety in the Jig 
world! More shooters specify 
the Ed Brown This is a 
Beavertail than neat and 
all others combined. easy- to-
Allows gun to sit use jig 
lower in the hand for for installing our beavertail 
more natural aim and grip safety. Heat-treated 
lessened recoil due to super-hard so hand filing 
bore's centerline right up against it is okay. 
being closer to axis d d 
of forearm. Blue #865 and 1911 Exten e 

1-s_t_ai_n_le_ss_s_tee_l #_8_6_6. __ ---t Safe ti eS 
1911 Hex Head 

Grip Screws 
Stop screwdriver 
slips! Replace your 
ruined screw slots 
with these Allen 
Head screws. 
Blue #803 and 
Stainless #804. 

Four-Star 

Made in both Blue #890 and 
Stainless Steel #891, this new 
part is more oversize than any 
other. Angled slightly to keep 

thumb from contacting 
slide and has double 

angle to fit thumb 
perfectly. 
Requires 

gunsmith fitting 
for safe operation. 

Compensator Assembly 
Not just four slots, four separate chambers with four baffles 
to wipe the expansion gas from the bullet and reduce recoil. 
Complete assembly available in blue or stainless steel with 
a stainless barrel pre-fitted to a Colt Government model 
in 45ACP or 10mm. 1911 copies may require fitting. 

() -

Commander Style 

Slotted 
Hammer 
Holes are precision 
machined in loca
tion and sear hooks 
are surface ground 
so hardly any stoning 
is necessary. Heat-treated to 
at least 50Rc. Available in 
Blue #870 and Stainless #871. 

1911 Ambidextrous 

Safeties 
Required for the IPSC weak 
hand stages as well as left
handed shooters. 
Blue #892 
and Stainless 
Steel 
#893. 
Requires 
gunsmith 
fitting for 
safe operation. 

Four-Star 

Comp Only 
Available in any caliber in 
Blue #900 or Stainless #901. 
Internal threaded .581 x 40. 
Requires a 5.5" barrel. 

Heavy Duty Smith & Wesson 

Guide Rod 
Assembly 

Extended Safeties 
For Competition 
Fits 

Intended for drop-in installation in standard 
Government Model pistols. May be shortened 
for installation in Commander pistols. 

S&W 
45ACP 
and 
10mmguns. 

#850 Extended Only 
#851 Ambidextrous Version 

Smith & Wesson Smith & Wesson Extended 

Cylinder Latch Slide Stops 
For faster revolver re
loads, cut to clear any 
speed loader. Available 
in Blue #894 and Stain
less #895. Fits Smith & 
Wesson 'K', 'L' and 'N' 
frame revolvers. 

Ed Brown 
Products 

#896 fits 45 frame guns 
and 10mm. 

#897 fits 9mm guns with 
double stack magazine 
and 40 Smith & Wesson. 

#898 fits 9mm guns with single 
stack magazine. 

For a catalog of all our accessories 
and custom pistols, send $2.00, 

refundable with your first order. 

Route 2, Box 2922 • Perry, Missouri 63462 
(314) 565-3261 • Fax (314) 565-2791 

A bullet puller allows you to start over 
if there is even a hint or a doubt about a 
problem with any suspected reload. Take 
my word for it, because I have blown up 
enough guns to tell you "Don't do what I 
did, but do what I say" on this matter. 

Another item that you will never have 
enough of if you use a single stage press 
is loading blocks. It seems I am always 
running out of empty blocks because of 
different case preparation stages or differ
ent calibers I'm working with, so be 
advised and purchase several reloading 
blocks. 

Among the items under the listing 
quasi-essential would have to be the taper 
crimp die for auto pistol cartridges. You 
can get by without one, I know, because I 
did for several years way back when, but 
then you can also walk to work every 
morning instead of driving with the air
conditioner on. 

Case Cleaners 
Case tumblers will probably be next 

on the beginning reloader's list after he 
has acquired and mastered all the previ
ous items in his reloading inventory. Case 
tumblers clean the fired cases to a like
new finish and there are a number of 
good reasons why they are needed. 

Clean cases not only look better but 
after reloading they function in the gun 
better than dirty ones, especially after 
several firings. It really doesn't do the 
reloader much good to spend hours clean
ing his pistols and revolvers, particularly 
the chambers, and then turn around and 
load dirty ammo into them. 

Dillon has an excellent one that I have 
been using, but so does RCBS, Lyman 
and Hornady. All of these case tumblers 
work well with corn-cob tumbling media 
and the result is a better reloaded round. 

Dillon, however, is the only one to 
provide for a quick and easy means of 
retrieving the brass from the tumbler with 
their Case Media Separator and it works 
extremely well. If you• need a tumbler, 
you also need the Dillon Case Media 
Separator. 

Just let your handgun practice and 
your desire to practice more be your 
guide to ..... 
reloading. ~ 

KENT MILLER 
Continued from page 69 

what I earned de-tasseling corn. There's 
corn seed companies around here and 
they hire kids to go out and pull the 
tassles off the corn. You go out like at 7 
o'clock in the morning and start pulling 
tassles," Kent recalled. 

When he finally saved enough for the 
gun of his dreams, he didn't buy it, he 
bought another he never even planned 
on. Who knows, perhaps this gun was 
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prophetic. Perhaps this childhood experi
ence kindled the spark that would eventu-
ally blossom into Kent's abiding affection 
for Smith & Wessons. In any event, it was 
a turning point for the young farmboy. 

"I had my heart set on a Ruger 
Bearcat. I had looked through all these 
catalogs and magazines and I just had to 
have that Bearcat. My dad took me to the 
gunshop, I looked at the Ruger Bearcat 
and my heart just sank. It was little-bitty 
and looked like a toy gun. 

"My dad pointed out a Smith & Wes
son K-frame .22, four-inch barrel, and 
said this is the one you want and hands it 
to me. He thought Smith & Wesson was 
the best gun going. I paid $81 for it 
brand-new," Kent recalled. 

That first .22 whetted Kent's appetite 
for handguns, but his dad's Model 19 
.357 Magnum and Model 29 .44 Mag-
num gave him a taste of big bore fun. The 
love affair with Smith & Wesson revolvers 
was germinating. 

In 1971, Kent graduated from high 
school and bought his first centerfire 
handgun, a Ruger Blackhawk in .44 
Magnum. "I paid $115 for it," Kent 
said, "And I still have it!" Kent soon dis-
covered reloading and bought a hunt-
ing rifle, a Remington Model 700 ADL 
in .30-'06. 

The young carpenter- for he had 
learned his father's woodworking skills
married his high school sweetheart, Linda, 
in 1972 and soon the young couple was 
struggling to buy their first home, which 
they accomplished in 1973. "I'm still in 
the same house," Kent said, "But I've 
turned the garage into my shop now!" 

How did Kent get started in gun
smithing? "I was always interested in how 
guns work, but I was afraid of taking one 
apart because I was afraid I'd never get it 
back together," laughed the man who 
would be destined to become a master 
gunmaker, ''The word gunsmith to me was 
the word. I didn't care about being the 
guy who won the matches, the guy who 
was a good shot. I wanted to be the guy 
that made the gun." 

Kent started out slowly, very slowly. He 
made a set of cherrywood grips for his 
Blackhawk in 1977 and steadily began to 
learn more and more about gunsmithing. 
It was strictly trial and error for Kent. 

The smartest thing he ever did, he 
allowed, was to order a Brownells cat
alog. "Just by looking at the tools, I fig
ured out what they were for and even 
what you're supposed to do with 
them," Kent continued, "But the thing 
I'm most proud of is that I've never had 
any training. I read four or five books 
and the rest I picked up from fooling 
around with guns. I never even spoke 
to another gunsmith! 

"I believe everyone has a God given 
talent and working with my hands is 
mine. All I'm doing is developing what 
God gave me, that's how I look at it." 
Already his 13-year-old daughter Becky 

BRILEY'S 
MATCH-GRADE 

BARREL IS 
AS ACCURATE 
AS YOU ARE. 

«or perfect alignment and 
J perfect concentricity, you 
can now upgrade your 1911-

style pistol with BRILEY's 
Match-Grade Barrel. 

O Best barrel on the market O For .38 Super, .40 S&W, .45 

ACP, 9 & 10 mm caliber O Includes clear fitting instructions 

O In stock for immediate delivery. 

IJRILl=Y 
Serving the shooting enthusiast since 1976. 

1 085 Gessner "B", Houston, Texas 77055 
1-800-331-5718 (outside Texas), or (713) 932-6995 

Dealers inquiries welcomed. 

NEW PRODVCTS REPORT 

SEE THE REST -
THEN GET 

THE BEST!... 

-

The Choice is Yours! 

Lyman alone has the Auto-Flo™ Advantage 
Shooters, especially volume reloaders, should take a look at Lyman's innovative Auto-Flo self
separating system*. Available in 1200, 2200, and 3200 models, these Auto-Flo models allow for 
automatic separation of polishing and cleaning media from the bowl. Using the unit's normal 
agitating motion in a newly designed bowl with an exit port, media is quickly and conveniently 
removed, leaving the bowl full of cleaned and polished cases. 
Buy a new Turbo Tumbler complete with the Auto-Flo system or try the right size conversion kit on 
your standard Turbo Tumbler. Note that it also works on most tumblers of similar design. 
See your Lyman dealer today or write for full size 44-page color catalog (available for $2.00) or 
small 2-color version free. 'Patent applied for. 

Dept. 36 , Rt. 147 
Middlefield, CT 06455 Questions? Call toll free 1-800-22-LYMAN 
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SEND $2.00 FOR 

NEW 1991 CATALOG 
REFUNDABLE WITH PURCHASE 

Ajax Grips are available for most makes 
and models of handguns. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited. 

AJAX CUSTOM GRIPS, INC. 
11311 STEMMONS FREEWAY, SUITE 5 

DALLAS, TEXAS 75229 

(214) 241-6302 
FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL OUR 

TOLL FREE NUMBER 
1-800-527-7537 

PULL THE TRIGGER 
ON EXCITEMENT 

SSK HAND CANNONS 
For Superior Performance when 
you wish to reach out and touch 

something. 

Specializing in: 
I 7 to so caliber Contenders 

Custom scope Installations for hunting 
handguns, a.JStom revolvers, 

arrestor muzzle brakes, exotic finishes. 
Please call or write for price quote or further mformat1on. 
If writing, send two First Class postage stamps. 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
721-AH Woodvue Lane 
Wintersville, OH 43952 
(614) 264-0176 
(614) 264-7217 

QUADRA-COMP II 
$224.95 

(+$3. 75 S&H/+$3.30 COD) 

WHY BUY THIS ONE? 
Every time you tum around somebody else is market

ing another "me too• drop-In compensator barrel for the 

Model 1911. The big names, the little names and the no 

names all have one for sale. How can you decide where to 

most effectively spend your money? Use your brainl Ask, 
"why should I buy this one?" Then compare what the 

OUADAA-COMP II does with what the others don1 do. 

We boldly claim that the QUADAA-COMP II is ll!!..2n!ll 

true drop-in barrel system which is capable of accuracy 

comparable to a professionally fitted barrell Yes, accu

racy--rompetition accuracy-is what sets us apart from the 

rest of the pack. We~ that the QUAD RA-COMP II 

will absolutely outperform the others! This one is lllt...Qn!l£ 
CENTAUR SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 1613 

Bemidji, MN 56601 (218) 751-8609 

drop-in which is ~ by the user; ~ drop-in 

which ~ a tight slide/barrel lock-up! 

Feature for feature, dollar for dollar, the QUADRA

COMP II is the ~ State of the art dual port/dual 

chamber comp; stainless match bull barrel (requires Ill! 

bushing); captive, buffered, lull length guide rod recoil 

system with WOLFF spring; special ~ slide 

stop;-all come standard with the system. 

If what we state above doesn1 satisfy you, write or call 

for the technical details showing how it's done. Do it now! 

We have the testimonies of many satisfied users. Add yours 

to the list. Please send $1.00 for brochure, 

pricing, and technical information. 

Dealers send FFL and tax permit 

for dealer pricing. 

is showing promising signs of continuing 
the Miller family tradition of fine crafts
manship- she's stippled her first back
strap already! She's also quite a seam
stress, a loving Dad declares proudly! 

By now Kent had given up furniture 
making and was working as a quality 
control inspector at a nuclear power 
plant. He applied the same meticulous 
attention to detail, always looking for 
flaws and how to fix them, that he would 
later display in his painstaking work on 
custom revolvers. In six years he rose to 
QC foreman. 

By 1980 Kent had acquired his Feder
al Firearms License to work on other peo
ple's guns. He started out with just bluing 
guns and parts for local customers and 
then branched out into general gun
smithing repairs and a few odd action 
jobs of S&W's. 

In 1985 Kent, with the support of his 
wife Linda, took the plunge. He quit his 
job and opened Miller Custom specializ
ing in Smith & Wesson revolvers. In 
1986, he conceived and developed the 
MercComp system of recoil reduction. 

The big break came for Kent in 1988 
when an old buddy of his from the power 
plant named Lee Schaffert moved to Cali
fornia. "Lee was an aspiring gunwriter," 
Kent explained, "and he said he'd try to 
get an article written about my guns. He 
sent a bunch of feelers out to about 10 
different magazines and American 
Handgunnerwas the only one that came 
back with a positive response. 

"He wrote the article and you agreed 
to publish it, which I've always been 
grateful for. That got me off the local work 
and to national work," the talented gun
maker acknowledged. 

Despite the national publicity, Kent suf
fered a severe setback when a year or 
two later a company approached him to 
do conversion work on HK 9mm subguns. 
He began working exclusively on the 
Class Ill conversions of the HKs and quit 
taking orders for handguns. "The money 
was pretty good and the work was 
steady," Kent sheepishly admitted. But 
suddenly the company decided to take its 
work in-house and Kent didn't have a job. 

But he regained his clientele and 
began doing the work he loves the 
most and does the best, converting 
Smith & Wessons to MercComps. 

"I need to give credit to a really good 
customer," Kent diligently reminded me 
to include this in the story, "John Russell 
of New York and I became really good 
friends. He's flown out here to stay with 
me. He paid for my ads awhile back. 
He's been a really good supporter, both 
morally and financially. I'll pay him 
back someday." 

Kent, I have no doubt Mr. Russell 
already feels like he's been repaid in a 
coin that has no price. The pleasure that 
comes from helping a friend is surely 
worth more than ..... 
any currency. ~ 
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STEEL GUNS 
Continued from page 59 

Jerry Barnhart's match winning gun 
was built by Wilson's Gun Shop on an 
aluminum frame Colt Commander. Since 
the prototype scope base would have 
obscured the serial number, a practice 
BATF frowns upon, Colt had to pull a 
Commander from the production line and 
stamp the number on the bottom exten
sion of the frame. 

The gun sports the usual modifications 
such as beavertail grip safety, extended 
thumb safety, frame checkering, and the 
popular and proven Wilson dual-port 
compensator. Weight of the empty gun is 
36 ounces. 

"By going to an aluminum or titanium 
comp and a polymer guide rod we could 
have cut another couple of ounces off," 
Jerry explained, "But I didn't want the 
gun any lighter. With the steel comp the 
balance point is moved forward, which 
really helps give me a feel for where the 
gun is pointing." 

Trigger pull on Barnhart's gun is a 
beautifully crisp 1.75 pounds. Jerry 
advises, "A clean, light trigger is critical 
for speedshooting at the Master level. 
You want to be able to break the shot the 
instant the dot reaches the plate." 

Barnhart's gun is a prototype, but Wil
son offers two "Steel Special" models 
(either iron or optical sights) on standard 
Government models. These are full house 
guns with all the goodies- frame to slide 
fit tightened, trigger job, ambidextrous 
safety, beavertail grip safety, exotic wood 
grips, checkered frontstrap and main
spring housing. 

For better functioning with light loads 
the Wilson dual-port bushing compen
sator is fitted and the slide lightened by 
3.25 ounces. The optical sight version is 
tuned for proper ejection under the low
mounted scope base. 

These guns are a remarkable value in 
today's market: $1,720 with Bo-Mar iron 
sights, $1,865 for the optical version 
which includes the scope base and a 
Tasco Pro-Point (based on a customer
supplied gun). A gorgeous full color cata
log with stunning Ichiro Nagata pho
tographs features the full line of custom 
guns and is available for $2 from Wi1-
son 's, Route 3, P.O. Box 578-A, Dept. 
AH, Berryville, AR 72616. 

Other Lightweights 
Jack Weigand of Weigand Combat 

Handguns, Inc. attacked the weight prob
lem from a different angle, staying with a 
steel Caspian Arms frame and slide but 
radically milling away metal from non
critical areas and using a titanium com
pensator and polymer guide rod. 

Still not satisfied with the weight 
reduction, Jack even fluted the barrel! 
Complete with the strong, lightweight 

BRILEY'S MATCH-GRADE SPHERICAL 
BUSHING IS NOW AVAILABLE ON A 
PRODUCTION BASIS. 

cr,._r controlled feeding and increased accuracy, it's 
J e;sy to upgrade your 1911-style pistol with BRILEY's 
Spherical Bushing. 

0 Titanium-nitrate plated spherical ring reduces co-effi
cient of friction O Oversized or drop-in O Installation in
structions included O All you need to do is measure your 
barrel OD O Priced under $50.00. 

BRIL£Y -
Setving the shooting enthusiast since 7 976. 

1085 Gessner "B", Houston, Texas 77055 
1-800-331-5718 (outside Texas), or (713) 932-6995 

Dealer inquiries welcomed. 

The Chapman Academy of Practical Shooting offers 
the latest and best training in tactics and techniques 
for defensive, practical shooting. 

Training courses are available for handgun, shotgun 
and special weapons. Beginners, law enforcement 
personnel, military personnel and world-class 
competitive shooters have attended and benefited 
from Ray Chapman's expertise and personalized 
instruction. 

For information about the best training available write: 

~0 Chapman Academy 
Hallsville, MO 65255 

(314) 696-5544 FAX (314) 696-2266 

Dual Port Comp Kit 
for 1911s in 45ACP and 38 Super 

Urschel Mfg. has introduced a one piece 
Dual port cone rompensator for 1911 

pistols made of 4140 steel. Complete with 
a 416 stainles.5 steel full length guide rod, 

w /shock resistant tool steel nead and 
4140 bushing, it sells for $169.95. 

Dealer pricing awilable. Send signed 
FFLtiiuiTaxnumber. 

URSCHEL 
MANUFACTURING 

:(NCORPORATED 

7442 E. Butherus Dr., Ste. D 
Scottsdale, AZ. 85260 

(602) 951-9029 FAX (602) 951-3469 
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GUNS AND GEAR OF THE TOP TWENTY 
Name Time Pistol Caliber Pistolsmith Load Bullet Press Holster Sight 

Jerry Barnhart 68.29 Colt 1911 .38 Super Bill Wilson 4.5 grs. WW231 Hornody 115 gr. XTP Dillon 1050 Soforilond Tosco PDP-2 

Rab Leatham 68.86 Springfield P-9 9x21 several 4.5 grs. WW452AA CP Elite 115 gr. Dillon 1000 Soforilond Tosco PDP-2 
Molt Mcleorn 69.48 Caspian 1911 9x21 George Smith 4.8 grs. AA#2 CP Elite 115 gr. Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Aimpoint 5000 
Brion Enos 71.15 S& W prototype 9mm S&W Perl. Ch: Block Hills (factory) 115 gr. none Safari land Aimpoint 5000 
Doug Koening 71.36 Springfield 1911 9x21 Spgffd. Cst. Shop 4.0 grs. WW452AA CP Elite 115 gr. Dillon 1000 Sofariland Tosco PDP-2 
Arnt·Mogne Myhre 71.92 Springfield 1911 .38 Super Frank Glenn 5.0 grs. Superlite Sierra 115 gr. Dillon 1050 Soforiland Bo-Mor 
Jethro Dionisio 72.11 Colt .38 Super AS. Bololong 3.5 grs. Superlite CP Elite 125 gr. Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Bo-Mor 
Patrick Sanchez 74.92 Colt 1991 .38 Super Pepe Oliveros Dillon Soforiland Bo-Mor 
Angelo Spagnoli 75.83 Springfield 1911 .38 Super Boland/Ruff/Jones 4.2 grs. WW452AA Hornody 124 gr. Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Bo-Mar 
Chris Lacson 75.84 Colt 1911 .38 Super First Option 4.4 grs. WW231 Hornody 115 gr. Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Bo-Mor 
J.M. ~oxco 76.63 S& W prototype 9mm S&W Perl. Ch: Dillon 1050 Soforilond Aimpoint 5000 
Mike Voight 77.80 Springfield P-9 9x21 George Huening 4.25 WW Super Lite Hornody 115 gr. Dillon 1050 Soforilond Bo-Mor 
Aaron Bush 78.02 Caspian 1911 .38 Super Fronk Behler! 4.3 grs. WW231 Hornody 115 gr. Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Tosco PDP-2 
Geoffrey Reislond 78.35 Colt 1911 .38 Super June Badua 4.6 grs. WW231 Remington 124 gr. Dillon 1050 Soforilond Bo-Mor 
Ken Tapp 79.14 Springfield 1911 .38 Super Sprgffd. Cts. Shop Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Bo-Mor 
Jerry Sun 79.67 Colt 1911 .38 Super First Option 4.4 grs. WW231 Hornody 115 gr. Dillon 550 Ernie Hill Bo-Mor 
Bruce Piatt 81.20 Caspian 1911 .38 Super Frank Behler! Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Aimpoint 5000 
Jim Griggs 81.37 Springfield 1911 .38 Super Jimmy Mitchell 4.4 grs. WW Super Lite Remington 115 gr. Dillon 1050 Ernie Hill Aimpoint 5000 
Rick Schelske 81.43 Colt 1911 .38 Super Mike Johnson 7.2 grs. WW540 Winchester 124 gr. Dillon Sq. Deal Ernie Hill Bo-Mor 
Marc Senate 81.52 Springfield 1911 .38 Super 4th Dimension 4.5 grs. WW231 Surefire 115 gr. Dillon 550 Soforilond Bo-Mor 

Weigand scope base and Aimpoint 5000 
weight is 40 ounces. The quality of work
manship and detailing on Weigand's guns 
is outstanding. 

There were many variations on the 
lightweight theme. A-class winner Jim 

O'Young fired a Springfield Armory 
1911 pistol built by George Huening of 
World Class Pistols, with lightening 
flutes cut into the slide, barrel, and com
pensator and fitted with Huening's high
tech carbon fiber, graphite and aluminum 

scope base. 
Master class shooter Ian Martin's gun 

had a skeletonized slide and an unusual 
compensator with exhaust ports on the 
side, rather than on top. Ian explained 
that this design kept powder gases from 
fouling the front element of the sight or 
obscuring the view of the target. 

96 

Rob Leatham 

rt drop-in compensator system. 
Springfield's brand new KWIK KOMP II muzzle compensator 
is endorsed by Rob Leatham and the other members of 
Springfield's elite Factory Shooting Team. It's a highly effective, 
high tech, dual port bushing type system that comes complete 
with a precision machined match barrel. It's made for simple, 
no muss, no fuss assembly; in fact, it just drops in place and 
replaces the standard barrel on your factory model 1911-A 1 
pistol. Want an easy and inexpensive way to reduce muzzle flip 
and shorten your time between shots? KWIK KOMP II is your 
quickest way to success. 

.45 ACP Std Length, Blued Suggeste~ $18900 
Retail: 

Watch for .38 Super and 40 S&W calibers, 
as well as Commander and Compact lengths, to be available soon. 

The Oldest Name In American Firearms 

~.;.) ;)JlJ-!J.t ~l!) ~l;lu!!);) 1® 

Section SR 20 ■ 420 West Main Street ■ Geneseo, IL 61254 ■ (309) 944-5631 

Martin had nothing but praise for the 
handling qualities and reliability of this 
gun, built by Competition Gun Works, 
whose address, appropriately, is 1911 
Fairway Dr., San Leandro, CA 94577, Ph. 
(415) 357-6430. 

Other Guns 
Despite the high tech lightweight 

guns being used, most shooters seem to 
feel that a weight of 40 to 50 ounces for 
the empty gun with sight and base is 
acceptable. 

Rob Leatham shot his way to a strong 
second place finish with his 46-oz. IPSC 
gun, a Springfield Armory P-9. The Cus
tom Shop would no doubt have gladly 
built him a lightweight 1911, but Rob 
indicated he's come to prefer the feel and 
handling of the P-9, not to mention the 
1.25 pound trigger pull! 

Teammate Doug Koenig, who won the 
1990 IPSC World Championship with a 
P-9, decided to go to a 1911 for this 
match. A twin to Koenig's gun, with a 
skeletonized slide, was shown at the 
Springfield Armory display, but public 
relations director Bob Gruesk:in indicated 
the Custom Shop may not offer this 
model for sale. 

The problem is liability. Spring
field Armory is concerned that no 
matter how many disclaimers they 
attach to the gun someone wil I start 
running IPSC major loads through it 
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and then complain when the gun 
wears out prematurely. 

The Performance Center guns used by 
Team Smith & Wesson members Brian 
Enos and J. Michael Plaxco were 
chambered for the 9x 19 round, weighed 
in at 45 ounces, and featured frame
mounted safeties, available at this time 
only on Performance Center guns. 

I noted that Plaxco's gun had a Tasco 
Pro-Point while Enos used an Aimpoint 
5000, which I assume is just a matter of 
personal preference. The trigger pull on 
these guns is outstanding- more like a 
tuned bolt action rifle than a semi-auto
matic pistol. 

Whee/guns Galore 
Considering this is supposed to be an 

autopistol game, the number of revolvers 
in use was amazing. Of course, the 
world's fastest wheelgunner, Jerry 
Miculek was there, gathering crowds 
whenever he went to the line with his 
S&W Model 27. 

The editor jokingly asked Miculek 
if he cou Id give a three-minute les
son in how he shoots so fast (rather 
like asking Michael Jordan how he 
jumps so high). 

Jerry replied in his Louisiana drawl, 
"Take a high, strong grip on the gun, get 
the tip of your trigger finger as low on the 
trigger as possible, and use a narrow, ser
rated trigger." 

What, not a smooth trigger as the 
experts have told us for years? 

"Can't shoot really fast with a smooth 
trigger," says the man who should know, 
"Your finger keeps sliding up the trigger 
and losing leverage. Use some fine sand
paper and just break any sharp edges on 
the serrations to protect your trigger fin
ger." 

Several shooters used S&W 27's with 
the seven-shot conversion from Bauman
nize, Inc. (P.O. Box 286, Bohemia, NY 
11716-0286, ph. (516) 567-0001. 

Why a seven shot revolver when each 
string of fire is only five rounds? The 
shooters explained that it gave them the 
confidence to shoot fast, knowing they 
had a couple of extra rounds on tap to 
make up misses. 

Optics For Speed 

How about the optics? The hot set up 
seems to be an Aimpoint 5000 or Tasco 
Pro-Point with a 30mm tube and a big 10-
minute dot. Both companies had samples 
at the SHOT Show in January but experi
enced delays in getting into full produc
tion and distribution. 

I suspect the public relations and sales 
people of both companies are heartily 
sick of phone calls asking "When can I 
get a big dot sight?" Both companies 
indicate the delays have been sorted out 
and the big dot sights are now going out 
to distributors. 

As for sight bases, there are getting to 
be so many that the Handgunner is plan
ning a roundup article on them for a 
future issue. 

Steel Leather 
Holster makers, of course, are quickly 

adapting their products to optical sight 
use. I didn't take a survey, but just noting 
the holsters in use on the range my 
impression was that the Safariland Final 
Option was far and away the most popu
lar model, probably outnumbering all oth
ers combined. 

An optically sighted gun has the bal
ance point high and to the rear, making 
holster retention more difficult. The trig
ger guard lock on the Final Option is ide
ally suited to optical sight use. 

The Ernie Hill Fas-Trac is still popular 
and was used by three of the top eight in 
pro class. 

Popular Calibers 
Though various caliber guns were 

used, .38 Super, .38 Special, 9xl9, 9x2 l, 
the ballistics were mostly about the. 
same- a 115gr. jacketed bullet at 1,000 
fps. Not exactly grizzly medicine. 

Why jacketed bullets? The smoke 
from burning lube on lead bullets 
fogs up the front element of the opti
cal sight. Barnhart's winning load 
used W-W 231 powder and the Hor
nady XTP 115 gr. hollowpoint bullet. 
Hornady had other goals in mind 
when they designed this bullet, but 
those I've tried have given superb 
accuracy and every test I've seen 
reported similar results. 

Mike Plaxco indicated that Team 
Smith & Wesson used ammunition espe
cially downloaded for this match by 
Black Hills Shooters Supply with Speer's 
115 gr. bullet. Springfield Armory team 
members Leatham and Koenig fired a 
recently-introduced 115 gr. bullet from 
C.P. Bullets. It has a jacketed base that 
won't lead the compensator even at low 
pressures. 

Where do we go from here? Well, 
Ichiro Nagata, the Handgunner's photog
raphy editor, had a Shanon prototype 
electronic red dot sight with a 40mm tube 
and the clearest, brightest sight picture 
you ever saw. We should have lots of neat 
stuff to play with in the ...... 
next couple of years. ~ 
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Club Timer 
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MODE 

A Timer for Matches 

REVIEW 
YES 

The PACT Championship Timer is the 
best training timer in the world. That's why the 
world's top professional shooters choose it 
for their vital practice sessions. However, it is 
something of an "over kill" for timing a match. 

You Talk We Listen 

As a club grows it's faced with the problem 
of needing several timers going at once to 
move shooters throught the match at a 
reasonable pace. Many of our customers 
have asked us to provide a "minimum 
configuration" timer that could accurately 
time shooters but was inexpensive enough to 
allow a club to purchase several of them. 

What's it do? 
In order to accurately record a shooter's 

time the RO must be sure thatthe timer heard 
the correct number of shots, otherwise he 
doesn't know what he's writing down. The 
PACT Club Timer'" uses our copyrighted 
user interface to automatically alternate 
between the shot number and time. This 
allows the RO to confirm at a glance, no button 
pushing required, that the time recorded is 
correct. 

The Club Timer contains the usual trick 
software that you've come to expect from 
PACT: No limit to the number of shots recorded. 
Unlike other timers that "lock" when the 

SET 

GO 
NO 

memory fills, the Club Timer will automatically 
replace the last shot in memory with the last 
shot fired: 199.99 second time limit. Instant 
or delayed go, status line tells you what 
mode it's in. Auto Sense stop plate jack 
allows you to use normally open, closed or 
momentary switches. The Club Timer won't 
let you start a run unless the plate is set back 
up. Optional print driver lets you make a 
hard copy of the shooter's time eliminating 
recording errors. 

Trade up to a MKIII 
The Club Timer is designed for running 

matches, and lacks the features we consider 
essential for training. Nevertheless, for the 
individual who is just getting his feet wet in 
competitive shooting and finds himself 
attracted to the Club Timer we'll make you a 
deal. We'll give you a $75 trade in 
allowance on your Club Timer if you trade up 
to a Championship Timer within 90 days from 
the date of purchase. 

30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
& Lifetime Warranty 

As with all our products, we designed the 
Club Timer, we build it, and we sell it factory 
direct to you. We take full responsibility for 
your satisfaction. If you are not 1 ·00% satis
fied with any PACT product, return it to us 
undamaged within 30 days, and we will 
refund your money. 

$129.95 
New Timer 
From PACT 
The official 
timer of 
Springfield 
Armory's 
1991 Canadian 
IPSC National 
Championship 

The Club TI mer also features a real simple 
repair policy. If it breaks due to a defective 
part or faulty workmanship we'll fix it free. If 
you break it we will fix it for no cost. No 
hassles and no questions asked. 

Quantity discount package available 
for USPSA affiliated clubs. 

Order today 
TOLL FREE ... 800 PACT INC 

(in Texas 214-641-0049) 
FAX 214-641-2641 

By Phone: We are happy to answer your 
questions and take your order. We accept 
Dept. PO's, VISA, MC and COD* orders. 

PACT Club Timer ................... $129.95 

Print Driver (installed in timer) ........ $ 14.95 

Carrying Case for Timer ............ $ 14.95 

Battery Powered Printer ............. $125.00 

Extra Printer Paper (6 rolls) .......... $ 12.00 

*Shipping & Insurance $5.50 UPS Ground/$10 
UPS 2nd Air. Bank service charge VISNMC. COD 
fee $3.75. Texas residents please add appropriate 
sales tax. Brochure available. 

P.O. Box 535025 
Grand Prairie, TX 75053 

PACT, Club Timer, and Championship Timer are trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc. 



MERCCOMP 
Continued from page 69 

sheen of the brand-new Krieger barrel 
and exclaimed, "The lands are so much 
wider! And smooooooth!" 

I asked John why the lands appear 
wider and he explained that he uses the 
SAAMI spec for .44 Magnum which is a 
six-groove barrel. He said Smith & Wes
son uses seven-grooves. "What you do 
when you change the number of lands 
and grooves is that you still keep the 
same percentage of land to groove ratio, 
so when you have fewer lands, you natu
rally have wider ones," John noted. 

Whatever, the thing shoots! 
"In all honesty, it's probably more Miller 

than me," John candidly admitted, "The 
alignment of the cylinder is more important. 
No matter how good the barrel is, if it's not 
lined up right, it'll never shoot." 

One last feature of the Krieger barrel that 
sets it apart from most other .44 Magnum 
tubes is that John uses a special l-in-16 
twist instead of the standard 1-in-20 twist. 

This is an innovation popularized by 
master gunsmith John French of the 
Smith & Wesson Performance Center 
who has done considerable research to 
demonstrate that a l-in-16 twist better 
stabilizes a heavier bullet, like the Sierra 
300 grain flat-point, than the standard l
in-20 rate of spin. 

Barrel And Cylinder 
Having obtained the superlative 

Krieger barrel, there remain several more 
essential steps to achieving the sort of 
100-yard pin-point accuracy that the 
MercComp Redhawk is capable. 

The forcing cone and barrel throat 
dimensions are absolutely crucial. 

The actual measurements vary from 
gun to gun- a Smith is different than a 
Ruger, for instance- but the basic idea is 
to ease the bullet's entry into the rifling as 
smoothly as possible. The forcing cone 
should not shave the bullet nor should the 
throating be too sharp so that it distorts 
the bullet. Kent sets his forcing cone and 
barrel throat dimensions properly. 

Before leaving the barrel and cylinder 
well enough alone, the next step is to square 
the face of the cylinder so that it is evenly 
parallel with the rear face of the barrel. 
Needless to say, this parallelism should be 
at exactly 90° to the axis of the bore. 

The reason for this is to assure that as 
the bullet leaves the cylinder and jumps 
across the barrel/cylinder gap- the most 
traumatic time in the bullet's travel, like 
re-entry for the space shuttle- with 
exactly even gas pressure on the base of 
the bullet. 

If the cylinder is cockeyed to the bar
rel, the powder gas will push unevenly on 
the bullet, upsetting it and causing it to 
skid into the forcing cone unevenly. 
Bingo, there goes your accuracy. 

FINALLY: A HIGH CAPACITY 
.38 SUPER FRAME KIT DESIGNED 

FOR THE COMPETITION SHOOTER 

~'t~ ROUND 'Woit 
~~~ ~~~ 

HE 
AND 

WEIGAND SCOPE MOUNT 
,#'c- ~~ C • 14 N. Main Street f \ as;plr-'1'11 Hardwick, VT05843 

\ / llA.I L 802-472-6454 
~e# ARMS LTD. FAX 802-472-6709 

EMBOSSED PONY 
GRAIN COWHIDE 

For TAB and BH Style Holsters-Matching 1.5" Wide 
Belts with Removable Buckle. Made in Russet, 
Cordovan Brown and Black Finishes. 
Holsters are Available for 
selected Models of 
Handguns. 

MIXSON l.6fflfERCRAFT INC. 

Please contact your local dealer or contact our 
office for his location 

7435 West 19th Court• Hialeah, FL 33014 
305-821-5190 
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6 SHOT .357 MAG 
FULL MOON CLIPS 
FOR S&W L-FRAMES 

Patent Pending $9 g 00 
Conversion Includes: S&H 
Machining Cylinder, + 
Chamfering Chambers, 6 Full Moon Clips, 
Brass Removal Tool and Test Firing. 

This is called bullet shaving and it is 
an all too common problem on factory 
revolvers of all makes. While it is theo
retically possible to get a properly mated 
cylinder and barrel on a mass-production 
gun, it is sadly too rare. You normally 
only find this sort of precision on custom 
guns today. 

Lastly, the barrel/cylinder gap should 
be as tight as reasonably possible to still 
retain LOO% reliability. It is possible to 
hold a cylinder gap of .001" but the 
slightest amount of powder residue or 
grunge would bind the cylinder from 
moving. Not good. 

What has become recognized as the 
ideal cylinder gap for both reliable func
tion and superior accuracy is .003". I've 
seen a Freedom Arms with a .002" gap, 
but that's cutting it a bit thin, if you'll 
pardon the play on words. The Miller 
MercComp is set with a sensible .003" 
cylinder gap. 

!BA UNANNIZE ffNC 

By contrast, your average factory 
revolver has a cylinder gap of between 
.006" and .008". Given the fact that many 
factory guns shave bullets, it's necessary 
to have a large cylinder gap both to make 
up for manufacturing tolerances and the 
inevitable lead and cooper buildup from 
the shaving. 

4784 Sunrise Highway, Bohemia, NY 11716-4602 Ask About 
Our Dealer 

Program 

Slab Side Shine 
516-567-0001 

"STRESSFIRE" 

Now that we understand how Kent 
achieved such incredible accuracy from 

At lastl The first volume of Massad Ayoob's long awaited series on "Gunfighting for Police: 
Advanced Tactics and Techniques.'' 
"STAESSFIRE" is the result of Ayoob's years of research about what actually happens in 
gunfights. 
Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the mind and body, ruining conventional shooting 
techniques under pressure ... and how new techniques actually feed off that pressure to 
make you perform better under stress! 

$9.95 

"THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK" 
At last, master gunfighting tactician John Farnam gives his formula for shooting survival. One 
of the top national instructors, John covers gun and holster selections and gives intensive 
advice on use of cover, movement, mental awareness and preparation, and the TACTICS for 
winning a gun duel. 

$11.95 
Plus $2.95postage and handling 

MC/VISA ACCEPTED. ORDER TOLL FREE: 800-624-9049 

--------------POLICE BOOKSHELF P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301-------------

STRESSFIRE $9.95 __ 

THE STREET SMART GUN BOOK $11.95-
Shipping and handling $2.95 __ 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

100 

Name ________________________ _ 

Street ________________________ _ 

City _________________________ _ 
State __________ Zip _____________ _ 
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the inside of the Krieger premium barrel, 
let's look at what he did to the outside. 

The eight-inch Krieger steel was 
milled with a slab sided, underlugged con
tour incorporating a custom front sight 
and custom scope bases. Everything on 
the barrel is integral except the front sight. 

The outside contour is tastefully slab
sided, but there's more work in that con
tour than meets the eye. "Most gunsmiths 
have great big floor-mounted mills with 
digital readouts. I have a third-horse 
milling attachment that goes on my lathe. 
Most people could take that slab sided 
barrel out in about two passes. For me, 
that took six hours of continuous milling 
with a three-quarter-inch end mill that 
takes off .150" with each pass," Kent 
cheerfully acknowledged. 

"I don't have a surface grinder, I have 
to work it all down by hand. I hope to 
have one someday, they're real handy," 
Kent said optimistically. 

To obtain that gorgeous shine on the 
flats of the barrel and also around the 
cylinder chamfer and in the cylinder 
flutes, Kent polished and polished and 
polished and then polished some more. 

"I buff it to the highest you can get, 
which is 550 polish on a hard felt wheel. 
Then I start with diamond lapping com
pound which comes in a syringe. I have 
four different grades of that. I use it with a 
hand-held grinder- like a Dremel tool 
except the motor is separate- with a little
bitty miniature brush made of horse hair. 

"I squeeze about a matchhead of this 
stuff on the brush and start polishing. I do 
that with all four compounds. Then, to 
get out the very fine circular motions 
from the horse hair, you go over it by 
hand with a clean patch or paper towel 
lengthwise in one direction. 

"It's so shiny if you hold it up to the 
light you can actually see the grain struc
ture in the steel," Kent said. 

The result is the finest finish that is 
humanly possible, a finish rated at an 
astonishing two microns. A robot might 
be able to hone a part smoother in the 
vacuum of outer space, but I don't think a 
human being can polish steel any finer 
than Kent Miller. The tedious band pol
ishing is a $200 option. The hand polish
ing option includes the slab-sides plus the 
cylinder chamfer and cylinder flutes. To 
dress the gun up with a playful touch, 
Kent cut the American Handgunner's ini
tials in the hammer, AH. 

MercComp System 
The underlug was machined from the 

Krieger blank and then hollowed out to 
contain the mercury that is the namesake 
of Kent's unique MercComp system of 
recoil reduction. The underlug contains 
two ounces of mercury that acts as a 
recoil absorber. • 

The MercComp was "invented" in 
1986. Kent unabashedly admits that he 

Set your sig_hts on ... 
• the ''TIGER'' 

H738-SH 
The "TIGER" is suede 
lined and has a metal 
reinforced belt loop to 
contour with the hip. 
Other features, such 
as the retention screw, 
open bottom, covered 
trigger guard, & metal 
formed sight tunnel 
makes this a very 
functional holster. 

For your copy of our catalog, send $2.00 to: 
DON HUME LEATHERGOODS, 
P.O. Box 351, Dept.AH, Miami, OK 74355. 

~~{!> 

PS 
One of the most 
modern designs on 
the market - considered by many top 
professionals the finest combat-ready 
9mm available. The PS offers flawless 
Walther double-action, smooth internal 
safety mechanisms, 8-round mag capacity, 
plus compact combat styling for maximum 
low-profile concealability. Only 7-inches 
in overall length and only 28-ozs. Comes 
with two magazines. Ask the professional 
lawman or top gunsmiths about the PS ... 
find out about real quality and top value. 

INTERARMS 

~ 
DOUBLE-ACTION 

pirated the idea from the world of compe- NUMBER TEN PRINCE STREET, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA ~2314 
tition trap shooting. "I was thinking of Write For FREE 32-Page Full-Color Catalog of the Complete Jnterarms Lzne 
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Introducing Vic Lite,. Scope Mounts 
Lite,. in Weight, Lite,. on W . ht 
Your Wallet!.. 1 _gIg

2
_ 

Vic 2+.2,. Unequalled Comp Performance 
SHOOT MAJOR WITH A 5# SPRING 

K·t s2as === ---1 =- -- ---- - - = ~ _,:-- -=----

----- - -- ~ = ~ -
-- --------=-= -

------------- - -- -,,, ----=--=-----=----=- - -----==--____ -
----- - --~- ~ --

:. .. -.-. -_ .-__ --- --

[~~~ 
• COMPETITION 

• RECREATIONAL 
• PRACTICAL SHOOTING 

ACCESSORIES 

1-(800) .888-4677 
975 Fairway Drive 
Walnut, CA Q1789 

TEL: (714) 598-9854 
[r::ffl FAX: (714) 598-9073 I v,SA I 

WHO SAYS YOU CAN'T GET 
QUALITY LEATH.ER ANYMORE? 

Simply the Best Leather and Nylon Products Available 
Please write or call for our new 1.990 catalog. Send $3.00 to: 

TED BLOCKER HOLSTERS 
5360 N.E. 112th St., Portland, OR 97220 

Phone: (503) 254-9950 FAX: (503) 254-7172 

ways to reduce recoil and the first thing I 
thought of was the mercury suppressor 
they put into shotgun stocks. All that it is 
a tube with mercury in it. They leave 
enough room for the mercury to slosh 
around when the gun goes off. 

"The principle of the thing- now I 
don't know anything about physics- is 
that the mercury stays stationary when 
you shoot, but the gun moves, so in effect 
that's like the mercury rushing forward," 
Kent explained, "It makes sense that as 
the gun moves backward, the mercury is 
staying in one spot." 

Actually, the design of the MercComp 
evolved from a primitive beginning. "I 
started out with a compensator on a .45 
and a small chamber underneath full of 
bird shot. I thought of some kind of 
spring deal or a hydraulic system, but 
then I got the idea of the mercury. 

"The first MercComp I made with a 
Shilen barrel had a separate underlug that 
I welded on there, but I don't like the 
looks of that. I machine the MercComp 
underlug integral with the barrel now," 
Kent noted. 

To fill the underlug with mercury, 
Kent drills a hole down the underlug and 

Everyh9dy thinks their 
comp is better than the 
next guy's, but I bet if 
you had everybody 
who makes a comp 

shoot a bunch of 
different ones with 
their eyes shut, they 
wouldn't be able to 
pick their own out. 

then welds a plug into the end. Next, he 
drills a tiny hole in the plug and squirts 
the mercury in with a syringe. "You gotta 
be pretty careful with that stuff. You're 
not supposed to handle it, breathe it or get 
it in an open wound," said the Illinois 
gunsmith. 

"The MercComp doesn't work very 
well on a .45 ACP revolver, it needs a 
sharp snap of recoil to work really well," 
Kent acknowledged, "It works really well 
on a .44 Magnum, for instance. I do most 
of my MercComps on 629s." 

The Miller Comp 
A twin-port expansion chamber is 

machined into the last inch of the Krieger 
barrel. The twin port expansion chamber 
is one-inch long overall and sports two 
ports, .750" ID; the rear chamber is larger 
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at .500" long with a .150" thick constric
tor plate between it and the front port at 
.350" long. Together, the dual-port expan
sion chamber effectively captures and 
redirects powder gas to thwart felt recoil 
and muzzle jump. 

Kent has rather unorthodox ideas 
about his dual-port design: "Everyone is 
already making a comp, but I wanted to 
design a compensator in a custom barrel 
that is big and effective. I don't think the 
dual-port is any more effective than a sin
gle port, but that's what people seem to 
want. 

"I can't really tell much difference 
between this double comp and the sin
gle-port I usually put in a MercComp. 
Everybody thinks their comp is better 
than the next guy's, but I bet if you had 
everybody who makes a comp shoot a 
bunch of different ones with their eyes 
shut, they wouldn't be able t9 pick their 
own out. 

"You can only make one so effective 
and anything else is just a bunch of hype. 
Make as big an expansion chamber as is 
practical with the biggest ports that look 
good and there's your comp. 

"I know this sounds pretty ignorant, 
but I read about parabolic curves, scoops 
and scallops and metering ports. Well, I 
admit I don't know what a 'metering 
port' is, but I do know that when I have 
trapped gas, I don't want to 'meter' it, I 
want to get rid of it! Get rid of that gas 
the fastest possible way! 

Custom Fixtures 
A Leupold 2x scope is attached to the 

laboriously contoured barrel with a set of 
Jim Wisner's detachable "Kimber-style" 
scope mounts. These rings feature a small 
lever that allows the scope to be detached 
easily without the use of tools and 
returned to the gun while still retaining 
the scope's zero. 

The Wisner rings fit precisely into a 
perfectly mated dovetail slot in the 
Krieger barrel that Kent milled. There is 
no daylight peeking sloppily around the 
Wisner mounts. The Miller touch is evi
dent-flawless mating of metal to metal. 

The same precise handfitting is evi
dent in the harmonious melting of a Bo
Mar rear sight into the Redhawk's top 
strap. 

"Looks like it was built right in, 
doesn't it?" beams a justifiably proud 
Kent Miller. 

Go ahead, look at it. Look at Ichiro 
Nagata's detailed close-up of the Bo-Mar 
in the Redhawk. Bill Ruger couldn't get it 
this close if he put the Bo-Mar right into 
the raw casting! 

To gild the lily, Kent checkered the 
elevation screw of the Bo-Mar with a 
handsome pattern of expertly handcut 
fifty-line checkering. • 

The front sight is handmade from a 
block of steel. Kent shaped the sloping 
front base and cut a longitudinal dovetail 
into it for the sharply defined front sight. 

lbq~ 
actions and 

performance 
. 'l1lese quality 
kitB feature the 

Av 

tolsan 
Call TO 
order y 
dayl 

t gun springs 
available. made from 
high tensile spring 
wire, for the finest 
pclSSible action tuning 
jobs. Kits include the 
various springs 
necessary to assure 
reliable function, 
smooth operation. 
consistency. and long 
life. When only the 
best will do. WILSON 
COMBAT "CUSTOM· 
TUNE" spring kits are 
the only choice. 

ORDER DBSK 
1-800-9SS·48S6 

Our '91 Com 
Handgun Acces 
sory Catalog is 
available for $3.00 
(refundable) or ask .__ ___________ ,....., __ __,,for one FREE with 

your order. 

Route 3 • P.O. Box S78-A • Berryville, AR 71616 

LEARN COMBAT SHOOTING FROM J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 

Please Check One: 

"AT THE BEEP" 
Learn the skills required for Practical Shoot

ing with this two tape set . (total running time --
2-1 /2 hours.) 

World Champion J. Michael Plaxco teaches 
you the secrets that have made him one of the 
World's best and most consistent shooters. No 
longer will you go to the range to· practice and 
wonder what you need to work on. These videos 
will give you the guide lines to become a Cham
pion Shooter. 

Two Volume Set: $69.95 • plus $4.05 shipping and 
handling Please allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

□ Check/Mo $74.00 □ Mastercard □ VISA □ U.P.S. C.O.D. U.S. DOLLARS ONLY 

Please Print: 

Cardholder Name -----------------------
Name --------------------------
Account Number -----------------------
Expiration Date ____ Signature ------------~---
Street Address _______________ _ 

City ________ _ State Zip __ _ 

Phone (Home) _____ _ (Work) _____ _ 

To Order "At The Beep" by Phone 
Call J. Michael Plaxco's (501) 868-9787 

21621 Roland Cut-off Road • Roland, Arkansas 72135 
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Behlert Precision Presents ... 

, custom 

~

Drop-In 
mmander 
mer & Sear 

Set 

The Colt hammer-sear set Is the most revolutionary Idea to be In• 
corporated In a colt style semi auto to date. It absolutely drops In at 
about 3# crisp, no fitting. For best results use a Colt sear spring 
Wolff 19# mainspring Incl. $95.00 

The Browning hammer-sear set Is made using the same unique 
design and drops In at 4 to 4 ½ # crisp. $95.00 

The Ruger drop-In set forthe Mk I and II gives a crisp 2¼ # pull. 

$75.00 

Comp Blank 
This Is the same comp used on all of our top 

quality pistols. Made from 4140 steel and with 
a "/,.-40 thread. Expansion chamber Is 3/, • 
dla. Comp Blank $98.00 

Behlert's thumbguar as seen on e cover of 
our 1990 catalog. The thumbguard Is machined 
from aircraft aluminum and will be avallable In 
a variety of colors. Retail S39.95 

s• Custom Guider Rod 20.00 
Special Spring Plug 22.50 

Practical Tools, Inc. 
Div. of Behlert Precision 

Left Hand 34.95 
PARA-ORD thumbguard 34.95 

R.D. 2, Box 63 • Pipersvllle, PA 18947 • Order Desk 1·800-4BEST38 
Send FFL for Dealer-Dist. Prices 

24-page Fu/I Illustrated Color Catalogue - $2.50 
$4.00 postage & handling per order 

not just 3. Give yourself Twice the 
capacity for your money. The Durability 
of all steel construction and fully enclosed 
Thermally protected, ball bearing motor. 

• Handles 2-300 Rifle 
up to 700 pistol cases 

• Fast Quiet and Safe 
• Full Year Warranty 
• Designed and mfg. by 

Tru Square Metal Products 
building Case Polishers 
for 27 years 

• Versatile • Polishes 
Brass Cases 
Silverware 
Fishing Lures 
Coins 
Jewelry 
Deburrs and Polishes 
Metal Parts 

... ULTRA-VIBE 18 
Thumler's - Tru Square Metal Products 

Order Toll Free 1-800-225-1017 or (206) 833-2310 Call for More Information! 

ERICAN 
UALITY 

The sight is staked in place with a hidden 
solid pin. 

The cylinder latch is handmade by 
welding up a stock Ruger part and grind
ing it to shape. Kent then checkered the 
release button at 50 lines to the inch. 

Highlighting the barrel for an artistic 
touch of class is a precisely handcut 
series of serrations. The serrations are cut 
at 40 lines to the inch, very fine and each 
one is parallel. The depth is consistent 
throughout the length of the barrel, a sign 
of good workmanship to watch for in 
checking barrel or slide serrations. 

Kent round-butted the grip frame and 
checkered the backstrap with more of his 
precise 50 !pi handcut checkering. Any
thing coarser would be too abrasive on 
the backstrap, but the finely cut diamonds 
are an aid in obtaining a solid grip with
out any discomfort in recoil. 

A Smith Man~ Ruger 
Ironically, the masterpiece of precision 

that is propelling Kent Miller into the 
national spotlight is not his specialty at 
all. Kent rarely reworks Rugers, he's a 
Smith man. Eighty percent of his Mere
Comps are on S&W Model 629s. The rest 
are on other Smjths. 

In fact, this is only the fourth Ruger 
Kent's ever customized! 

"Everything on that gun is taken off 
my Smiths. I milled the whole front of 

Kent is unashamedly 
in love with the classic 

lines and timeless 
appeal of a handsome 

Smith & Wesson 
revolver. 

that Ruger down to get rid of the bevel 
they put on there so that when I put my 
barrel on there, you can hardly see the 
joint. On the side, I put the same 27 .5° 
angle and carried it right back onto the 
frame. That duplicates a Smjth & Wesson 
profile," Kent explained. 

Kent is unashamedly in love with the 
classic lines and timeless appeal of a 
handsome Smith & Wesson revolver. 

"I don't want people to get the impres
sion that I think Rugers are junk, because 
I don't," Kent allowed, "I compare a 
Ruger to a four-wheel-drive truck and a 
Smith & Wesson to a Cadillac. They both 
serve their owners well as long as they 
are used for their intended purpose and 
given proper maintenance. 

"Rugers are engineering marvels. Any 
dummy can see they're physically 
stronger than a Smith, but at the same 
time I think Smith & Wesson got some 
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bad publicity about being a weak 
revolver. It's not." 

Eye-Popping Grips 
A gun of this class deserves nothing 

but the best when it comes to grips. And 
if you demand nothing but the finest in 
handmade grips, you only need to know 
one name- Roy Fishpaw. 

Roy Fishpaw is Fishpaw Custom Grips. 
A one-man shop, Roy does everything 
from sweeping up the sawdust from his 
hand-finished stocks to dealing with pesky 
salesman trying to con him into buying 
some ivory. "Had this old boy call the other 
day," Roy drawled in his southern twang, 
"Tried to sell me some ivory. I tell you 
what, this old boy wouldn't know good 
ivory if you hit him in the head with it." 

Roy knows ivory. Roy knows wood. 
Roy knows grips. 

And Roy knows quality, nothing but 
the finest in material will measure up to 
Roy's critical eye. Take the gorgeous 
piece of exhibition-grade French walnut 
that Roy selected for the Miller custom 
Redhawk. "It'll pop your eyes out," Roy 
chuckled into the phone when I called 
him about how the grips were coming, 
"We've still gotta wait a couple of weeks 
for the finish to cure, but I' II tell you 
what, this piece of French I've been hold
ing back for something real special." 

[II] 

Our '91 Complete Handaun 
..- .... _. Accessory catalog ls availabJe 

for $3.00 (refundable) or ask 
for one PREE with your order. 

OBDBRDISK 
1-800-9SS-48S6 

The choice of ~ 
Champions. VISA 

SM 

Roy asks a customer to send a tracing of 
his hand and also UPS the gun itself to him. 
He then handcrafts a set of grips to your 
hand and your gun. The contour of the grip 
is what Roy calls a "Roper style." Every
thing considered, it is really a Fishpaw orig
inal, but Roy is just bashful about taking 
credit for what is really a unique design. 

Route 3 • P.O. Box S78-A • Berryville, AR 71616 

"Shucks, I dido 't design anything," 
Roy coyly confesses "I just copy what 
works." 

The Fishpaw grip is slender at the top 
and wider at the bottom, which is how a 
revolver grip should be made. Roy's grip 
fills in underneath the trigger guard to 
help soak up what felt recoil is left after 
Kent's MercComp system is through 
reining back the Redhawk's kick. 

The exquisitely figured French walnut 
grips are handrubbed with a special mix
ture of oil concocted by Roy. "Little of 
this, little of that," the friendly Virginian 
described his formula. 

The Fishpaw grip is just as comfort
able and pleasant to hold as it is hand
some to look at. 

Shooting The Redhawk 
As I said at the beginning of this arti

cle, the Miller Redhawk caused quite a 
stir in my gunsafe. The astonishing accu
racy of the gun is, well, unbelievable. 

I don't really blame you if you just 
skip over this last part of the article and 
chalk it up to just more gunwriter hype. I 
wouldn't blame you at all, although I 
would hope that you recognize that 
American Handgunner doesn't indulge in 
puffery like most other gun magazines. 

CALIFORNIA GRIP 
A BETTER MOUNT FOR BETTER SHOOTERS 

* CAL GRIPS FITS S&W MODEL 
52 AND 39 & 59 SERIES 

$80.00 

* ADJUSTABLE BBL _ 
WEIGHT (52 ONLY) • • • • " 

$55.00 
NEW * 1 INCH RING TOP PLATE 
FOR AIMPOINT 2000 & ARMSON OEG 
NO RINGS TO BUY $15 EXTRA. 

$80.00 

* S&W MODEL 41 
TOP RAIL MOUNT 
LONG OR SHORT BBL 

$50.00 
RAIL COVERS FRONT. 
AND REAR SIGHTS 

* HIGH STANDARD VICTOR 
TOP RAIL MOUNT 

$50.00 

NEW * CAL GRIP FITS 
RUGER MK I & 11 
FITS NEWER SLIDE 
RELEASE MODELS 

$80.00 
NEW'BROWNING HI POWER' 
NEW'S&W645 
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Wyoming 
Combination 
HolsterrM 

-All-day comfort 
-Easy change 

, -Easy on/off 

Available only from: 

-Extra ammo 
pocket 
-Worn over 
jacket or shirt 

2?.jngr-e~f-C-us_t_o_m_L_e_a_th_e_r_C_o_. --1 

Box 206 • Cody, WY 82414 
Phone: 307-645-3255 or 307-587-6093 

Send for our free brochure! 
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Our Name 
Says It All! 

2015BR powder is the answer for precision oriented shooters using 
cartridges such as the 6mm PPG, 22 PPG, 6mmBR, and similar rounds. 2015BR is a single 

base, small-grained, extruded powder developed specifically for "bench rest" cartridges. It meters well through 
powder measures, is clean burning, and will set new match records in the near future. 

This powder has a wide range of applications from the miniature 22 Hornet to the mighty 458 Winchester 
Magnum. We predict that 2015BR will help shooters ~~ 
achieve greater levels of performance in all applica-
ble disciplines. Available in 1 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes. ,illlllll Accurate Arms 

Loading data is available in our new 5th Edition "'-'•n C I 
loading booklet. Write for a FREE COPY. ~ '111111~ Ompany, ftC. 
©1991 ® Box AH5, McEwen, Tennessee 37101 

SECOND TO NONE IN QUALITY 
Metaloy; 

Often used to de
scribe Hard Chrome plat
ing in general. 

There is only one 
Metaloy. Demand the 
original, I do. 

S~\11~ 

* * IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE * * 
Shoot to win with the all new SPEED-TIMER! It's the smallest! 

The SPEED-TIMER is an extremely compact shot activated timer which sets new standards for 
high performance. Tested and approved by the International Range Officers Association 
(IROA), the SPEED-TIMER is easy to operate with "one-button" mode selection. 

Press and hold the button for one second or longer and release to initiate record mode. 
Wait for the audible beep and begin shooting. Then simply read the elapsed time. 

To review shots "in order" fired, just tap the button (less than one second) and cycle 
through all your shots as many times as you like. Just tap the button for the next shot. 

The display will automatically shut off when not in use for more than one minute but the 
SPEED-TIMER will not loose the shot times. Just tap the button to reactivate. 

4.5" X 2.75" X 1" 

$119.95 FREE 
DELIVERY 
WORLDWIDE 

B.A. T. PRODUCTS 
P.O. Box 55-8266 

Miami, FL 33255-8266 USA 
Phone: (305) 688-0262 FAX: (305) 553-9281 

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME. 
Send $2.00 for our complete catalog. 

(Remember J.D. Jones report on the atro
cious S&W 625?) 

Be that as it may, the fact is that the 
Kent Miller revolver shot a three-shot 
group at the 100 yard line of the Lake 
Elsinore Sportsmans Association range 
that measured precisely l .40". One group 
does not an accuracy test make, I admit. 

But I shot lots of groups, mostly at 65 
yards because that's a convenient place to 
put a target stand at the Lake Elsinore 
range and it's closer than walking out to 
100 to measure groups. I said I was an 
honest gunwriter, I didn't say anything 
about not being lazy. 

The best load for this particular .44 
Magnum consisted of a 240 gr. Nosier 
JHP over 23.0 grs. of Hodgdon's H-110 
powder in virgin Norma cases ignited by 
a Winchester large pistol primer. The 
groups at 65 yards ran from a low of .85" 
for five shots to a high of l.07". 

The best factory load was the Federal 
250 gr. JFP which shot into l.63". I ran 
out of Federal 240 gr. JHP before I settled 

I can throw rocks 
more accurately than 
the Miller Redhawk 

shoots this lead slug. 

into serious group shooting, but Kent 
swears by the stuff. 

"I use Federal 240 grain jacketed to 
test all my MercComps. That's the singu
larly best shooting .44 Magnum load I 
know of," Kent attested. Kent's test target 
that came with the gun measured .630" 
with the factory Federals shot at 25 yards. 

The big Ruger also shot the new 
heavyweight slugs from Hornady and 
Sierra very well. There must be some
thing to that l-in-16 twist. The Hornady 
300 gr. XTP shot into· 1.87" while the 
Sierra 300 grainer opened up to 2.13". 
The charge behind both these behemoths 
was 22.5 grs. ofHodgdon's H-110. 

The worst load I tried was a lead 240 
gr. Keith-style SWC. It was absolutely 
dreadful. I can throw rocks more accurate
ly than the Miller Redhawk shoots this 
lead slug. I didn't even bother to measure 
the pattern at 65 yards; it was sprayed all 
over the paper. Maybe a two-foot "group." 

"I can't understand why that thing 
won't shoot lead," Kent was as puzzled 
as I was, "That's weird." 

John Taffin, our Field Editor and resi
dent expert on cast bullets for big bore 
revolvers, probably has the answer. He 
explained that if the bullet is cast too soft 
it will "strip" in the rifling, skidding 
down the barrel instead of taking the 
rifling. Accuracy goes to heck. John sug
gested I try a gas check bullet or switch 
to a harder alloy, but the dreaded deadline 
prevented further testing. 
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The lead load aside, the Miller custom 
Redhawk consistently proved that it can 
break the magic two-inch barrier at 50 
yards which is the accepted standard of 
"match grade" accuracy in a revolver. 

When everything was clicking just 
right- in other words, I was holding 
consistently on the sandbags, which is 
harder than it seems- then the Mi Iler 
Ruger drilled sub-two-inches at an amaz
ing 100-yards. 

I found the MercComp combined with 
the dual-po1t compensator to be remarkably 
effective at taming recoil, even with the 
heavyweight 300 gr. bullets. As much as r 
am impressed with Kent's system, I attribute 
part of the soft recoil to the heft of the eight
inch barreled Redhawk- a stout 76 ozs. 

Pay The Piper 
To dance with this charming Redhawk, 

you must pay the piper. Kent Miller offers 
a true example of the gunsmith's art- a 
functional thing of beauty and utility. 

I think he under-charges for his work 
compared to comparable quality I've seen 
from leading riflemakers and pistol
smiths. However, you are not paying for a 
"name" gun and until Kent Miller's guns 
have established a market value on their 
own merits, you will be getting a bargain. 

- WU0B C'OMI.AT eom..aaderHam-
mer Quality niammctured 
llldmat tD!iall!d to exacting 
~ 11iishammer 
featuies a large slotbld spur 
b minimum weight and 
fast lock time. narrowed 
lilies to pre9elltru~on 
the aides of the slide. ham
mer boob cut to .020" with 
a ground 6nisb. The strut 
pin bole has been rekxated 
to aid ln obtaining a crisp 
and llgbt trigger pull. Only 
minor fttttng required to ob
tain a light. crisp msger pull. 
Blue finish with polished 
sides. 

#299B ........... $J2.9S 
#2995 Stainless Hammer 
................ $J4.9S 

Place your order TOLL 
FREE today! 

[IIJ 

l 

1110 W1L1011 
Oltraltglit Matdl ~ 
(Loog-adjuat.able) At ~ 
over 80 grains this ts die 
ultimatie lf.gbt-welgbt tllg
ger. Pad ts imcbhied fnxn 
a1IC1aft grade aluminum 
and stirrup Is heat treated 
steel skeletonized to redua! 
weight yet maintain 
strength ana reliability. this 
trigger is an absolute 
necessity fur a light. yet safe 
trigger pull. REDESIGNED 
POR '91. 

#190 ........... . $29.9S 

Our '91 Complete Handgun 
Accessory Catalog is 
available for $3.ClO (refi.m
dable) or ask for one FREE 
with your order. 

ORDER DESK 
1-800-9SS-48S6 

In a few years, I predict, a Miller 
revolver will command an extra premium 
because it will then become a "name" gun. Route 3 • P.O. Box S78-A • Berryville, AR 71616 

The MercComp Redhawk as you see it 
here is $2,471 on the customer's gun, 
excluding the magnificent Fishpaw grips. 
That base price includes the Leupold 2x 
scope and Wisner quick-detach rings. 

The basic MercComp package without 
the many extra options we included on 
this showpiece is a very reasonable 
$1,395 on the customer's Redhawk. 

A revolver with the sort of quality of 
the Miller Redhawk is priceless. How 
much is a man's heart and soul worth? 
For that is what you get when Kent Miller 
puts his very essence into his work. 

Kent does not consider himself an 
artist and you will find a humble man to 
chat with if you call him. But listen care
fully to what he says because you will be 
hearing a voice that is all too rare in 
today's robotic world of molded plastic 
and synthetic stampings. 

It is a voice that carries across time, a 
voice of commitment to quality and 
craftsmanship. A ...... 
voice of pride. ~ 

Readers interested in products men
tioned in the Miller MercComp article 
can contact the companies at these loca
tions: Kent Miller, 210 East Julia, Clin
ton, IL 61727 (217) 935-9362 (include 
$2for brochure); John Kriege,; N 114 W 
18697 Clinton Dr., Germantown, WI 
53022 (414) 255-9593; Jim· Wisner, P.O. 
Box 58, Hwy. G, Adna, WA, 98552 (206) 
748-8942; Roy Fishpaw, 101 Primrose 
Lane, Lynchburg, VA 24501 (804) 385-
6667 (include $2for brochure). 

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC. 

"LIFE WITHOUT FEAR"~ 
H ... ___ .. _ 

'·•~ SELF DEFENSE 

9-I• 

'

.,. 0 
~ - ., .. 

·r..i' 
"LIFE WITHOUT FEAR" 

,, 
MIKE DALTON 1nd MICKE~ FOWLER 

$10.95 
Soft Cover 

$16.95 
Hard Cover 

$24.95Hard. 
Autographed 
and Numbered 

World champion handgun shooters Mickey 
Fowler and Mike Dalton teach you how and 

when to shoot. Enhance your ability to 
survive. Areas covered: safely • marksmanship 

tactics • legal , women , technique. crime 
guns and equipment, ammunition, 150 photos. 

11j1, DRY-FIRE KITS ts1, 
PRACTICE AT HOME 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS-$3.95 
Add $2.00 per book or $1.00 per kit Money order, 

Visa and MasterCard shipped immediately. 
Personal checks allow 3 weeks for delivery. 

CA residents add 6½% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
Courses in both self-defense or competition are 

available. These international experts and Combat 
Masters will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, 
with the mental conditioning to obtain pin-point 

accuracy, and fulfill your personal goals! 

Send $2 .00 for complete 12 page 
Brochure and Information Packet to: 

"""'"'"". '"'""' '" 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.O. BOX 5254 MISSION HILLS, CA 91345 
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IN YOUR SPARE TIME 

U CAN BE AN EXPERT -.; 
NSMITH IN LESS THAN 

SIX MONTHS 
RTNOWANDGETINTO 

LY ENJ 

S CHAR 

• QUIPMENT-CATALOGS. 
EVIOUS EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 

R FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS Will TEACH 
U STEP-BY-STEP HOW TO: • BUY WHOLE· 
LE• GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE 
TART YOUR OWN BUSINESS • REFINISH & 
ECKER • CUSTOMIZE • ACCURIZE • 
ORTERIZE • BLUE AND BROWN• RELOAD• 
• BASIC ANO MASTER GUN REPAIR • 

PLUS MUCH. MUCH MOREi 
LEARN EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED TO KNOW TO 
GET YOU STARTED IN THE CAREER YOU WANT/ 
LIFETIME CONSULTATION SERVICE AT NO COST. 

BE A SUCCESSFUL GUN PRO! 

OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 

Send for FREE FACTS or call 602-990-8346 

Please RUSH FREE lacts on how I can become a professional gunsm,Jh 
JheQUI CK easy home study way No 0bl1gahon. No sa,esman w,11 call 

1 CHECK FOR VA or GI D ACTIVE D RETIRED 

AGE __ I NAME 

ADDRESS 

I CITY ---- STATE ZIP I 
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept MF91 

l...!!38...!!;!I~• ~0!;!38~0~ ~0~50~ 
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Made in U.S.A. 

®~~ 
~b 
Action Filled~ 
Targets for 
the Serious 
Shooter or 
the Plinker! 

ailable 
ugh Sport

ing Goods Dealer. 
r more information 

act 

9200 Floral Ave. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242 

(513) 791-0917 

PISTOLSMITHING 
Continued from page 16 

"Really?" I asked. "Let me look at it." 
I took his unloaded revolver from the 

bench, turned my back so he couldn't see 
what I was doing. I rapped hard on a table 
support bolt with my brass hammer. 

"There now. That should do it." I said, 
loading the cylinder. I· fired six rapid 
shots and opened the action. 

"Damn!" he said, looking through his 
spotting scope. "Dead center." 

"How'd you adjust a set of fixed 
sights?" my partner asked in a hoarse 
stage whisper. 

"I held low right," I told him. 
As we left the range, the baffled fel

low approached me and asked, "Really, 
how do you get a group double-action?" 

"I just pointed it at the target and 
pulled the trigger," I told him. Then I 
added, "It helps to burn an eight pound 
keg of 231 and start on a second keg. By 
then you' II be a pretty ~ 

fair DA shot." '°' 
John Lawson is master pistolsmith in 
business since 1946 at The Sight Shop, 
1802 E. Columbia Ave., Dept. AH, Taco
ma, WA 98404. Write to inquire about 
your pistolsmithing needs or call Pacific 
Time Zone at (206) 474-5465. 

STOP RUST! 
Gun manufacturers know that humidity trapped 
within enclosed storage areas causes conden
sation and this condensation is the cause of 
irreparable damage: rust, mildew. corrosion. 
That's why manufacturers include small packets 
of silica gel in shipments of quality guns, 
electronics, etc. 

j 
SG-40 

aluminum 
canister 

SG-750 steel canister 
SG-360 

foil carton 

Silica Gel Units Drink Dlmpneu from the Air: 
Prevent Condensation; Stop Rust, MIidew, 
Corroelon Before They Begin. 

Silica gel adsorbs dampness to create a 
protective shield of dry air Within any enclosed 
area. Needs no electricity. Remains dry to the 
touch even when saturated. Built-in indicator 
turns from blue to pink to signal need for 
reactivation. Reactivates easily in oven. Lifetime 
protection. Money-back guarantee. 
40 Gram Unit: Compact 4"x2"x½" aluminum 
canister. Protects 3 cu. ft. For gun case, tool box. 
etc. Item SG-40: $5.50 ea. (2 or more: $5.00 ea.) 
360 G,am Unit 5"x4"x2" foil carton. Protects 27 
cubic feet. Ideal for safe, gun chests. display 
cabinets, etc. Item SG-360: $9.50 ea. 
750 Gram Unit: 6"x4" diameter steel canister. 
Protects 57 cubic feet. Lifetime protection for 
larger chests. safes, gun cabinets, etc. 
Item SG-750: $21.50 ea. 
TO ORDER: Send printed name, address, items 
requested with check to Hydrosoitlenl Producll, 
-"°x 437.z, Athley Falla, MA 01222. MA Res. add 
5% sales tax. Delivered free in 48 states. To 
charge MC/VISA, give card # and exp. date. 
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John Taffin (le~) and Hal Swiggett (right) flank award winner Bob Milek. 

Bob Milek Wins Outstanding 
American Handgunner Awarcl 

L
ongtime gunwriter Bob Milek of Thermopolis, Wyo., won the 1991 Outstand
ing American Handgunner Award. The award is presented annuallyby the 
Outstanding American Handgunner Awards Foundation (OAHAF) to the indi
vidual who has made a lifetime contribution to the sport of handgunning. 

Milek is a writer for Petersen Publishing Co. where he serves as Field Editor of 
Guns & Ammo and Petersen s Hunting. A pioneer of handgun hunting, Milek worked 
closely with the late Steve Herett, also an Outstanding American Handgunner Award 
winner, to develop the .357 and .30 Herett wildcat cartridges. 

Past winners of the prestigious Outstanding American Handgunner Award include 
such legendary names as Elmer Keith, Bill Jordan, Skeeter Skelton, Col. Charles 
Askins and Bill Ruger. American Handgunner handgun hunting editor J.D. Jones is a 
past recipient of the coveted bronze award. 

American Handgunner field editor John Taffin was recently named president of 
the OAHAF. 

AGONIZED ORGANIZED 

rntrn Case-Gard 
Ammo Boxes 

Catalog 
Available 

MTM Molded Products Co.• AHS-9• P.O. Box 14117 • Da on Ohio 45413 
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ADD SPEED 
& ACCURACY 

Pivoting Trigger for All Steel Mag 
1911 style auto. Release for 

Gunsmith installation Para-Ordnance-
required- $125.00 $19.95 

CUSTOM PISTOLSMITHING 

[(:~:~:~I::.;::::~::: 
2403 21st Avenue S.E. 

Ruskin, FL 33570 

(813) 645-3828 

A new inside 
the waistband 

holster designed 
with maximum 
comfort, con
venience, and 
concealment in 
mind. The #EX 
features an 
interchangeable 
belt loop system 
which will allow 

the wearer (with the 
purchase of additional 

loops) a perfect fit on a variety of different 
belt widths. Availble for most auto's. 

MastercardNisa 
$2.50 for catalog 
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THE FINEST 
HANDGUN 

GRIPS 
Made from fancy hardwoods, 
soft rubber & original nylon 

For the location of your Hogue 
dealer and 

FREE 
CATALOG 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-GET-GRIP 
( 1-800-438-4 7 4 7) 

Or (805) 466-6266. 

Hogue Grips are available at a 
dealer near you, or you can order 
direct. 
Our quality grips are available for 
most makes and models of revolv
ers and automatics. 

new generation 
S&W autos ... 

HOGUE 
-GRIPS-
originator and maker of the MONOGRIP 

-
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SMOKIN' STEEL 
Continued from page 63 

Jerry Barnhart set a new world 
record of 11.85 on Outer Limits, an 
astonishing two full seconds faster than 

ESPN covered 
the Challenge 

Seen lurking around the Steel Challenge was the notorious Gang of Five from 
American Handgunner (L to R) lchiro Nagata, Massad Ayoob, Dave Anderson, 
Nyle Leatham and Cameron Hopkins. AH had more writers and photographers 
competing than all other gun magazines combinedl 

the previous record. 
Having left the field in a cloud of dust 

after that remarkable performance on 
Outer Limits, Jerry retired to his trailer to 
await the third and final day of the tour
nament. He held a solid lead of almost 
two seconds over the nearest shooter nip
ping at his heels, young Matt McLearn of 
Canada. 

The rest of the pack were trailing far 
behind. Leading the Steel Challenge, you 
would think, would be cause for Jerry to 
celebrate. Not so. 

"It's the first time I've ever been 
ahead in a major tournament," confided 
the champion shooter, "and been trying to 
just hold my lead. It's completely differ
ent to be behind and fighting. to win it 
than it is to be holding the lead." 

Jerry shot the ominous stage Zig Zag 
on the third and final day of the Steel 
Challenge. Like a sharp turn that isn't 

properly banked, Zig Zag looks deceptive
ly easy to negotiate, but in fact it is a 
death trap for those who try to go to fast. 

Jerry nearly went too fast and spun 
out. 

On an early run, Jerry had a few pick
up shots that would be his throw-away 
run. He held a steady, controlled pace for 
the next couple of runs and then on his 
final run, disaster struck. 

The third plate didn't ring to his Hor
nady XTP bullet! Could it be that Jerry 
Barnhart would spin out on very nearly 
the last lap of the race? 

Chief Range Officer Mike Goodman 
had been carefully watching the plates, "I 
think you have an edger. Unload and 
show safe, and we'll go down and take a 
look." 

Jerry looked confident, just as he had 
on the edger hit on Outer Limits the day 
before. Sure enough, Mike called back to 
the crowd, "It's there!" The audience 
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cy is understandable because he was 
shooting a state-of-the-ait pistol especial
ly customized for the Steel Challenge. 
The flag carrier of Team Colt shot a Colt 
Lightweight Commander .38 Super with 
the slide skeletonized to reduce the 
weight of the gun, complete with mount 
and scope, to only 49 ozs. The gun was 
handbuilt by the craftsmen at Bill Wil
son's Arkansas gunshop. 

The winning pistol sports a double
chamber compensator that Bill Wilson 
introduced two years ago as the distinc
tive Super Grade. Based on a Lightweight 
Commander, the .38 Super Wilson cus-

Jerry Barnhart (left) chewed up Brian 
Enos on the man-on-man shoot-off 
like Mike Tyson against a 
featherweight. Jerry was unstoppable 
as he romped through the field of the 
top eight pros in the Winchester
sponsored $5,000 shoot-off. 

A Hosemaster's Glossary Of Terms 
break: {n.) the time between two shots; that's radical, dude, your breaks are running 
.14. 
combat dinosaur: {n.) anyone who was named a Combat Master prior to 1980 {i.e., 
Mike Dalton, Mickey Fowler). 
chill out: {v.) command said to nervous shooter; calm down, settle down; Chill out, 
dude, take a Valium. 
dude: {n.) colloquial term of greeting among masculine shooters, usually preceded by 
salutation, "hey." 
edger: {n.) a hit that splits a bullet on the edge of a plate. 
flush: {v.) to shoot horribly; dude, you really flushed that stage. 
gear up: {v.) to put on a shooting belt, holster and mag pouches. 
hoser: (n.) a person who shoots very fast. 
hosemaster: (n.) a person who shoots very, very, very fast 
jet: {v.) to blister a stage in record speed; named for Jethro "The Jet" Dionisio. 
savage hit: {n.) a dead-center hit on a plate; hey dude, that's a savage hit. 
savage: {v.) to hit a plate dead-center; he really savaged the stop plate! 
speed chips: (n.) term coined by Rob Leatham for chocolate chip cookies {which he 
gobbles before shooting). 
totally off scale: {n.) phrase to describe a good shooting performance; You hosed 'em 
down, dude, that was totally off scale! 

erupted into applause as Nyle Leatham 
and a host of other photojournalists 
dashed down to capture the historical 
plate on film. 

"That's what you call running on the 
edge," Nyle said as his Nikon F-4 
whirred, "Look at that, exactly half a bul
let right in the edge! You'll have to print 
this picture because this is the plate that 
won the match!" 

With only one stage remaining, 
Showdown, Jerry was so strongly in the 
lead that only a gun jam could stop him 
now. He stumbled a bit getting out of the 
blocks to run his last race, but true to his 
champion's form, Jerry fought back the 
jitters and held it all together to win his 
second Steel Challenge. 

Winning Gun 
Jerry's confidence in his gun's accura-

tom gun boasts a super-low, super-light 
scope mount designed by Jerry and Bill 
Wilson. 

The gun itself is called the "Steel 
Special" and it retails for $1,865 exact
ly set-up just like Jerry Barnhart's. That 
includes a Tasco "big dot" sight like 
Jerry's and the new Wilson custom 
scope mount. (This is the price for parts 
and labor only; the customer must sup
ply a base gun for the conversion, 
preferably a Colt or, alternatively, a 
Colt clone.) 

Jerry Barnhart set the practical shoot
ing world on its ear last year when he 
won the US Nationals with a (gasp!) opti
cal sight. What few people know is that 
Jerry had been practicing with a Tasco
sighted pistol for last year's Steel Chal
lenge, but he abandoned the red-dot gun 
until he could practice with it longer. 
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KING'S SIGHTS 
101 

~ 
King Tappan 

~ Combat Sight Set 

$32.00 

~ 
102 

~ Hardball - Plain 

$23.00 

~ 
103 

~ Hardball -White Outline Rear 

$29.50 

~ 
104 

~ Hardball • 3 Dot System 

$32.00 

~ 
105 

~ Hardball • White Outline Rear 
with Crossbar Front 

$35.00 
106 

~ White Outline Rear Sight Blade 
for Ruger, Colt Acero, Micro 

$5.50 

~ 
107 

Target-Plain 

$33.00 

~ 
108 

Target· White Outline Rear 

$35.00 

~ 
109 

Target • 3 Dot System 

$39.00 

e FRONT SIGHT 
STEMS 

Available in Three Sizes: 

.058 Standard Colt, .082 Springfield Armory 
and .125 New Colt 

Front and Rear Sights May Be Purchased Separately. 

Front Only Priced: Plain - $8.50, Dot - $11.50, 
Crossbar - $13.00, King Tappan Front - $14.00 
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ATTENTION 
HANDLOADERS 

RECALL 
NOTICE 

Federal Cartridge Company is 
recalling two lots of our No. 150 
Large Pistol Primers. Certain 
primers in these lots have been 
found to be overly sensitive and 
may cause damage in certain 
firearms or primer feed tubes, 
and possibly cause personal 
injury. 

Do not attempt to handload 
any of these primers. 

These primers may be identified 
by the following markings on the 
front panel of the carton: 

Federal 
No. 150 
Large Pistol Primers 

On the back panel of the box 
there is a white rectangular area 
in which the lot number is 
printed. Only the following lot 
numbers are being recalled: 

4A- 1449 
4B - 1449 

Persons having any Federal 
No. 150 primers from these lots 
are requested to return all of 
these primers as well as any 
handloaded ammunition 
containing these primers to: 

Federal Cartridge Company 
Product Service Dept. 
900 Ehlen Drive 
Anoka, MN 55303-7503 
ATTN: R. L. Ives 

Ship United Parcel Service or 
freight in the original containers 
to the above address. Do not use 
the U.S. Mail; it is illegal to send 
primers or ammunition through 
the U.S. Postal Service! We will 
compensate you for any primers 
or handloaded ammunition you 
return as well as shipping 
expenses incurred. 

FEDERAC. 
Federal Cartridge Company 
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Jerry Mikulek of Team S&W grips his box-stock 8 3/8" Model 27 way high on 
the frame. That's an important trick to speed shooting with a whee/gun, the 
Cajun confided. Plus, Jerry says, use a smooth trigger and not a serrated one. 

Practice he did, and now less than a 
year after his astonishing win at the 
Nationals, the red-dot sight is the hottest 
thing since ... since ... well, I can't think 
of anything that's ever swept practical 
shooting so dynamically. 

(I know what you're thinking, what 
about compensators? Well, Mike Plaxco 
introduced the comp in 1982, but he actu
ally just imported the comp idea from 
South Africa where he saw one at the '81 
World Shoot. Comps had been used for at 
least a year in IPSC matches before Plax
co finally brought the idea over to the 
States. Even then, the conversion to the 
new-fangled technology was neither as 
fast nor as pervasive as what we're seeil)g 
today with the surge of interest in red-dot 
sights. I can think of nothing that has 
swept the practical shooting world so 
quickly.) 

Red-Dot Sights 
But I digress. The winning gun uti

lized a Tasco PDP-2 scope, the early 
30mm version rather than the new PDP-3 
with the wider field of view. The "big 
dot" in the Tasco and the new Aimpoint 
5000 is a 10' dot as opposed to the stan
dard 2' dot. 

The top shooters seemed to be even
ly favoring the Tasco and Aimpoint. 
Team Smith & Wesson members Mike 
Plaxco shot Aimpoint an 5000 while 
teammate Brian Enos and Team Spring
field members Rob Leatham and Doug 
Koenig all shot Tasco Pro-Points. 

The biggest problem with the red-dot 
sights is getting them. Perhaps by the 
time this is published there will be more 
scopes available, but right before the 
Challenge there were a grand total of 30 
Tasco PDP-3 's available in the entire 
country. Aimpoint 5000's were scarce 
and Tasco PDP-2's with the "big dot" 
were also hard to find. 

Supply and demand will right this sit
uation soon, just about when even newer 

scopes will be corning out! 

New Optics 
New scopes, what new scopes? There 

were two hush-hush prototypes at the 
Steel Challenge, a radical new Aimpoint 
design ten ta ti vely called the "Square 
View" and a humongous Coke-can-look
ing scope with a 40mm tube called the 
Shanon Sight. 

The Square View is really radical. It's 
rectangular in shape with what looks like 
a Sony Watchman TV screen to look 
through. The field of view is huge 
through the roughly one-inch by inch
and-a-half viewing screen. The entire unit 
is made of plastic and incorporates an 
integral Weaver-style mount to get the 
unit down low on the gun. 

"Put the camera away! No pictures!" 
stammered a very apprehensive Kim 
Hendon of Aimpoint when he reluctantly 
showed me the Square View. I don't 
understand why these manufacturers are 
so nervous about the press- would I tell 
you readers about an exciting new proto
type if I wasn't supposed to? 

The Shanon Sight is made by Asia 
Optical, the same company that makes 
the red-dot sights for Tasco. The Shanon 
Sight uses a 40mm tube for a whopping 
44% wider field of view over the 30mm 
tube! The only existing prototype in the 
world of the Shanon Sight was mounted 
to a Golembieski-custom S&W revolver 
shot in the Steel Challenge by American 
Handgunner Photographer Extraordi
naire, Ichiro Nagata. 

Big Dots Get Bigger 
Of course the scopes themselves aren't 

the only things getting bigger. It's the dot 
inside the scope that needs to be 10' or 12' 
for IPSC and speed shooting. By the way, 
it's possible to convert a standard scope 
to a big dot. If have a standard red-dot 
sight that you'd like to upgrade to a "big 
dot," then you should contact Ross Deane 
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(P.O. Box 802196, Santa Clarita, CA 
91380 phone: 805-255-3357). Ross is 
offering a conversion of a Tasco to a 15' 
dot, or whatever size the customer speci
fies, for $50. That's a whole lot cheaper 
than buying another sight for $300-odd. 

Then again, you might not need 
Ross's services. Matt McLearn, the 
promising young Canadian shooter who 
finished third in the Steel Challenge, was 
just settling in to practice with his brand
new 10' Aimpoint 5000 when after five 
shots, the dot suddenly got bigger. 

"I don't know how big it is," Matt told 
the Handgunner, "but I'd guess about 25' 
judging by how much of the plates it cov-
ers up." Matt explained that he was a bit 
put off by the scope's peculiar dot at first, 
but after a short while he decided he real
ly liked the giant dot. 

I have an early Aimpoint 5000 proto
type with a 28' dot and I think it's the hot 
set-up for close-range IPSC shooting. 
Matt obviously didn't find the mongo dot 
a problem with his tremendous third
place finish. 

The Jet Crashes 
Before the Steel Challenge began, the 

joke running around the match was about 
the new award for Top Round-Eye. It was 
a friendly joke, not at all a mean-spirited 
snipe at Filipino wunderkind Jethro "The 
Jet" Dionisio. 

It was, in fact, a remarkable compli
ment to the incredible skills of this 
teenage superstar. All the top pros 
acknowledged the Jet's phenomenal tal
ent with that little joke. It was their way 
of saying, "Hey, we're only shooting for 
second place." 

The other thing people were saying 
was that no one can beat Jethro except 
Jethro. Two years ago the Jet astonished 
the world as a raw 17-year-old kid who 
very nearly won the whole match. How
ever, the Jet's uncanny speed got away 
from him and he crashed and burned. The 
following year, 1990, Jethro was back 
with a vengeance and won the 10th 
Annual Steel Challenge hands down. 

But this year was to be a repeat of 
1989. Jethro's blinding speed is both an 
asset and a liability because he shoots so 
fast that if he misses, he often has already 
hit the stop plate before he even realizes 
there's something wrong. 

So it was on Roundabout, the blink
and-you-miss-it stage for hosemasters. 
The break between the fourth plate and 
the stop plate, for someone like Jethro, is 
less than a quarter of a second. And when 
you're speeding full-throttle, a quarter of 
a second is an oil slick that throws you 
off the track before you even realize you 
hit it. 

The Jet smoked Roundabout, but 
missed the fourth plate. ·Five second 
penalty. But that's okay, because you get 
a "throw away run" as the match only 
scores your best four out of five runs. 
Normally a person would back off a click 

THE REAL ARMY & NAVY 
STORE OFFERS 

The largest selection of Battle Dress military uniforms 
in the U.S. Available in 11 different colors. All BOU 
are top quality and made in the USA. We specialize in 
Big & Tall s12es. We also carry a large selection of 
military equipment, camping gear, outdoor & indoor 
merchandise, including: boots, packs, vests, knives 
and lots more. Send $3 for 30-pg. color catalog with 
over 1,000 items. Special discounts for large orders. 

Dep•'~ '"'"'"~ wdoo;~~!,~~f;J & 

Brooklyn, NY 11204 
Orders: (800) 248-ARMY 

All major credit cards accepted! 

ALWAYS ON TARGET 
Quality tactical, military and out

door clothing and equipment for 
your competitions and outdoor 
adventures. Over 1 00 full-color 
pages include target practice aids, 
holsters, knives. survival and camp
ing gear. binoculars, and more. 

For our latest catalog, send your 
name. address and $3.00 to: 

U.S. C/IV/1£BY~· 
WORLD'S FINEST MILITARY AND ADVENTURE EQUIPMENT 

Dept. HG10, 2855 Centennial Ave. 
Radcliff. Ky 40160-9000 

~lit~ 

~ 83 =:1 _ErfE, PHONE (216) 951-1854 

1585 E. 361 ST., UNIT M, WTLAKE, OHIO 44095 FAX (216) 951-7761 

BULLET STYLE HARD COPPER BULLET STYLE HARD COPPER 
CAST PLATED CAST PLATED 

(.250) ~ $20.00 $33.50 
(.357) mt, $28.00 $42.50 

25 cal. 50 gr. RN 38 cal. 180 gr. FP 

(.312) Elf) $20.00 $33.50 
(.401) ~ $28.00 $42.50 

32 cal. 77 gr. RN 10mm 170 gr. SWC 

(.312) ~ $20.00 $33.50 
(.401) c= $30.00 $44.50 

32 cal. 95 gr. SWC 10mm 200 gr. SWC 

(.312) = $22.00 $36.50 
(.401) ~ $30.00 $44.50 

32 cal. 118 gr. FP 10mm 200 gr. TC 

(.355) to $20.00 $33.50 
(.410) ~ $33.00 $46.50 

380 cal. 95 gr. RN 41 cal. 210 gr. SWC 

(.308) ~ $22.00 $36.50 
(.410) 

~--;;·1 
~CI-.J'-

$33.00 $46.50 

30 cal. 120 gr. RN 41 cal. 225 gr. SWC 

a!:> $24.00 $38.50 Fffilf-"i $33.00 $46.50 
(.356) (.429) lc,.liJ.,, 
9mm/38 147 gr. RN 44 cal. 215 gr. SWC 

(.355) ee> $22.00 $36.50 
(.429) (!:: >1 ..... $34.00 $47.50 

9mm 125 gr. RN 44 cal. 240 gr. SWC 

(.355) E1:i'f1 - $22.00 $36.50 
(.429) ~ $37.00 $50.50 

9mm 120 gr. TC 44 cal. 265 gr. SWC 

(.357) ~ $23.00 $37.50 
(.452) et!l $29.00 $42.50 

38 cal. 141 gr. SWC 45 cal. 185 gr. SWC 

(.357) I-JI $23.00 N/A 
(.452) ~ $29.00 $42.50 

38 cal. 141 gr. DEWC 45 cal. 200 gr. SWC 

(.357) m $23.00 N/A 
(.452) Ee) $32.00 $45.50 

38 cal. 141 gr. BBWC 45 cal. 230 gr. RN 

(.357) ~ $24.00 $38.50 
(.452) ~ $32.00 $45.50 

38 cal. 158 gr. SWC 45 cal. 230 gr. FP 

(.357) EEt) $24.00 $38.50 
(.452) ~ $36.00 $48.50 . 

38 cal. 158 gr. RN 45 cal. 255 gr. SWC 

*SWAGED BULLETS* 
148 Gr. 38 Cal. HBWC . ................................... . $22.00 
TERMS: Check, Money Order, C.O.D. Cash Only. Freight Collect. 5% Discount on 

5-9M, 10% Discount on 10M. 15% on 25M or more. 
Bullets Are Lubed & Sized. Packed 500 per Box. All Prices are Per 1000. Send for Sample 
Pack of Bullets. $5.00 Prepaid. 

NO FFL REQUIRED 
FOR AMMUNITION OR COMPONENTS PURCHASER MUST BE 21, SEND PHOTO COPY OF l.D. 
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CHOOSE A WINNER 
Over 250,000 
Gunbelt Rigs 
Sold! 

When ordering 
by mail: 
Specify waist 
size, gun 
make, bbl. 
length & caliber. 
Texas residents 
add Sales Tax. 

American 
ade, hand 

crafted, fully lined, 
24 bullet loops. 

Prompt stypment:
Up to 6½ bbl. length 

• $129.95. 7½ bbl. 
length - $134.95. 

Add $4.00 shipping 
& handling. 

Dealers please inquire. 
Send $3.00 for catalog. 

AMERICAN SALES & MFG. 
BOX 677 AH LAREDO TX 78042 

FAX: (512) 725-0672 

O~MA 
MBA 
SIGH 

Sarra! 
blade 

· BMCS' 

: BO-MAR U.S.A. MADE : 
I FOR AMERICANS ■ 
I I I World's Finest Handgun Sights at affordable prices I 

NEW CHRONOGRAPHS 

FREE 
CATALOG 

features you want . .. 
• BUILT-IN PRINTER 
• REPLAY AND EDIT 
• LARGE. SKYSCREENS 
• LARGE DISPLAY 

reliability you expect ... 
• CLINT PROOF'" SKYSCREENS 
• EXCLUSIVE PROOF CHANNEL 
• CHOSEN BY THE PROFESSIONALS 

FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS 

low prices!!! 
• Systems priced at $155, $195, and $345 

OEHLER RESEARCH, INC. 
P.O. Box 9135 •AUSTIN.TX. 78766 

Phone 800/531-5125 or 512/327-6900 

I Sight Now Available For S& W 645 I 
I Route 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-4784 I 
._ Send Starrped Seff- addr96Sed envelope for catalog • 

--············· ~--------------~ 
When only the best will do .... 

WOLFF GUNSPRINGS 
.c.o.LI 6BQW~lt:H:a Gt.QC~ SMITl::t & WESSQ~ 
1911& Commdr 1935 (Hi-Power) 17, 19, 20, 21 39, 59 and 469 series 
Delta Elite BOA 22 and 23 Third Generation semi-
Double Eagle 1900 •• Now Available .. automatic series pistols 
King Cobra/MkV 1910/1934 Wolff maTcazine J frame revolvers 
Officers Model springs or all K, L, & N frame revolvers 
Mustang Glock pistols 

SIG-SAU EB WALTHEB QTHER PISTQLS & GUNS 
P-220 P-226 PP, PPK, PPKS Beretta 92, CZ-75/TZ75, Hi-Standard, Mauser 
P-225 P-228 P-38, P-88, TP Nambu, Ortgies, Sauer, Ruger, Springfield P-9 

Models 4, 5, 8, 9 And many otfler makes and models. 

W. C. Wolff Company offers a wide selection of springs including 
recoil, hammer and magazine springs for over 300 different 
models of semi-automatic pistols, revolvers, rifles and shotguns. 
Please send $2.00 for our latest catalog. 

II .,,wolf/ n-, ~ 
GUNSPRINGIIW.AICERS 

P.O.Box I, Dept. 381, Newtown Square, PA 19073 
1-800-545-0077 

or two after eating a five second penalty, 
but not the Jet. He kept the after-burners 
lit and, to the crowd's collective gasp of 
horror, missed the fourth plate again. This 
time there was no grace period- the five 
second penalty stuck. 

Then it happened again on the stage 
called Speed Option. Unlike any other 
stage of the match, Speed Option, as its 
name implies, features one plate that is 
"optional." It is a 12" plate at 25 yards 
and if you hit it, two seconds is reduced 
from your time on that that run. 

In reality, it is not optional. You must 
hit it to be competitive. Well, the Jet 
missed it. Twice. Now he had to eat what 
in essence is a two second penalty. 

Seven seconds in the hole, the Jet was 
finished. But did that deter the Filipino 
hosemaster? Not in the least. Jethro won 
an unbelievable four out of seven stages! 
He finished seventh place overall, under 
four seconds behind Jerry Barnhart. 
That's the heart of a champion, the unre
lenting spirit of a winner- never say die 

Special Winners 
In addition to awarding the winner of 

the Steel Challenge with a check for 
$10,000 and a lovely silver cup, the 
match also recognizes special category 
winners with cash and prizes. • 

The top eight professionals in the 
match go on to compete in a special 
shoot-off. Jerry proved that when you're 
hot you're hot- he won the shoot-off and 
added $5,000 cash to his winnings. Jerry 
is the only person in the 11 year history of 
the Steel Challenge to win both the main 
match and the shoot-off. (The shoot-off 
was a team event from 1981 until 1986 
when the format switched to man-against
man, so Jerry's record spans '86-'91.) 

The nation's fastest lawman is Bruce 
Piatt of New Jersey. Bruce finished 17th 
overall with his Weigand custom .38 
Super and won the honors for Top Cop. 

Top revolver went to Japanese shooter 
Tetsuhiro Murata who· shot a box-stock 
Model 65 Smith with the sole modification 
of a Tasco Pro-Point. 

Tetsuhiro is prohibited from owning a 
handgun in Japan, the country with the 
strictest gun control in the world. There 
are less than 60 permits to own a handgun 
in the entire country! Most of those 
belong to privileged politicians and 
wealthy businessmen. 

Tet comes to the United States once a 
year and practices his shooting skills with 
American Handgunner photographer lchiro 
Nagata. In Japan, Tet makes do with repli
ca handguns that fire tiny plastic pellets. 

Despite his involuntary lack of prac
tice, Tet finished 24th overall, just one 
spot behind whee/gunner extraordinaire 
Jerry Mikulek. 

As astonishing as it is for a man who 
doesn't own a gun to finish just a whisker 
behind the man who's been compared to 
the legendary Ed McGivern, that feat is 
certainly equalled, if not surpassed, by 
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the stunning performance of special 
award winner Patrick Sanchez. Young 
Patrick, 15-years-old, won four cate
gories: Top Tyro (first year competitor), 
Top International, Top Amateur (Master 
Class) and Top Junior! 

Pat is from the Philippines and is a 
protege of speed shooting wunderkind 
Jethro "The Jet" Dionisio. 

As Dave Anderson details in his 
accompanying sidebar, Judy Woolley of 
Team S&W took top honors for the sec
ond year in a row as Top Lady. 

Class winners in Amateur Class were 
Jim O'Young (28th overall, A Class), Herb 
Conly (44th overall, B Class), Scott Mac
Caughtry (102nd overall, C Class) and 
Matt Escobar (153rd overall, D Class). 

Last and most certainly least, your 
reporter finished an embarrassing 68th 
overall and for that won Top Journalist. 
This proves once and for all that gunwrit
ers really can't shoot. 

The Burner 
"We spent a lot of time on equipment, 

tuning it for these conditions," reflected 
Jerry Barnhart as I talked to him in the 
cool comfort of his spacious travel trailer. 
The air conditioned trailer is plushly car
peted and in the living room sits a large 
red mechanic's tool 9hest with two Dillon 
1050 presses mounted on top. 

The twin Dillons are set up in .38 
Super and .45 ACP. The .45 press belongs 
to Jerry's dad, but Jerry carried it from 
his home in Michigan to southern Cali
fornia as a spare. 

He was Ii ving on the range for three 
weeks and he couldn't afford to have his 
press break down, even with Dillon's "no 
bullshit lifetime guarantee" that promises 
to speed any customer- not just The Very 
Important Jerry Barnhart- free replace
ment parts by overnight mail if necessary. 

But Jerry was taking no chances. 
That's why he was living on the range. 
"Last year I saw people coming out there 
in their trailers and during the match 
they'd go and chill out. I decided that was 
the way to go so I taught some extra 
classes and saved the money to buy a 
trailer," explained the two-time Steel 
Challenge champion. 

"This year, by God, I'm going to put 
my time in. If I get beat, well so be it. 
But I'm going to put my time in," Jerry 
growled. It was obvious that he was 
sincere. 

Vise Gun 
Just as he wouldn't trust his trustworthy 

Dillon press, so too Jerry was nervous about 
sending his pistol through the mail. During 
his 500 round daily practices, his Wilson 
"Steel Special" version of the famous dou
ble-chan1ber Accu-Comp worked loose. It's 
just the normal wear that takes place with 
any autopistol, the inevitable loosening of 
the slide-to-frame fit. 

Normally a little bit of slop in the slide 
fit is not a big deal. After all, it is the posi-

WORLD CLASS PISTOLS, IT'S ALL IN THE NAME 

Our refinishing is used by: 
Action Arms, Alpha 
Precision, Bill Rogers, 
J.E. Clark, Colt Firearms, 
Richard Heine, Mike La, 
Rocca, J.M. Plaxco, Behlert 
Precision and D & L Sports. 

WORLD CLASS PISTOLS 
P.O. Box 288 
Brownsburg, IN 46112 
(317) 852-0013 

''&Hdttftl{l~'!Lti" 
Stainless Steel Finish 

"COGAN CUSTOM" Speed 
Comp. Customized Comps. for most 
semi-autos and revolvers for compe
tition, carry or hunting. 

CUSTOM GUNSMITHING 
COLT AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE CENTER 

Send $2.00 for brochure (refundable with first gun) to 

A.P.&W. Inc. 1937 Calumel SI. DeoI AH. Clearwater fl 34625. Phone 18131 449-9112 
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RWS 
GAMO 
AIRGUNS 

INTRODUCING 
THENEWRWS 

GAMO COMPACT 
The RWS Garno Compact Air Pistol is a 
stylish affordable match air pistol that will 
please even the most discriminating shoot
er. Anyone looking for a club air pistol 
need not look any further. 

Available in .177 caliber only the RWS 
Gamo Compact features include ... 

• Walnut adjustable grips. 
• Two-stage adjustable trigger. 

• Swiveling trigger shoe. 

Technical 
Data: 
• Total I. - 12.6" 
• Barrel I. - 8.3" 
• Wt. lbs. - 1.94 
• Vel. -430 Ills 
• Trigger pull - 1.65 
• Cocking effort - 20 

Dynamit Nobel
RWS is proud to 
be the exclusive 
distributor in the 
U.S. for GAMO 
Precision Air Rifles 

• Adjustable rear sight. 
• Rifled barrel. 

• 

• Left-hand 
versions. 

and Air Pistols. As with all 
RWS airguns, RWS GAMO Airguns will be 
protected with a Full Lifetime Warranty. 

For a closer look 
at the complete 
selection of RWS 
GAMO Airguns see 
your local dealer, 
and to make that 
visit easier send 
for our latest cata- , 
log today. Send 
$1.00 for 3rd class, 
$2.00 for 1st class 
delivery to: 

DYNAMIT NOBEL - RWS INC. 
105 STONEHURST COURT 

NORTHVALE, NJ 07647-0962 
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tioning of the barrel to the slide that really 
matters for accuracy. The iron sights are 
mounted on the slide, so as long as the 
slide and barrel stay in alignment, accura
cy is unaffected by the frame. 

Ah yes, but Jerry's Tasco scope is 
mounted to the alloy Commander frame, 
not the slide. The fit of slide to frame is 
crucial when the sighting device is 
attached to the frame, obviously, because 
this relationship is what determines the 
coincidence of barrel alignment with 
sight alignment. 

When Jerry's slide loosened up, his 
groups at 40 yards went from slightly over 
an inch to slightly over three inches. Most 
people would be content with a three-inch 
gun at 40 yards, but not a pro shooter. 

Jerry sheepishly confessed, "I was 
scared to send the gun out to Bill Wilson. 
You know how things can happen with 
the mail." What he did to fix his frame 
will no doubt shock you, but it's the truth 
as Jerry told it to me on that sunny after
noon in his swank, baby blue trailer. 

He put his Colt slide in a bench vise 
and leaned on the handle. Removing the 
slide, he tried it on the frame and found it 
was still a tad loose. Back in the massive 
vise it went and Jerry again applied the 
elbow grease to the vise. 

Oops, now it's too tight! The slide 
barely fits on the frame, the rails pinched 
too closely together. Oh well, no prob
lem, just lap that sucker in. 

Jerry asked his two neighbors, Ken 

He took the abrasive 
dust and mixed it with· 
Firepower lubricant to 

form a homemade goo. 
Lapping compound! 

Tapp and Doug Koenig, both members of 
Team Springfield who had also parked 
luxurious trailers on the range for several 
weeks of intense training, if he could bor
row a cup of lapping compound. 

Sorry, we don't have any. 
Hmmmm. Ever resourceful, Jerry took 

a couple of Dremel tool grinding bits and 
pounded them into a fine powder with a 
hammer. He took the abrasive dust and 
mixed it with Firepower lubricant to form 
a homemade goo. 

Lapping compound! 
With the gummy mixture Jerry lapped 

his slide to the frame. The accuracy 
returned as the gun once again took on 
the tight tolerances that makes for a pro 
class pistol. 

The groups shrank back and the rest, 
as they say, is history. Jerry Barnhart won 
the 1991 Steel Challenge ...... 
with that gun! ~ 

$79.95 THE ORIGINAL $49.95 
Value TS45 Special 

• Side Lever Cocking• Spring Piston Action• Adult Type• 177 
Cal. • 800 FPS • 300 Yard Range • Hardwood Stock • Both 
Sights Adjustable • All Metal Parts Blued • Rifled Barrel. 

THE ULTIMATE IN 
CHINESE AIR RIFLES 

Manufactured from high quality materials 
Exquisite 
Workmanship. 
Excellent 
accuracy. 

• Excellent Target & Training Rifle. 
• Order now and receive 200 rounds of ammo FREE. 

60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Shipped In 24 hours 

Credit Cards & Phone Orders Call 
(502) 252-7226 Mon.· Fri. 9-5 EST 

Add $5 5/H ea. KY, IN & OH res. add sates tax 

COMPASSECO, INC. 
P.O. Box 427-H, 801 Taylorsville Rd. 

Bloomfield, KY 40008 
Must be 18 to purchase. 

AOllONS B¥ "T" 
ACTIONS TUNED ON PISTOLS & I/IEVOLVERS 

POLICE TYPE-HAINDGUNS 
TEDDY JACOBSON- ISTO MITH 

16315 REDWOOD FO EST COURT 
SUGARLAND, TX 77478 (T1-3j 277-4008 

PRACTICAL PISTOL 
SERVICES 

High Quality-Reasonable Prices 
• Full Service Colt Auto Gunsmithing 
• Two Stage Compensator 

Systems Since 1985 
• M.B.T.S. Compensator Kits 

& Well Widget Mag Wells' 

• AR-15 Match Rifles & Modifications 
• M1A Trigger & Accuracy 

Work 

241 Washington Street 
Methuen, MA 01844 

508/688-4926 
Send S.A S.E for pr,ce /1st 
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ARE YOU READY FOR 

The headlines are filled 
with reports of violent 

crimes. ResJ?onsible citizens 
are looking for ways to 
protect their families. 

Are you prepared for a 
life threatening confrontation? 

It's time to get 
street-wise. 

It's time to get the 1992 
American Handgunner 

Annual of Combat 
Handguns. 

A special issue devoted exclusively to fighting 
handguns! Four big features by noted combat handgun 
expert Massad Ayoob including a fascinating essay on 
THE COMBAT MIND-SET in Massad's inimitable style. 
PLUS: 

111 .. John Taffin on BIG BORE REVOLVERS for self-defense. 
111* Deputy Ed Sanow shares his street-wise knowledge of HANDGUN 

STOPPING POWER. 
111* Frank James provides a run-down on THE SNUBNOSE. 
AND MORE! 

111* The deadly good looks of a George Huening custom 
built CARRY COMP .45. 

111* How the LA SHERIFF'S GUNFIGHTING TECHNIQUES 
help keep their deputies alive to "get their man." 

Order the 1992 Ameritan Handgunner Annual ol Combat Handguns TODAY! 

1 ~•, r !1 :◄ I~•, 1 ;i;i i ;J ~ j l\'1 ~i I 
I Send me _copy(s) of the 1992 American Handgunner I 
: Annual of Combat Handguns for only $6.95 ea. : 

I □ Check/MO enclosed □ Bill my MC/Visa I 
I No. _______ Exp. Date __ lnitial I 
I (CA residents add 7% sales tax) I 
I Name --------------1 

I Address _____ __________ I 
I . / / . I I City State Zip ____________ I 
I SEND TO: Handgunner Dept 92CH, I 
L _1~ .£~i~ ieJ.a !_e1.'.!°.:.. #1,02,, ,2,°.!!, l21_e~:S~ ~ l,21L_ .J 



BY JOHN TAFFIN 

The .357 SuperMag as chambered 
in the Dan Wesson heavy frame 
revolver of the same name or in 
the Ruger .357 Maximum Black

hawk or even in the Seville Silhouette 
Single Action, is generally regarded by 

handle 180 and 200 grain bullets at nor
mal .357 Magnum muzzle velocities. A 
length of 1.6 JO" was selected and l 80-
200 grain bullets did indeed attain the 
same muzzle velocities as the .357 Mag
num using 158 grain bullets. 

amount. This is no simple task and cer
tainly required a large investment in time, 
money, and engineering. 

When the .357 SuperMag from Dan 
Wesson first appeared on the scene, more 
than one wildcatter was waiting with 

the .445 SuperMag 
experienced silhouetters as the finest 
revolver cartridge for long range shooting 
ever conceived. 

The concept was a simple one. Instead 
of using a big bore for silhouettes, stretch 
the .357 Magnum enough that it would 

Though the concept was simple, carry
ing it out was not. It was more than a 
matter of chambering an existing 
revolver for the new cartridge as stretch
ing the case to 1.610" also meant stretch
ing revolver frames and cylinders a like 

reamers in hand to do one thing: Turn it 
into a true big bore. 

The largest number of these were 
turned into .44 SuperMags, and I had the 
privilege of doing extensive shooting of 
one such early wildcat, the .44 UltraMag. 

High Performance Favorite Loads For The .445 SuperMag 

29.0 gr. Hl 10 
30.0 gr. Hl 10 
31.0gr. Hll0 

32.0 gr. \/1/W 680 
33.0 gr. 'NW 680 
34.0 gr. \/1/W 680 
35.0 gr. 'NW 680 

29.0 gr. Hl 10 
30.0 gr. Hl 10 
31.0gr.Hll0 

33.0 gr. 'NW 680 
34.0 gr. 'NW 680 
35.0 gr. 'NW 680 

29.0gr. Hll0 
30.0gr.Hll0 
31.0 gr. Hl 10 

30.0 gr. H4227 
31.0 gr. H4227 
32.0 gr. H4227 
31.0 gr. H4227 
32.0 gr. H4227 
33.0 gr. H4227 
34.0 gr. H4227 
35.0 gr. H4227 

fl • 

fl • 

1000 

. ''. 
. ''. 

1200 1400 

Velocity (feet per second) 

1600 1800 

WARNING: Neither the author nor American Handgunner accept responsibility for results obtained with this reloading information 
due to the inherent variation in handloading components and individual reloading techniques. 
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The .44 UltraMag used .444 Marlin brass 
cut to 1.600", and this brass being larger 
in diameter than .44 Magnum brass, was 
swaged and turned on a lathe until it 
matched .44 Magnum dimensions. The 
reason, of course, was to also allow the 
use of the shorter .44 Magnums in the 
same cylinder. 

My good friend Lew Schafer created 
the .44 UltraMag and by careful reload
ing we acquired the following muzzle 
velocities, in cold temperatures of 20-25°, 
brutally cold when shooting a big bore 
revolver, using a six-inch barrelled Dan 
Wesson revolver: 

200 gr. Hornady JHP 
220 gr. Sierra FPJ 
240 gr. Homady JSIL 
265 gr. Hornady JFP 
305 gr. cast bullet 

1,718 fps 
1,670 fps 
1,596 fps 
1,495 fps 
1,589 fps 

All loads were assembled with 
WW680 powder and CCI #350 Magnum 
Large Pistol primers with the 305 grain 
cast bullet giving five-shot groups of 
half-inch at 25 yards. 

Barrels for the .44 UltraMag were 
standard Dan Wesson .44 Magnum bar
rels but because the SuperMag frames 
used different threads, eight-inch .44 
Magnum barrels were cut to six-inches 
and rethreaded. 

Various .44 SuperMags, based on 
either .444 Marlin or .30-40 Krag brass, 
have surfaced since, but the ".44 
Stretched Magnum" became a production 
sixgun in 1988. 

Dan Wesson and the late Elgin Gates 
of THMSA, combined forces to create 
the .445 SuperMag. Dan Wesson sup
plied the guns, IHMSA supplied the 
brass and healthy orders for the new big 
bore sixgun. 

As of this writing, .445 SuperMags are 
available only from Dan Wesson in both 
blue and stainless steel versions. No other 
revolver manufacturer has seen fit to pro
duce the .445 Supermag, so it is either 
Dan Wesson or a Thompson/Center Con
tender single-shot. 

Brass is available, but no factory load
ed rounds. Brass can be acquired only 
from The Silhouette (phone 208-524-
0880), and the latest run will be head
stamped ".445 Gates" in memory of its 
creator. 

Problems surfaced early with the .445 
SuperMag revolver and also with the .445 
brass. The first guns had oversize cylin
ders and the brass was not properly 
annealed. Problems with sizing .445 
SuperMag brass has also resulted whether 
using either .445 or .44 Magnum carbide 
sizing dies both of which often raise a 
sharp ring of metal right above the base 
of the fired shell. 

Standard non-carbide .44 Magnum 
sizing dies will give better results. In my 
reloading of the .445, I use neither .445 
nor .44 Magnum sizing dies but instead 
opt for a custom RCBS .44 Schafer Ultra-

Mag sizing die that puts a slight taper on 
the case from base to mouth, and is much 
easier on brass. 

It is somewhat of a nuisance to use as 
cases must be lubed and virtually hand 
fed into the very sharp, very flat base of 
the sizing die, but the results are well 
worth it. Most sizing dies have a slight 
funnel shape at the bottom to assist 
entrance of the case mouth; the .44 Ultra
Mag die docs not. 

Except for the case-sizing cautions, 
reloading the .44 SuperMag is the same 
as for reloading the .44 Magnum. A good 
heavy crimp is required both to keep bul
lets from moving forward in recoil as the 
big sixgun is fired, and also to get lhe 
powder started burning properly. Powder 
selection is a little different as I stay with 
H4227, WW296, HJ 10, WW680, and 
AA#l680, slaying away from any faster 
burning powders. 

The same bullets that work in the .44 
Magnum also work well in the .44 Super
Mag with my preference being for the 
heavier bullets in the 290 to 310 grain 
weight range. 

The .44 SuperMag is an exceptional
ly accurate cartridge and this accuracy 
is even further enhanced by the use of 
heavyweight bullets such as the SSK 
J.D. Jones designed #310.429 flat point, 
the NEI #295.429 GC (available from 
BRP Bullets, 1210 Alexander Road, 
Dept. AH, Colorado Springs, CO 
80909) or Sierra's 300 gr. JFP. Speer 
also has a 300 gr. bullet in the works but 
I have not yet received any for testing as 
this is written. 

Large Rifle primers are usually recom
mended for the .445 UltraMag/Super
Mag/Gates, but I have yet to determine a 
nickel's worth of difference between the 
use of Large Rifle Primers and Magnum 
Pistol Primers. Muzzle velocities and 
accuracy are both virtually identical 
whether Federal or CCI Large Rifle 
Primers, or Federal or CCT Magnum Pis
tol Primers are used. 

The .445 SuperMag has been touted as 
a silhouette revolver and it is if properly 
loaded. It makes little sense to load it lo 
the hilt and try to shoot 40, 60, or 80 tar
gets with it. Even with the 10-inch bar
relled version, which is just a shade under 
four pounds, recoil can be quite discon
certing with full house loads. 

For silhouetting, I would stay at 1,650 
fps or less with the 220 gr. Sierra silhou
ette bullet or 1,500 fps with the 240 Speer 
silhouette bullet. Using the 220 gr. Sierra 
and 34.0 grs. of H4227, muzzle velocity 
is 1,648 fps according lo lhe triple sky 
screens of my Oehler Model 35P chrono
graph. 

The same load in an eight-inch barrel 
goes 1,635 fps, six-inch gives 1,541 fps, 
and the Super Fourteen TIC Contender 
milks it for all it is worth and yields just 
barely over 2,000 fps. 

With the 240 Speer silhouette bullet, I 
use either 33.0 grs. of Hll0, 31.0 grs. of 
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H4227, or 38.0 grs. of WW680 for the 
1,500 fps muzzle velocity range from the 
10-inch barrelled Dan Wesson. These 
same loads will do 1,350 to l,450 fps in 
the six-inch and eight-inch barreled 
DW's and right around 1,850 in the 
Super Fourteen. 

The heavier weight bullets really make 
the .445 worthwhile and the replacing of 
the 10-inch standard barrel or eight-inch 
heavy barrel that were standard equip
ment with my early .445 Dan Wesson 
with a standard weight six-inch barrel 
makes the .445 handle as easily as a 
Smith & Wesson Model 29. 

Well, real close anyway. The shorter 
barrel transforms the big Dan Wesson 
from a clumsy, heavy competition pistol 
to a very packable hunting pistol. 

Hunting with the .445 SuperMag 
means heavyweight bullets such as the 
265 gr. Hornady JFP, the 300 gr. Sierra 
JFP, or cast bullets such as NEI's 295 gr. 
Keith style or SSK's 310 gr. flat point. 
Using 31.0 gr.s of Hll0 with the latter 
three bullets in the 300 gr. weight range 
yields impressive muzzle velocities with 
the six-inch barreled Dan Wesson. 

Even with this relatively short barrel 
length, the 300 gr. cast bullets will go 
1,500 fps giving a lot of power from a 
small package, or the 300 gr. Sierra will 
do 1,300 fps with the same load. For a 
slightly less powerful load, try 34.0 grs. 
of WW680 with either of the 300 gr. 
bullets. 

As this is written, the future of the 
Dan Wesson .445 SuperMag sixgun is in 
doubt, as the Dan Wesson company is 
experiencing serious financial difficulties 
and may or may not survive. If they do 
not survive, it will be a sad day indeed for 
silhouetlers and sixgunners everywhere. 

If the .445 SuperMag disappears, .357 
SuperMag Rugers, Sevilles, or Dan We -
sons, as well as .375 SuperMag Sevilles 
and Dan Wessons can be readily convert
ed to the bigger, and better for hunting 
situations, .445 SuperMag. 

Hamilton Bowen (Bowen Classic 
Arms, P.O. Box 67, Dept. H, Louisville, 
TN, 37777, Phone 615-984-3583) can 
convert single action Ruger .357 Maxi
mums, and I assume Sevilles also, to 
.445 SuperMag, and Lew Schafer 
(Three K Industries, 1028 S. Harrison 
St., Dept AH, Moscow, ID 83843. 
Phone 208-882-5453) can expertly 
transform .357 SuperMag and .375 
SuperMag sixguns to his .44 UltraMag. 
Schafer should also be able to supply 
.44 UltraMag sizing dies. 

Presently, my .445 SuperMag is 
equipped with the standard six-inch bar
rel. I like it so much, that the 10-inch and 
eight-inch barrels may be relegated lo a 
long tenure in my parts box. UPS just 
dropped off 200 rounds of the latest brass 
with the .445 Gates headstamp. Time to 
go back to the reloading bench. Hunting 
season is just around ...... 
the corner. ~ 
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PISTOL LA.§ERSIGHT SPECJt.L 
PLS 2 Lasersight -
Only $199.00 

~ ~ )'v/\,~At 

.;!: P/S12':..c~(}~NT 

___, FREE·., %1 

"¾.., l'ts21aUHSJ(/ht. 

~...._ ~ Laser Pistol Mounts available 
$
40 00 

VAL~;\' for Glock, Beretta, Taurus and 
foro~fodTimoOrly all Govt. Model 1911 Frames. 

ADVENTURER'S OUTPOST• ORDERS (800) 762-7471 • FAX ( 634-8781 
P.O. Box 70 •Dept.AH Cottonwood, AZ. 86326 • Information (602) 639-0072 • Shipping & Handling $5.00 • C.0.D. $3.75 

1101 INDIANA CT. 
DECATUR, IL. 62521 

217-429-2290 

BROCHURE • $1.00 

HANDBOOK OF METALLIC 
CARTRIDGE RELOADING 

Contains the latest comprehensive tables 
prepared by the four major powder manufacturers 
for all current rifle or handgun cartridges. 

YES! Please send me __ copies at $19.95 
each plus $3.00 shipping & handling per book. CA 
residents, add 7% sales tax. 
□ Check/ MO Enclosed$ ___ _ 
□ Bill myVISNMC ________ _ 
No. ________ Exp. Date __ _ 

Name------~------
Address ____________ _ 
City ______ State __ Zip __ _ 

Mail to: Guns Books Ad#60a-Dept.HG91 SO,591 
Camino de la Reina, #200, San Diego, CA 92108 

PAGER HOLSTER 

PRESS BUTTON, 
CASE FLIPS 

OPEN. 

FITS DAVIS DERRINGERS, PSP-25 AUTO 
BAUER, BROWNING 25 AUTOS 
FREEDOM ARMS .2?LR. 1" BARREL 
N AMERICAN ARMS 22LR. 11

8 " 

$19.95 plus Sl .50 S&H. or two for $34.95 
SEER INC. 

P.O. Box 1194, League City, TX 77574 

• Colt • Govt., Comm., Officers • 

C0 THE LEATHER ARSENAL m 
N 27549 Middleton Rd., Dept AH (1) 

N Middleton, Idaho 83644 ; 
u:i (208) 585-e212 (800) 321-6212 i;f 
N SURPRISE SPECIAL N U) 

Lt) "' .,, 
N 
N • 
0 New Glock New ;i:, 
N 
N 22, 23 S&W C: 

cc 
CJ 20, 21 4006 ~ 
iii ,, 

C0 . U1 

M Holster, Plain Tan - $3800 • N 

all Magazine Pouch - $1500 en 
N 

Shipping $500 ~ N Massad Ayoob on 
ai Leather Arsenal products: U) 

... "The custom gunleather produced 3 
~ by Elmer McEvoy at Leather Arsenal 3 

Is second to none! - Massad Ayoob vi 
.>o: Phone Orders Welcome Ro (.) 
0 C.O.D. Visa and MC Accepted "' a If you have any questions don't hesitate to ask U1 

Send s100 for brochure and order information 

• Taurus 92 & 99 • Browning HP • 

PINSHOOTERS 
Continued from page 43 

Chance 1990. 
Other revolver shooters fared well at 

Second Chance '90. Miculek's Smith & 
Wesson teammate Brian Enos shot his 
.357 Magnum well enough to grab first 
place in the MB Stock category, with an 
aggregate time of 21 seconds flat for the 
best five of six tables, just edging out 
speedster Jerry Barnhart's time of 21.1. 

Enos is one of the very few top shoot
ers who is truly ambidextrous between 
the revolving and auto-loading shooting 
systems. It was my first year at Second 
Chance, and I shot strictly revolvers for 
all the handgun events. 

I had the good fortune to win the first 
of the big money man-on-man shoot-offs 
and I was rewarded by having Rich Davis 
hand me a Master Blaster patch and then 
dump 20 hundred-dollar bills over my 
head, which of course I immediately 
groveled up. When we' re talking that 
kind of scratch, I ain't proud! 

T also won two guns, one for finishing 
13th in the OSS (Ordinary Standard Shoot
er) main event, another for my second 
place OSS performance (9th overall) in the 
8-pin revolver mandatory reload match. 

Needless to say, my "old-fashioned" 
wheelguns and I will be back next year! 

Which Wheelgun? 
What kind of revolver should you 

shoot bowling pins with? Well, Jerry 
Miculek has done his best work with 
plain-Jane Smith & Wesson Model 27 
.357 Magnums with 83/s-inch tubes. 

Jerry always has preferred a long sight 
radius for serious work, and this year he 
brought new Model 27s specialJy fitted with 
long, skinny barrels of about I Q1/z inches. 

For pins, he uses heavy cast lead slugs 
loaded on the warm side. Teammate Enos 
also used a Smith & Wesson .357 and 
heavy-bullet loads. 

For my money, though, the .45 ACP 
wheelgun is better for most shooters. The 
classic Smith & Wesson 1955 Target 
Model 25-2 is my first choice for pins. 
I've got three of them in active service. 

The first is essentially stock, modified 
only with Millett sights and an action 
hone by armorer Rick Devoid. 

The second is just the opposite- it's 
been completely tricked out by Oklahoma 
gunsmith John Nowlin, and has a heavy 
Shilen match barrel with detachable 
underlug, Millett sights, porting, Metaloy 
hard-chrome finish, and an incredibly 
smooth double-action trigger pull. 

I designed my third 25-2 for both 
competition and occasional concealed 
carry. Chris Peters had the barrel cut to 
four inches, then tuned up the action, ren
dering it double-action only and extreme
ly smooth. 

Loaded with Cor-Bon +P 185 gr. 
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PALADIN 
PRESS 

COMBAT AMMO OF THE 21st CENTURY 
by Duncan Long 

( 
You don't have to be in uniform to face combat. Any encounter that could result in injury 

or death to you or those you wish to protect is combat. It could be in the streets, on the 
battlefield or in the middle of the night in your own home. Helping you to win these armed 

showdowns is what Combat Ammo of the 21st Century is all about. Duncan Long - one of the 
world's foremost authorities on weapons and ammunition - has conducted an exhaustive study of 

modern ammo based on actual case studies of their stopping power on the streets (where it really 
counts) as well as in state-of-the-art labs to update what had been considered the definitive ammo 

reference, Combat Ammunition: Everything You Need to Know. Take a look at the new lighter, more 
powerful cartridges that promise to dominate well into the nex4 century: the hot new .40 S&W, the 10mm 

Auto and the stealthy subsonic 9mms. Follow simple, step-by-step instructions and make your own exotic 
tracers, flechette and sabot rounds, caseless ammo and fragmenting bullets. 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, photos, illus., 

OF THE 21" CE\Tl ·Ry -----. 

216 pp. $30.00 

MANSTOPPERS 
Selecling !he Righi 

-Tlu·---
11a,1h1J..c• Sih·rn·c·r 
-·-BooJ..--

THEHAYDUKE 
SILENCER BOOK 
Quick and Dirty 

Homemade Silencers 
by George Hayduke 

Learn how to make firearm silencers 
from common items found around the 
house. George Hayduke, the Master 
of Revenge, will show you how! Enter 
the world of muffled mayhem with 
these simple, effective and legal 
silencer designs. For information 
purposes only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
softcover. photos, illus., 80 pp. $10.00 

• 

Double-Action Pistol 
This video will help you select the right 
double-action auto pistol for your 
personal def.ense needs. Technical 
advisors Col. Rex Applegate. Wiley 
Clapp, Tom Campbell and Chuck 
Karwan contnbuted to the evaluations 
of the latest autos from Colt, S& W. 
Ruger. Glock, SIG-Sauer and others. 

BUSINESS 
PARTNERS 

BUSINESS PARTNERS 
The Best Pistol/ Ammunition 

Combinations for 
Personal D~fensl' 

by Peter Alan Kasler 
Here is a practical and realistic 
assessment of which modem bullets 
work best In which handguns to get 
the Job done in a life-or-death situa
tion. From the truth about wound ba· 
listics to the debate over the most 
effective calibers, this book holds noth
ing back. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, hardcover, 
photos. illus., 200 pp. $22.95 
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TO RIDE, SHOOT STRAIGHT 
AND SPEAK THE TRUTH 

by !elf Cooper 
Combat mind•set. proper sighting, 
tactical residential architecture, 
nuclear war - these are some of the 
many subjects explored by Jeff 
Cooper in this illustrated anthology. 
The author discusses various arms, 
fighting skills and the importance of 
knowing how to defend oneself, and 
one's honor, In our rapidly changing 
world. 5 1/2 x 8 t/2, hardcover, illus., 
384 pp. $26.00 

HOME WORKSHOP 
SILENCERS I 

More tha1, fifty 9" x 12" working 
machinist's drawings present step
by-step directions for building three 
different advanced firearm stlencers. 
Improvised materials and machining 
techniques are suggested. For 
reference and h1stor,cal purposes 
only. 9 x 12, softccver, illus., 72 pp. 

$12.00 

AR-7 SUPER SYSTEMS 
by Duncan Long 

The lightweight, rugged AR-7 has 
long been a favonte of hunters, ex
plorers, survivalists and U.S. Air Force 
pilots. Now Duncan Long reveals his 
secrets about this classic rifle and the 
Explorer II. Learn how to upgrade this 
weapon with custom and do-1t
yourself modifications. how to field
strip and detail-strip. how to buy one 
Jsed and its value as a collector's 
item. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, softcover, photos, 
illus .. 144 pp. $15.00 
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GET 
EVEN 

fl-IE RUGER 102:Z 

EXOTIC 

WEAPONS 

From the nght caliber to the right 
safety, this video covers it all. Color, 
approx. 60 min., VHS only. $59.95 

MAKING YOUR AR·15 INTO 
A LEGAL PISTOL 

by Duncan Long 
Do you want the world's most power
ful handgun In your arsenal? Here are 
step-by-step procedures for building a 
legal .223 AR-15 pistol Without a lot cl 
expense. With simple tools and a 
minimum of know-how, you can 
create a semiauto, bolt-action or 
pump version of the gun. Includes all 
the info you need to keep your pistol 
within BATF guidelines. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 
softcover. photos. illus., 88 pp. $14.00 

GET EVEN 
The Complete Book 

of Dirty Tricks 
by George J-layduke 

A hilarious overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big 
busmess, government and enemies. 
These dirty tricks range from the 
simple to the elaborate, including 
more sophisticated schemes devised 
by CIA and Mafia members and 
political dirty tricksters. For enter
tainment only. 5 1 /2 x 8 1 /2. hard· 
cover. 208 pp. $19.95 

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC 
WEAPONS SYSTEM 

Now you can convert your Ruger 
1022 into a selective-fire weapon 
that can fire over 1,000 rounds per 
minute. Build the parts that will 
transform your Ruger 1022 to full 
auto - without modifying the receiv
er or trigger housing. Over 60 
expl1c1t ;,hotos, machm1st's draw
ings and full·scale templates 
accompany th~ detailed instruc
tions. 9 x 12, softcover, photos, 
illus .. 96 pp. $16.00 

NEW 
I.D. IN 
All,ERICA 

BY ANONYMOUS 

HEAVY 
FIRBPOWllR 
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HOMEMADE 
SEMTEX 

NEW 1.0. IN AMERICA 
by Anonymous 

Want one more chance at life with 
a "clean slate"? Trade in your 'Jld 
identity for a new start. Here is a 
step-by-step guide to creating a 
totally new you - with a birth 
certificate, passport, driver's 
license, Social Security number -
all you need for breaking with your 
past. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2. softcover. illus .. 
120pp. $15.00 

HEAVY FIREPOWER 
Turning Junk into Arsenal 

Weaponry 
by Rytm K. Kephart 

This manual features more than 20 
simple plans for making bombs, 
mines, grenades and other devas
tating 1mprov1sed weapons from such 
common items as bottles, mouse
traps, light bulbs. pipe. gravel and 
wire Learn how to set up a cunning 
and deadly defense perimeter. For 
informatlO() purposes only 8 1 /2 x 11, 
softcover. illus .. 72 pp. $15.00 

HOMEMADE SEMTEX 
C-4's Ugly Sister 

by Seymour Leeker 
This first book focusing on Semtex, 
the plastique most widely used by 
terrorists around the world, sets the 
record straight about this powerful 
but misunderstood explosive. Find 
out what II will and won't do, its 
strengths and weaknesses, and 
how It compares to its U.S. 
counterpart, C-4. For information 
purposes only. 5 1/2 x 8 1/2, soft· 
cover. 40 pp $10.00 

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES n -------~ t PALADIN PRESS CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE 
~ 1 ·800·392-2400 i..i 

I P.O. Box 1307-IIA lliiiiiil Call24hoursaclay,7daysaweek, ~ 
AK47: THE COMPLFTE 

KALASHINKOV FAMILY OF 

ASSAULT RIFLES ............. $14.00 

SMART BOMBS ................. $12.00 

CZ-75 FAMILY: THE ULTIMATE 

COMBAT HANOGU ....... $Hi.00 

MAKE MY DAY! ............... $19.95 

IMPROVISED RADIO Dno ATION 

TECHNIQUES ................. $10.00 

UNREPENTANT SINNER ....... $17.95 

POWERHOUSE PISTOLS ...... $19.95 

AR-15/M16 
SUPER SYSTEMS .............. $19.95 

EXPLOSIVE DUSTS ............. $10.00 
IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVES .... $10.00 
DEATHTRAP! .................... $15.00 
SEA Ls: U DT /SEAL OPERATIONS 

IN VIET, AM .................. $26.95 
CREDIT SECRETS ............... $12.00 
HOMEMADE C·4: A RECIPE 

FOR SURVIVAL ............... $12.00 
MINl-14 SUPER SYSTEMS ... $16.95 
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357/44 B & D 
CONVERSIONS 

S&W 27-28 -- Ruger 357-9mm 
TC Contender -- Ruger Red Hawk 

CUSTOM HANDGUN & RIFLE WORK 
BAIN & DAVIS 

307 E. Valley Blvd., San Gabriel, CA 91776-3522 
(818) 573-4241 or (213) 283-7449 

(closed Sun. & Mon.) 

9 & 10 MM, 45 ACP 
FULL MOON CLIPS 

We offer the widest range & 
types of clips in the industry. 

RANCH PRODUCTS 
P.O. BOX 145 MALINTA, OH 43535 
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JHPs, and carried in a Ted Blocker LFI 
Concealment Rig, this gun accompanied 
me during the drive between my cabin 
and the Second Chance range. 

I used the Nowlin gun as my primary 
gun for the shoot-offs and the Pin Gun 
main event, backed up by either of the 
other two .45s. For the Stock Gun five
pin match, I shot the stock 25-2 that 
Ricky did for me, and backed it up with 
the Peters gun. 

For the 8-pin reload .event I used the 
Nowlin gun, and willingly suffered the 0.2-
second penalty for having more than a 4-
inch stock barrel. It was well worth it to 
have that big heavy barrel hanging out 
there to help hold the gun on target with 
the fast cranking I was doing on the trigger. 

Unusual Sixguns 
Some highly unusual sixguns surfaced 

at Second Chance. Pennsylvania gun
smith Rick Gould and buddy Bob Fort 
were sporting Smith L-frames re-cham
bered to hold .38 Super cartridges in full
moon clips. I'm not sure those lighter 
bullets are the optimum for pins, but they 
would be great for fast-reloading at IPSC 
revolver matches. 

Although I never personally saw it, 
there was a seven-shot .357 Magnum cus
tom built on a Smith N-frame being used 
at Second Chance, too! 

Of course, there's nothing that says 
you can't win a pin match with other 
wheelguns- my shooting buddy Jim 
Gallagher wins lots of local matches with 
a well-worn Model 57 .41 Magnum 
stoked with 210 grain lead bullets loaded 
to moderate velocities. 

The early Second Chance wheelgun 
victories were won mostly with Smith & 
Wesson Model 29 .44 Magnums, loaded 
down a bit. Even with speedloaders, these 
rimmed cartridges don't afford the fast
reloading you get with .45 ACP and full
moon clips, but you can count on them 
for six reliably decisive hits if you do 
your part as pistolero. 

If you're a semi-auto shooter and you 
want to try the revolving route to blasting 
wood, you'll need as much practice as 
you can get to help "groove" that heavy 
double-action pull into your subconscious. 

My own pre-match practice sessions 
include shooting double-action at bulls
eye targets at 25 yards. At that range 
you'll know in a hurry if you're jerking 
your shots around. 

Besides, bowling pins at 25 feet look 
pretty big compared to a three-inch black 
bull at three times that distance. It's a 
psychological thing, but it works for me. 

When you get good at it, you'll really 
enjoy shooting pins with a revolver. 
There is something almost sensual about 
rolling a really nice double-action trigger 
as you move from pin to pin. 

And whatever you do, try not to be too 
hard on those guys who insist on spraying 
lead around with those 
new-fangled automatics! 

$810 PINS, SORTED & GOOD QUALITY 
(+ $7 frt. E. of Miss.@ frt. W. of Miss.) 

Volume discounts available 
Lauren & Lindsay 10 A Fallen Tree Ct. 
Baltimore, MD 21227 800-852-8736 

DA 38 DOUBLE ACTION DERRINGER™ 

SPECIFICATIONS 
NUMBER OF SHOTS: 
TYPE OF ACTION: 
WEIGHT: 
OVERALL LENGTH: 
BARREL LENGTH: 
HEIGHT: 
WIDTH: 
FINISH: 
GRIPS: 
SAFETY: 

CALIBERS 
.38 Special 
9mm Luger 
.357 Magnum 

2 
DoubleAction 
145oz 
4.85 inches 
Jmcties 
3.3 inches 
1.1 inches 
SATIN STAINLESS 
Rosewood 
Hammerblock Thumb Sarety 

American 
-Derrinlna: tarp-= 
127 N. LACY, DEPT DA-AH, WACO, TEXAS 76705 

NOT A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE! 
You will be taught by an experienced faculty and learn 
through "hands on" experience ir, a step by step pro
gram with individual instructions. Complete your course 
in less than one year. Day and night classes available. 
We are a specialized school with a proven 44 year suc
cess record and graduates in 50 states as well as foreign 
countries. Approved for the training of eligible veterans 
and is an accredited member of National Association of 
Trade and Technical Schools. We participate in some 
U.S. Government financial assistance programs Call 
(800)234-4594 or (303)233-4697 for info. today 

Colorado School of Trades 
1575 Hoyt St.• Dept. HG• Denver, CO 80215 

TYLER'S "T" GRIP 
BETTER SHOOTING 
with this improved 
cast Aluminum Grip 
ADAPTOR. For Colt, 
S & W ond Ruger D.A. 
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL. 
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS. 
POLISHED or BLACK $7.50 GOLD$8.00 

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
Durable light weight cost aluminum for Colts, S & W 
Ruger and other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns. 
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD FINISH $6.50 
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT. Send 
make & model of gun. COD's Accepted. Add $1.50 
for Shipping Charges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine 
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips & Accessories. 
Hand-mad• Leather Holsten & Belts. 

New! IVOREX® GUN GRIPS 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 

1326 W. Britton Rd. • Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114 
Call toll free 800-654-8415 Outside Oklahoma 

JIM HOAG 
CUSTOM PISTOLSMITH 
8523 CANOGA AVE. UNITC 

CANOGA PARK, CA 91304 
(818) 998-1510 
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Classified ads $.75 per-ward per insertion. 1$.60 per-ward per insertion far 3 or mare) including name, address and 
phone number 120 word minimum). Minimum charge $15.00. Bold words add $.50 per word. Copy and rerun 
orders must be accompanied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY OR CASH DISCOUNTS ON LISTING OR 
DISPlAY ClASSIFIED ADVERTISING. All ads must be received with advance payment BY NO lATER THAN THE 25th 
of each month. EXAMPLE: Closing for NOV/DEC 1991 issue Ion sale Oct 5) is July 25th. Ads received after closing 
will appear in the following issue. Please type or print clearly. PLEASE NOTE*** NO PROOFS Will BE FURNISHED. 
Include name, address, past office, city, state and zip cace as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word 
each. Mail to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ClASSIFIEDS, 591 Camino de lo Reino, Suite 200; San Diego, Califor
nia 92108. NOTE WE NOW HAVE DISPlAY ClASSIFIED ADS IN BOTH GUNS MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN 
HANDGUNNER. ASK FOR OUR NEW RATE CARD. 

ACCESSORIES 

Concealed Weapon license Identification Badge. 
Finest quality, made to order with your license number. 
Catalog Free. Seven Seas, POB 3906, Dept. 45, 
Apollo Beach, Fl 33570. Ph. 813-645-2621. 

HANDGUN TARGETS Unique design for handguns or 
any type open sights. 12 targets $3.00 + $1 .00 S & 
H to: Graphic Engineering, Box 310, Emlenton, PA 
16373. 

AM.T .. 22 MAGNUM OWNERS. WE NOW HAVE 
A MAGAZINE LOADER FOR THIS AUTO. SEND 
$4.95 PLUS$ 85icents) S & H TO: CLIP-LOADER 
INC., 5906 S.E. LLOYD ST., MILWAUKEE, OR 
97222. 

Once-fired and new brass: Pistol and Rifle. Send SASE 
for price list. Cheyenne Brass, PO Box 5254, 
Cheyenne, WY 82003. 

"MUGGED?" Obtain concealed weapons in your 
state while you still can! Send SASE: Weapons, 
8270H SW Sorrento, Beaverton, OR 97005. 

DESERT EAGLE, WILDEY, 191 lAl COMP. GUN, 
GRIZZLY OWNERS? Put your expensive gun in 
padded black canvas and leather case. SUPREME 
QUALITY MINNESOTA GUN CASES Inside Clip Stor
age. Beautiful shotgun cases. DESERT EAGLE BELT 
BUCKLE. Solid brass $24.95 or plated with real silver 
and gold $59.95. DESERT EAGLE COFFEE MUG. 
Black, silver print of gun, logo, history of Desert Eagle. 
$12.95. Shipping any items $2.95. VISA/MC. Cata
log $1.00 refundable with order. Specify gun: Lifton 
Studio Inc., 121 S. 6th Street, Stillwater, MN 55082 
(612-439-7208) 

HOLSTERS, CASES AND MUCH MORE AVAllABLE -
LEATHER, VINYL OR CLOTH. CATALOG $4 -
redeemable. LEATHER WESTERN GUN HOLSTERS 
SING/DBL $65/$95. RIFLE CASED $10/$58. 
STALEX ENTERPRISES, PO BOX 2446, CORONA, CA 
91718.1714)279-1524. 

GENERATOR FlASHLIGHT - Grip-lever Operated. No 
Batteries! Dependable Backup Flashlight. $6.95: RED
WOOD HOUSE, 3902-D Witherby St, San Diego, 
CA 92110-2913. 

Holster-Hip, ankle, shoulder, bondolier hunting or con
cealment. Below retail. Prices starting at $4.95ea. 
Send $2.00 for catalogue to: D & B Gun Shop, P.O. 
Box 60512, Phoenix, AZ 85082-0512. 

AMMUNITION 

.38 SPECIAL RELOADED AMMUNITION-Remanufac
tured using fully automated equipment. 158 gr. SWC 
$87.00M-148 gr. WC $85.00M. reloading since 
1974. MPS Co., 1441 W. John st., Matthews, NC 
28105. 1704)-847-8793 

BUY AMMO DIRECT. Free Price list, send Name and 
Street Address to: AmmoDirect, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 
673811, Marietta, GA 30067. 

FREE DISCOUNT AMMUNITION CATALOG Save up 
to 50% on new, obsolete, military, rimfire, centerfire, 
shotshell and accessories. Atlanta Discount Ammo, 
Dept. 0, P.O. Box 258, Clarkesville, GA 30523. 

SPECIAL SUB-SONIC .22 AMMO FOR SILENCED 

SPECIAL SUB-SONIC .22 AMMO FOR SILENCED 
WEAPONS! Imparted German Hollow-Points for 
Rifles/Pistols using suppressors! Reduce muzzle crack 
in any weapon! No license required ii aver 21 ! ( 150 
rounds) $14.00 + $3.00 UPS. NO P.O. Boxes, 
lower 48 States ONLY NIC INC, 220 Carroll SS#D, 
S'PORT, lA 71105 1318)222-2970. 

CUSTOM BULLETS - .44, .475 and .510 calibers. 
Send S.A.S.E. for brochure. Ballard Built, Dept. AH, 
P.O. Box 1443, Kingsville, TX 78364-1443. 

BOOKS 

"THE ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" IS AVAllABLE 
AGAIN! $22, postpaid. Barricade Books, BOX 1401-
GG, Secaucus, NJ 07096. 

STATE PISTOL lAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN 
lAWS. Both booklets $6.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT 
CATALOG $2.00: Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. 
Box 882, New York, NY 10150. 

Gun Silencers/Noise suppressors. Complete how to 
booklet: Five easy steps to complete information on 
Silencers and suppressors. Plans, Diagrams, Specifica
tions and Sources. Just send $29.95 to: Diamond Dis
tributors, P.O. Box 991, Honolulu, Hawaii 96808. 

THROWING WEAPONS! learn the art of throwing 
knives, axes, spears, shurikens and more. Softbound 
book, 104 pages. Order Now Send $9.95 to: Patrick 
Publications, Dept. 171, P.O. Box 96297, las Vegas, 
NV 89193-6297. 

"FIREARMS lAWS" DON'T END UP BREAKING A 
lAW YOU WEREN'T AWARE OFI! BE SMART AND 
LEARN YOUR lAWSI COMPLETE 250-PAGES All 50 
STATES INCLUDING LOCAL ORDINANCES 
$19.95. "INFORMATION INTERNATIONAL" 5 WEL
STEAD PlACE, DEPT. 22, ROCHESTER, NY. 14613. 

BUSINESS PARTNERS: The Best Pistol/ Ammunition 
Combinations for Personal Defense-Here is a practical 
and realistic assessment of which macern bullets work 
best in which handguns to get the job done in a life-or
death situation. From the truth about wound ballistics to 
the debate over the most effective calibers, this book 
holds nothing bock. 5-1/2X8-1 /2, hardcover, photos, 
illus., 200pp. Send $26.95ppd to: Paladin Press, Box 
1 307-1 GAK, Boulder, Colorado 80306, 1303)443-
7250. 

MEN OF ACTION AND ADVENTURE-Order our 50-
page catalog! Books and videos on new identity, 
improvised explosives, revenge, firearms, survival, and 
many other outrageous and controversial subjects. Get 
yours tacayl Send $1.00 to: PAlADIN PRESS, P.O. 
Box 1307-1 GAT, Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

WE NOW HAVE DISPlAY ClASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
WRITE OR CALL for our new rate cards far bath 
GUNS MAGAZINE AND AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER MAGAZINE. listing rates for bath magazines are 
$.7511 X) a word including address and phone num
ber Display rates go from l" to 3" 1 to 6 time rates. 
Check out the Jul 91 Guns & J/ A 91 Handgunner. 
ClASSIFIED ADVERTISING, 591 Camino de la Reina, 
Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92138. 
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SECRET LOANS! We lend money by mail-$300 to 
$5000 in absolute privacy. Borrow for any goac rea
son. No co-signers. No mortgages. Write for details 
and application - no obligation. Financial Services, 
Dept. l, Drawer 1883, Alabaster, Alabama 35007-
1883. Enclose envelope! 

EARN EXTRA iNCOMEI!! Our company offer legal 
and legitimate ways to earn as much as you can. For 
more information, send a SASE ta: Profits, Box 277, 
Verbena, Aloboma 36091-0277. 

LEARN GOLD, SILVER, PlATINUM, SCRAP RECY
CLING BUSINESS. $75,000 YEAR POSSIBLE. SPARE 
TIME. EASYI FREE INFORMATION: RECYCLING, 
BOX 11216-GH, RENO, NV 89510-1216. 

JOURNEYMAN CREDENTIALS granted legitimate! 
Write: National Craftsman Union, PO. B. # 12332, 
Milwaukee, WI 53212. 

LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or exist
ing small business. Grants/loans to $500,000 yearly. 
Free recorded message: 707-448-0270. UR3). 

BEST FFL LICENSE KIT!!! Professional Gun Dealer Kit 
gives you EVERYTHING you need! license Forms, Reg
ulations, Professional Advice, Hundreds of Wholesalers 
and Phones! MONEYBACK GUARANTEED! $4.95: 
SHOOTERS GUNSHOP, P.O. Box 379-H, Hopwoac, 
PA 15445. 

$20,000.00 Yearly as a part time gun dealer No 
gimmicks. My methac works! Send SASE: FIREARMS, 
8270H SW Sorrento, Beaverton, OR 97005. 

A NEW IDEA! Call National Idea Center of Washing
ton D.C. free info - 1-800-247-6600, Ext 124. Come 
see the Invention Store! I 

START & OPERATE YOUR OWN BUSINESS AT 
HOME. F.T./PT. makes dollars. Free information: 
Jupiter Enterprises, P.O. Box 541782, Dallas, Texas 
75354-1782. 

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelers, motorhomes, 
by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available your area now. Call 1-
805-682-7555 Ext. C-2418. 

COLLECTORS 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-DECALS-PINS. 
Free catalog/Quotes. Highest Quality. Guaranteed 
lowest Prices. Rush Sketch. STADRIAH, 57 Leroy Street. 
NYC. 10014.1212)929-2293 

FIREWORKS 

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! 
Simple easy methac, my secrets revealed. Stamp: 
Browns Diversified, POB 6, Paragon, Indiana 46166. 

FIREWORKS WHOLESALE: Big savings on over 200 
Class C items. Catalog $2.00: Klassic Fireworks, POB 
142, Middlefield, CT06455. 

FIREWORKS: Firecrackers, Bottle Rockets, Roman Can
dles, Sky Rockets, and much more. For Wholesale 
price list send $1.00: Klassic Fireworks, PO. Box 
142, Middlefield, Conn. 06455-0142. 

CHERRYBOMBS, M-70'S, M-90'S, M-1 OO'S 
BUZZBOMBS, CANNON & TIME FUSE. PULL & 
ELECTRIC IGNITERS, STARS 1 / 4" TO l ", FIREWORK 
CHEMICALS, ETC. CATALOGUE $5. REFUNDABLE 
1 ST ORDER. CAPITOL FIREWORKS, 1805 WEST 
MONROE, SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704. 
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FOR SALE 

Is It True You Con Buy Jeeps for $44 through the U.S. 
Government? Get the facts today! CALL l-504-649-
5745 EXT S-2720. 

------------
GOV'T SEIZED SURPLUS VEHICLES AVAILABLE FROM 
$100! CALL FOR IMMEDIATE INFORMATION. l-
504-649-5745 EXT. S-2720. 

WATCH REPLICAS! WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST 
PRICES GUARANTEED NATIONWIDE! WARRANTYI 
EXACT WEIGHT & COLOR! l 8KT GOLDPLATED! 
CALL! WATCH REPLICAS! (404) 963-3USA WATCH 
REPLICAS! 

MAGAZINES FOR SALE. AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER, AMERICAN RIFLEMAN, GUNS AND AMMO, 
HANDLOADER, RIFLE, SHOOTING TIMES, GUN 
REPORT. l OO'S OF OTHER TITLES, HUNTING, FISH
ING, GUN DIGESTS, STOEGERS. SINGLE COPIES, 
FULL YEARS, OVER l 00,000 IN STOCK. HIGH
WOOD BOOKSHOP, BOX l 246 AH, TRAVERSE 
CITY, MICHIGAN 49685. 

GUN PARTS 

GUNS FOR SALE 

GUNSMITHING 

PISTOLSMITHING: Custom and Repairs. Custom guns 
built, street carry to competition, mild to wild. Repairs, 
Action tuning and accessory installation. Satisfaction 
guaranteed. Send for price list or send Spec's for 
quote. BMG, l 265 5th Ave, Yuma, Arizona 85364, 
602-783-5 l 6 l. 

INSIDER 
continued from page 126 

the high forties." 
Jinks confirmed that he also suspects 

the chamber pressure will be high
about 47,000 CUP. By way of compari
son, consider the following auto pistol 
SAAMI pressure specifications for "Max
imum Product Average": 

9mm Luger 35,700 CUP 
.38 Super +P 35,700 CUP 
.45 ACP 19,900 CUP 
.380 Auto 18,900 CUP 
Kramer said that the .356 TSW will 

have by far the highest chamber pressure 
of any auto pistol cartridge Federal makes. 

Given that we're talking about a pressure 
greater than even a .44 Magnum (43,500 
CUP), how will the S&W pistols handle it? 

"Through special heat treatment of the 
frames," Jinks said. 

Take heart, you who shoot the bad-boy 
cartridge banned by USPSA, 9mm 
Major- apparently your guns only need 
a "special heat treatment" to be safe. 

However, maybe all those brouhaha 
over the 9mm Major will be resolved 
soon. Hodgdon Powder Co. told me that 
they have trademarked the name "Major 
Nine" for a new propellant to be intro
duced in January, 1992. If all goes 
according to plan, you'll be able to make 
major with your Model 59 or Browning 
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Custom Handguns for street or competition 45 Auto 
and S&W Revolvers. S&W Armored School certified 
revolver and auto. Free Brochure: Kori Sokol, Chestnut 
Mountain Sports, 65 So. Main St., So. Deerfield, MA 
01373, 4 l 3-665-4647. 

Learn 'State of the Art' Gunsmithing in the pleasant cli
mate of central Arizona. Modern program teaches full 
spectrum skills including modern and advanced tech
nology. Approved by Veterans Administration and 
Vocational Rehabilitation. Contact Registrar, Yavapai 
College, l l 00 East Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 8630 l or 
(602)445-7300 or toll free in Arizona l-800-992-
6787. 

PISTOLSMITH NEEDED Minimur,-; three years experi
ence building and customizing 19 l l pistols and oper
ating engine lathes and milling machines. No phone 
call please. Send Resume to: GUNSMITH (SAM), 420 
West Main Street, Geneseo, IL 61 254. 

INSTRUCTION 

Basic Investigation Training. Diploma program offered 
by Lion lnvestigotion Academy, a licensed institution. 
Write Lion Investigation Academy, 316 l Shakespeare 
Rd., Bethlehem, PA 18017 for brochure. Lion Investiga
tion Academy is a division of American Detective 
Agency. No salesman will call. 

Hi-Power- given the proper bullet 
weight, of course. 

Hodgdon is said to be working with 
Paul Miller of Colorado Cast Bullets. 
Paul has been shooting 9mm Major for 
years and he probably knows more about 
the cartridge than anyone in America. 

Among the Archie Bunkers of the world, 
it has always been axiomatic that women 
cannot compete equally with men in pistol 
shooting. The results of every match from 
the Bianchi Cup to Second Chance certainly 
seem to verify this sexist claim. 

Indeed, the match organizers even tac
itly endorse this discriminating notion of 
women's inferiority by offering a special 
prize for Top Lady. (I always thought 
Best Bimbo had a better ring to it.) 

Jeer no more, guys, for Judy Woolley 
of Team Smith & Wesson finished a 
very strong second place in the recent 
BuckMaster competition, just a whisker 
behind match winner Blackie Sleeva. 
Judy beat the pants off such well-respect
ed men as two-time Masters winner Allen 
Fulford and three-time Bianchi Cup 
champ Mickey Fowler. 

Oh, incidentally, Judy shot a Smith 
Model 629DX .44 Magnum revolver with 
full-charge factory ammo. Mickey fired a 
.44 Magnum Freedom Arms revolver, as 
did match winner Blackie. 

Attention Government Model lovers, 
there is now a heavy-duty replacement 
blade with tritium inserts for the Bo-Mar 
rear sight. Gunsmith installation is 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

UNIQUE CUTLERY OUR SPECIALTY We carry all 
brands ond types of cutlery, firearms and necessaries. 
CUTLERY KING tm, P.O. Box 464419, Lawrenceville, 
GA 30246. l-800-634-6205/Locol 925-9086. 

KNIVES NEW '89 Models, Largest Selections, Lowest 
Prices Anywhere, AG. Russell, Al Mor, Boker, Brown
ing, Buck, Case, Cold Steel, Coleman Western, DMT, 
Eye Brand, Eze Lop, Frost, Gerber, Kabor, Kershaw, 
Lakota, Lansky, Leatherman, Old Timer, Puma, Queen, 
Remington, Schrade, Spyderco, Taylor, Tenka, Uncle 
Henry, United, Victorimox, Winchester, Wyoming, 
Kitchen Cutlery, CATALOG $2.00, FOREIGN $5.00 
TAR HEEL CUTLERY, PO BOX l 2819-AH, WIN
STON-SALEM, N.C. 27117. 

SAP $54.95, blade 5,1,•, 440 steel, handmade. numbered, -~~ 
blade locl<s into combat T-pootion, sheath, LIFETIME WAR

RANTY, SATISFAC
TION GUARANTEED, 
$22.00, $3.00 handing: 
Roberts, 215 South 
600 West Richfield, 
Utah 84701. 

Knives-Kitchen, pocket, hunting or survival. Starting at 
$2.95ea. For catalogue send $2.00 to: D & B Gun 
Shop, PO Box 60512, Phoenix, AZ 85082-05 l 2. 

STILETTOS FROM ITALY, Germany Spoin. 3"-14" 
open, Out-the-Fronts. Send $3.00 for catalog USS 
CUTT, 8948 S W. Barbur Blvd , Portland, OR 97219-
40 l 6. 

Exclusive Knives: Paratrooper $30.00, Morine X-9 

required for the blade with Trijicon 
inserts, available exclusively from 
Tooltech Gunsights. For info, call (313) 
628-1811 or write them at 729 Glaspie 
St., Oxford, MI 48371. 

Gene Desantis, owner and namesake 
of DeSantis Holsters And Leathergoods 
Co., called me the other day to see if I'd 
received his rather dry press release about 
some lawsuit he had won. 

"It's boring, Gene, give me a juicy 
quote to put in the Insider and I'll mention 
your press release," I yawned. Editors get 
jaded, which makes them rude, after see
ing their mailbox fill up daily with this 
self-serving pap that companies call news. 

The line was silent for a moment and 
then Gene cut loose: 

"Those lying sons of bitches tried to 
cheat me! They altered documents and 
forged papers, but they didn't convince 
the jury one iota!" 

That's more like it! What got Gene's 
blood up was an award from United States 
District Court which held that DeSantis' 
US Patent 4,966,320 for the popular 
Gunny Sack™ had been infringed. 

"The finding of intentional infringe
ment allows Desantis' attorneys to move 
for an award of all DeSantis' attorney 
fees associated with the lawsuit, and for 
trebling of the jury's damage award," the 
press release stated. 

Happy birthday to the greatest living 
gun designer! William Batterman Ruger, 
founder of Sturm, Ruger & Co., accrued 
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Exclusive Knives: Paratrooper $30.00, Marine X-9 
$40.00, Swiss Army $20.00, Pen Knife $30.00, 
Rambo Survival $40.00. Fast Shipment. Scott, Bax 
66 l Lake Luzerne, NY 12846. 

LEATHERCRAFT 

MILITARIA 

GERMAN VWl/l -VWl/2 {3rd Reich) MILITARIA Col
lectors catalogue far $5 {CASHI Refundable) ta: RZM, 
PF. 1244, 5143 WASSENBERG, Germany. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

MISCELLANEOUS 

STU GUNS - TEAR GAS. Far self defense only. Pro
tect your family. Free information. Spectrum, Box 727-
AE, Graysla e, IL 60030. 

CHEWING-SMO ING Tobacco!! Do you Chew
Smoke? Free samples - Twist, Snuff, Pipe . Guaranteed 
satisfaction: FRED STO ER & SONS, Dresden, Ten
nessee 38225. 

KNUCKS· Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap 
aluminum, same day delivery $7.95 prepaid: 
Matthews Police Supply, PO Box 1754, Matthews, 
NC 28105. 

CRIMEFIGHTERS Send $2. for illustrated catalog: B
PEC, Dept 4291, Box 7638, Sunnymead, CA 
92303. 

Certificate al Expert .45 Cal Sub Machine Gun. Suit· 
able for framing. Greet Gag! Prepared in YOUR 
Name. Send $4.95 to: Ergo Sport, 1000 Nevada 
Hwy, Suite #203, Boulder City, evada 89005. 

75 years of age in June. 
If you're eagerly awaiting news on the 

progress of the wide-body frames from 
Chip McCormick, Wilson's Gun Shop 
and Caspian Arms, here it is: 

Caspian Arms hired Wil Schuemann, 
inventor of the Hybrid system, to design 
their frame for them, and molds should be 
going to the casting house by the time 
you read thi . 

Bill Wil on hired George Huening, 
noted pistolsmith from World Class Pis
tols and inventor of the carbonfiber scope 
mount, to design the Wilson frame. The 
first prototype was finished in June and 
test firing has already begun.The proto
type is in 9mm Luger. 

Chip McCormick had yet to complete 
his prototype when I spoke to him shortly 
before the deadline for this issue. I expect 
these frame to come on the market in pre
cisely the sequence they are listed here. 

Congratulations go out to pistolsmith 
Ed Brown who was voted the Outstand
ing Pistolsmith of 1991 by his peers in 
the American Pistolsmiths Guild. In 
addition to Ed's talents as a gunmaker, he 
turns a phra e nicely too. Ed wrote an 
informative article that drew a lot of read
er prai e in the May/June issue and we 
have another in store for you next issue. 

Pick which form of government the 
SPSA board of directors most closely 

resembles: democracy, theocracy or dicta
torship? Bzzzz. Time's up, the correct 
answer is dictatorship. 

MICROWAVE FUDGE, delicious, inexpensive in 15 
mins. Greet for holidays! Send $ l .00 and SASE: 
DAR., 6 Salmon St, Newmarket, N.H. 03857. 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE All HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 
90029. 

WATCH REPLICAS! WATCH REPLICAS! LOWEST 
PRICES GUARANTEED NATIONWIDE! WARRANTY! 
EXACT WEIGHT & COLOR! l 8KT GOLDPLATED! 
CALL! WATCH REPLICAS! 1404) 963-3USA WATCH 
REPLICAS! 

WE ARE THE GOOSE FARM: PRIVACY IS OUR BUSI
NESS, OUR ONLY BUSINESS COURIER, SHIPPING, 
All THAT IS PRIVATE TO YOU, IS OUR CONCERN. 
THE GOOSE FARM, PO.B. 1213, MT. PLEASANT, TX 
75455. 

SPECIAL PURPOSE AMMU ITION: BEEHIVE, MULIT
PLEX !racers, bird bombs. Send $ l .00 for catalog to: 
HORIZONS UNLIMITED, 9208 Kingston Pike# 195, 
Dept. AH, Knoxville, TN 37922. 

POLICE EQUIPMENT 

BULLET PROOF VEST· Class II-A Kevlar soft body armor. 
Will defeat the .45 ACP, .357 mag. 9mm, 00 Buck 
and knife attack. Tested at the Aberdeen Proving 
Grounds by the U S Government Edgewood Arsenal. 
Front and bock protector $200.00. Side panels: 
$40.00 per set. Trauma Plate $35.00. Sized S, M, L, 
XL: MPS Co., 144 l West John St., Matthews, MC 
28 l 05. 1704)847-8793. Established 1970. 

LAW ENFORCEMENT badge and patch collectors 
send $ l for list or $8.00 for 12 monthly lists. Baird, 
Dept 4391, Box 7638, Sunnymead, CA 92303. 

At a board meeting in Reno, the board 
pa sect a resolution to ban any member 
from observing their meetings. At a prior 
board meeting, they resolved to destroy 
all ballots from the members' election for 
USPSA president. 

There you go, guys- no pesky mem
bers to snoop on how their elected repre
sentatives conduct their business! And if 
there's any question if they really are 
elected, why, we'll just burn the ballots! 

Coming soon- USPSA Thought 
Police. 

Chuck Bane at Bull-X has a new bul
let designed specifically for IPSC shoot
ing with .40 S&W or 10mm. The truncat
ed cone .40 caliber slug weighs a perfect 

SECOND CHANCE BODY ARMOR SPECIALS: PER
SONAL-TACTICAL-MILITARY· Models. NI.J. Approved 
levels, IIA-II-IIIA-Ill-IV. "VERIF1ABLE" law Enrorcement 
& Security Officers. CALL N PO S INC i EW # 1. 

800-753-7324 

REAL ESTATE 

$100.00 DOWN Wyoming 40 Acres, Borders BLM 
excellent antelope hunting. $99.00/mlh. Money back 
guarantee. No qualifying. Owner financing. Phone 
805-834 9934. 

MONTANA MAGNIFICENT! MAJESTIC! Own 20 
acres or more, some bordering national forest. Private 
hunting, fishing; beoutiful timber, creeks, ponds, moun
tain meadows from $299.00/acre. BEAVER CREEK 
LAND CO., PO Box 1509-AHG, Noxon, Montana 
59853. 1406)847-2421. 

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from $ l 
without credit check. Your repair. Also S&L bailout 
properties. Call l-805-682-7555 Ext. H-2832 for 
repa list your oree. 

SURVIVAL 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

Ideas, inven ions, new products! One of American's 
leading invention firms can help you submit to industry 
Call tall free l-800-288-IDEA. 

INVENTIONS/NEW PRODUCTS WANTED: We ore 
a full service marketing and patent development com· 
pony. For free information call TLCI l-800-468-7200 
24 hours/day-USA/Canada. 

140 grs. Loaded up to about 1,285 fps for 
a 180 power factor, the lightweight Bull
X bullet should be a real dandy. 

Proving once again that the only person 
who can successfully compete with Mike 
Dillon is Mike Dillon, the innovative finn 
of Dillon Precision will have a new press 
called the RL-650 in time for Christmas. 

Said to fall between the 550-B and the 
top-of-the-line 1050, the 650 will have 
automatic indexing and will handle rifle 
cases (which the 1050 can't). It will not 
have a case feeder, but that could be an 
upgradeable option. The anticipated retail 
price is in the $700 bracket which puts it 
closer to the 1050 ...,._ 
than the 550. ~ 

GUN TRADER'S GUIDE, 13TH EDITION- ls revised to give you the latest 
in firearms information. Over 4,200 modern firearms described in detail, 
with 2,200 identifying illustrations and photographs. Every price reviewed 

and updated to current market values, a complete index of all feature firearms and manufacturers, 
easy-to-use tabbed sections for handguns, rifles and shotguns. 
;;,,... ;;,,... ··-···-···············-················--··-···-·-······················ 
: Please send me GUN TRADER'S GUIDE for $14.95plus $3.00 shipping & handling. CA residents, 
: add 7% sales tax. D Check/MO $ __ D VISA/MC No. 
: Exp. Date ___ Initial Name _______________ _ 
: Address ___________________________ _ i City____________ State____ Zip _____ _ 
• Send to: GUNS BOOKS AO #43, - Oept. HG 91SO, 591 Camino de la Reina, #200, San Diego, CA 92108 . ................................ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
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INDUSl'RY INSIDER 
CAMERON HOPKINS 

FBI SAYS RECALL OF S& W I 0mm IS 
11 ExrRAORDINARY aur NECESSARY'' 

T
he FBI has recalled all I 0mm pistols 
issued to field agents following sev
eral instances of mechanical mal

function both in training and the field. 
The FBI pistol being recalled is the 

Smith & Wesson Model 1076 and until 
the guns are repaired, the FBI will issue 
the agents affected by the recall with 
either SIG or Beretta 9mm pistols, an 
FBI spokesman said. 

FBI director William S. Sessions said 
concern for the safety of agents prompted 
the recall, which he described as 
"extraordinary- but necessary- until 
the weapon's reliability can be deter
mined," an FBI news release stated. 

S&W vice-president Robert L. Scott 
acknowledged that the Model 1076 pro
duced under a special contract for the FBI 
is at fault. Specifically, Scott said the 
"special trigger mechanism," designed by 
S&W to accommodate an FBI request, 
has been determined to be the cause of 
the pistol's failures. 

Scott confirmed an independent report of 
an incident during a bank robbery in Miami 
which provoked the recall of the approxi
mately 750 S&W pistols in the field. 

A team of FBI agents was staking out 
a bank in Miami, Fla., when they 
ambushed a bank robber. An arrest was 
made without shots being fired. 

Later on, one of the agents decided to 
unload his S&W 1076 pistol and discov
ered the slide was locked shut. When the 
slide could not be retracted, the agent 
attempted to clear the pistol by firing it, 
however, the trigger was frozen and the 
gun could not be fired 

One can imagine a certain chill must 
have run down the agent's spine when he 
realized he had stopped a bank robbery 
with a totally useless pistol! 

The pistol was returned to the FBI in 
Quantico, Va., where it was disassem
bled, Scott said, and then shipped to 
Smith & Wesson for further investigation. 

S&W then determined the trigger was 
causing the gun to seize up, Scott said. 

At this point, Scott said, the FBI issued 
the recall for the Smith pistols. He candid
ly acknowledged that there had been two 
similar failures on the training range, but 
only the one incident in the field. 

The FBI has accepted about 2,000 pis
tols from S&W, however, only about 750 
are actually in the field. Newly-assigned 
agents from the training academy and 
certain special assignments carry the 
1076, according to the FBI. 

The Insider asked FBI spokesman 
Steve Markhardt at the Bureau's Wash
ington, DC, headquarters who is going to 
pay for all this. There is the actual cost of 
the repairs to 750 pistols plus shipping, 
handling and a wide range of associated 
costs from re-training the new agents to 
re-issuing replacement guns. 

"It will come out of the FBI budget," 
Markhardt told me during an exclusive 
interview. 

"As far as I understand it, the contract 
with Smith & Wesson is just to produce 
guns," Markhardt said as he went on to 
state that he does not think S&W is obli
gated to pay for fixing the broken guns. 

However, Scott said, "The FBI is not 
going to be charged anything by us for 
anything we do to the guns." 

The Bureau has authorized acquisition 
of either Beretta 92s or SIG P-226s while 
their Smiths are in for service, a spokesman 
in the Firearms Training Unit said. 

"Some of the agents were cross-trained 
with a service revolver," Markhardt 
explained, "There's a good chance that 
what we may do is re-train them to fire 
the revolver. For the classes that went 
through the academy with only the semi
auto, we haven't decided what to do yet." 

We will keep you posted on develop
men ts with the FBI recall, however, I 
would like to thank Bob Scott of S&W for 
his forthright and open discussion of the 
situation. It is one thing to make excuses 
and quite another to accept one's responsi
bilities and take action to correct the prob
lem. Well done, Smith & Wesson. 

Did you hear about the new .17 Rim
fire Magnum from Federal Cartridge? 
This the .22 Win. Mag. necked down to 
.17 caliber. The little rimfire sends its 20 
grain slug, which looks like a grain of 
rice, at a screeching 2,700 fps. 

I look for Harry Sanford at AMT to be 
the first to chamber an auto pistol for the 
new . l 7 Rirnfire Magnum. His nifty little 
AutoMag II in .22 Win. Mag. needs noth
ing more than a .17 caliber barrel to 
work. I understand Thompson/Center 
will also chamber a Contender barrel for 
the hot little .17 RM. 

Long guns will be available initially 
from Ruger, Marlin and- my insider 
source for this info- Mauser. 

Dick Cantu of the Mauser. importing 
firm Precision Imports told me that the 
deal is set to make a simultaneous intro
duction of guns and the new cartridge at 
the industry trade show in January. 

From our It Could Be Worse Dept. 
comes the news that the Labour party in 
Great Britain promised that if it comes to 
power, it will outlaw traditional fox hunt
ing. According to Firearms News, the 
Labour pledge is to ban "any hunting in 
which the quarry is chased with an aim to 
kill at the end of the chase." The leftist 
party claims it does not seek to ban shoot
ing of birds and big game (snicker, snicker). 

And to think that here in America we 
only have to deal with politicians who 
merely want to ban handguns, long guns, 
assault guns, and 15 round magazines. 

A con man has been working a scam 
on gun dealers by posing as the new pres
ident of Glaser Safety Slugs and hawk
ing fake Glaser ammo. Driving around 
the pacific northwest in a van marked in 
huge letters "Glaser," the con man hits 
local gunshops and offers to sell them 
quantities of Glaser Safety Slugs at a spe
cial discount price. 

Kurt Cannon, the real president of 
Glaser, warns that the crook is a "real 
smooth talker and slick salesman," but 
the product he's selling is totally bogus. 
Cannon has taken out full-page ads in 
The Gun List and Shotgun News, two 
tabloids for gun dealers, alerting gun
shops to the potential ripoff. 

According to a report in the St. 
Petersburg Times, the Glock pistol "is 
involved in more accidental shootings 
than other guns." The Times said a Glock 
17 was used May 23, 1991, in an acciden
tal shooting when Tampa vice officer 
Dolvin W. "Bill" Todd unintentionally 
shot a surrendering drug suspect. 

"Investigators have not determined 
what caused the gun to fire, but one shot 
went through the driver's window striking 
(the suspect) in the upper left arm. Todd's 
gun, an Austrian-made Glock 17, has a 
reputation for an overly sensitive trigger," 
the newspaper reported. 

(Shhhh. Don't tell anyone in Tampa, 
but simple obedience to Rule Three
keep your finger off the damn trigger
would prevent this sort of boo-boo.) 

Regular readers of the Insider will 
recall my previous reports on the amazing 
chameleon cartridge from Smith & Wes
son called the .356 TSW (Team Smith & 
Wesson). First it was going to be a 9x21 
case headstamped ".356 TSW," but then 
S&W changed it to 9x22 presumably 
because John Ricco at C.P. Bullets stole 
the thunder with his "+P+ 9x21 CP." 

ow the latest word is that the .356 
TSW will be a 9x21 lf2! 

Team S&W manager Roy Jinks 
revealed that Federal Cartridge will make 
the .356 TSW and guns for the new round 
will be available by the end of the year 
from the S&W Performance Center. 

Bob Kramer, an engineer at Federal, 
said the .356 TSW will fire a 135 gr. bul
let at sufficient velocity to make major in 
IPSC. When asked what he anticipated 
the chamber pressure to be, he said, "In 
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The CEI ProTimer Ill™ was 
selected as the official timer 
for this prestigious match 
held in Australia. 

But, this is not uncommon for CEI, 
since we've previously been selected 
as the 'top timer' for the NRA Bianchi 
Cup, Steel Challenge. Our generations 
of timers have been used at every 
USPSA/IPSC Nationals since 1982. 

Check these Pro Timer Ill features 
and see why we're considered the 
reliable 'top timer' by the professional 
match makers. 

• For the basic operation modes, just 
turn on the PTIII and start shooting. 

• Automatically selects shot 
detection and stop plate switch 
operations. Par time available on 
shot and stop plate modes. 

• Bold LCD display and touch pad 
controls provide convenient 
viewing/operation. 

• Low-frequency buzzer standard, 
high-frequency optional. 

• Lightweight/maintenance free unit. 
• Powered by 9-volt alkaline battery. 

At the 1990 I PSC World Shoot IX, 
we timed everything except the 
boomarangs. 'Top Timer' perform
ance at a reasonable price. 
ProTimer Ill $249.95* 

ProTach™ Chronograph ... 
the 'top tach' from CEI. 

Selected as the official chronograph 
for the NRA Bianchi Cup since 1986. 
The ProTach offers these profes
sional features. 

• Portable, easy to set up. 
• Indoor, outdoor capability. 
• Records number of shots, velocity 

from shot-to-shot without resetting, 
and average velocity per shot 
string. 

• Provides direct velocity readouts 
from 75 to 4500 fps with accuracy 
to 1/2%. 

• Large, easy-to-view LCD display. 
• Low battery indicator. 
• Diffuser hoods for use on bright 

days. 
• $25.00 maximum repair charge. 

CEI offers other professional 
timers and chronographs. 

From our ProTach™ CLASSIC 
Chronograph, to our Pro TNT™ 
timer/chronograph, CEI has a product 
to match your needs. No matter what 
you choose, all of our products 
feature a 30-day money-back 
guarantee and a 5-day turnaround 
service policy. 

For more information, call or write 
Competition Electronics, Inc., 3469 
Precision Drive, Rockford, IL 61109. 
Phone 815-874-8001. 

* New prices effective March 31, 1991. 

Order Now! 
Call Toll Free 1-800-222-3845 
Visa, MasterCard and COD accepted. Illinois 
residents add 6-1/4% sales tax. Add $4.50 for 
shipping and handling. Certified check or money 
order by mail. 

IQ 
Competition 
Electronics, Inc. 



It's a unique 
design -introduced 
by Smith & Wesson to 
celebrate the company's 
centennial. Now, some forty 
years later, reintroduced 
and updated to meet the 
needs of today's shooter. 

The Centennials are a family 
of small frame, lightweight 
revolvers that feature a fully 
concealed hammer-making them 
the smoothest, most snag-resistant 
revolvers available. And they provide 
the ultimate combination of compact 
size and power in a choice of four 
models and three calibers. 

In all stainless construction, there's 
the Model 640-a tough little .38 rated 
for + P ammunition. For a lighter 
carry, the Model 642 with an alloy 
frame and Santoprene 
combat grips. This same . ,, ---~ 

the Model 632. And for 
ammunition compatibility 
with your pistol, the Model 
940 in 9mm. All are available 
in a two or three-inch barrel 
length with fixed sights. 

The Centennials. 
Compact. Powerful. 

lightweight. And 
available now from lightweight package 

is also available in 
. 32 H&R Magnum, S •th&' 1 r. your Smith & Wesson 

mt . 1r1reSSOll dealer . 
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01102-2208 

The Centennials· 
Compact. Powerful. Lightweight. Snag-Resistant. 
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